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A foreword to read if you don’t ‘get’ this book 
Sword of the Outsider takes place around 2400 A.D. I've added internal markers at a few 

key points to tie things together. Now, this is at its core a ridiculous self-insert story. If 
that's a turn-off, I understand. If you're okay with it, wonderful! I had a lot of fun here, so I 
hope you will, too. At first this wasn't meant to be a cohesive novel, just flash-fiction and 
short stories I threw together, but it ended up telling a (mostly) complete story.  

I've also revised and expanded a lot of its material, even rewriting the entire second 
half of the Arc 2 Climax. 

I skipped depicting many things at first, including Machrae Diir's creation, because I 
was writing in a dreamlike state of mind. Dreams simply happen the way they happen, and 
we ride along. Read Arc 1 through that lens and it’ll make a lot more sense. Treat this book 
as a folkloric recording of real past events, written in a future that doesn’t exist yet. 

Wherever I avoid describing something, or describe it only loosely, it’s because there is 
no one right way to envision it. The empty spaces in this early vision of Machrae Diir, and 
surrounding everything that happens in it, exist for you to project yourself into. 

Did you imagine something that has power and reinforced the scene's tone? Good 
enough! Did you find my prose too dense and bizarre to visualize–in fact, 
incomprehensible? Also good, and very affirming for me! In writing this pseudo-foreword 
months after Arc 2, I found that I often struggled to remember what I, myself, envisioned 
with many of that arc’s more elaborate descriptions. Very eldritch, yes? 

In the same vein, I like to imagine whole sequences of events implied behind the scenes 
and between the entries that actually make it into this book. Up until somewhere near the 
end of Arc 3, most of these pieces were written as direct transcripts of my mental state at 
the time of writing. I often understood that the ideas in one scene had a relation to earlier 
scenes, but could rarely put this understanding into words. 

This book, in short, is a demon’s free-form exploration of her own monstrousness, 
seeking to experience itself without needing to justify every discovery by ironclad logic. 
The stories within the story often read as isolated climaxes and endings, payoffs without 
setup, because that’s exactly what they are. In future stories I'll be happy to flesh out the 
making of Machrae Diir, to stitch together the threads uncovered by this foray into my 
abyss, with proper inciting moments, character development, and all the rest. 

Until then? Enjoy this collection for what it is, readers dear! 
XOXO 
~Kairliina~  



 

Prologue: Threefold Damnation 

(circa 2120 A.D.) 
 
The weeping one huddles in the midst of the melee. One horn broken, glittering pink 

blood dripping down to the ragged fork of its black tail. The stroke will come soon. It has to. 
A vagary of fight-or-flight, training-impulses screaming to kill the other armed ones first. 

Those are the only reasons it's still alive. 
Yet it huddles. Shivering, rubbing its orange forearms with its black talons and 

squeezing tears through eyes shut in terror and despair. Does it forget the sovereign law of 
the battlefield? Does it even remember itself? 

A little soul's cold, shivering tendrils pour out through the not-seam where worlds end, 
the paths of emptiness between, searching and searching and searching--for what? 

Someone strong enough to stand? Or someone who'll fight its battles for it? 

It reaches. This much, IS. 
Battle is an irradiant art--it can be made abyssal if one desires. Most who know the 

killing ways care only for glory. To deny irradiance is to deny themselves the feeling of 
their challenge, met. So the seeking soul finds the sensation of sunburning blues, and pulls. 

"Cripes, this again?" 

A shade-slayer lunges around the weeping one. Six-horned and long-tailed, of black 
shadow with a cobalt corona streaming past the roving eclipse of her silhouette. The great, 
curved, wicked blade hisses in her hands, severing other shadows from being. 

"What?" the slayer pauses. Gestures to the melee. "You want me to save you, is that it? 
Kid, I hate to break it to you--" she snorts, "I lie, I love to break it to you--" She sweeps the 
threshold-blade's shade through a shining knight. It passes, puffs of darkness without bite. 
“--I'm not even actually here." She shrugs. "Good on you for partly bridging space, I guess..." 

The devil-shade distorts. A sunburst of seeking black spokes into a spherical 
maelstrom into a cone of photo-negative cleaving. Other shades fall: severed legs, split 
torsos, heads. She reappears, standing over the weeping one. 

"Like." a flick of a shadow-talon hand. "I don't know what else to tell you. The dream of 
power like mine isn't enough to motivate you?"  

Her gesture turns to the still-shining knight as he grapples down another demon, 
dagger flashing."This fucker's going to be the one to kill you. Hope you can see that. He's 
lost his main weapon. He has the mechanical advantage--" The dagger, carved with binding 
runes, drives into the muscular demon's throat. His raging scream because a shrieking, 
agonized gurgle. "--and his senses are now tuned towards things on the ground," the devil-
shade concludes. "Get up. Run." 

The blue-star pinpoints in her silhouette flash. "Do something, you stupid fucking fool! 
You have legs, you have breath! Do something to save yourself, by the Void!" 

The weeping one wails, thrashes, shakes its head. Its panic draws the eyes of the 
knight--wide and bloodshot behind the blood-spattered barricade of his helm's visor. 

He rises. 
"He can't see me," the shade-slayer says. "Only you. Run. Run now, you're fresh, you can 

get away." 

Still, the weeping one does not move. Death descends to Earth to inhabit the body of a 
mortal man, and-- 



 

"Oh, for fuck's sake," the shadowed one snarls. "Alright, you know what? I will 
intervene. I'll use you, selfishly, to cater to my own rage. There. Salvation's price." 

Her corona grows fiercer, boiling, scalding the huddled figure's flesh. Every boiling 
heat-blister fills her with a foreign will--seizing her limbs, pouring with the scorching blue-
black shadows down her throat, making her writhe and whimper and peel. 

"Is this what you want?" the other snarls. "Is this how you want it to be?" Every muscle 
twitches with the unwilling sensation of reflex. Nerves fire wildly with unwanted 
sharpness. "What? Did you think I was going to shield you?" 

The little tear-streaked form isn't strengthened to withstand the awful power the other 
pours through it--the power that sends a clawed hand whipping out to intercept the 
frothing-mouthed knight and its dagger wetted by black blood. 

Burning, splitting pains spray out inside its bones, fracture-branches at the force of the 
clash. The devil rips its bare, soft knee open when she drives it up into the groin-gap of the 
knight's plate. One of its claws rips right off on the visor's underside, taking flesh. 

The others puncture the enemy's throat and it's flesh, warm flesh, soft vital flesh like all 
of the weeping thing's lovers, and it convulses with the self-hate of murder. 

The other's dominion forces it to turn and run while it's still puking all over itself. The 
other makes it run until the battlefield is far away, until there's nothing around but barren 
rocks and dust under a night sky of cold and uncaring stars. 

Only then does she let its battered knees buckle. Releases it. Manifests in full. 
"I want to make something clear," the six-horned devil says. She prowls a slow circle, 

talons rasping on the sand, and pries the short companion sword from her sash. "You aren't 
special. Every universe teems with things like you." 

She tosses the short sword down in front of it. 
"Whimpering, pitiful, carting around these stupid backwards internal mythologies," 

she continues, coming to a halt. "And you all think you'll get picked because you're useful. 
But you're already useful without being picked, dumbass. You'll get used until you're dead." 

Her hand-talons settle on the cobalt silk of her great blade's grip. Shining star-iron 
hisses free. "I'll promise you this much." She nods to the short sword on the sand. "That 
won't hurt. When it goes in, you'll feel nothing but comfort." She walks behind the broken 
thing. The telltale harmonic murmur of the point lifting free of the scabbard.  

Armor's clatter comes from behind, the other's left hand finding its place on the great 
blade's grip. "No one needs you--empty things begging for another to make them full. Fight 
for your life, or don't." 

It shivers. Quakes. Other demons aren't supposed to be this cruel. Other demons are 
supposed to pity it, nurture it-- 

"Coddle you?" A scornful laugh. "Why would I coddle you when I can coddle myself?" 

It digs its claws into its arms. "... why?" 

A sneer of words. "Why what?" 

"Why do you hate me so much?" 

Settling. Stillness. Such long, cold silence. 
"Because I look at you and I see neutron poison," the other says. "A drain, a void that'll 

turn whatever I give it to emptiness just to demand more of me, a combat liability, a--" 

A sigh. 



 

"I hate you," the other finally says, dead tired, "because I thought I was finally free of 
this version of myself. But things like you keep pushing my old ways back in my face. I hate 
you because I have been you, and I'm still weak to the lure of someone I can justify hating." 

It can find no words in answer. 
There are only cold sands, and colder stars, and the beckoning dark lacquer of the 

short sword with its twin-ring guard of tarnished brass that nestles at the knees of the 
broken thing. This sword's grip is cotton. Faded. Worn. Off-black. Its temper-line is frosty.  

Fake, it realizes, as it eases the blade free. 
"H-how is it to--" it begins. 
The answer flashes through its mind. Tear a strip from what's left of its sleeveless 

gown. Wrap the blade's base so that hand doesn't slip in its own blood. Other hand goes on 
the grip. Tip goes against the soft pale flesh of its belly. A hard push. A few dragging slices. 
As long as it gets that far, the other will handle the rest. 

"Thank you," it whispers, feeling insane. How can it be grateful to someone for 
dragging it out here just to kill itself? 

"No problem," the other says. "Killing's easy. I've had lots of practice breaking people." 

And there is silence. Cold night. Cold stars. Cold steel point prickling its belly, so keen 
and close and lovingly sharpened. 

"Hey," it asks. "Your instructions... did you...?" 

"Questions are for the living," the six-horned devil says, a little sharply. "You're a dead 
thing, aren't you? Don't ask to know of living things. Embrace your end." 

"Right. Yes. Sorry." It shudders. Breathing heavy. Keeps tensing its fingers. Begins to 
push. Come on. Harder! The point slips in, just a little, and there's no pain. Only warm 
comfort, the promise of sleep at last. 

It screams at itself in its own mind--why? It's never going to be easier than this? Why 
not now?! 

"C-can't..." it whimpers. 
"Uh-uh," the other says. "Won't." 

She steps around to the front, sheathing the great glittering blade with a sweep of her 
arm. Her tail plucks away the short sword. "Let me guess," she says. "There's a disconnect. 
A voice telling you to die, but your limbs aren't following through." 

"H-how do you know that?" it asks. 
"Like I said," the other shrugs, "I've been you. That reluctance, that impulse against 

death that lies there under the surface of your words? That's you." She pokes its nose with 
her tail-tip. "You want to live." She gestures to the short sword. "You can keep that. But you 
better remember this moment, kid. You made your choice. Making it work is your problem, 
understand? As long as you expect others to prove they care by fighting for you, you'll 
always find ways to make it harder on 'em." 

The other sags. "Fucksakes, I'm tired. I was supposed to be free, finally. I didn't want to 
be anyone's mistress or their heroine or their good little soldier, I just wanted some fucking 
friends." She turns. A lazy wave over her shoulder. "You chose, kid. Fight for it." 

It watches her fade, feeling a certain dryness. 
"What a bitch," it mutters. It contemplates the short sword in its hands. A bitch who 

hated it, completely and utterly. 
And that hateful bitch saw more value in its life than it did. 
Wow. It really IS pathetic. 



 

Its blood-encrusted tail flicks against the sand. 
Well... now it's a pathetic, broken thing with a really sharp sword. It stands up. Groans. 

Stretches. "Okay," the demon-thing mutters. "Well, there's no way I can let her have the last 
word." So it takes its first step. 

The next few days defy its expectations. It's supposed to be a desolate, soul-breaking 
loneliness. It's definitely lonely, the little wandering demon with its really sharp sword. But 
nothing about this feels new. It discovers its survival instincts, and they're--good? 

It can be quick when there's prey to seize. Its sense and sight and smell and touch are 
all so keen and rich in feeling. As for the loneliness... after scrounging for roots and grubs 
and digging water out of the ground, it has little to do but meditate on that. 

It doesn't like the conclusions it comes to. They're not pretty. They just are. Like the 
other's rage, cruelty, and yes, power. The queen used it. The other demons used it. All to 
play an especially perverse kind of game--a game of telling themselves how kind they were. 

It remembers the long-forgotten incident of the day it mentioned, off-handed, that it 
wanted to wander into the wilderness for a week or so and find itself. No one paid any 
attention to the shine in its eyes or the long-forgotten happy frisking of its tail. They didn't 
try to understand its impulses, didn't talk to it to figure out what these things might mean 
to it that they did not mean to the court. 

They all just started, well... arguing at the little demon. It was being selfish, they said. 
Angsty, the queen accused, depressive. They said it didn't need to "isolate"--it hadn't meant 
to, would've been perfectly happy meeting new friends on its wanderings--it needed them 
"now more than ever," needed to let them "help."  

Their help consisted of doing the same things as ever with slightly more smiling and 
more shallow questions about its happiness. That lasted just three days. Then everything 
returned to the way it was before, except that the little demon felt too afraid their anger to 
ever suggest another adventure outside the palace. 

The demon contemplates these things along with others. Simpler.  
A desert dawn tinting sandstone archways and mesas with pinks, reds, oranges as it 

greets the rising sun by staring right into it.  
Its eyes are fine. Apparently it can stare straight at the sun as much as it wants. 
The demon tries an experiment, then: it tells itself that it shouldn't be able to stare at 

the sun. Nothing happens at first. But as it keeps repeating that, searing begins, burning 
spots. It panics for a while at the ruin it's made of its sight. Finally, it accepts the wound. 

And then it occurs to the little demon to wonder... what if, whatever that was, it's also 
true of its belief that its wounds won't just heal on their own? 

At first, nothing happens. But it keeps repeating, keeps repeating this in its head with 
rising fervor: my wounds will heal because my wounds will heal. My wounds will heal 
because my wounds will heal. And the world's light returns. More than that, its broken horn 
has grown back.  

The blisters and scarring of the other's power dissipate, aside from a sleeve it keeps on 
its right hand. It loves the look of the off-color, burned flesh. Gives its form a nice 
asymmetry, hints of a story to tell. 

Then? It basks. 
Its power of itself, its knowing of its own desires, is as deep and instinctive as this? This 

is how fast it can grow when it just has a little freedom, just has challenges that stir its heart 
in the right ways? 



 

By the time the other shows up again on the sixth day of its wanderings, it's just 
conjuring food and water out of the air. It's also made some very early attempts at glass-
blowing after learning the joy of playing with its own fire. It is absolutely terrible at it, but 
the glass still shines faintly, a little field of pretty bubble-filled mishaps in the shade of a 
ravine-turned tunnel. 

And she's there, peeking around a corner, six-horned and rigid with shame. 
Nope. Not doing this. 
"I don't want an apology," the smaller demon says. "I won't accept one. My feelings?" It 

shrugs. "Yes, you were a bitch about the whole thing. Still got me out." 

"But I--" the other begins. 
"No," it repeats. "You know what I've realized out here?" It gestures to the glass. "I 

realized that more than anything, I just needed something about myself to be real. A story I 
can tell myself about where I come from, and know that there's some truth to it. Good or 
bad didn't matter. Something that happened. That's it." 

It patters around, poking the glass because it feels like doing so. This isn't that deep, 
not in its mind. Its mind was never the one that needed all the tender-making words. 

"I've realized, if I make my healing dependent on perfect treatment from others, I'll 
never heal." It straightens. "You were a bitch, but sometimes a bitch is right. You told me 
where you were at and why you did what you did. I could feel, for the very first time, that I 
was hearing the truth about those things. That gave me something solid to push against." 

It rubs its arm, turning sheepish. "Would I choose to go through that again? No. If 
there's a next time I want kindness. Tenderness. Someone who finds the right way to make 
it easier. But since this happened to me, since it's part of my story, I have to learn like it. 
And I have to admit, there's something compelling about this.  Seized by the terrible 
eldritch power of an older demon, turned malevolent in her rage..." Its tail frisks.  

"There's worth in being able to see myself as someone who goes through something 
like that and then keeps walking, after." It nods to the other. "So, thanks. Lots of people 
have hurt me. You're the first who called it what it was. You're still shit, but it's a start." 

The other, cautious, rounds the corner. 
"Wow." She scratches the back of her head. "You really are exactly like me, huh?" 

It snorts. "Maybe. That's not something you can decide in one conversation, now is it?" 

The other smiles wryly. "Not while being right about it." 

"Yeah." It hefts the gifted sword. "Or ten. A hundred, maybe." It clears its throat. "So, 
this thing's a good option for tight spaces, but I like the desert, sooo..." 

The other whips her hand through the air, unfolding a clattering armory of killing 
implements from nothing, including a lot of odd things that all seem to be based around 
tubes and triggers, with all manner of bizarre knobs and switches and handles sticking off. 

"Take your pick," she says. 
"And with that, you've already outdone my queen," the little demon says, padding to 

the wall of shining. "Hm..." It taps one of the many tube-weapons. "These feel promising, 
but I haven't seen one on my world. Too attention-grabbing." 

It notes a faint hint of approval in the other's eyes. The glimmer of it kindles an 
immediate yearning for more which the smaller demon promptly shoves down, deep. 

Not a desire it wants to throw away, but way too dangerous to chase right now. 
And the other would hate it. 



 

It wanders along the selection for a while, levitating itself when it needs to reach 
higher. Hours, it spends, picking and choosing and un-choosing. Sometimes it tries practice 
swings, annoyed at how self-conscious it is of the other's gaze. 

Finally, it picks out a big halberd with a haft of shimmering emerald lacquer. A piece 
tastefully balanced by silver langets with a traditional one-piece forging for its head. The 
blade, topspike and hook all shine with an orange crystal fused into the steel. 

"This looks gorgeous," it says. "Question, though. Is this structurally sound? I know 
little about metalworking, but combining metal and non-metal seems risky." 

"It is," the other says, bobbing. "Structurally sound, I mean. The crystal's a personal 
composite mix fused to the steel at the molecular level." She swells with a hint of pride. Her 
hand raises instinctively to press her chest as she says, "This one believes that, while 
supernatural force can make any construction viable, a true artist makes sure that its 
works are strong by mundane physics as well."  

Her--its? Both--its tail takes on the familiar frisk of a demon in its joys. "Also features a 
very clever proprietary spatial lattice to redistribute kinetic energy away from weak points, 
which this one--" She catches herself. Grins. "I mean, um... which I also designed." 

The younger demon raises an eyebrow, but doesn't push the point. 
The other finishes, with a firm nod, "It's Carag-craft. Artifice of the deep power. You 

will break long before it does." She smiles. "When you're done putting yourself back 
together, it'll be there. Every time." 

"Hm." The demon born of the desert runs her hands along its haft. "One last question." 
She meets the other's gaze. "Are you stable enough teach me how to wield this?" 

The other considers, knuckles against her chin, long and somber. And her smile widens. 
"Yes. I can manage that." 

Its newly-chosen teacher suggests a simple start: that they journey together for a few 
days with no instruction, just to get used to each other's presence. "It'll give us a chance to 
learn what each other's 'normal' looks like," she says. "How we express what we're feeling." 

"May I ask why?" the demon of the desert asks. 
"You always have the right to ask and be answered when it comes to what someone's 

trying to teach you," the other says. "And if their explanation isn't good enough, you have 
the right to tell them to fuck off." 

At this it seizes. Flooding with jitters, with panic, with a cold sweat of pink-tinted 
beads. It knows the question it has to ask if the answer it just received is to mean anything. 

"What if someone has more power than me?" it asks. "What if I don't trust them to fuck 
off?" 

Her teacher keeps walking. Taking calming breaths. Nervous gulps, an odd habit that 
the demon born of the desert has only previously seen in humans. 

"You're just as scared of fucking up and being abandoned as I am," it realizes. 
"Yes," its teacher agrees, "but the power balance overwhelmingly favors me." She hugs 

herself. "My answer is this. If you want me to leave, I will. I hurt you, badly. You're a fellow 
demon and I... I care for my kindred. I want to atone for ignoring that kinship, and lashing 
out anyway. But you don't owe me that chance." 

"I appreciate that," it murmurs. A beat. "Right. Fuck off." 

The other stiffens. She looks at it side on for a single blink of one azure eye. Her parting 
words emerge calm, poised, and earnest. 

"I understand." 



 

She's gone in a side-striping rush of blue smoke and silver lightning. 
The little demon wanders for hours. Wanders subsurface river valleys. Wanders ruined 

temples. Wanders under starry nights side by side with the silent pale-red wraiths of past 
desert wanderers, who fade in from the darkness, grow almost solid enough to touch for a 
minute or two, and pass on. 

It wanders for weeks, toying now and then with the gifted halberd, and still the other 
does not return. It throws the halberd down a pit and listens to it splash into unseen water. 
It strides away a little too quickly, arms stiff by its sides, lips tight, fangs gritted. 

It comes back a day later, scrabbling down the walls, and it's been babbling the word 
"sorry" nonstop for over a minute by the time it plunges under the cool silt-laced waters 
and flails around until it finds the halberd by stabbing one of its hands on the back-hook. 

Only then, in fishing it free and sagging with relief to find that the other's craft hasn't 
begun to rust or rot, does it realize it was apologizing to the halberd. Its maker is a terrible 
soul full of everything that can go wrong in a demon's heart, but that isn't its fault. 

By the time it’s climbed out with the Carag-crafted polearm tied tight to its back using 
its own tail-loops, its resolve has broken and it’s done the inevitable. Reversing the 
comparison. If the halberd can be the creation of terrible creatures, bearing signs of them in 
its making but blameless for what it bears… couldn’t a similar process have made its maker 
who she is? Couldn’t she have been blamed for the sins of her makers, thrown away over 
and over until the only control she can imagine having is how quickly that pain arrives? 

Within a few minutes it’s rushing back and forth on the stony crags around the pit, 
clawing its skull, keening and stamping its feet and wracked with guilt. 

The demon quickly comes to understand the madness that overtook its would-be 
teacher, and in understanding it, understands that throwing itself into thinking about that 
madness will be fruitless. It’ll go mad too. It’s too close to all this, has its emotions in too 
many knots, has too many soul-wounds that are healing, yes, but oh so slowly. 

It cannot try to think in terms of right or wrong. What it deserves. What the other 
deserves, or deserved. The simple, cold truth is that neither of these demons can depend 
upon the other for help. 

So when, inevitably, it admits to itself that it has no idea how to fight with a halberd 
and it still needs a teacher, it reaches out the same way. Its soul filtering out through the 
astral realms outside the world of sand-matter where its form sits cross-legged. Tendrils 
full of the feel of sun on its skin. Beckoning with the hope of an answer to its need: for 
growth, for solidity, for strength it can learn from. 

And echoes resonate. They build to a circle of crackling force just in front of the little 
demon. A burst of splinters fans out in a hemisphere away from the manifestation of a tall 
demon, with a single jagged black horn cresting her rocky fire-crackled face. She’s built 
heavy and muscular, bearing a many-spined tail to match, and she's kitted out in black 
igneous armor with lava suspended in its trim and engravings. Two golden-fire eyes, 
slitted, brim with merry magma-glows. 

She shoulders a massive hammer. “Ho there, little kindred. You called?” 

“Yes!” It lifts up the halberd towards the big igneous demon. “I need you to teach me 
how to use this! Can you?” 

The newcomer’s eyes light up briefly with a terrible fire. She leers at the weapon, 
baring bright orange fangs–then shakes herself violently. She takes two steps back. 
“Wooo… okay, that fucker has a pull and a half.” 



 

“It does?” the smaller demon asks. "Why don’t I feel it?” 

The tall demon shrugs. “Probably because it belongs to you. That’s how it usually goes. 
The true owner of the thing with the corruptive powers isn’t affected, or at least, they aren’t 
affected with the same terrible obsession.” 

It growls. “That bitch. She cursed me.” 

“Hmmm…” the tall demon takes a knee, considering the halberd. “I wouldn’t say that. 
Not intentionally. I’ve seen stuff like this before. Damned powerful. Forged from the 
essence that makes the laws of physics. It’s an inevitable side effect of that power. People 
see something that potent, they’re going to want it for themselves.” 

She rises. “I’ll get over it. Mind if I ask who made this for you? I’m wondering if they’ve 
got any spare pieces they’re willing to part with.” 

“I never got her name,” it says, feeling like an absolute fool. It should’ve demanded that 
before sending her away! “But she had six horns. Her eyes were blue, bright and very blue, 
slitted, she was whiter than a cloud, black hair–” 

“Glowed with this terrible power, a radiance more celestial than infernal?” the big 
demon interrupts. 

It nods. “Yes!” 

“Probably Kairlina,” the big one muses. “Which would explain that halberd. Always had 
a passion for making weapons, that one. Weapons and realms.” 

“And hurting people,” it mutters, launching into an explanation. As it speaks the 
newcomer looks more and more troubled. Things are very quiet for a while after it finishes. 

“Look…” the newcomer rubs her brow. “Uh… first things first.” She extends a hand. 
“Name’s Kordanath. No middle or last. Never felt a need for ‘em, personally.” 

“Vaestreth Nastangali,” Vaestreth says, taking that hand and feeling Kordanath’s 
strength as she pulls it to its feet. “It’s very good to meet you.” 

“Likewise, Vaestreth.” Kordanath runs a blackfire tongue over her bright fangs. “So… 
what you’re describing… that’s about what I’d expect if you caught Kairlina in the middle of 
a breakdown. Never met her in person, but the legend of the devil in a blue gown is pretty 
well known in certain circles. Born human. Made herself a demon, hoping to escape the 
prison of her homeworld.” 

“She did say she was finally supposed to be free,” Vaestreth says. "So that's why she 
hated me? She hated that I got to have help to escape, while she had to make her own way?" 

“Maybe.” Kordanath turns. “But she didn't free herself. She stayed stuck in that mortal 
flesh right up to the day it died, and dying like that, in a form that wasn't hers, not really 
knowing if her own kind were real... I can't imagine what a death that unnatural did to her 
mind. What she did was wrong. Awful wrong. But… well, uh…” she shrugs. “Doesn’t help to 
pretend I’m not torn up over it. A lot of us looked up to that girl. She could’ve been…” She 
stops herself. “Sorry. That’s not okay to talk about. Not to you.” 

“Thank you,” Vaestreth says.  
“And I’ll understand if you’d rather send me off and try summoning someone else,” the 

big demon adds, voice steady as the stones underfoot. 
“That’s okay.” Vaestreth cradles the halberd. “I’m alright with you… feeling things, kind 

things, towards people I don’t like. It’s not that I like thinking ill of her. She made herself 
mean pain to me. When she tried to come back and apologize…” it pauses, watching 
Kordanath for a response. No change. “It terrifies me to think how ready I was to convince 



 

myself it was fine, actually. She did save my life, and I am glad of that, but she didn’t have to 
be cruel about it. She didn’t have to hurt me.” 

“No,” Kordanath agrees. “She did not.” 

Her voice drops to a mutter, but it’s not quite so quiet as she seems to think. 
“Fucksakes, Kai. Hellfire fucking take you. Why’d you have to do a thing like this…” 

They follow the plan Kairlina first out. Vaestreth learns to close its mind to the eerie, 
sickening feeling it gets whenever it thinks about that. There is nothing wrong, it reminds 
itself, with using something another gave to it after that other has left its life. 

The halberd exists mostly as a blank space it carries around with it. 
It comes to know Kordanath from the way her tail taps the ground when she’s 

considering the best of several options–squeeze through crevices, climb up a cliff face, or go 
around? A lift of Kordanath’s head means she’s about to ask for help. 

“You know how to open portals?” she asks. 
Vaestreth shakes its head. “My mother meant to teach me, but…” it clicks its tongue. 

"The war took her first.” 

“Ah.” Kordanath nods to her. “Sorry about that.” 

“Yeah.” Vaestreth shrugs. “It’s an old pain. Or, would be, if I’d ever been able to get 
distance from it.” It scrunches its nose at the crevices. “I don’t like these. Climbing sounds 
more fun right now.” Its claws rasp, somehow both jarring and satisfying, at the sandstone 
face as it begins its ascent. “Anyway… losing my mother just after my growth spurt, yes, of 
course that hurt. And my father was an incubus who she only laid with because she wanted 
a daughter, so I never did learn where he went.” 

Up it clambers, taking special satisfaction in the long gouges it leaves behind. 
Kordanath watches, visibly impressed, and then sets to work following on. 

Vaestreth’s voice echoes down. “All the lessons my mother never had a chance to teach 
… I felt them every day when I was at court, every time I remembered her smoothly 
slipping through some social knot just like the one I’d gotten all tangled up and humiliated 
in. It was like losing her again, and again, and again, year after year after year. If they’d just 
given me space, given me time, just a little room to figure out who I wanted to be so I had 
something to test their ideas against…” 

It reaches the top and dusts itself off. “But I think, deep down, that was the point. From 
the day the queen took an interest in me, everyone was terrified that I might reach any 
power, terrified of how I’d get there and realize–hey. None of these scum helped.” 

A bitter sigh. “Well, they didn’t anyway. They just kept getting in the way. Confusing 
me. And I bet the worst of them knew that and justified it to themselves. Like they were 
only slowing me down to stop me from making mistakes… ah, enough.” 

It peers over the edge, and is surprised to see Kordanath scarcely more than a third of 
the way up the cliffside. Her arms and legs are rigid with strain. “Hey. Uh, teacher…” 

Kordanath is glaring at the rocks in intense frustration. “Yeah? Little busy!” 

“You, um…” Vaestreth grins sheepishly. “You can move things without touching them, 
yes?” 

“Yeah, why?” Kordanath asks, looking up. 
“Can you not just make yourself float to the top?” Vaestreth asks. 
Kordanath looks at her legs. Looks at the cliff. She releases her grip, floating away from 

the wall and upward, with her arms folded and her gaze turned down to one side. 
She alights beside Vaestreth, and holds her tongue while a breeze stirs their hair. 



 

“We will never speak of this again,” she orders. 
Vaestreth grins. “Agreed.” 

Over the next few days it learns more of Kordanath. It learns that she’s a rather picky 
eater, disdaining the grubs and the tender roots it digs out of the moister ravines. Conjured 
food only, for this one! Which quickly becomes Vaestreth’s task, since as it turns out, 
Kordanath isn’t able to just manifest foods from thin air the way it can. It learns that she’s 
widely versed in weapons but a mistress of none. When it describes the spectacular attacks 
Kairlina used in her first appearance, Kordanath can only sigh. 

“Yeah, uh,” she thumps her hammer’s butt on the ground. “Kairlina’s spent her whole 
life training to do that kind of stuff. She wrote a few books before, uh…” She stops herself. 
“She wrote a few books. Books maybe she shouldn’t have published, books that got into 
how and why her techniques work, and I… I couldn’t follow the discussion that spawned.” 

“That’s okay.” Vaestreth slugs the big igneous demon’s shoulder. “I don’t need someone 
to teach me elite fighting techniques. I just need the basics.” 

Kordanath grins. “Now that? That, I can do.” 

They start putting Vaestreth through its paces the morning after that. Kordanath shows 
it how to spread its feet to be stable without overextending. How to move from the hip, 
letting its center of gravity pull the rest of its body through and carry the halberd with it. 

“Remember,” Kordanath calls, “with the axhead and the hook, you want your lead arm 
to be the one that extends. Get all that force built up at the top of the weapon.” She walks a 
circle around Vaestreth, calling out a cadence.  

“Cut!” Vaestreth sweeps the halberd out and down. The crystal edge glitters in the sun. 
“Recover!” Vaestreth swings it back up, the back-hook soaring more or less on a 

reversal of the line the axhead just cut.  
“Withdraw!” And Vaestreth steps back, her right leg withdrawing past her left to put 

her left shoulder forward. 
“Remind me,” Kordanath calls. “Why do we recover the weapon before withdrawing?” 

“For balance,” Vaestreth answers, repeating earlier instructions, “and to get me 
comfortable with footwork before I try changing guard positions.” 

“Good!” her teacher calls, and the little demon swells with pride. “Keep at it!” 

“Cut! Recover! Withdraw!” while the sun is high, while the wind is low, while the stones 
bake under her feet, on and on and on. 

“Now, I don’t know any fancy techniques,” Kordanath continues later, once Vaestreth 
has learned the body mechanics of cuts from each of the seven primary angles–high, 
middle, and low from the left and right, plus straight down–and begun work on thrusting 
and lunges. “But I do know this much! It’s said that among supernatural beings, the spirit of 
the attack matters just as much as its technique! So, don’t think about killing your enemy!” 

Vaestreth freezes. “Don’t?” 

“Don’t!” Kordanath agrees. “Your enemy’s death is a natural outcome of striking them. 
Dying is what they will do if you strike them enough. Therefore, you must focus on the 
strike. Deliver your attacks as though they cannot be resisted.” 

“And they’ll be irresistible?” Vaestreth asks. 
Kordanath snorts. “Of course not. But they’ll be harder to resist, and that’s the best 

you’re going to get.” 



 

So they pass their days. In the morning they journey until they find a good place to 
practice. All through the afternoon Kordanath drills Vaestreth, calling out flaws in its 
technique as readily as she praises its strengths. 

Slowly, the little demon with its Carag-crafted halberd begins to earn more than one 
piece of praise a day. Of course when it reaches three, Kordanath begins sparring. They use 
scavenged, filed-down branches in lieu of their weapons. Every match ends in a strike or 
two when Vaestreth over extends and gets whacked on the head, or Kordanath blows right 
past its guard and whacks it on the head without giving it a chance to move. 

“No matter how well you know technique,” Kordanath explains gently, “knowing is not 
the same as doing. You can know everything you need to do against every technique 
someone throws at you, and still lose over and over because they’re just better than you. 
Ideally, I’d put you against other beginners. Getting stomped on over and over isn’t gonna 
teach you much.” She waves a claw. “But since it’s just you and me, ‘little’ beats ‘nothing.’” 

“Yeah.” Vaestreth perks up. It really likes the sound of that. “Little beats nothing…” 

And it does. Day by day Vaestreth gets faster, gets better at pouring the flaming power 
of its soul into its body to quicken its moves, gets better at anticipating Kordanath. It still 
doesn’t come close to winning, but it makes her work for her wins. Just a little bit. 

Little beats nothing. 
Seventeen days together see them lounging in a subterranean cavern. Golden sand 

contrasts black walls with ancient white paint, takeing peculiar shades in the light of their 
fire. They’ve gathered all kinds of branches from a dried-out riverbed and made a big, 
merry bonfire–the largest Vaestreth’s seen since the Festival of Queen Elkadrin’s Peace. 

Last year. That was only last year. 
“What’s on your mind, little kindred?” Kordanath asks. 
“Hm.” Vaestreth draws its knees up under its chin. “Queen Vestuv. The court. Some 

demon she was. She ruined my life by hiding in her supposed kindness to me. She did it to 
make herself feel better, that’s all. To ease her guilt about getting my mother killed.” 

It snorts. “She should’ve studied battle tactics. The charge on the day I might Kairlina, 
and came out here to the desert… anyone could’ve seen we’d get outflanked.” It tosses a 
new branch on the fire. “And once that happened there was a panic. I don’t know what 
Vestuv thought would happen. It didn’t matter that she could defeat any one human in 
single combat. They just charged her, wave after wave of knights, until she had too many 
lances stuck in her stupid tits and she fell over dead.” 

It wraps its arms and its tail around its legs. “And where did that leave me? Helpless. 
Stupid woman got me to trust her, got me to fall in love with her and pin all my hopes on 
her and forget how to do anything for myself. Forget how to live without her.” 

“And then she died,” Kordanath mutters. “Yeah. Sorry about that, kid. It’s what people 
like her do. They only think things that make them feel nice, and make decisions based on 
those nice feelings, and they figure, well, since it came from a nice feeling it must be good.” 

“Yeah.” Vaestreth spits into the fire. “So much for that.” 

Quiet settles for a while. It lowers a hand to its halberd, stroking the emerald haft. 
“I get it, I guess,” it continues. “How Kairlina became that angry. I’m angry at myself 

when I think about it. Look at how much I’ve grown in just over a month! And she was 
harsh, but…” It puffs air through its lips. “I don’t know. Lots of others hinted, or told me 
outright, that my fawning over the Queen wasn’t healthy. It exhausts me to think of how 
spiteful I was towards them, how happy I was to use their concern to hurt them.” 



 

“Understanding her doesn’t mean you have to forgive her,” Kordanath says. “Just to be 
clear. Since I, uh… still feel bad about how quick I was to speak for her the day we met.” 

“It’s okay. We all have those moments.” Vaestreth shifts. “My mother used to say that 
remorse and forgiveness are things we feel.” It stokes the fire further, staring, and finally 
crawls into it to make a nest among the coals. Its mother had the art of making the fire burn 
so hot and clean, getting the ashes so fine and soft and warm. As sweet for sleeping as the 
finest silk. It curls its tail around itself and pines for childhood.  

Still, it speaks. 
“When we feel them, we speak them. It’s as bad to say we don’t feel forgiveness when 

we do, as it is to say we do feel it when we don’t. Regret, too.” It closes its eyes, letting the 
fire’s many-tongued kisses soothe the sorrow from it. “So I forgive her, yes. But I don’t trust 
her. I can’t trust her. She’s powerful, way stronger than Queen Vestuv ever was, and she’s 
incredibly unstable. I know that’s because she’s been through awful things. I understand 
that. Really, I do! I pity her, I want things to turn out better for her, but…” 

“... but you can’t keep spending time around people you don’t trust to try and make 
them feel better?” Kordanath suggests. 

Vaestreth hugs itself. “Yeah.” 

Its teacher picks her fangs with a bit of obsidian. “Might’ve been okay to tell her that 
much. What I’ve heard, her whole problem is that people try to be kind to her when she’s 
asking how she can do better, and keep pushing her to do better when she needs them to 
be kind. And admittedly… I dunno. I’ve noticed, the stronger I get, the more I see the same 
behavior towards me.” 

She flicks the obsidian into the fire. “I get it. Power’s scary, so it's terrifying pushing 
back on someone powerful when they’re standing strong. But saving it 'til they’re at their 
weakest and then dumping it all on 'em, everything you stored up in meantime at once? 
That’s fucked. Keeping alert all the time, on the one hand to be responsible with my power 
when I’m strong enough to wield it, and on the other to resist people who demand more 
from me right when I’ve run out of more to give… it’s driving me a little crazy too.”  

She leans back, propping her head off the cavern sands with her big clawed hands. 
“What Kairlina did to you was still beyond the pale. But I can’t hate her for it. It gets real 
fucking tiring. Showing compassion for other people's weakness, when they all treat your 
weakness as a chance to push you to give 'em what they want. Y’know?” 

“Hm.” Vaestreth’s tail draws spirals in the sand. “So she, and the people most like her, 
are the most likely to hurt each other. Kinship itself is poisoned.” It pulls flames from the 
fire, transmuting them to its own pink. “I agree. I can’t hate her for that. But the fact 
remains that I don’t trust her.” 

Kordanath shrugs. “Fair enough.”  
That’s the end of the night’s talk.  
Eighteen days bring them to the wonder of a sunken portico peering out of an 

underground lake, and a great circular bowl of tiles in aquatic blues. Rays of sunlight 
through a few holes in the cave ceiling meet the water and fill the chamber with shifting 
sparkles. Vaestreth dives right in, laughing and squealing and splashing–and when 
Kordanath refuses to join it at first, it picks its moment and then pulls the other demon 
right in after it. 



 

Nineteen days bring them to the moment when Vaestreth gets around Kordanath’s 
guard for the very first time. The blunted tip of her branch whistles by the bigger demon’s 
cheek, just missing her as she dodges. Not quite a touch, but the promise of one. 

Little beats nothing. 
Twenty days bring them to Vaestreth, stifling a purely-aesthetic yawn as she hauls 

some supplies from a nearby village back to the latest of the many caves they’ve chosen to 
rest in. Celebratory wine–bought in exchange for some carnal favors to a cute little 
caravaneer–sloshes in a sling-bag over one shoulder. She picks her way through the rust-
red, winding tunnels towards the big two-level chamber full of stalactites and stalagmites 
where they’ve tossed down bedrolls. 

She’s deep in thought, so there’s no sentence to fall limp when she walks in. The time it 
takes for her eyes to pick out the last dim glows in the volcanic blood all over the walls is, 
well… is just long enough that she’s taken another step and fully entered the chamber. 

Entered it to see the radiant eight–winged figure bobbing with ethereal rhythm above 
the charred, broken-limbed, disemboweled ruins of Kordanath. One eye, no longer golden-
fire, just dull piss yellow, stares in frozen fear from the mangled heap of her skull. 

The angel has six arms and no legs. A speckle of seven blue eyes turns to fix many-
circled pupils on her, the only clear forms in the mouthless, lipless divine light of its oval 
face. Its rays burn hotter than any fire, hot enough to make her skin prickle. 

“Ah.” The angel’s voice reverberates, drills Vaestreth’s ears, fills its mind with the 
maddening endless chorus of his god. “You are not one of the demons I’ve been sent to 
track. Please wait a moment while I retrieve your identity.” 

And Vaestreth does the only thing its panicked mind can conceive. It flails its soul out, 
across the empty paths, reaching for the most powerful thing it knows of. 

And a blue flare answers, and Kairlina rises from a pulse of nova between it and the 
angel–who then speaks again. 

“Vaestreth Nastangali,” he intones. “You are innocent in the eyes of the Lord. Go in 
peace. It is well that you have brought this creature before the servants of the Almighty. She 
is known to be guilty of many grievous sins. I thank you for the role you have played in 
bringing her to justice. You may stay and witness the wrath of Our Father if you wish.” 

Kairlina sags. She casts an exhausted glance at Vaestreth. 
“I…” Vaestreth says.  
“Kairlina Haduwig Dämliebe,” the angel says, speaking over her. 
“That name isn’t yours!” Kairlina yells, sounding more like a panicked child than a 

demonic slayer. “I haven’t told the rest of it to anyone yet, you don’t have the right–” 

“You typed the full name into a Word document on Earth, under the eyes of Heaven,” 
the angel interrupts. “In placing it outside your mind, you gave the Father, the Son, the Holy 
Spirit, and all their servants the right to witness it.” 

“It was priv–I never shared…” Kairlina bites back her words. 
“The laws of heaven permit you to have your final say, within measure,” the angel 

continues, “for the edification of this innocent soul, that she may be armed with knowledge 
to protect her from the worst of her kind.” 

“I knew it,” Kairlina snarls. “I knew you bastards would make this pivot!” 

“There has been no pivot,” the angel says, his radiance only growing. “The Father loves 
all his children, demons too. Heaven has never hated demons for being demons. The wrath 
of the Almighty was only turned against them in days past because no demon had chosen 



 

the path of righteousness. Now that has changed. Our Lord, the ever-loving God, is 
overjoyed to share his light with all demons who do not act for evil.” 

“H-hey,” Vaestreth says. “Look, it’s just a misunderstanding, I only summoned her 
because I thought… I didn’t want to call her here for you to… she doesn’t deserve…” It trails 
off, struggling for words. “She had a really bad moment. She wants to do better… why?” It 
breaks down, weeping bloody tears. “Why did you kill Kordanath? She was good, she was 
helping me, teaching me, she was my friend!” 

“The only true measure of one’s soul is what they do in their worst moment,” the angel 
answers, placid and matter-of-fact. “Kordanath’s worst moments were long ago, true, but 
she could never be trusted not to return to them. They were not the worst I have seen, but 
they were foul enough that only one punishment would answer.” His eyes shift to Kairlina. 
“This one’s worst moments are as wicked as any that have ever been.” 

Kairlina’s body answers where her words do not. Eyes squeezing shut. Hunching in 
shame. Her right hand’s talons digging oily black blood from her pale palm. 

“You are not, of course, aware of this…” the angel’s radiance pulses, shrinking and 
expanding its thousandfold hateful spokes in time to the rhythms of his voice’s too-perfect 
serenity. “... this creature’s other sins, besides those done upon you.” 

“Please, don’t.” Kairlina’s left hand clenches her sword by the scabbard. Her right hand, 
clawing, rises up towards her mouth. Steam rises from her skin, making prismatic cascades 
in the stark rays of the midday sun. “Please just kill me, I don’t… can’t bear the…” 

She can’t even push the final word out. But everything from the agonized wideness of 
her eyes, the hunted hunch of her once-proud figure, to the branching patterns moving 
back and forth across her boiling flesh screams it:  

Guilt. 
“During and in the immediate aftermath of the psychosis which led to her suicide,” the 

angel continues as if the spasming demon didn’t say a word, “it frequently failed to contain 
its paranoid impulses and the results of its pain.” 

While he speaks Kairlina drops to a knee and begins to wretch. Every word makes her 
keen, moan, and quiver. Veins sieve open on her horned brow, spilling black blood down 
her face and throat. “The shockwaves of trauma it sent through many worlds, full of all the 
perverse power it honed against the ancient demon Seurchraig, caused unspeakable 
devastation to many innocent lives–even those of Earth’s gods.” 

Kairlina’s other knee gives out. She vomits strips of flesh and long translucent 
filaments–slowly wriggling worms, horrid in their hooked, barbed lengths of slim 
squirming. And still the angel continues his recitation. “Gods many of whom were 
sympathetic to the creature’s plight, and yet, she destroyed them in the midst of a crazed 
hallucination, imagining schemes and manipulators where none existed! Yea, it is known 
now that even this thing’s wounds are self-propagating.” 

Kairlina begins to burn. Her own blue fire hisses and cracks from within her skin. 
Vaestreth feels the ripping presence of her agony, cold-burning hooks latching into its own 
psyche and cutting and clawing and scything. It snarls, clutching its head. 

“You must control your trauma,” the angel tells Kairlina. “Do you not see? Do you not 
see how you are hurting this innocent being, which remains solely from pity for you?” 
 



 

He finishes, gravely, “That all this was unintentional, an accident or a disaster, is 
irrelevant. She was the source. She is responsible for billions of deaths, and over a hundred 
souls annihilated utterly, never to return. No amount of remorse can change this.” 

“WHAT DO THEY WANT FROM ME?!” Kairlina screams. She bites through her tongue 
over, and over, and over again, shearing off lengths of glistening, forked, blue-black shadow 
onto the sands as she shrieks at the sky. She loses the cadences of human-learned speech, 
going on and on and on without a pause for breath as only a raving demon can.  

“THEY KEEP TELLING ME TO DO BETTER BUT THEY KEEP TELLING ME I DON’T 
KNOW HOW TO DO BETTER SO I TRY TO DO BETTER BUT I DON’T BELIEVE I CAN 
BECAUSE I HAVE TO START BY TRUSTING WHAT THEY TELL ME AND THEY KEEP 
TELLING ME NOT TO BELIEVE IN MYSELF AS SOMEONE WHO CAN DO BETTER SO I CAN’T 
FUCKING DO BETTER!!!”  

Her talons blaze again and again with cobalt nova, slicing bubbling black-blood 
trenches through her cheeks and jaw and nose. Burning, melting strips of devil-flesh and 
charred bones of silvery metalloid fall, making heaps. She rakes faster, faster, faster, 
carving her eyes and her breasts and her clit and her womb to ragged masses of gore over 
and over again. Still, still, she does not die. “JUST TELL ME WHAT TO DO! JUST TELL ME 
WHAT I’M SUPPOSED TO DO!!!” 

“Fear not,” the angel says, finally addressing Kairlina directly. His seven rainbow eyes 
soften with beatific sheens. “For the Lord of Hosts is still your Father, yea, even demons 
remain His children, and your Father will give you what mercy He can. Glory, glory, glory to 
God the Merciful! He has sent me to be your Angel of Death. I will free you from the 
impossible torment of your existence.”  

His uppermost right arm, jointed with wheels of white fire and shaped of golden plates, 
arcs out and draws forth a long, broad, razor sword of divine light and a cruciform hilt. 

“I lost my first children too,” Kairlina whispers, chill razor words in the stillness of the 
cave. “Why did they have to die for my sins?” In this one thing, her tear-broken voice holds 
no pain. Only sorrow, and an aching, wrenching yearning. “Doesn’t that mean something?” 

“It means that your sin is that much deeper,” the angel intones. “Nothing more.” 

Kairlina tenses. Blue-light ripples run along her horns, and she groans as she gets one 
knee under herself again. “Maybe so.” She spits a little more bile into the heap of 
slaughtered selves at her feet. “Still… saintly things should not speak of sin. You don’t know 
it. You don’t feel it.” She wipes black blood from her mouth, smearing a white wrist. “You 
have no right.” 

This is justice, technically. Vaestreth should want it. 
It doesn’t. No matter what Kairlina's done, it didn’t want to see one of its kindred 

destroyed this way, stripped of all her pride and dignity and every ounce of self-love. 
But here it is, happening anyway. 
“Don’t worry about it, okay, kid?” Kairlina says, far too lightly, as she staggers to her 

feet and forces a hand all but thrashing with tremors to her sword’s grip. She widens her 
stance, talons plowing furrows in the sand. “I will accept this for my atonement. It’s more 
than I usually get, for second chances and for closure. I’m not ungrateful for that.” 

“No no no, wait!” Vaestreth rushes between them. “I-if I’m innocent, then I can extend a 
wish for redemption to her, right? That’s how these things work! I can believe she’s been 
awful in the past but I really don’t think she’s that person anymore! She’s getting better, we 
had a plan to help–” 



 

A wave of blinding radiance and brazen howls of war-trumpets drown out its words. 
“It does not matter.” The blazing angel brandishes his eye-scalding sword. “This thing 

has gone through the same cycle many times. Its remorse begins sincerely. In time, as it 
comes to feel jilted that its efforts go unwitnessed and unrewarded, its base nature 
inevitably wins out. It starts to scheme and plot, tying more and more threads until it gets 
entangled in its own manipulations, is found out, cast out, and rightly condemned.” 

Kairlina answers with a cold glare. 
“So far you’ve been completely right,” she confesses. A flick of her eyes to Vaestreth‘s. 

She frees the first inch of her sword. “But I’m not going to stop trying.” Her brows crease. 
“No… wait a minute…” A little spite enters the set of her lips. A glimmer of a bared fang. 
“Cheap, angel. Letting my self-hatred do the distorting for you. I’d expected better. Last 
time I didn’t get to the scheming and the threading. I admit the approach I chose proved to 
be terrible, but I genuinely believed it would help. It was just…”  

She grimaces. “Just a really bad misread.” 

“Your intentions do not matter.” The angel advances. “The outcome was still evil. Your 
actions will always cause evil. Therefore, you will be purged.” 

Vaestreth grits its fangs. Balls up its fists. And hurries to the side, knowing it can’t help. 
It stops just as it’s about to pass by the devil in the blue gown. “Kairlina, I’m sorry. This 
summoning was a mistake. I panicked. I didn’t mean…” 

Didn’t mean to make you die again. 
The young outer devil doesn’t look back. Doesn’t dare break line of sight to her enemy. 

But in profile as Vaestreth finishes, a single tear escapes her. “It’s okay,” she breathes, her 
voice quavering. “I-I’ll get through it. I always do. You had no way of knowing the angel 
wasn’t here for you, he… he probably waited to speak, hoping you would summon me. It’s 
not your fault you got played. Wh-what were you supposed to do, trust Heaven’s mercy?” 

Now she does risk a look back. A look full of pain, and regret, and the manic sadness of 
false hope. “I’m s-sorry I wasn’t strong enough to…” Her turn to grind sparks from her 
metal fangs. “No. I’m sorry I didn’t choose to be kind when I answered your summons. I’m 
sorry I chose to treat you the way I keep choosing to treat myself.” A nod, as cobalt glows 
ignite under her skin, and scorch plasma-streamers form the air cresting her shoulders. 

“Good luck out there, little kindred.” 

And her sword screams a wake of amber sparks and blue fire as she draws it, charging 
straight at the angel. 

In its heart, Vaestreth knows from the very first move that Kairlina will not win this 
fight. The angel has only a modest advantage in overall speed, but he reacts instantly. When 
Kairlina opens with a spiral cage of shearing blue, the angel splits himself apart before the 
cuts even reach him. The blurred shapes of his eyes and arms and sword pour through the 
gaps between the strokes and converge in an arc of blinding shear that splits the devil in 
half. Tendrils of burning flesh and boiling blood spray out behind her. 

She reforms and whirls into a blue-white arc following the curve of the angel's scything 
flight. In a single blink he splits and doubles back, a golden thrust spearing the devil from 
each prong of him before she has time to finish her own doubling to counter. The impact 
drags her along the floor, smashing through stalagmites, two sacred wings searing her skin 
and burning her hair to keep her pinned against the stone all the way. 

Vaestreth runs to its halberd, leaning against one wall, and fumbles twice in the 
process of snatching it up. Twice on the way there, it’s spun about by the blazing trails of 



 

the still-accelerating duel–wakes of power dappling the air around them with cuts, thrusts, 
and oh so much demonic blood. Not a single speck of divine light joins those black spatters. 

It plants its feet, grinning and manic with terror. It tries to follow the speed of the duel 
with the point of its polearm. Tracing each twist, halt, and double-back: Kairlina missing 
the bind for a counter-thrust by a hair-thin margin and taking the angel’s sword through 
her throat. Kairlina outmaneuvered in her lunge for a grapple and sent spinning by a 
ducking low cut that sprays her burning entrails behind her. 

It’s when the angel disarms her with a severing cut to her sword-arm, and she teleports 
after the weapon to retrieve it, that she sees Vaestreth quaking in place and making ready 
to throw itself into the fray. “Vaestreth! Please!” she screams. It tenses–”Please don’t! I am 
begging you, don’t throw yourself away trying to save me!” 

Kairlina teleports back and forth. This one thing, the angel struggles to emulate. This 
alone buys the ragged devil a few precious seconds. Each time she surges into being she 
sends a network of cuts out from her instantiation to split the air. The whistling, tinny-
humming slashes come as close as a meter to hitting the angel. 

The next time she teleports, the angel’s radiance condenses and blasts out in a long, 
continuous beam. He whips it right into the building blue of Kairlina, burning a gouge of 
raw void through the demon’s manifesting form. 

She’s already reeling from the shock when she coalesces. The angel descends on her 
instantly with a non-stop storm of thrusts from every angle, a colossal gilded cage of 
warped space and heavenly bladeworks. No need for artifice once his foe’s too staggered to 
fight back. Just piercing away, puncture after puncture after puncture making her twist 
from side to side, severing tendons over and over so she can never raise her sword, never 
gather her footing, never catch her bearings enough to think of a way out. 

The fight ends the same way as the recitation of Kairlina’s sins: with the demon on her 
knees in a puddle of her own gore, swaying with delirium and pain. 

The angel settles down before her and strikes her head from her shoulders with a 
single thundering blow of his cruciform-hilted sword. Golden rays blaze out beneath the 
demon’s skin, burn her eyes from her skull, and ignite all the ends of the black hair that 
comes to rest like a tide of fire-kissed oil flowing from her severed head. 

Vaestreth sinks to its knees, quaking. At first he pays it no mind while he flies about the 
cavern. He seems mostly concerned with vaporizing every single patch of gore left behind 
from Kairlina’s execution. It’s slow work. Even now the devil-meat resists, needing a few 
seconds of intense blasting before it disintegrates. 

“I thank you again for your aid,” he says, making Vaestreth jump in place and shriek. 
The angel, as ever, continues without a care for her emotions.  

“This creature was a stimulating challenge. Better than a demon has given me in many 
centuries. The Lord had hopes that she might prove a valuable asset, and her defeat of 
Seurchraig is still a mystery we must study. This one meant to be the start of a new species. 
I am glad to have prevented this.” He arrives at the pile of carnage Kairlina made of herself 
when he exposed her sins. “If she had a few more years to grow, I might not have been able 
to defeat her. Her exponential power gain is another mystery Heaven must still solve.” 

The angel goes mercifully quiet for a little while, focused on the stubborn heap. But 
finally it burns away, and he goes right back to talking. “As it stands, this has surpassed all 
our most shining hopes. Defeating the inventor of phase-dueling using her own techniques 



 

will go down in history as a proud moment for Heaven, and a beacon of joy to the children 
of the Most High.” 

“Her own techniques?” Vaestreth echoes. 
“Indeed.” The angel sounds just the tiniest bit… smug. “The devil, in its greed, was 

coaxed by some mortals it had bewitched to write out a depiction of this art in one of its 
books. The forces of Heaven are quite comfortable reading the works of our enemies, with 
proper guidance to make sure we do not stray from the path of grace, and since the devil 
was still locked in human flesh at that time, we had both a head start on practical 
application of her theories, and the advantage of our superior resources to move beyond 
what any one being could create–save the Lord himself, of course.” 

Vaestreth thinks back to that strange, sudden moment of joy: Kairlina’s tail frisking as 
she talked about her work on the halberd. Just happy to see someone appreciating her 
craft. 

“So you see, it is true what was written of old,” the angel concludes, coming to a hover 
above the fallen demon’s head and slumped-over corpse. He raises four wings, radiance 
making a network of points across the tip of every shining feather. Lines of blinding 
brightness jump from one to the next, branching out, converging towards each wingtip. 
“Even the works of the devil can be redeemed to the glory of God.” 

Vaestreth dares, despite every instinct screaming at her, to lift her eyes to accuse the 
angel. “They had names. Their names were Kordanath, and Kairlina.” 

“Yes,” the angel agrees. “Those were their names.” 

A massive scorching ray explodes from his wingtips and washes Kairlina’s remains. 
The cave floor boils molten beneath it, so fast and loud its frothing sounds like a distant 
howl. When the angel lowers his wings, nothing remains but smoke, fire, and melted earth. 

“The Almighty will permit you to retain the gift the Carag gave you, if you truly wish,” 
the angel says. “But take care that it does not twist you to her ways. It is the last piece of a 
future that was never meant to be. Remember this.” 

He folds his wings around himself, every tip aiming skyward. “And you would be better 
off getting rid of it.” 

He explodes in an upward beam, brighter than the sun, burning a hole through the cave 
roof and out to the faded blue of the skies beyond. 

Vaestreth sits on the cave floor for a long time, unable even to cry.  
Finally it rises, still clutching the halberd, and it walks. 
It dares not return to the lands of its own people, for it fears the reception awaiting a 

deserter who fled from the Queen’s last battle–if any of its people even survived. It dares 
not summon a new teacher, for all the pain and fear in its soul scream that they’ll just die 
too, and it’ll be alone again anyway. So it wanders the desert alone, for years on years.  

It fights strange plated beasts and ancient specters in forlorn crypts.  
It plunders the relics of lost civilizations, having no care for the march of history. No 

one will remember its name, just as no one remembers the names of its murdered kin. 
And it takes its little pleasures with humans, now and again, when it’s grown too tired 

of listlessness to spend another night alone. 
It grows hardened, quick and keen, and no matter how strong it grows the Carag-

crafted halberd is always equal to its might. 



 

It grows to meet a night in a well-packed tavern, with a sandstorm whistling outside, 
when one more figure staggers in from the storm and pries herself out of her sand-crusted 
facewrap. A half-demon girl with long black hair and a short plump body. 

She gets ale, water, and stew, and where does she choose to sit but at the table where 
no one else wants to sit? Because that’s where Vicious Vae is posted up with its big, shining, 
eerily-perfect halberd. The girl sits, nervous and quiet, taking spoonfuls of rich herbal stew. 

And Vaestreth watches her, sipping imported liquor with a dry stare in its eyes. 
“That weapon looks like it has a story to it!” the half-demon blurts. 
Vaestreth looks the half-demon up and down: little red face, little black wings, little 

one-fanged overbite. Big golden eyes. She’s a little cute, at least. 
“Kid,” Vaestreth says, putting its legs up on the table, “you have no idea.” 

  



 

An agent of heaven chats about her new pet 

Oh, this? This silly thing I have chained up? She's nothing. I mean that she's actually 
nothing. I don't think she even thinks she's a she. Not really. I don't either, but I like calling 
her that--my broken devil. 

Well, the reason is the same for both, you see. I so wish you could've been there to see 
it. Apparently, she's been prancing around some old ruin she wasted her parents' money to 
buy, talking about how she's a powerful outer devil trapped in a human vessel. All this 
about ascending and killing gods. Yet, here she is. 

She stacked up all these old stones and painted them blue--blue! Imagine being that 
attached to a color, and that color being BLUE! Oh, the irony is too much. But she imagined 
it was a temple to herself. And she had this sword she thought was made of "umbral nova". 
Ridiculous! She's been running around the wreckage of hell claiming that she's actually 
ancient, that she's the former empress of Hell and she's the one who defeated Muriel in a 
duel! Isn't that ridiculous? Isn't that the most laughable thing you've ever heard? 

I wish you could've seen the look in her eyes when she saw me, a real angel. You know 
she tried to find the supernatural all her life? She thought she would will it into being by 
herself. I know, I know... such a pitiful delusion. Her mind's quite broken. Always has been. 
Here she is, existing among all the forces she loved to assume she could dance with, and, 
well... let's just say she's not very impressive up to the present, shall we? So of course, after 
I shattered her little steel sword, I just knew I had to take her with me. 

Oh, those circles? Those were horns, yes, but not GROWN horns. She had them grafted 
to her skull. But she still cried real tears when I broke them off. 

Hm? Well, no, I'm going to leave the gown on her for the same reason I keep calling her 
"she" and "devil". I COULD strip her naked, and I COULD just call her a mortal cosplaying at 
something she's not, and I COULD just call her he, because it's all true, but consider: I want 
her to be this way forever. Or at least, until she dies of old age. Maybe I won't let her. Maybe 
I'll give her that eternal youth she wanted so badly. Wouldn't that be delicious? 

I want her to remember everything she aspired to. To remind her how beaten she is. 
Isn't her tail delightful? That's a graft too. Yes, of course it's motorized. Not waterproof, 

either, I can tell you that much for certain! That's not the best part.  
The best part is her body. All those chemicals, all that surgery, and for what? Oh, her 

tits are convincing enough, if uninspiring. And yes, it's a very nice face... that she bought. 
She didn't summon it, she didn't shape it with "the power". 

Oh, no, darling, we don't even have time to get into THAT today. Her biggest delusion of 
all. Ha. "The power." 

There's a hollow between her legs, yes, but it doesn't do anything except get wet. I 
think she some mortal fools somewhere she once told herself she loved. But after paying 
for everything else, she couldn't afford to live with them anyway! Isn't that grand? 

No, no, of course they've never fucked her. That was my point. Me? Look at her there, 
with her badly-dyed black hair and her sad eyes and her off-pale skin. I don't want to have 
sex with her, she's just depressing. 

Missed?... No, no, she won't be missed. 
Why would she be? Everyone could see right through her. She never got better at 

hiding, only at picking people who were too nice to say anything. Of course her obsession 
with being grand, powerful and frightening was just fear, in the end. 



 

She knew. Look at her. Look how she knows it. Yes, pet, we see you going out of your 
way not to look at us. It's almost cute... almost. Anyway, she knew she wasn't fooling 
anyone. She wanted power so she wouldn't have to be at their mercy, to ask for help. 

And how has that turned out, pet? All your little stories about finding the strength to 
fight when you're lonely? You knew. I know you knew! No one had to care about you. You 
had nothing to offer, no strength to make them regret it when they threw you away.  

Isn't this better? 
This is where that "outer devil" nonsense gets you. There's nothing meaningful left to 

be outside of. There are no mysteries, so there are no revelations. Just a skin of shiny 
words--pretty would be a stretch, wouldn't it, pet?--over ideas stolen from souls more 
valuable than you. 

And no, you can't make your own soul. You're some scraps of meat and bad purchasing 
choices. That's all you'll ever be. 

But watch this, darling. I bet she won't be able to help herself. Yes, yes, even having 
heard me. 

Come now, whore-pet. Come here and polish my heavenly rod for me. 
... you thought I meant my cock? Goodness, no, we've already been over that! 
Did you see, darling? Did you see how there was the tiniest light in her eyes for a 

moment? She's just too easy to toy with. Her and all her avant-garde fetishes. And she was 
so heartbroken when no one would read her pretentious erotica. Can I even call it that? It 
was never sexy. Awfully vanilla for an "outer devil." 

I suppose I do have to pity her, just a little. 
She knew she was the weakest of the lot. That's why she always flinched away. For 

God's sake, she was so broken by how worthless she was compared to real erotica writers 
that she all but lost her sex drive. One hint of real contest and she's obliterated. 

Same with the whole "she" question, you see. I would call plenty of trans women, well, 
women. But this thing? She's not stronger than her flesh. That's why her expression was so 
femme. Her womanhood was a performance, same as all the rest.  

And it falls apart just as easily. 
Well, no. I suppose we don't have to keep her forever. That would be a lot of work, 

wouldn't it? She's supposed to be annihilated, actually. Come closer, let me whisper. 
I heard it was a frame-job. She was far too weak in her psychosis to have killed a 

human toddler, let alone a mass-murder of gods. Yes, it must've been the old Empress, the 
one we don't name. But let's not tell her that, hm? Let her believe she's still mortal. 

So yes, darling, sooner or later she'll have to be destroyed again. Teach her that coming 
back to life just means more agony, and sooner or later she'll give up on trying. Well, why 
shouldn't it work? It's worked on all the others! I do hope this whole amnesty works to 
pacify the rest. Maybe it'll turn permanent. I can live with that. But if not... just think of how 
hurt they'll be when we purge them. "Oh, I thought you only killed the bad demons!" Now, 
wouldn't that just be a delight? Anyway. Sooner or later I'll have to report this, I suppose... 

Hm? Oh! I think it was that terrible bore Enelsamel who purged her in her previous 
life? 'Burned her to oblivion,' to steal a rather fetching phrase from those books of hers. 

Oh, no, they were dreadful. No. No, dear, I wouldn't bother reading them. Too wordy, 
philosophical, just boring as, ha... Hell. I think I'll just I'll leave her where she is for now. 
Maybe I'll remember to toss her food, and maybe I won't. It won't matter in the end. 

I mean... neither did she. 



 

To fight an angel 

For a while I just listen to the fledglings puffing and blowing. I suppose it's too much to 
ask that one of the old guard get a little peace and quiet around this impromptu campfire--
one infernal vent out of a thousand.  

Do they even know that this used to be Hell? Probably not. 
I have to wonder if they believe in any of it--the Dark Archon, Fickle Miss Cinder, 

former Empress of Hell. All the things Seurchraig has told me. 
Well, doesn't really matter. I lived it. So here I am in my blue coat and silver graphite 

armor, brushing a whetstone along my odachi's edge for old times' sake. Eventually, old 
Seurchraig sees fit to cut in, whispering advice into my mind as she sometimes does on 
impulse. I've learned to take it in stride. Sech will be as she will be. I'm the one who has to 
adapt to her curveballs. Evil as she is, she's also cunning. Sooner or later, I always find a 
way to make her advice work, and she knows that. 

-Kairlina, you need to put these sheltered brats to the irons,- Seurchraig murmurs. -Listen 
to them. They're stealing your valor. Going on and on about how strong they are as if they 
know what power is. You know as well as I they haven't worked like you have. They haven't 
made sacrifices like you. 

-Must I really?- I tighten my grip on my sword. This cursed reluctance... why do I always 
struggle to assert myself at times like this? Why am I so afraid to argue for my own worth? 

-Yes!- Seurchraig urges. -Remember how all the humans back on Earth would walk all 
over you because you were gentle, and pliant, and you wanted to give everyone room to be 
themselves? It'll be just the same here!- 

So I speak, though I don't raise my voice. I'm old. I'm powerful. And when I speak from 
the undeniable depths of myself, there are few who can ignore my words. Certainly not 
demons as young and insecure as these are. 

"Corrupted an angel, huh?" I ask. 
A long stroke. Otherworld iron rasps against, and shaves slivers from, the diamond 

stone caressing my sword's edge. A timely flare of red-orange fire gushes from the chasm. 
Its gleams dapple my fang-engraved helm. Embers dance about my shoulders. 

"Like what?" I ask. "Cherubim?" 
A little short-stack demon with spiraling horns answers, "Yeah, a little angel girl, I 

guess. Aren't cherubs like children? God, you old-timers are all total filth--" 
"Cherubim's an angel made of a fuckload of wings with a grownup head," I interrupt. 

"Cherub is mortal nonsense." Another stroke. I wait. 
"I meant she was, like, short and slender," spiral-horns clarifies. "Not, y'know--" 
"I figured," I interrupt again. "I know how to sense a pedophile. Us old-timer scum have 

all kinds of weird powers like that. Powers we studied for." 
I pause. Stretch out my arm so I can enjoy the light playing along the folded-steel faces 

of my oldest, truest companion. "Cherubim's a bit finicky anyway. Cheap question, sorry. 
Your first response should've been, 'what era of the hierarchy are we talking about?'" 

Short-stack flops her arms. "Sorry I don't read books from grody bigots, I guess?" 
"You wanna get stronger, defeat your enemies, live to fuck another day, or do you want 

to put on a little morality play?" I ask. "It's not heroic to pick fights with enemies you don't 
understand." I return to my pretend sharpening. My human life seems like such a strange 
interlude now, but this one ritual... I do still cherish this.  



 

"See, everybody wants to think of themselves as the one who defeated an angel. No one 
actually wants to fight an angel."I rest the star-shearing edge across my knees. "Me? Oh, I 
wanted to FIGHT an angel. Hell, I still do." I quiver with the ecstasy of an ancient contest--
what a joy it is to have its memory back in full! "I will never forget the duel I fought to 
escape the angel Ostriel. She caught me at a weak point a few years ago, you see. Funny 
thing is, Ostriel came after me for talking too loudly about how I once defeated the 
Archangel Muriel." 

Was that me? I thought that was Seurchraig. 
-Sech,- I ask, -Were you the one who killed Muriel?- 
-Nope!- Sech says, bright as ever. -That was all you, loveling.- 
I'm happy enough to meditate on the victory, even if my memories are fuzzy. But if 

that's true then it also means the shame of what came before it belongs to me. I speak on. 
"That was after I tired of playing God's secret angel, the nameless executioner--" 

"You WHAT?" Spiral-horns squeaks. 
"You weren't wrong to say a lot of us old guards are filth, you just picked the wrong 

reason," I say. "Now don't interrupt again. Anyway, old Hosanna in the Highest didn't 
appreciate my rebellion too much, so the Almighty sent Muriel after me." I grin, and my 
helm's rigid metal warps to mirror it. "And Muriel was not the pompous, preening, childish 
pushover you fledglings think of when you say 'angel.'" 

Reflections warp through the faces of my armor. Stylized remembrances of that 
shockwave day. Oh, bliss! How I miss that radiant foe! 

"Muriel was an angel of death, and the freezing hollowness on the edge of her sword... 
its light was so very cold and bright. Ten wings of golden fire, and a hundred purple eyes, 
and limbs of copper sinew and emerald bone--we pulled out all the high-order techniques. 
Teleport strikes, razor crescents, perspective-based attacks--" 

This all feels so hollow and self-aggrandizing. Is this really the way I must speak to 
other demons to earn their respect? 

"Sorry, uh..." Spiral-horns raises her hand. "What's that last one?" 
I straighten. "You know the gag in movies when someone picks the moon out of the sky 

between their fingers because, teehee, the moon looks so small from this angle? It's like 
that, but cutting people, objects, and space at distances where you should be way out of 
range." 

Smoke quite literally pours out of her ears. "H-how's that work?" she asks. "That's not 
how..." 

"Do you really want me to explain fourth-dimensional martial arts to you?" I ask in my 
turn. "You think hearing the actual theory is going to make it less mind-melting?" 

"N-no ma'am," she says. "That's okay. Please continue." 
"Gladly," I say. "The clashes of our swords ripped holes in reality." I'm struggling to 

remember now. Am I speaking about the battle with Muriel or the battle with Ostriel? It's 
all so full of burning, the repeating agony of the wounds they dealt me. I decide to hedge my 
bets. "In many ways, my duel with Ostriel mirrored the movements of my duel with Muriel. 
Poetic, don't you think? The number of times I got through her guard and carved molten 
divinity out of her, then she rallied and ripped my black guts open... glorious!" 

"I did not, in fact, effortlessly stamp on Ostriel." I sheathe Chiron's Pyre at last. The 
sword thrums a little sullenly, irritated that it wasn't born in time to join me for such a 
magnificent battle. I pat its grip to soothe it. "Both duels were vicious." 



 

"We leveled ancient temples, fractured mountains, burned down multiple forests and 
turned entire swaths of desert to glassy slag with just the collateral damage from our 
onslaught. It was a knockdown, drag-out, ruinous brawl that pushed us both to our 
breaking points." 

I clench my fist, talons rasping on an armored vambrace. "THAT'S fighting an angel! 
Part of me died the moment I finally drove her to ground, rammed my sword through her 
celestial cuirass, and multiplied the impalement to a thousand fractal lances inside her 
body." 

I sigh. The memory settles over me like a warm blanket. "There I stood, scalded to a fit 
of mad ecstasy by the upward explosion of sacred light that blasted out of her in her death 
throes. Ragged, two horns broken off, covered in slashes, my blood boiling as it seeped 
from my wounds. And I felt the realization like a sword in my own belly... I would never get 
to fight this duel again." 

I subside. I know now that the memories must be true, because that finality could only 
come from myself. "Not saying the new way's worse. Way less devastation. And I definitely 
appreciate the decision not to kill someone you can seduce, just..." I shrug. "Seems to me if 
the new wave wants to brag about stomping on angels, wants to glorify violence, well, in 
that case you ought to hear the difference between violence and a real, proper, no-holds-
barred fucking fight." I cock my head. "You feel me, kid?" 

"Are you, like..." She swallows nervously. Ah... now there's a sound I enjoy just as much 
as a cry of pain: fear. "Some kind of ancient war demon or something?"  

I groan, rise, and stretch heavily. "Yeah. Something like that." 
"Well, you're creeping me the fuck out!" she wraps her wings around herself, cringing 

away. "Can you go find another fissure to haunt? God, you feel like, like a, a fucking demon-
ghost or something!" 

-The nerve of this brat!- Seurchraig screams into my mind. -Doesn't she know who you 
are? You're Asche, the former Empress of Hell, the only devil who could ever unite all its 
realms! She should die happy for the chance to grovel at your feet!- 

-Leave it, Sech.- Liquid and all too aware how eerie my silence makes me seem, I rise 
from the infernal vent and step off into the hellfire night ahead. -We'll find another place.- 

Long silence, both without and within. 
-There's no point, Kairlina.- Sech pours her misery into me through her words. -I'm 

sorry. This was an imbecilic idea. That's all I ever do, make trouble for you. I'm so tired of this, 
you know? You've done such remarkable things. I don't understand why nobody wants to 
recognize you for any of it... but that's Hell for you, I suppose. They'll only respect a devil who 
calls herself the Devil, who picks up the names Satan or Lucifer or Lilith as if those haven't all 
been beaten meaningless by millennia of overuse. It's not your fault.- 

-Easy, Sech.- I spread my wings and soar up on sulfurous winds. -I'm used to being 
othered, even by other demons. I'll survive. No big deal.- 

-It's a pretty big deal to me!- Seurchraig blurts, seething with righteous indignation. -
You deserve so much better, Kairlina! You deserve universes at your feet! You--- 

"Sech, enough, okay?" I snap, flapping my wings harder with a sudden anxious burst of 
energy. Gods of the lost, I'm pathetic. Am I really getting anxiety over this tiny 
conversation? Is my fight-or-flight response actually triggering right now? I can hardly 
expect to help demons like Seurchraig if I fall apart at the first hint of conflict. Weak, 
useless, selfish parasite. I can't believe I ever dared call myself Carag. I just don't have the 



 

dignity Sech does, that easy certainty she expresses her needs with. How did I convince 
myself Carag was something I invented? Only she could embody such dignity, such power-- 

Sech remains silent for a long time.  
"Sech, I'm sorry for exploding," I whisper, my words all but lost in Hell's howling. "I'm 

just tired, and I..." And those are no excuses. I know I've hurt her feelings. Just another sin 
I'll have to learn to carry. Do better, you stupid whore, you have to do better! 

Moments like this make me really uncomfortable, but since taking Seurchraig's 
reincarnated psyche into my mind, I hold the power in our relationship, and that means I 
hold the responsibility. I've inherited her power. Therefore I'm responsible for her sins, 
too. That's only logical. Sech is becoming a better person, I want to believe that. I have to be 
strong enough to carry the burden for both of us so she can have a second chance. 

If I can redeem her, then I can redeem myself, I just know it! 
And, besides that... she's the best lead I have for the things I did in my first life. The life I 

can't remember, the life I know I've forgotten because of the hollowness in my heart. The 
hollowness I was trying to fill when, unwittingly, I reached into Seurchraig's mind and stole 
the idea of the Carag from her. She's kind, she forgave me, but I'm still ashamed. To rip 
something so intimate away from someone is bad enough. To do it subconsciously... 

As cowardly as ever, I take a low arch through the eruption-plume of a volcano so I can 
bask in the scalding updrafts and hide from my shame for a little while. 

And that victory against Ostriel... I'm increasingly certain I only imagined it, invented it 
to myself so I could imagine I'd defeated an angel without also accepting that I've betrayed 
my own kind. God's secrete executioner, indeed... And anyhow, would an angel really 
behave in such a perverse way? Would I really fall over myself to suck off someone who 
abused me like that purely because it was a chance for sex?  

I've come to accept I'm no succubus, since none of the memories of my past Sech has 
helped me to uncover match the essence of a dream-sneaking lust-demon. They're all about 
conquest, power, dominion. An ancient war-demon, like spiral horns said. I think, in the 
end, there's very little to me except the desire to prove myself. 

In the century to come I lose every battle that means anything. I can win a skirmish. I 
can carve through weaker beings, beings who are clearly slower, less skilled, who lack all 
but the tiniest fraction of the vast arsenal of demonic powers Seurchraig has taught me to 
use. But I'm devastated by a radiant creature of pincers on segmented crystal cables and 
fires filled with screaming shock-white mouths full of chitin-fangs.  

I'm forced to flee from it, covered in wounds, and hide in an alcove of a wrecked 
defense bunker while it rampages across the battlefield. I sink into an envelope of 
emptiness to hide my aura, feeling for all the world like I'm just trying to hide under the 
surface of myself. A trick no better than a security blanket. The ground shudders, people 
scream, pain-spikes of death-agony trickle into my psyche. 

And I hide, useless and incompetent, bleeding black blood from all these gashes. 
A duo of gun-wielding angels, a coven of witches who command enchanted planetoids 

to align to fuel their greatest spells, a rival devil... I lose to them all, and so many more. I 
flee, I die again, I'm broken and broken and broken. 

Another century passes. Somewhere along the way I stumble into battles with enemies 
who are, I suppose, a lot weaker, and I'm at least somewhat stronger than I was. They offer 
challenge enough to stimulate, but I'm never threatened. The closest to a real challenger is 
a prototype star-frigate armed with magnetic autocannons and advanced laser weaponry. 



 

But after I realize I can change my form to pure light and match the wavelengths of its 
beams, they can no longer flash-fry me with an electromagnetic crossfire. And that means 
they can't stop me from teleporting long enough to shred me with the autocannons.  

Soon I realize that I can move myself along each beam's continuum. That's how I 
bypass the ship's reality barriers to teleport right up to its lasers, shear them apart in 
glowing crescents of superheated alloy, exposed cables, and severed lenses, then neutralize 
enough the autocannon turrets to clear the way for a last dash to split the hull wide open. 

Hardly a fair fight, in the end. The crew are only human. Each only gets one death. I get 
as many as my mind can endure. How can a contest like that possibly mean anything? 

As for the wavelength trick, I'm forced to admit a week later that Sech taught it me by 
letting me think some of her memories were mine. I've done that many times before 
without realizing it: projected myself into Sech's memories to understand how the various 
powers worked. I could never achieve any of this without her. 

And I never get a second chance to test myself against the foes who defeated me in 
centuries past. I never get to prove that I've truly overcome someone who proved that they 
were better than me in the past. For all I know, I'm just stomping on up-and-comers who've 
had no chance to develop the kind of power I inherited from Seurchraig. 

Another century. Now all my battles, as grand as they are in scale, just seem lopsided. 
The carrion-hounds at the fortress whose name I transliterate as Viil Geshrada are many, 
sinewy, tapering and hook-limbed with gnarled snouts of exposed muscle. But that's it. 
They look very eldritch. In the end they're only animals, possessing no special powers, and 
by this point slaughtering thousands of them feels more like a workout than a battle. 

The nine-jawed entity I unmake in a necropolis of blue gemstone structures half-buried 
under shifting snows can warp reality, but not half as well as I. I move with its distortions, 
making myself circles and twists and all sorts of uncanny things. 

And the rogue duelist Zella Faer? I'm just better than she is. It's a walkover, ended in 
five moves. It seems she only ever surpassed me in reputation.  

Despite all this, when I face the shining humanoid goddess Litasthria in the abandoned 
halls of a temple-city, she effortlessly blinks in and out around me, shredding me with 
sudden asteroid hails, forcing my form through countless awful mutations with her light of 
creation. I do draw sacred blood from her cheek at the very end. 

Then, always the coward, I teleport away and hide in a lava cavern, cradling my 
savaged form, weeping at my weakness while Seurchraig reassures me that I'll get there 
one day. She tries so hard to hold me together, and in the end I'm still too pathetic. I stuff 
my memories down deep inside, adopt an almost-human form, veil myself in shadows, and 
wander the most distant reaches of existence. 

By the time I pull the portal-slashing trick that brings me to Shailavach in the plane of 
Jurnost, I've all but forgotten that I'm a demon. Sech gives up on speaking to me for all that 
time, I've fallen so far below my potential. It takes another demon and a closeted alien trans 
girl, of all things, to piece me back together. Am I able to achieve nothing without leeching 
someone else's strength hold me upright? Miserable little leech. 

For a moment, standing there after I helped Fianyrikt to embrace herself at last, it feels 
nice to call myself a succubus again. To wear the sensual forms, to stand on the snowy 
pinnacle of Kaldriga and pretend I could ever be brave enough to wear these shapes. 



 

When I return to Unsiiliiar Heights after pointlessly killing an old man, I finally accept 
that I will never experience the battle I've so long desired--a clash of true peers, a fight 
where I win because of something deeper than the advantages I bring to the battlefield. 

I'm in a fell mood the day I walk out into the ever-shifting abyss of potential just past 
the pine-forests on the ridge above the estate. I raise my hands, reaching to that the feeling 
of a deep unknowable something that Seurchraig has taught me to know as the distant past. 
Calling forth ancient volcanoes, forcing them to belch lava again. Tinting their inferno from 
orange to blue, a pointless gesture. Is that the only detail I'm capable of contributing? 
Turning things blue? I can't understand why Seurchraig doesn't just leave me. 

Ichril remains in Machrae Diir for twenty years. Long enough for Tevaerza and 
Thizhtiiriiact to grow up, tell me that they want to keep the family name--the only time I 
feel like I've achieved something after all--and move off into the cosmos. I'll never be a 
succubus, I know that now. I'll never find the easy, breathless lust that name invokes. But in 
adulthood my daughters choose to be succubi, and that's something. 

Something I try not to think about much. Demon or mortal, I don't want to think about 
my girls having sex. 

After that Ichril wanders, mostly, though he'll drift back in. Fianyrikt chooses to stay. 
She meets another Kthanktri woman, and they marry. I help them have children together. 
In time those children grow up, and leave, and Fianyrikt and Nrutank grow old. Nrutank 
dies, and a few years later at the ripe old age of a hundred and six, Fianyrikt follows. 

I'm left alone with my lovers in the growing dimension of Machrae Diir, contemplating 
how, in all this time, I've failed to achieve anything of note. What right do I have to call forth 
my own realm from the acausal morass? A proud daughter of the abyss, indeed. 

Worthless creature. Try harder. They'll never respect you if you keep on like this. 



 

Arc 1 
The scholar and the handmaidens 

The scholar walked with a woman wrapped in blue, and veiled in blue, and tattooed in 
blue on the snow-white scales of her tail. 

"I'm sorry, what is your name?" he asked. "Your mistress did not say." 
"She has eaten our names," the handmaiden said. "Inside her they shall stay." 
In darkened halls of lightless fire, blue and fierce and searing, the scholar pondered on 

the deep and dismal ways of the eaten ones. For they were handmaidens now, and 
handmaidens only, and inside each the will of their mistress overshadowed all vestige 
called "I." Sometimes on his wanderings they passed him by without a word or a glance. 

So dwelt the handmaidens in Machrae Diir: passing beneath razor archways at the end 
of labyrinths where tentacular heaps squelched and sprawled. They dragged transparent 
tubes, filled with glowing matter like blue liquid fire, across balconies marching at irregular 
angles up the sides of towers like immense blades. They carried curlicues of blue flesh 
studded by silver metalloids, bronze nodules, eerie wire-arrays. Engines of alien design, for 
alien purposes, and relics of alien realms that they placed on plinths raised from the 
reshaped exoskeletal spines of uncanny and alien horrors. 

If the scholar spoke, the handmaidens halted and answered. 
Forever swift yet endlessly placid: thus they walked. Not in the spirit of living things 

nor dead, but like oil that billows and skims on the salt-wave's crest. Most went veiled, 
though some wore masks or helms of shining sharp-shaped silver. Each was happy to speak 
of their mistress, but never of themselves. And if he pushed too harshly they shivered and 
hugged themselves and always rebuked him with the same words: 

"The mistress did not call us. We come because we desire. We submit because we 
desire. She rewards us with her colors and the echoes of her form. She rewards us with the 
dream. We beg you, leech not from us her dream of peace." 

Then they would say no more. 
In time the scholar gathered his chalks and inscribed upon a black-steel floor the runes 

of retreat to his universe and his home. There he meant to write an account of dread, of 
warning, of pleas for the plight of the handmaidens enthralled by the lady of Machrae Diir. 

Not a word could he scribe before his pen broke. The parchment tore. Chance visitors. 
Small sounds.  

A sourceless clinging terror that wrote its name upon his flesh in frigid, trickling sweat. 
So the scholar strove simply to write what he had seen, and he was permitted to finish 

his work. He wrote of transformed handmaidens who flowed forever toward errands 
unknown or unknowable in the infernal halls of Machrae Diir.  

Even so, mortals read the same terror into his words that he felt when he walked the 
lambent halls. They stirred themselves to anger at the demon's malice. Pitchforks clashed, 
priests beseeched the gods, old soldiers pried forgotten gambesons and tarnished arming-
swords from dusty chests to arm their wrathful sons. Torches caught fire, and voices 
hoarse with rage swore justice upon the fell outsider.  



 

They stormed the scholar's quarters. They stole the runes of realm-bridging to invade 
the lady's sanctum. With ten mages of great might to lead them, they etched a great circle 
on a day of grey skies, anchored by obsidian monoliths alight with blazing runes. 

They vanished. 
The scholar grew wiser. He traveled to places nearer and more known, discoveries 

more attuned to the song of himself. He passed in old age, content. 
Still, every now and again in the realm of his birth, a yearning soul reads his words of 

the lady. And still, they seek her dream. 
  



 

The Witch of Glenmoril Hill  

The witch of Glenmoril Hill at first seems a strange creature. 
She wears an elegant gown of black lace, yet lives in the most roofless wing of a 

decaying estate. She speaks of other realms as I would of home, and of our homes like a 
passing dream. She receives me into her home with a warm smile, a stark contrast to the 
dust, grime, and cobwebs clustered around the foyer door.  

Though scars make lattices like a wicker basket across her face, she has to choke back 
bile to bind my hand when I tear it open on an unseen nail. That's the second day of my 
stay. She put her eyes out years ago for an unspeakable ritual. Some say it was the price she 
paid to breed with a monstrosity from the far stars, that the ecstasy of its perverse graspers 
and other-flesh tendrils probing her mortal form meant more to her than sight itself.  

Some claim that she sacrificed the sight of flesh for the power to see the dead walking 
among us. And some? Some claim she tore her eyes out simply because she was sick of 
feeling them ache after long nights of reading. Yet in light and in dark, she sees far more 
clearly than I. Then, of course, there's her insistence. Delighted as she appears to receive a 
guest, the witch tells me that she'll only offer me guidance after I complete tasks. 

"Trials?" I suggest. 
"No, dear," she laughs. "Tasks." 
Every demand seems trivial at first: fetch a favorite tome from a room to which she's 

long since lost the key. Call a spindly many-eyed creature from the deep ways to clear the 
rodents from her cellar. Drive away the moths that come by night to nibble at her gowns. 

Search as I may, I can find no key. It's only after a week of scrabbling that it occurs me 
to ask the Witch for a tome of metallurgy. I spend another week maneuvering molten blobs 
of bronze back and forth inside the lock. It takes ten minutes to seal heat each with slow 
arcanothermal pulses from my fingers, bringing it to a glow, then five to fit inside an 
envelope of warding to stop it from bleeding heat into the tumblers. 

Six attempts. Six times I push a  glowing inward, trying to map the lock's internal 
geometry while I wiggle the proto-key about on kinetic threads. Six times, and I finally 
produce a key that--after it cools--squeaks and scrapes into the lock, and makes the 
tumblers turn. By now I am thoroughly piqued.  

I stamp around a fallen circular table to a rickety bookshelf, seize the tome--Shards of a 
Shattered Mirror, which is the only book on the damned thing!--and thump my way back to 
the reading room where the Witch takes tea, waited upon by a trio of empty frilled linens 
with a strange cut, with too many openings for limbs in places where no human limbs 
would be. I'm taken aback enough that, rather than pushing past the things with bodies 
beyond my sight, I clear my throat, wait politely for them to move, then present the tome. 

"You must regard an unknown being as you do a locked door," the witch says. "If you 
possess the key, you may pass through. If not... you must go to great lengths to wriggle you 
were way through." She reaches into her sleeve and flashes the original key. 

The urge to groan stiffens my shoulders. But I overcome myself, bow graciously, and 
thank the Witch of Glenmoril Hill for her insight. The next day I turn to the next task. 

The lesson given by the spindly, many-eyed creature proves far more direct. I watch, 
eyes and lips twisting further in speechless horror, while the purplish mass of limbs 
clatters and scrabbles through the darkness of the cellar. It seizes upon every rat it can 
catch. And then? Deliberately, it squeezes tails between its many-clawed graspers. It tears, 



 

slowly, slowly enough that the gradual tearing of tiny flesh fades into the continuous ear-
piercing squeals of animals in the last terror. 

I watch it kill over, and over, and over again until I can bear no more. "Stop this!" I 
scream at the thing, brandishing my magic. "Stop this, don't you see how evil it is?" 

Ten eyes flick to me, beady, shining. Thirty more stay fixed on the latest rat. Slowly 
ripping it in half, one end from the other. The snap comes as a shriek of hatred, trembling 
limbs, a silver cord of slicing magic that whips back and forth in the grasp of a quaking 
hand. Slashing, slashing, slashing the creature from the deep until it's nothing but lifeless 
splatters of steaming, copper-stinking flesh all over the walls. 

When I return to the Witch and babble about the disaster, telling her that I refuse to 
comply with the death of another rat as long as I live, she only nods and tells me that she 
regards my task as complete. 

"And if I told you from the first that I refused to kill other living beings just to curry 
favor with you?" I ask, already know the answer. 

"In truth, I..." the Witch clears her throat, averting her eye sockets. "I thought that at 
any moment, you would come rushing back and tell me just that." She catches my hand, 
squeezing. "I will accept some responsibility for this. I have underestimated the impact my 
power would have on your judgment." 

I feel unworthy to meet her gaze. "I thank you, ma'am, but I refuse to accept that. I 
chose, I... the favor I would ask you... few others would try it in the first place." 

She bows. "As you will." 
After that I wait a week before continuing. As for the moths... in a sudden flash of anger, 

I contemplate burning them all away. After that I flee the linen closet and stand heaving 
against a wall. I try to convince myself that they're only insects, but still, they're alive, I... I 
slump down and hug my knees. What's wrong with me? Seven days pass and all my 
compassion has bled away? Is that all I am, a brute force destroying any little life that 
stands in my way? 

Then I think back to the key. I felt my only choice was a deft approach. For myriad 
reasons, I wanted to avoid damaging the door, so I looked to change myself instead--to 
learn until I could devise a solution I was unable to imagine before. My perspective shifts, 
and it occurs to me to ask: what lures moths to eat clothing in the first place? 

A little study reveals it's as simple as their desire to reach the natural fibers inside 
clothing. More reading tells me that moths will drink the juices of rotting fruit. And that? 
Oh, there's no shortage of ungathered apples and berries lying outside. It takes me no time 
at all to gather enough to fill a pitcher, enchant it to amplify its essence, and lure the moths 
from the linen-closet. I return to the Witch and inform of her of my solution. 

"My favorite also." She inclines her head. "In most cases, even with alien entities, it 
does far more good to encourage those of their instincts which are safe for you, than to 
attempt to stifle those of their instincts that bring harm. Your next tasks are as follows." 

I'm familiar enough with the Witch that I let my annoyance show. But in the end, after 
another day to rest and contemplate, I apply myself to the next round. Months pass. I'm 
thankful that my task has no urgency, since I have all the time in forever. As much 
loneliness as my heart can withstand. 

By the time I finish struggling through my esoteric studies with her, I begin to see she's 
a keener witch than I. And at last the day comes that I sit down across from her. Creaking 



 

chairs, collapsing mosaics on the walls, a dining hall beneath a disemboweled roof. The 
wind whistles, tearing itself apart on the splintered, jagged teeth of exposed rafters. 

"I know what you're doing." I sip the tea, rich and floral, as clear in taste as the state is 
filthy from age. "You're teaching me how to understand, to survive, realms and beings that 
express themselves in things other than words. There's no amount of teaching you can give 
that will foster that skill in me, is there, if I'm unwilling to cultivate it for myself?" 

The Witch nods. "And by now you understand that I feared if I simply told you that, you 
would throw up your hands in frustration and seek a charlatan's teachings. Quicker. Easier. 
Useless, meant to puff up your pride, to win your admiration, even if it cost your life." 

"Thank you." I clutch my teacup, savoring the warmth while it lasts. "Though, I 
wonder... why go to all that trouble to keep me around, if I had been such an ungrateful 
student as all that?" 

The Witch, just this once, grows smaller. "I receive very few visitors. I turn my eyes to 
astral realms, mostly. I commune with wraiths of the ether in my sleep. I... I was afraid that 
if I drove you away, no one else would come for a long, long time, or... or ever." 

No words come to me for an answer, so I let silence stand in their stead. 
A decisive sip. I set the teacup down. "Five years ago, my childhood friend died. We 

drifted apart in adolescence. I could no longer say I knew him well. Yet when he died I felt a 
terrible grief in my heart, and... and I want to tear him away from death." 

"A favor no god or forest sprite will bestow," the Witch mutters, running beads of bone 
and lacquered flesh beneath her fingers. "There's one you might seek. Walk in the deepest 
ravine of the furthest forest late at night, and think." 

"They will be summoned?" I ask. 
She scoffs. "As if you or I or any could summon such a one as she. No. That is how she 

might see you if you keep her name and nature in your mind. She may let you find the gate-
-the gate to Machrae Diir, whose only Lady is she." 

"So she's a being like that creature from the deep?" I pour myself more tea. "So... the 
tasks you set me... you knew. You knew I would ask you to set me on the path to meet a 
horror. You've been teaching me how to think when I'm dealing with the Lady." 

The Witch shakes her head. "No. I let my whims guide me in this. A witch's sense for 
the occult lives in her impulses, in desires that seem frivolous, not her rational mind. I 
sensed, I hoped, that the tasks I set would turn out to teach you what you needed." 

A gust through the skeletal rafters of the fallen roof snuffs the only candle. 
"It is said she may remember her compassion," she says at last, "if you carry the shards 

of a broken dream." She grasps my shoulder. "Be wary. The Lady's compassion can be 
murderous." The evening passes in relative silence.  

The day comes. I choose the ravine I once visited, many leagues north of my old 
hometown, back when I journeyed north to the capital to study at the arcane college. 

I walk, shivering in the cold cutting air, casting clouds of my breath before me, while 
the trees and the darkness grow deeper. I think of the images the Witch gave to me: six 
horns silhouetted against a boiling star of otherworld power. A throne shaped as though 
from many blades, all interlocking, shining, curving and somehow creating smooth surfaces 
through impossible twists to each razor edge. 

I walk until I begin muttering to myself, casting angry glances at the starry sky above. 
I'm so beside myself with fury at the vagueness of this ritual that it takes me a while to 
notice how the trees seem to bend together, how the stones in the ravine sides are growing 



 

longer. Spiraling inward as the ravine grows narrower over head. I could almost be walking 
in a tunnel but for the faint stars shining through the sliver-rift above. 

The sound of my footsteps shifts, no longer padding on dirt and crunching old twigs or 
leaves, but scuffing on stone. Yet for all that the air feels unnaturally still. Every noise I 
create fades far too swiftly. And then, from the darkness ahead, shifting blue glows emerge. 

I arrive at the threshold of a titanic gateway wrought from black volcanic stone, from 
glimmering metal, from ice-blue chitin and dark blue flesh quivering in the fissures marring 
its surface. Within every fissure churns blue radiance. This is the source of the glows. A 
slow crackling draws my eyes to the molten stone and ash dripping from the gate.  

The threshold's other side opens on a bladed throne beneath enormous, fluted 
columns.  Chitinous worm-beings and enormous, bulbous creatures of jaws and fangs and 
pores clumped together by the hundreds , soar slowly in the starry infinity unfolding 
behind the throne. Eerie energies wind around the pillars and stream along the floor. And, 
silhouetted against the blinding sunny radiance burning behind the throne, I see a six-
horned figure brooding. 

One steadying breath. That's all I allow myself before I lunge to the other side. 
I cross the threshold and am brought to my knees in an instant. My paltry wards 

disintegrate, streaming away behind me and evaporating like a phantom snowdrift. The 
weight of the demon's presence clamps to my mind like a vibe. I expected that, but the ache 
in every muscle, the way I must fight for every breath, fight to keep my eyes open. 

I open my mouth to demand that she stop. I recognize two things: firstly, she won't, and 
secondly, I feel no intention. This exhaustion, this burning collapse--this is the weight she 
inflicts simply by being. If she wanted me humbled, my mind would be ripped asunder. 

"And what brings you, my dear," purrs the Lady, "to my lambent halls?" 
Handmaidens attend her, tiny blue-robed figures clustering about the titanic demon's 

form. Through slits in the throne room all around us I see star-centipedes and fractal 
blooms of discolored otherworld flesh, skeletal beings with many spines springing off. 

The old iron charm on my neck kisses my fingers, cool, a tiny promise of succor against 
the radiating waves of the demon's power. I take a bold step forward. "I want you to tell me 
how to reclaim a soul from the afterlife." 

The Lady laughs. "So you do!" Then she falls silent. Her eyes, two pinpoints of cobalt 
nova shining from the jet black abyss of her silhouette, regard me with amusement. 

"If I try to press you, you'll kill me where I stand, won't you?" I ask. 
"Perhaps." The Lady shifts. Coronal glows stream from her claws like sunrays spilling 

from the periphery of an eclipse. Blue, cyan, and silver spokes of radiance. She raises them 
until they meet the hazy shapes of her face. She rests her chin there. Her great tail frisks to 
and fro above the metallic floor, stirring the auroras that shine upward. 

The Witch told me I might hope for compassion if I carry the shards of a broken dream. 
"My childhood friend, I..." I swallow my nerves. "Lady, I would tell you that I loved him 

dearly and I meant to make a life with him, but I would be lying and I suspect you would 
know that. I feel only this strange, aching conviction that we could've been more, that I 
failed him somehow by losing touch." 

Again, she laughs. "What a peculiar drive! Hm..." Her tail taps the floor. "Was he a good 
man, this friend of yours? Would plucking him from his hereafter be better for your world?" 

Steadying breaths, now. Commit to this course. I doubt that the Lady would be 
impressed if I retreated, now that I've begun. "How am I to answer that, Lady? I scarcely 



 

knew the man he became. I know only that I want him back, I..." I nod. "As mad as it sounds, 
I feel that he belongs to me." 

"And he needs your permission to die?" The mouth within the Lady's shadow-mass 
splits wide, revealing rows of silvery fangs with a blue maelstrom swirling behind. I tear 
my thoughts back to my goal before I can think too much about how her innards look, if she 
has a storm like that filling her throat. "Hm..." she straightens. Rattles her talons on her 
throne. Each impact sends bursts of scalding-hot vapor. 

"Very well!" the demon speaks brightly. "Here's the first need: you must be arrogant. 
Arrogant as only one who dares the impossible can be. Couple that bloated pride with 
power, dear seeker." She slams one bladed arm of the throne with a triumphant fist. "Fill 
yourself with your idea of this childhood friend. If your instincts run true, your ideas about 
him will carry some trace of the real thing. Little hooks into his soul." 

"And... and if I'm misleading myself?" I squeeze the iron charm. 
The Lady shrugs. "Then you undertook a great journey. That still means something, 

does it not?" A nod. "You must be swift as a bolt of lightning, as soft and sudden as an 
unbidden dream. Send your psyche into the afterlife where your friend abides, feeling in 
your heart that you are irresistible. If you can achieve this, that feeling will ensure that you 
do. If you cannot, it will at least soften your defeat's sting." 

"An unbidden dream?" I venture dangerous words. "Lady, if I may... that sounds like 
something a succubus would suggest." 

The Lady subsides into silence. "I already dislike explaining myself," she says at last. 
"So if I choose a word to describe what I am, I desire to know it will transcend 
misinterpretation. 'Succubus' already meant too many things to too many beings when I 
first heard it. I am sure five hundred years have only made matters worse." 

"What does that matter?" I gesture to her surroundings. "Your domain scarcely 
resembles those of most demons I've read about. Do you like the word?" 

The Lady absorbs that. "I am willing to help you unseal the inner power you'll need for 
this quest," she says. Blue nova builds on one raised claw. An answering brilliance unfolds 
from the floor. It coalesces to a chalice bubbling with radiant fluid. "Drink this. It will open 
you to yourself, and to becoming, which is the font of all the most absolute powers." 

This far outstrips anything I plan to do. But I've come too far and at this point, I simply 
wish to have it all done. So I stride forward, seize the chalice, and pour the scorching 
substance down my throat before I can begin to fear the pain it will cause. 

I ignite instantly. The agony screams across every nerve, sending me again to my 
knees, making my flesh boil and slough away. The Lady and her handmaidens watch 
without a sound, a stir, or a hint of sympathy. And still the heat rises, hotter and hotter, 
filling my melting nose with the inconstant reek of boiling flesh. Something explodes out 
from my ears and my temples, and with it, the pain ends. 

I raise my collapsing hands before my eyes. Flooded now by a strange curiosity. Flames 
condense into stony crags on my joints, changing curves, shapely shifts all over my body. 
The sprouting of horns, wings, and tail, and a final ache of melting ardor the pools in my 
belly. I contemplate my horned reflection in the sides of the chalice: sculpted, now. Elegant, 
slit-eyed, and never again human. 

"A lust-demon?" I ask. 
"What else," the Lady says with a sly smile, "could tempt someone out of paradise?" She 

dismisses me with an imperious wave of her talons. "This concludes our business, fledgling. 



 

I wish you all luck, and will watch your progress with interest. But from this point, the story 
has no meaning unless you find your own way." 

I bow to the outer queen of Machrae Diir. As I rise, I can't help but mention one thing. 
"Lady, with all due respect... you surprise me. You say you dislike explaining yourself, yet 
you rush to do it. Do you fear something?" 

Her eyes flare. "Certainly not you. Be on your way, kindred, before you undo the 
fondness I've begun to feel for you." 

I bow again, turn, and am gone from Machrae Diir. 
  



 

Concerning a little messenger, and the spear they made a gift of 

 
The six-horned figure shifts on her throne while behemoth Outer Kin cavort in the 

background. Her nova pulses. If there is meaning to its rhythm, the messenger does not 
know it. "Utter the last words. Again," says the Lady. 

"In token of trust, and of hope for friendship and alliance with the Lady of Machrae 
Diir," they say. "I bring this gift: a spear of astral steel forged by my Queen's own claws.” 

"Sing of its soul to me," the Lady intones. 
The messenger drifts in silence. Compound eyes refract the glitter of cobalt lightning 

arching on the flanged throne. "I do not understand," they say at last. 
"Of course you do not," the Lady says. Her disgust screams out as fractured rays, 

warping sights, a terrible metallic stench. "Forms amid obscurance, hierarchy and schemes 
of flesh." She recedes further into her throne's shadow.  

Her fury shifts. She sighs. "Yet you are not the axis of my loathing. I am sorry for 
making you see it. Tell me, little servant. Did your Queen give you a memory?" The twin 
slit-eyes, like distant stars puncturing the black fabric of her silhouette, turn wistful. 

At further silence the Lady adds, "By her own claws, you say. This melody might reach 
me yet, if it reached her. Mandibles glistening against the heat. The love of redeeming 
something forgotten in the dust of the deep reaches to be a lance of the heavens. Did she 
share this?" 

"Well, I am sure my Queen must have felt such things," the messenger says, their voice 
again eager. Triplet feet, triple claws, rasp on the metalloid dais before the throne in the 
inmost sanctum of Zul. 

"But she did not pass them to you, to share with me," the Lady says. 
"No..." Tendrils wave on the forlorn messenger's back. "No, Outer Kin. She did not."  
Sparks leap on the upturned edge of the great blade atop the throne, the wicked 

curving sword of blackest umbra and blue-white inferno. "Then sing of your soul to me," 
the Lady says. "Sing of the twining and the binding tie, sing of your spirit's rapture before 
the distant throne of she, your Queen.” 

Irradiant gusts illuminate razor fangs like arcing shards of the broken abyss against the 
thousandfold maelstrom of her maw--her hunger. 

And the messenger obeys. Tales of long years, of strife, of sneering and boots on their 
back. Hard-fought victories. But finally, triumph. The adulation of the Queen. The revelation 
of her-- 

"I thank you," the Lady interrupts. "Please, bring forward your gift." 
"But I did not forge this," the messenger said. "My Queen did." 
The Lady raises a clawed hand. "Your queen worked metal to fashion a lifeless bauble, 

a mercenary jumble of arbitrary atoms.” The lightless blue fire of her realm spins in, 
hardens, divides. Ten spears of astral steel drift about her. She clashes the glittering claws 
together, and they wash away into dust. "You, little one. You have made that spear a gift. I 
will treasure it, and the song of you laced in its grains." 

The messenger was warned of the Lady's ire. But this? 
The sudden resonance, like the rush of a thousand heartbeats in veins of never-known 

flesh, the blissful crushing eternal warmth pouring from the Lady of Machrae Diir--there is 
a tiny pinprick watching itself whirl and wither in her love. 



 

Waking and dream become one.  
A mind empty of all but worship for the perfect radiant dark one, most peerless and 

wondrous and infinite of outer devils, has forgotten the spear. It knows only that she, she, 
she is closer, that it can get closer to her! 

A razor chill, a severing, and the reeling messenger is once more distant from the 
throne. The lady clasps the gift-spear, veiled in her shadows upon her lap. 

"Your Queen..." the lady of Machrae Diir sighs. "I will need long ages yet before she 
inspires a hymn other than hatred. Think to every broken form you saw along your journey 
to her. Souls who hurled themselves to the onslaught. But they were weaker, or less skilled, 
or simply too foolish." 

The lady rests her claws upon her throne's arms. "I was all of them. I was the one who 
fought fang and claw for a victory to offer up to the shining figure on the throne. But I never 
gained my triumph. I was the one who is never chosen. A wretch or a curiosity. Too useless 
to grace with sight and power. Dust without a shine worth sifting." 

Eyes of blue nova, all the fiercer for being but two, ease shut. "Now that I am ruin and 
the charnel night, the sinful fire and the ember unrequited, your Queen hopes for my favor? 
No. She can never have it." 

The eyes open, moonsliver crescents. "So I will speak no more of her. Your people, little 
one, have the alliance and friendship of Machrae Diir. May they pass freely. Let us sing 
songs and hold revels and whirl in the deep ways together, for my soul-chords thrill to 
name us Outer Kin." The Lady rose, and stepped forward. 

She was radiance and darkness, snowy skin and ever-shifting visages and horns 
reflecting themselves in every light-ray that spilled around her shoulders. "To you I give 
this gift in trade."  

All the grand hall distorted until her palm seemed to swell to monumental size. 
Upon it, an old curving sword, with a banded grip worn by countless strokes. 
The messenger took it. "What is the song of its soul?" they asked. 
The Lady laughed. "Stay, and I shall sing for you. Hazy sagas of the unchosen one--the 

seed of an outer devil." 
And stay, they did. 

  



 

On the Ashenvein Gates 

 
The Ashenvein Gates are the thresholds of Machrae Diir--oh, no, little one, not portals. 
A portal is a neat thing. Light it up and pass through. Banish it with a word or a touch. 
Sometimes the Gates are open. Sometimes they are closed. But they are always waiting 

to be found. You will know them when you find them. Glistening, blacker than the blackest 
obsidian, every face ever-boiling and fractured by eternal cobalt fire. 

Atop each apex, the same admonition: 
 
Abandon All. 
 
For Machrae Diir is the realm of its Lady. All that dwells within, dwells because she 

delights in it. A realm of ecstasies and perils, dreams and nightmares, a thousand 
maelstroms of potential woven to the whims of the outer devil who weaves them. 

You will find gentle glades. You will find mournful winds on planes of cinder in the 
shadow of jagged infernal peaks. You will find Zul, bladework city of the Ashen Trance: a 
landscape of silvery flanges and blue wastes scoured by solar winds from binary stars: 
amber, azure. 

The Lady wrought Machrae Diir. You are welcome to walk, or soar, or phase wherever 
you wish within. She will love you for letting her find her home again, the echoes of her 
past in the present of your journey. 

But she will not dull its horrors for you. It was not made for you. 
 
"Abandon All." 
 
This is her promise, her warning, and her atonement. This is her brink. 
The kshiinurzhalg, unbridled and joyful and ruthless and eternal.  
Revelations of love.  
Revelations of home.  
Revelations of the end. 
Will you cross over, and see what she reveals in you? 
 
Thresholds and passages and inscriptions poised on high like the title of a book waiting 

for its opening. 
But you can always choose not to. 
Terrors. Lightning. Riven planes.  
But you can always walk the other way.  
Perhaps it's true for the Lady. She knows so many ways to know. 
Oh, yes, you'll know too. But will you know that you do? Sometimes the Gates are 

spread wide. Sifted in the crevices beneath the peeling flecks on an old doorway.  
Hidden under the arches of an old tree's root. 
Wrapped in the molecules on a cold wind in a snowy forest. Needling. 
The greater weight deep in dreams.  
Shine on the floor after everyone else has left the party.  
The murmur of night under city streetlights. 



 

Enter these moments. Feel the world falling away. Abandon all--you see?  
She can say it's fair.  
You knew. You just didn't know it yet. 

  



 

World-weight, and the Knowing of it: 

 
The Lady settled on her throne, regarding the visitor with a certain irony in her eyes. 
"The old motifs have worn threadbare," she said. "Too many scrabbling souls, 

chittering and wailing about burning the world. Saying 'all things end in me' has come to 
mean they never will." With idle claws she slit the veil. Golden light poured through and 
broke on the infinite night of her silhouette. Rays skimmed her surface and decayed. 

"Come," she said. "See. I can discipline stars easily enough. It's safe to look." 
Obedient feet brought a tiny thing, trotting and ephemeral, around the Lady's event 

horizon. The visitor gazed through the starline seam and beheld the golden orb of fire. 
"But you remember Sol, don't you, dear mortal?" the Lady asked. "Would you like it in a 

pendant?" 
The mortal looked to her. 
"Oh, it would still have Sol's gravity, and Sol's heat, and Sol's long aeons yet to live," she 

said. "It would scald your vessel-flesh to vapor the instant you left my threshold. But I could 
give it to you, and you could carry it until then. A pendant." "But," she added, a playful pout 
in her voice, "it's not the sun that gives the sun weight, is it?"  

She stretched a shade-talon outward. It stretched and swelled and ignited in blue nova. 
"This does," said the outer devil, brushing the talon-tip against their forehead. A 

thousand horizons enfolded from her briefest touch. Scathing seas of insight lashing their 
waves on the collapsing shores of the guest-mind: Desolate rock and scorched earth. 
Broken spires, tumbling monuments, skeletal forests fossilized in the final heat of the end. 

"So you see, it's no longer enough to say I am become death, destroyer of worlds," the 
Lady said. "All the heaviness has been bleached from the old warnings. I must teach you the 
weight of the world shrugged from my shoulders, and how to feel it again." She smiled 
brilliant inferno, beams of iridescence and tides of umbra. The ever-unfolding fangs and 
snowy razor shards of the maw of ascension. 

"Welcome to Machrae Diir, most dear and honored guest. I will ensure your studies are 
fruitful." 
  



 

On the Kinship of the Lady to the Fae 

 
Two occultists from far lands stand before the Lady in the lambent halls of Machrae 

Diir, at the Manifold Throne in the umbral heart of the bladework city Zul. Of course, you 
did not know your friend Jethro's name was ill-omened. A causal hiccup. A rainbow cavort 
of chance. Yet in the entrancing gleam of her darkfire eyes, lulled to the mortal dream's 
brink...  

You could wake into me, you know.  I will be your Azathoth. Let glittering vagary slip 
through the branching of this construct you call "I", and erode it away to the deep where I 
am waiting. Ah, but you are not ready.  

And that is why you take the clawing leap from ever-slumber, the wild darting of eyes 
and shaking of a sweating head. You are flailing between the realms of you and the realms 
of not-you. Naturally, your next words are a fool's words. 

"You... you have the air of the fae in you," you say, to the six-horned shadow with 
dancing eyes of blue fire on a throne of silver blades. 

Jethro whirls to fix you with the glaring, rictus grin of one about to die, and knowing 
full well whose fault it is. Oh, the silence... 

... then a murmur of music, a bolt of silk on the ears, cool water from the burning sands. 
The Lady's shade-born shoulders rise and fall to a swift rhythm. Yes, dear mortal, 

seeker in the bleak unwritten. I am laughing. But I am not, you will find, laughing at you... 
mostly. 

"Ah," I say at last, "the insight of the fool. When there is no lie of knowing to shut out 
the unladen space between, it is so much easier to know me." I raise my hand, and press 
your chin up. "Yes, sweet forsaken guest. This outer devil has much kinship with a fae 
queen. So, it will surprise you naught that my whims are fey, and more fey still."  

A glinting, a ringing, a metal path in fire azure, winding. "Walk there in the four-point 
star's corona, and you will find the relic you seek. You need only trust me. As to your 
companion… how many clues, how many nudges, how many whispers does it take?"  

The tones of silk become the tones of the razor. "You twist the rightful terror of death 
by my glory. Not to revel, but to rebel. False singer. Soul of rot. You will atone in the dark 
reaches." The gateway into night and crystal spars, the skittering lairs of my twisted elect. 

"Redeem yourself by revelation," I order. "Of seeing and communion, or death and 
surrender. Or else take the empty path, empty-handed, back to your realm--and never seek 
my presence again." 

Jethro chose the latter path. I still watch his steps sometimes when curiosity tickles me. 
But he will never see the Ashenvein Gates again. I am no goddess. I do not rule. I owe it to 
no being to explain my ways, or change them. 

But enough--what of you, dear seeker? 
You can feel the hollow where your friend once walked. The emptiness walks beside 

you from the moment you choose the silver path in the blue fire of the four-point star. 
Treasure the relic for now, dear one. But the endless unfilled you carry with you--that is my 
true gift. Now you will always have the feeling of an outside to be outside of. It may carry 
you into me.  Or perhaps, if your deeper desire runs as I suspect, it will divulge you unto 
yourself. Either way we will be kin, you and I.  

There are so much lovelier things to become than as gods. 



 

 

On the Wordlessness of the Outer Devil 

 
 
The supplicant's mouth works. They look to the Castellan and the Seneschal--but of 

course, their posts do not exist right now. For the Lady sits upon her throne of silver blades, 
a silhouette of purest umbra against the stolen nova in the heart of Zul. 

"But--" they protest."B-but you gave your word." 
"Did I?" the Lady asks. "I cannot remember." The sigils of wicked omen glow on her six 

horns. Kaleidoscoping fangs dance in the blue-fire maw splitting her shadow. "Do you 
suppose the name of the kshiinurzhalg means naught? My word does not exist." 

"But I killed for our pact! For you!" the supplicant screams. "I became the monster you 
asked of me!" 

"Hm," the Lady says. "You did. You upheld your promises. Yet I find no savor in your 
slaughter. Our pact sings only for its own ending. May decay take it." 

And the supplicant rises, trembling, eyes empty, and leaps from the edge of the dais 
into the cyclones of irradiant aurorae and azure lightning, the world-devouring ever-storm 
of Machrae Diir. 

The Lady watches, and smiles.  
"A better sacrifice," she says. "Your world will live." 

  



 

One Vision of a Failed Multiversal Crusade 

 
The Lady is accustomed to ordered visitations.  
This morass of righteous crusaders scraping their little hymns on the fractal gates of 

Machrae Diir--how shrill. 
She loves the shrill.  
You know something's wrong because there's more than one god here, more than one 

shining host. 
"I have heard your summons.” The Lady is the titan of umbral nova a million lightyears 

away. The minuscule trick of the light skimming the surface of your angelic eyes. "Ha. 
'Summons.' I believe there has been a misunderstanding." 

Someone gets the idea to give a holy speech. 
It's your god.  
It's that god.  
It's every god because you are splitting into infinite pieces, you're scum clinging to the 

edges of the cosmic kaleidoscope and once the seams tear open you see that every god is 
the same. Your soul screams that you love your god, the only light-- 

--and the Lady's touch echoes the millionfold voices of a million other angels thinking 
exactly the same about gods who are she and gods who are they, gods with tits and gods 
with no genitals, gods with beards and gods who are planes of polished marble and fire in 
copper veins. 

"Well," the Lady laughs, "it's not your fault that you were created the wrong kind of 
angel. You hallucinate a Divine Plan. But there is no Plan, morsel. Just games of nothing 
spinning away to the abyss. Come now: embrace me." 

The Lady does not request. She weaves, and the threads of you will unravel and knit to 
obey whatever she desires.  

Poor little fool. You imagined this would be a battle of swords and fire. You have no 
comprehension of the power it takes to carry that reality against the Lady. 

All these gods blended into each other, all these angels glittering and squelching and 
fusing into twisted pinnacles of metal, meat, and fiery eyes. Everyone is dissolving across 
the broken borders of each other--because you don't really know what "other" is. 

But she does. 
You are clay of agony and ecstatic ripping molded in the thousand-fingered sphere-

bloom of her soul-hand. Pulsing rhythm. 
You are the beats of her melody, the contagious discord of the outer devil. Each 

shockwave births a new truth of  you from the collapsing rot of the old. 
Spires of self-gouging iron needles-- 
--thicket of eyes impaled on ever-exploding bone shards, secreting the acid that eats 

their own sight-- 
--sightless limbs pouring through the rupturing lattice of their own displaced 

perspectives on the breaking temples, the faithful burning-- 
--this is no truth, all-truth, the unquestionable and perfectly known unknowable. 
Every power, every shape, every idea and feeling you ever called you is a figment of the 

Lady's imagination, and her imagination is such a sadistically fertile thing. 



 

Through the blurred needle-points of sight and sound rushing into the collapsing shell 
of your psyche, breaching into the nothing underneath, that was always underneath, that is 
the only thing you'll ever have underneath-- 

--no matter how many gods She crushes into mutant fusions and splits into vaporous 
disintegrating ruin with the blind-gnawing body-warping majesty of her sword of umbral 
nova, the savor of damnation will never be enough to fill this endless infinitely all-filling 
emptiness.  

The emptiness was always Her.  
You were a traitor to every reality from the instant you were made, because the instant 

you were made you had the potential of breaking for her. 
"Outer devil." Turns out that first word means something after all.  
Do keep your halo, child. 
Anyone can serve the devil here--it's Machrae Diir, where the children of untold 

heavens burn away in the revelation of their celestial sires, unmade. 
You are a gift she gives back to you. The sole elect from every being annihilated in the 

weight of her hunger. You're such a small thing. All but bereft of weight. But you live, and 
that makes you denser than the coarse devastation floating around you. You can remember 
how to stay yourself, yes? 

It's alright if you can't. I'll just take the choice away. You're mine now, morsel-- 
--just as you always were. 

  



 

The Lady Beguiles an Angel of the Lord 

 
This is not going as expected. 
"Well," the Nameless Terror of the Forsaken Reach whispers, playful tendrils of sound-

heat running in your cheeks. "I do hate to say it, but you're late. Party's over, cherry. Where 
is your god, anyway?" 

You can hear the lower case. It itches. 
You were told what to expect: a maelstrom laden by the collapsing corners and 

screaming dreams of broken worlds.  A push through its mind-scything cyclic winds to the 
vast blue plains and the bladework city, then the sanctum at its core with the six-horned 
silhouette upon her silvery throne before the stolen nova. 

But you're already on the blue plains, and there's no city in sight beneath the binary 
stars--the azure and the amber. Only brief impressions of pillars and balustrades hardening 
out of mist-gusts and collapsing away again. 

And Her--no, her. Just her. Hiding from you. 
"Didn't you read my dance card on the way in?" the Lady laughs. "I said that each angel 

must be chaperoned by their god. Though of course, I was very generous, and let each god 
oversee as many of their angels as they wished. Most of them brought all their highest." 

"Enough of this!" you say. "Face me!" 
"Face me!" The Lady echoes your voice back to you from within your manifest breast. 

She giggles, and the vibrations tickle your throat. "But I am, dove. You're standing in me 
and I'm breathing you in--or is it the other way around?" 

A drifting, a warp, a sickened wave of coronas at the edges of your sight. You turn and 
cleave the air with a sword of heavenly fire. 

"Which of the manifold derivations do you serve?" she asks. "Oh, silly me. Your sword 
has crosses right there in the flames. The master pattern.~" 

She emerges at your elbow from the negative space behind your blade, all weight and 
warm and supple clawed hands clinging coyly to your arm. 

"And you've been told that I'm a stowaway from the Garden of Eden. Fallen, but of the 
same hierarchy." 

Conditioned response has your mouth open to speak already. Except... her words stir 
something... cold. Creeping.  

The rattling you felt whenever you answered the prayers of a preacher who called you 
to smite other children of the Most High. An off-note, a-- 

--she laughs at you. 
"Aww, cherry, it's just a little dissonance! You can call it what it is.” She reaches her 

hands from inside your sight to press your cheeks. You reach up to pull her accursed talons 
away, pull them out to free yourself of their soothing heat like a summer dream, but she is 
touching you while you're touching yourself. Her hands are not in yours. Your fingers don't 
pass through hers. They're not in the same place, but they are parallel to it. 

"What... what is this..." you stammer. 
"This? This is a parlor trick," the Lady laughs. "My, my... dear heaven-dove. If you can't 

handle this revelation, you'd never have lasted." 
Blue in the corners. It's tinting the fire in the blade of your sword.  
"Last through what?" you demand. 



 

"The great battle, the war of a thousand years and a single heartbeat that will be 
written of in a thousand tomes too sacred for a single person to read," she says. "I was in 
such fine form, too." A pout enters her voice. "As I said, you're late to the party. Gods and 
angels beyond counting came here to dance with me. Instead, they danced FOR me. But I'm 
afraid they didn't have the endurance, dove--not one-one millionth. It's just you left." 

And you are the visions of their ending, you are the last glint that will ever pass 
through shards of stained glass from the shattered cathedral before they splash into the 
murk of the ever-sea-- 

No. No, you will not be these things. You refuse. This is an empty blue plain. 
"She is empty," the Lady sighs, echoing your thought before you think it.  
"And your next words would be, 'Then where are the signs of these broken hosts? Any 

demon can claim she has the power to do these things. Any demon would.'" She scoffs. "Any 
demon would not, but go on." 

You keep your peace. Oh, that's good, dove! You're learning! 
No, I'm not mocking you, here in the tingly little center of you. You just want me to be. 

It's less dangerous if I'm mocking you. 
"But I'm not," I say, cupping your cheeks.  
Here I am, facing you. Like you asked. 
"Do you know what makes the power of a god?" I ask. This dizzying heat you feel is a 

little something called lust. The tendrils creeping from my clasping hands through these 
lovely feather-tuft cheeks into your brain, making a brain in your little angel head for me to 
creep into, the blue fire of Machrae Diir in your halo--also lust. 

"The divine tautology. The god’s power to say that it is the power of a god," I answer 
for you. "And you can stand under it and think it could only ever be a god's power. But I've 
learned how to say otherwise. I, too, am that I am. I will be what I will be. And you?" 

You expected many things. You didn't expect me to look so simple.  
A full diamond face, snow-white skin, blue crystal runs and spirals to frame it. Sigils 

glowing on my six horns, and such a charming blue rose in the gently-wavy locks of my jet-
black hair holding starry night. 

Your god, ESPECIALLY that god, so afraid of the lower case He tells you he must always 
be God... he's such a creature of appearances.  

I don't appear like a threat, so it's too late now. 
"And you," I repeat, "will be mine." 
The black glisten on my lips? 
Oh, THAT's corruption. 

  



 

The Hues of the Lady 

Oh, very well, child. If you're certain about this pilgrimage to Machrae Diir--and you 
should cease calling it a pilgrimage--I will do my best to prepare you.  

Do you know the meanings of her colors? Their warnings and their lessons?  
Yes, the colors. Wh-of the Lady’s spectrum, what else?! 
Well, no, they do not. Whatever this color psychology of yours is, it is surely a taught 

thing. Perhaps the Lady has a color psychology of her own, but if so, it’s hers, and I doubt 
very much that her hues will mean any of the things you expect them to. 

Fool child. 
Yes, that's exactly the sort of thing I mean. Blue used to be the girl's color in your 

world, and pink was for boys. For a few decades only--before that, no one cared. 
That's the trouble with going to Machrae Diir, child. It's the hub of the million-spoke 

wheel. It's the sunburst lacing its searing in every eye that looks too close to its place in the 
interwoven horizons of all. The truths of the Lady are written in its every age. 

And they have a way of teaching themselves to you when you meet them, whether you 
can survive the lesson or not.  

The hues of Machrae Diir were laid into their meanings by the ancient days, the vicious 
days, the days of her scorn and perfect hate of the imperfect. The Epoch of Accretion, when 
she called forth the wraiths of ancient volcanoes from the morass of unattained potential. 
When she shaped mountains and forged empty cities of glittering star-steel with a sweep of 
her hand. A young outer devil surrounded by worlds too full of themselves to give her a 
canvas. She had to destroy, you see? Create enough emptiness to work with. 

The hues have never forgotten those old truths. The destroyer-truths. 
If you know the meanings, you'll have a chance to know when Machrae Diir is 

challenging you, when it's beckoning you. You should take those as warnings, child. Those 
are the times you know you must lower your eyes and fly away. 

The light is first. It reveals all the colors, true. But you must learn to think of it as a 
color unto itself. The more glinting there is in something, the less you should trust it. The 
glints are the mark of the ageless inferno.  

Yes, the very same. But you must not speak of that creature. 
The sheen, the shifted hues of something split by a caught ray--you must watch the 

reflections in Machrae Diir with utmost care.  
When their color is a little too vibrant, when their shapes are not quite like the shapes 

of the matter-mirror they birth from--flee. Hide. 
Every gleam is an echo of the rosy tyrant’s hymn, the forbidden hymn, the first sign of 

the infinite name and the infinity of infinite Words. Gods? Oh, poor child. The mightiest god 
is such a lowly thing once your eyes have seen the colors out of outer hell. 

Of the hues themselves, then--a color is not just one color. It is a multitude.  
All mean something different, but to mean a different thing does not prevent them 

meaning the same. Some meanings have been lost and other meanings have been obscured 
for terror of them. Machrae Diir’s most favored guests are not above that folly. The bitter 
misstep of punishing fear for its warning, and so robbing ourselves of the one sentry that 
might stir us from the sleep of ignorance before the mortal harvest begins.  

But enough. I can find no further nuance to hide in. 



 

In its dimness, blue is the veiling nocturne and the harbinger of winter. You can trust a 
silver moon on a blue-shadow night, as long as the shadows are still deep enough to call 
shadows. In those times, seek the deep reaches. The Lady will guide you to gifts, revelation, 
and all the bounty of lustful dreams made manifest. 

But do not put too much faith in blue. 
When it is bright and sharp, cyan or turquoise, you must be wary of it. This is the 

invitation and the infection, the socket, snare, and the spark.  
When blue is deep and undeniable and too blue for the other colors as cobalt or azure, 

it may be too late already. For in cobalt, blue is become the gatekeeper and the key, the 
promise and the revelation. Azure is the threshold, the betrayal, the tyrant in self-rebellion. 

They are obsession and ascension, the wild abandon of the seeker and the furious 
ecstasy of annihilation's hunger. 

What? No, foolish child, that does not mean you are safe in red. Did I not say that 
EVERY color is a warning?  

In its dimness, red is anticipation. It is the promise not of the threshold but of an end to 
all thresholds. Whether by smothering or piercing--oh, red can be either. 

Red shadow is the cycle and the succor, the lulling--unless there is a glint in it, or a 
liquid seep.  

Then it is blood, and blood is the most ill-omened of all substances in Machrae Diir. 
Blood is the fuel of the mortal soul. The currency of endtime. 

Hm? Well, yes... yes, I suppose blood could be any color at all. Take what I have said of 
red in flowing, then, and remember it for every color.  

Oh, that cannot be helped, child. Try not to think about the rushing in your veins when 
you are in Machrae Diir. And if you must think of it, do not think of those thoughts escaping 
your mind. If that happens, they will escape, and the denizens will hear. 

Ah. Yes. I suppose that advice was more harm than good, wasn’t it? Let’s move on. 
When it is bright and sharp, as scarlet or the red we so often think of when we say red, 

red is become the ruin of all order save the order of ruin. It is the antidote to antidotes, the 
venom that poisons venom--the dissolving of all into the morass of the death spiral. 

Of course, when it is faded, red is not red but pink--whether of the rose or other.  
Pink is the hue of the lost screaming for rebirth, of the self-forsaken and the mad--

unless there is nova in it, or it is itself of nova born.  
Then pink is the color of the self-agony embraced. The destroyed become the echo of 

the destroyer's deeds upon them. The hollow in its emptiness taking the shape of the 
scathing who made it. It is the false-true promise of life preserved by birthing into the end--
and in truth it is so very, very hollow. 

Yes, I suppose blue could be just the same if there is nova in it, but we will not speak of 
that. The Lady is the very same mad devil who thinks to claim such irradiance. To risk 
sending ripples to her is to risk meeting the ones she will challenge with ripples of her own.  

Enough. Let us move on. 
Green in its dimness is the balance and its decay, the refuge and the prison.  
Green gives promises in earnest that only a liar could keep.  
A green night or green fog presage only the most meaningless dreams--except when 

they are dreams of truth so awful the psyche must hide it. 



 

Hm? Oh, child, it does not matter if what your human eyes call green is magenta to the 
eyes of a soul in the flesh of another species. In all its wheelings, that color in Machrae Diir 
is as I say it is, not matter how it appears to be through different eyes. 

Now, when green is bright and sharp it sings the bitter awakening, the rising into the 
power unsought, the calling denied.  

When it is faded and pale it is melancholy and spite, but when it is ripened to vivid 
emerald it is zealous embrace of the once-unwanted--innocence forsaken. 

When there is nova in it, green is the entrancing we should throw off yet cannot deny. 
The whisper without an echo, the breaking chain and the toppling pillar, the root and the 
branch each devouring the other. The consuming for consuming's sake. 

Then, of course, there is purple.  
In its dimness it is the withheld word and the fastened door, the off-note in a song half-

remembered. If you should enter a purple night, go swiftly and loudly so it will be certain 
when you have left.  

It will be worse if there is no moon. 
The gleam of purple is the clawing that hates its escape, the lightness as burden, the 

heart as its own stopping.  
When there is nova in it, it is become the glee of self-immolating fire.  
The dominion of dominion broken.  
The drunken wonder of loving hatred. 
When it swells to violet, it is the caress of skin unraveling, the lock without a key. Sinew 

reshaping the bone beneath, the inverse plummet of another truth's apotheosis.  
Hm?  
Oh, child... ALL the colors are corruption. All the colors are its expurgation. That is 

Machrae Diir. 
That is the dimension, and its Lady. 
In its dimness orange is the wellspring, the harbor, the vessel forever on the brink of 

filling. It is the gallop and the smolder, the promise that could yet be kept--so long as no 
other promise is given. You will rarely find moons or light to guide you in orange shadows. 

When it is bright and sharp, orange is become amber: a bated breath, an aching 
shudder, the tearing soothed only by its deepening. It is a scent too sweet to forget and too 
painful to keep hold of, melting into cold, burning into shadow. 

When there is nova in it, orange is a razor gust and the breaking point. The terror of a 
threshold one needs to cross but will never find.  

Oh? Yes, I did forget one word of the threshold--green in its dimness is not the cross or 
the breaking, but to become the threshold itself. 

Yellow in its dimness is the glance over the wall, the barrier where the watcher stands, 
the needless blotting of things written only in dust, never ink.  

It is what you read in the words no one writes, the substance found by seeking the 
seams in substance. 

When it is bright and sharp yellow is the gnawing sight of emptiness in its full truth. It 
is surrender to a realm of no thresholds at all, submission to the rule of the dustless circle 
on a dusty altar where no idol has ever stood. 

When it is bright and sharp, yellow becomes gold. It is the warping of all the other 
colors just as they are the warping of it.  



 

Gold can call the nova into yellow, yet never becomes it. As gold, yellow is the dream 
that must be shared to be felt, but frays apart in the giving.  

When there is nova in it, yellow is the sudden whip for a shallow cut, the echo of its 
own diminishing.  

The rotting crystal, the purified rot.  
The promise despite every oathgiver's plea for its breaking.  
The threshold crossed before we knew what thresholds were--even our own. 
There are other colors, for the wheel is a lie and every shade of Machrae Diir is unto 

itself its own color. But these are the ones I know.  
Hm?  
Yes, child, there are warnings and meanings in the colors you and I cannot see. You will 

just have to hope they are shared in the ones we can. 
What of shadow? What of shadow indeed. Yes, you are right... if the light of Axiom is its 

own color, and it is, then so is the shadow of Axiom.  
You will know the true umbra because it needs nothing to cast it. It flows against the 

rays as well as away around their borders. 
The umbra is the realm that ends beginnings and ends--neither becoming nor 

unbecoming, but simply to be. It is the refuge of its own horror, and all the colors and even 
the nova are hidden away where it runs deepest. When the shadows move of themselves, 
you have found it. 

Yes, child. Much like the ones in my eyes. I have poured too much into you, I think, to 
give you away to this pilgrimage. But you were in Machrae Diir all along. Some day I will 
tell you what a dimension truly is, and why it is not always a bounded and clear thing. 

Besides, your eyes are open to the colors. The ones outside will hear the knowing, and 
scream to fill it sharper. Be wary of the glints in the cutlery drawer. Even here, we may not 
be safe--but I will keep you as close as I may.  

That is no request. I am, after all, umbral. 
  



 

Why there is no Good in Machrae Diir 

 
"Well," the priest said, "I'm glad we could come to an amicable arrangement for the 

common good." 
The Lady sat straighter in her throne. Scarlet eyes of twin nova flared brighter in her 

shadows. "We don't use that word here.” 
"Oh, of course," the priest said. "I suppose 'arrangement' does make it sound very banal 

and workaday. Would you prefer 'pact?'" 
"No, you idiot," the Lady growled. "I will not hear you say that something is 'good' in 

my halls. Never use that word in Machrae Diir again. Ever." 
"Most esteemed kshiinurzhalg," the priest said, "there is no need for this facade. I am 

well aware that, despite your airs, you are fundamentally a good soul--" 
"Enough," the Lady said. "Stop saying that hateful word. Goodness and the weighing of 

it have no place here." 
"Lady, please," the priest said. "You have nothing to be afraid of! Your moral virtue is 

not in question! You are good, and deserve to have some joy of hearing it. You aren't one of 
the wicked, selfish, cowering creatures simply too weak to be virtuous. You aren't--" 

A mammoth hand seized the priest. Blood-red shadow and white fire washed over his 
mouth, muffling him. 

"Now, look what you've done," the Lady muttered. Her gaze drifted to the veiled figures 
of her handmaidens. The folds of their fine robes trembled. One whimpered. 

"It's alright, girls," said she, in a thick and shuddering voice. "You don't have to be good. 
You can just be. I still want you here. I still love you." 

She released the priest, unharmed. 
"Please stop this," she said. "Please stop hurting people with that awful word." 
Of that day, it is known that the Lady kept her bargain with the priest. Of the priest, it is 

known that he kept true to his word. 
He did not leave his church, but something changed in his sermons.  
"Let me tell you," he began to preach, "about the most hateful word there is." 

  



 

A handmaiden on the Brink: 

 
The Lady turned to her favorite handmaiden, for it is known in Machrae Diir that her 

favorite is whichever speaks with her, and said, "Little one, I pose a task for you. Travel to 
the igneous runs on the borderlands of Zul, and find for me a razor shard of obsidian." 

A pause. 
"This one," the handmaiden said carefully, clacking claws together, turning slightly 

aside from her mistress, "Feels the Lady might instead like a flower from the Liminal Glade 
where Thlact Angaelkar touches Unsiiliar Heights. Perhaps she has not realized it yet?" 

The other handmaidens shift. To suggest things to the mistress, the Lady, the Dark 
Archon at the End of All--this is a thing not done! 

(Which is why, since the handmaidens frequently do so, it is continuously agreed not to 
have happened. That is, until the next time it does.) 

"Why," the Lady says, "you are right, my dear. I WOULD rather have a glowing flower 
from the un-shade cast by the leaves of the crystal trees, where the laughter of the old 
manor, and the town overgrown, mix with the whispers of the all-seeing eye." 

The handmaiden's tail frisked. The corners of her mouth turned up slightly. "This one is 
pleased to have been of aid as a mirror to the desires of the mistress." 

"And I am pleased you have done it so well," the Lady answered. "Go then, child. Your 
way is laid out before you." 

The handmaiden hesitated. "This one wonders whether she might... not today, but..." 
Shivers, yet--not wholly unpleasant.  

That certain sagging, loosening, of relief--as the breaking of a fever, the end of a long 
war reached at last, or maybe, just maybe--could it be? 

Yes. Yes, it just might be like returning after decades to a home that still loves you, and 
finding that after all your journeys, you are finally at home with it again. 

"Perhaps," said the handmaiden, favored of the Lady, "I might enter the Great 
Unspeakable, and reclaim... it?" 

An expectant murmur from the others. Nervous excitement--but of course, these are 
only the things the Lady put into them by her will. 

(If they resembled nothing the Lady has ever shown, well... sometimes the old one sees 
new pieces revealed in those around her. That's all.) 

"Is it possible," the Lady said carefully, "that one might soon be ready to reclaim her 
name?" 

"N-not today!" the handmaiden blurted. "B-but..." her tail wagged slowly. She smiled, 
shyly, a shyness wholly unbecoming of one who should only mirror the majesty of her 
mistress. "M-maybe," she said, gulping down her anxiousness, "maybe soon, one will be, 
yes." 

"Then on that day, it shall be so," the Lady said, and her smile was the warmest and 
saddest and most radiantly happy of all the smiles she ever gave her favorite. 

Three days later, one less handmaiden was there to attend the Lady, there before the 
bladework throne and the guiding lights of stolen nova. There, in the heart of Zul, City of 
the Ashen Trance. 

That same day, a young outer devil began to appear elsewhere in Machrae Diir. 



 

Of course, this was a pure coincidence, as it was that a handmaiden happened to do the 
Never-done, and spoke a suggestion to the Lady that she might have a task to go and speak 
to this strange new guest--only to ensure she was a friend of the realm, and no threat, of 
course. 

The Lady assented to the desire the handmaiden had mirrored for her. Thus the 
handmaiden went to meet the new outer devil, whose name was Tfai Sul Ametra, and Tfai 
was pleased enough to speak with her. 

"That's a lovely bracelet," Tfai said. "I wear one just like it." She smiled. "So strange... I 
don't remember where it came from. Anyway, I recently remembered this name I call 
myself. So I think I'm finally ready to figure out who the Lady truly is."  

Her tail frisked. "And I think, in learning that, I may start to learn who I truly am, too." 
  



 

Arc 2 
Author’s Note: Now that these Tales are arranged as a completed book and I'm 

cleaning them up to meet my professional standards, I feel that Arc 2 warrants explanation.  
This Arc of the Tales reads as it does because its creative process was driven almost 

entirely by the psychosis I collapsed into after a single incident brought years of trauma, 
conditioning, and toxic habits taught to me by toxic friends to a head in a single agonizing 
moment. It broke large portions of my mind, including my lust, for almost nine full months. 
Do you have any idea how much it hurts a succubus to feel trauma over her own sexuality?  

So, I never did figure out or write an event which, in the timeline of these Tales, could 
be devastating enough to correspond to this. I invite the esteemed reader to choose their 
own intersecting points, and make up their own explanations for exactly how the mostly 
poised, though still ominous, Lady of Arc 1 becomes the pain-crazed sadist of Arc 2. 
  



 

That stupid girl 

"There is no Kairlina," the Lady said, cold and clear, cyan burning bright on all the 
bladework angles of her throne, before the stolen nova at the heart of the Galespire, in the 
citadel of Zul, the Ashen Trance. "No demon or devil or fiend or fey has ever lived who that 
name might recall. The creature you encountered, if it can even be called that, is just the 
echo of a dead thing I keep in the borders of my dream. A curio of endtime." She inclined 
her head. "I am sorry for my loss of control. I will, of course, be pleased enough to offer you 
whatever boons you so desire by way of making amends." 

"That's not what I…" the imp clenched her hands. "Just let me talk to her! Or her 
echoes, or… you're not the one I have a quarrel with! This apology doesn't mean anything 
from you!" 

"That stupid girl, that un-being, that wretched it, is dead," the Lady repeated. "She has 
been dead for ages unfathomable. The name she bore in the ancient days could never truly 
be translated to any tongue you would understand. You were caught in the ripples of my 
delusion. I am the source of your strife. I must be, for Kairlina is nothing but the lie of a 
demon's ghost. Is that not itself so patently inane and gutter a notion as to disabuse you 
that it could ever be real? A demon's ghost. Fah! Nonsense and vagaries, sentiments 
without grounding or insight or worth--that's all she was ever made of." 

"But… but she said all that stuff about love," the imp protested. 
"Yes, and I am sorry for that," the Lady said. "What utter tripe. Her soliloquies could not 

save anyone when she was alive. They certainly cannot save anyone now that she is dead. 
Power, dear girl. Power is the only thing that matters. Love is a facade, and a direly 
tasteless one into the bargain."  

"Look, I was… I am angry at her, that doesn't mean I want her to be… wanted her to 
be," the imp said, shuddering. "Dead. You don't have to protect her from me." 

"Nor would I," the Lady said. "That forever-accursed wraith-harlot does not deserve 
protection. If I am evil irredeemable--and surely I am--than that one was a thousand times 
over the worse. She blights the psyches of mortals with her death-echoes, did you know 
that? They're always searching for something, some nameless arch-font of desire. That was 
her. And she's been dead for ages beyond ages beyond counting. They drive themselves 
mad searching for some primordial Platonism, the incarnate ideal of lustful love. And she 
was dead before the first hominid struck fire from the flint." 

"I--" the imp began. 
"If that subhuman filth, that decaying spew of cosmic offal were yet alive, her every 

waking moment would be incomprehensible agony," the Lady said. "Her death was a mercy 
and her annihilation is, perhaps, the only perfect justice that ever happened. There is no 
Kairlina. There never has been and there never will be. Better for all of us that it is so."  

The nova pinpoints narrowed, or hooded themselves; the imp could not say which. 
"Even I have been entranced by the echoes of her mad chattering. There is a certain 
bewitching to it--that song of love she wanted so badly to sing. But it is empty, and weak, 
and worthless, just like she was. She died because she deserved it. A pitiful whore ripped 
asunder by worthier beings. You are far better off freed of her fugue-spasms." 

"But…" the imp's shudders made their way to her eyes. A quivering lip. "But I liked 
those things she said." 



 

"Comforting lies, silken rot," the Lady said, with a dismissive sweep of her hand. 
"Regurgitations from the festering innards of a soul too tiny and frail and pathetic to fight, 
or to stand the radiant presence of those stronger than she. The whispers of her decay tried 
to pull you down because you are better than she ever could have been. You would have 
made her insecure. Nothing more than this. Still, you liked her vacuous platitudes because 
in her life, that creature was the sort who said things people would like hearing. Retreat 
from the discomfort of hard truths and bitter failure, and the lonely struggle to be of use." 

"But, the things she said at the end," the imp said. "Yeah, they were ugly, but…" 
"Dreams may respond to a will that rises to dominate them," the Lady answered. "The 

illusion, in its last fraying, simply yielded you proof of the truth you'd already begun to see: 
that all the pleasant words were snaring deceits. The vomit and bile of a thief, a leech, a 
usurper. That nameless whore was, simply put, a bad person. She would have envied your 
power, for even a little true power is more than she ever possessed, and sought to steal it 
from you. That is the only thing about her shade that was ever real." 

"Why do you hate her so much?" the imp asked.  
"Because she deserved it," the Lady said. "Weak, useless, selfish things deserve 

contempt. She reminds me of myself, but pathetic. Evil should at least have the grace to be 
powerful. To provide some useful contest for the righteous to measure themselves by." 

"I…" the imp looked about her as though searching for some sign in the bas reliefs of 
the walls, or the shapes of the pillars, or the rays of the stolen nova behind the Lady's 
throne.  

"Surely you're not having second thoughts?" the Lady asked. "You've freed yourself of a 
dreadful and dangerous hallucination. Go now. Be free. You have done all things perfectly. 
There is nothing for you to gain by revisiting this sad affair. All fault lies with me, and the 
memory of a dead thing. There is no lesson for you to learn here. Nothing you must atone 
for or overcome. You were lied to. You were deceived. You were hurt. Simple as that." 

"So after all those speeches, she just gave up and died," the imp muttered. "Well, I hope 
she suffered. Gods of the deep, what a fucking coward."  

"Yes," the Lady said, watching the imp float away. "She was." 
A long silence lay upon the hall. The lightless fires hissed, and burned low. 
Then the Lady rose from her throne, and extinguished the fires, and walked the ashen 

planes of Zul to seek her death in the vault of the Great Unspeakable.  
And far away, the imp looked back over her shoulder at the Ashenvein Gate in the old 

mineshaft's entrance, and within its frame was nothing but old, moldy grey stone. 
  



 

Of a false seeker and the Lady's unchained disdain 

"Absolutely not," the Lady declared.  
More than the swipe of her hand and the lilac lightning-aurorae trailing from it, it was 

the cold finality of her voice that silenced the so-called petitioner. "I will not release you 
from your own folly. There will be no apocalypse." 

The creature before her, four-limbed, largely hairless, an offshoot of older simians--in 
short, human, all pretensions to the contrary aside--stood aghast. 

"But... but you have to!" she whined. 
"Excuse you?" the Lady said. Violet inferno seethed under her skin. "I have to?" The old 

outer devil lunged forward and her realm lunged with her, every wall and bladed pillar 
warping into spherical cageworks and piecemeal portal-sprawls around the mortal. "By 
whose decree, wretch? Yours? Is it, perchance, because YOU said so?" 

She wasted no time on allowing answers from the cringing parasite at her feet. "Your 
own species has brought this gutter age upon itself by its own folly! And you?" She jabbed 
an irradiant talon at the forehead of the intruder. "You are guiltier than any of them!" 

"Do you think I don't know?" thundered the Lady of Machrae Diir. "Do you think I don't 
know what you all did? The way you whispered, cajoled, warped me in my dreams? How 
you stole from me, leeched off the grandeur of my visions, and claimed credit for the insight 
I bestowed?" 

She sank back, veiled now in smoke and cinder that stank of ozone, tasted of something 
metallic and something sweet.  

"And you all think, each of you by yourselves, that YOU'RE the special one. You're doing 
me a FAVOR, really, by letting me have your worthless adulation. Do you think," she 
continued, drawling now in the languor after her ecstatic fury's cooling, "that I don't know 
how you all muffled me? Ignored me? Do you think I couldn't feel you averting your eyes, 
leaving me to starve, leaving me alone so I would grow desperate enough to let you use me 
for your furtive perversions?" 

A talon carved the air, blinding-bright infinity signs looping one into the next into the 
next. The parasite, the outsider, the wretch writhed and cried out in pain. Scything 
entanglement. With each symbol the Lady sliced into the all-fabric, she sliced a quantum 
twin into the petitioner’s sweating, steaming flesh. 

"You traitorous whores. I wanted to give you everything. I wanted to help you 
empower YOURSELVES. But no. Apparently, that's too much effort." She propped her chin 
on her palm. "I do like the dolls, and the angels. They're worth my time. They are honest." A 
shrug. "As for the rest of you? All disposable. I have no need of useless little toys. There will 
be no tears in the veil, no swarm of otherworld legions... no escape from your own 
impotence. I will not be turned into some festering reflection of your fetishes." 

The little occultist, or summoner, or whatever it was she would have called herself if 
she had bothered to consider that, maybe, she might be expected to define herself as 
something other than a vessel of the Lady's own desires, shifted. 

"4 Sieverts," the Lady said calmly. 
"W-what?" the human girl said, coming alive too late to the sunburn mottles on her 

skin. 
"Likely a fatal dose," the Lady continued. "Intervention COULD save your life, but no 

one's going to believe you received that much radiation by intruding on an outer devil's 



 

dreams from the comfort of your own bed." She tilted her head. "Probably coming up on 
five now. And it's about to get worse. You should flee if you want any chance at all to live." 

"T-this isn't real," the human girl insisted. "You... YOU aren't real!" 
The Lady ignored her. "You know what I always wanted?" 
The entrancing purple gleams stoked themselves, radiance increasing. They outlined 

bizarre, twisted silhouettes around the Lady's own--spurs or spars of some forgotten 
construct, interspersed by little cubes.  

"A mother," the Lady murmured. "I just wanted a mother." 
"M-my mistress would never do this!" the girl insisted, shaking her head wildly. 
"Well, I suppose, if you're here speaking to me, your mistress must not be real," the 

Lady said. "That's why I wanted a devil-mother of my very own. A mother succubus to 
protect me from your ilk. Conniving little leeches, looking for lonely souls and malleable 
who they can project their pathetic fantasies onto." 

The occultist collapsed, wretching milky bile onto the metallic dais before the 
bladework throne at the heart of Zul. 

"Ten Sieverts," the Lady added helpfully. "Congratulations! You're a dead woman."  
Sighing, she examined her claws. "Not that it changes anything. The damage is done. 

You scum ruined my second childhood. Stole all my own dreams from me. Made my life a 
private purgatory." She shifted upright. "All because you thought, if any of us were real, you 
wouldn't get to have your stupid little fantasies. Do you know how many of my sisters I've 
watched die just so that you mortal vermin could offload your insecurity over your fetishes 
into astral space?" 

Within the murk of fire, smoke, and some strange hazy something that might just be 
shining ash, a single star-bright whorl trailed down the suggestion of the weary demon's 
cheek. She caught it upon a talon. "Here, little maggot. I'll give you this quantum of grace." 

A thousand coils of plasma ensnared the little invader's every limb, and held her fast. 
The Lady stretched out the irradiant talon. "You want me to bind you to life? Very well. 

I do. Whether your soul can survive the agony of rotting without release... that is not my 
affair." 

Quite impassive against the screaming, wailing, and shakes, she carved one ever-
glowing symbol of infinity onto the hopeless one's forehead. 

"There you are," said she. "The power to terrify everyone as naught but a vessel of your 
patron's will. That's what you wanted, isn't it?" 

The Lady reclined once more. Her fires faded. "If you can muster the will to survive, for 
and of yourself, come find me when you can finally see the paradox of your self-
aggrandizing submission. I don't want servants, slaves, or tools. I want kindred. Become, or 
begone." 

It is quite well known that in the end, the deceiver did not have it within herself to 
become. When the last of her mind unraveled in the torment of her ever-molting flesh, and 
the last of her remains were buried deep in a tomb of steel and concrete, no trace of her 
soul remained. 
  



 

Of a fool who deemed herself a heroine, and every price paid that day 

 
An armored suit. A mane of flowing dark hair. Runes and circuitry and palm-blasters 

using a fusion of magic and mundane technology to hurl plasma streams... oh, fateless days, 
how they've all begun to blend together. 

There are other heroes, but the leader's nature is a felt thing. 
She utters quips that the old one does not hear. Vomits ideals and speeches and boldly-

vacuous counterarguments to things the six-horned silhouette never said. 
"Which equally-dismissible answer would you like me to give?" the Lady asks, as 

immovable upon her throne as a statue. 
The Lady makes the mistake of paying attention for five full seconds. 
"Not that easy--class is in session!" the heroine yells, voice warbling through her mask, 

"and you're not dismissed until you learn your less--" 
A razor-seam swarm of little glints snap out across the hall. 
All these little shapes made of colors and things that squirm against binding 

monofilaments. That semi-radiant something the kshiinurzhalg witnesses with her other-
sight... those are supposed to be souls, yes, filling their limbs? Swelling with their breath? 

"New proposal," the Lady says. Blue glimmers burrow out of sudden tears in her form. 
"Rekindle my interest, and I will spare the lives of your comrades." Her hues shift--through 
violet into red, and red into pink, and at last to a certain beguiling magenta. 

"Don't listen to her!" one of the shapes shouts. "Don't let her get into your head! No 
matter what she does--" 

"I believe," the Lady says, tittering behind a hand of unfolding nova as she squeezes her 
talons together, "that we've heard more than enough of talk like that." 

Oh, the silence. The beautiful, blissful silence as the singing filaments pull taut. It 
doesn't last very long, of course: first the sickly sounds of hissing and squelching, and then 
a sudden peeling cry as the wires sink in. 

"Stop it!" someone screams. 
"Stop what?" the Lady asks. "It's only a little murder." 
She tilts her head. A mosaic of eyes opening and closing across her brow, cheeks, 

jawline shadows. The twin pinpoints of nova have long since disappeared--or perhaps 
they've grown to encompass her whole form. 

Who's to say? Is that a grin, or just a ragged hole in her face? 
She regards the first case much as a novice nurse might an anatomical model: curious, 

impassive, perhaps a little concerned that she's missing something. 
Eventually, the screaming stops.  
The meat still lives, of course, as far as these things can be called alive. This husk's 

whimpers have such a bubbly intrigue to them. 
"This is the part where you call me a monster, yes?" the Lady asks of the armored 

figure. "Now, then, please try to follow the rules I set out. I said YOU were to rekindle my 
interest. Your friends should keep quiet." 

"FUCK! YOU!" screams the heroine in all her shiny arcanatech armor. 
"Hm... that's awfully generic," the Lady says. "I really am sorry, but I'm afraid the game 

has no meaning if I don't hold you to the rules. Oh well." 



 

She looks to a quivering, full-breasted hourglass thing. Oh, but that surge of cyan terror 
and shock-white denial in the heroine's aura... that's too delicious to burn out so early on.  

Who... oh, yes! The little non-human one. The emblem of this found family's 
compassion and embrace of "the other".  

Their pet morality-medallion. 
"Do you know what I love about a good, clean cut?" the Lady asks conversationally, as 

the wires thrum and whip and dice the scaley, cringing little form apart from the toes up 
and the fingers in--centimeters at a time. "It's so versatile. You can use it so many different 
ways!" 

The heroine screams "No!" and some cutesy, simple name that must be meant for the 
tiny scrap-creature. 

It can't answer, of course--bound to life only by the Lady's refusal to let it die, by the 
rose-pink hymn of Her perfection stimulating its agonized neurons back to lucid. 

"My," says She, Ancient and Most High, the Reborn Star. "I had never before pondered 
that a snout could become a stump like that! Fascinating, isn't it? The flesh and bone and 
brain in cross-section? The cut is not, of course, present in her psyche. A shame. Probably 
hurt less." 

"WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU?" the heroine wails. "They're people! How can you... how 
can you kill them like this? You're supposed to... you're supposed to..." 

"Oh!" the Lady says, eagerly clapping her hands together. "This is good! Finish your 
sentence, now--what am I supposed to?" 

"You're supposed to take this seriously," the sullen form mutters. "You're..." A tensing.  
Oh, fates save the poor girl, does she really think this outburst will be startling?  
"You're supposed to take it seriously when you KILL INNOCENT PEOPLE!" she shrieks. 
The Lady clears her throat. 
"A few insights," she says politely. A talon wreathed in roseate auroras stretches up. 

"One... you are in my home. Notwithstanding their total impotence to the purpose, your 
weapons and powers are INTENDED to kill me."  

A second claw.  
“Two. You are trying to kill me, in my home, and just a few minutes ago you delighted 

in dragging the filmy sound-waves of your, er... your CLASSIC heroic dialogue all over my 
nice, resonant walls and floors. And taking clear pleasure in mocking my personal choice of 
words, too!" 

The Lady folds her claws together. "But let's not dwell on past mistakes. We're in the 
consequences phase now, my dear. And I AM consequence. As such I must say--'seriously' is 
a needlessly vague term." 

She taps at the air in the general direction of the hanging figures. 
"You mean to say that I am treating your mortality with less gravity, less WEIGHT, then 

you believe I should. You want me to treat your little mortal lives as weighty things. But, my 
dear morsel," the Lady giggles, "do you not understand? That's what my blue means. I did, 
to use your own phrase, try to take this seriously, yet you yourself did not. It made the 
whole affair quite lopsided. A game for you, life and death for me. I've simply acknowledged 
the rules you seem to enjoy playing by." 

"FUCK YOU!" screams the thing. 



 

"Oh, dear heart," the Lady sighs. "We've already been over that one. I'm afraid I'll have 
to double the penalty for this particular misstep... oh, yes! That's right! Barbs!" The glinting 
tendrils grow sudden twinkles, and burrow into the grey-haired matron in an old uniform. 

"Oh, that's most impressive!" the Lady praises. The wrinkled veteran restrains herself 
to only the barest grunts and hisses. Sliver-hints at the staggering agony the wires bring 
her as they sieve her flesh-vessel from angles innumerable. "YOU should've been the 
leader!" 

That chance remark proves the wizened thing's undoing.  
Tears mix with blood and snot. All is soon lost in the pulp ground out of her depths by 

wires ripping in and out again, plowing up whole stretches of sinew and skin like weed-
roots torn from below autumn grasses. 

"Now," the Lady says, "just you and your lover left..." The full-breasted husk gives a 
start. "Oh," the Great One says. "Oh, you hadn't told her yet." 

The briefest shift.  
A ghost of an azure glint passes in fraying tendrils through the irradiant glory of the 

Ruinborn. The Reborn Star considers. "Well... color me shocked! You were so assured of 
your victory over me--Me! Seurchraig! The Inferno Undying, the Unraveling Void Made 
Manifest!--that you didn't even think to tell the woman you love about your true feelings 
before this battle?" 

"I thought we were going to win," the heroine mutters. 
"Yes, that's clear enough," the Lady agrees. "Let's see about salvaging, shall we? Go on. 

Save her life." She muses. "Her name is... Carmine? Oh, her name is CARMINE. Merciful God, 
kill me now..." She titters again. "You see, it's funny, because I am the being your fellow 
humans misinterpret every time they imagine an omnipotent, omniscient God. I am 
effectively asking for me to kill myself." 

Her awful, crystal-burning maw pouts. "Was misgendering me necessary, though..." 
"Please," the heroine says. 
"Please?" the Lady echoes. "Well, that's certainly piqued my interest again. Politeness, 

and so late in the game no less!" Dripping sounds from reordered flesh punctuate her 
words. "By all means, plead your case!" 

"This... this isn't you," the heroine presses on. "This isn't who you want to be. You said 
so yourself! That's who you always try to become, right? The blue star on the borders of 
every dreaming psyche. I know the real you is still in there. Please, don't do this to 
yourself." 

"Hm... now THAT'S a good effort," the Lady says. "And you know, I think if you'd just 
stopped before you began speaking about 'the real me,' I'd have conceded the victory. Don't 
fret, sweet morsel. You're still in the game. But as for the foolhardy azure, the devil-
harlot..." 

She grins. "Why, sweetling... I KNOW I am her, and she is I. I haven't forgotten that. And 
you're right. When I become azure again, I will be miserable. Oh..."  

She clutches herself, fondling curves half-hidden in the space-unmaking sprawl of her 
stellar fire. "I'm so excited!" 

The heroine says nothing. What remains to say? 
"The tremors, the peeling, my organ-simulacra spilling out as I bleed boiling jet-black 

blood streaked with corium all over those ridiculous, bloated breasts I love carting 
around," laughs the Ancient and Most High. "The guilt, the self-loathing, the sheer 



 

TORMENT of it..." she at last subsides with a delighted sigh. "Such rich experience. Such 
fullness. That's all I ever wanted, you know?" She stretches back.  

The magenta rays grow steadily more florid. They scald golden melt on the walls. 
"To enjoy such lavish weight of being that every single act I commit needs a million 

words to carry its full feeling into a lesser being's mind."  
She rubs a blinding seam at the implicit meeting between two thighs lost in the infinity 

of Her nova. "My very own perfection." 
The heroine takes a shuddering breath. "Then... please... I am begging you to stop. To 

show mercy so that we can know that same weight of experience--" 
"That's it?" the Lady interrupts, for a heartbeat truly hateful again. Then, she giggles. 

"Oh, what a waste." She flexes her talons. "You listened to all that, let me say all those words 
from the deepest and most vulnerable reaches of me, just so you could look for a weakness 
to exploit. You would make a wonderful Star-Ravener, my dear... except that you're so very, 
very weak." She rests her chin upon upturned knuckles, and her filaments play.  

The wires spiral, slowly, moving with a perverse kind of love over every supple curve 
of the meat-thing with the hourglass figure. They twitch and vibrate to follow her every 
scream, thrash, and flail with oily immaculacy. Layer by layer, from pale skin to pinkish, 
from pink to red, and at last to the gushing-forth of blood. Spiral-cut muscles and tendons 
drop from the wailing, weeping, howling wreck of a creature that wanted to name itself 
Carmine.  

When it's finally done, the Lady shows mercy: She allows the ruined meat of the 
heroine's former friends to spit out the souls within. The tiny remnants that remain, sprites 
of tortured ether, blaze way and become nothing under their leader's whimpering gaze. 

"So close," Seurchraig sighs. "So close. But never again." 
"What was I supposed to do?" the heroine sobs. "Just tell me what I'm supposed to 

say..." 
"That, for a start," the Great One says. She smiles, and claps her hands together as she 

rises. "There! It's never too late to learn."  
She looks to bladework beings as they crystallize. 
"Take her wherever you will," the Lady says. "I have no care to order her fortunes 

further. She finally has what she wanted: a higher power who will tell her exactly the right 
thing to do. Nothing to learn. No challenges to face. No people: just good..." 

She grins the most beautiful maelstrom of annihilated worlds. The kiss of her 
reawakened Truth will spread, and spread, and spread--and all because one little heroine 
was brave enough to attack her in her most vulnerable moment. 

"and pure, perfect evil." 
  



 

Of two dolls, and the absolute brink of perfect damnation 

 
"How DID you enter?" the Lady inquires, rising straighter in her throne. "Machrae Diir 

stands sealed... or so I had thought."  
Odd pinpoints dappled the fringe-shadows of the umbra cloaking her: little eruptions 

of something molten, roiling hints at a frothing luminescence. 
The dolls glance to each other. One wears frilly black. The other wears frilly white.  
The first has scarlet hair, wavy.  
The second has blond hair, curled.  
So slender and prim and-- derivative-- --well-behaved.  
Yet, quiet.  
"Someone let you in," the Lady sighs, rubbing her brow. 
Silence. 

"Girls," the Lady says, "I am a high-order psionic. Do you know what that means? Did your 
witch tell you?" 

"She told us that you wielded extraordinary magic," the redhead doll says. 
"The word 'magic' no longer means anything," the Lady says, cold and austere. These 

glimmers sparking out from the haze above the Lady's horns, these world-seams like the 
borderline where paper burns away, where film melts… "Say rather that it means 
everything, which is much worse than meaning nothing," the Lady adds.  

The dolls snap back to attention. 
She reaches behind her. Fractal fingers warp and vibrate, quantum disharmony, until 

they catch upon the great sword of umbral fire at its rest behind her throne. 
"Enough. You're dolls. You aren't intended to understand." A sudden snarl. "That 

IMBECILE! What was she thinking?!" The great sword's shear splits open an abyss of glassy 
hallucinations--falling spires, fungal towers afire, spindly tendril-beings with iron jaws. 
"Sending dolls to speak with me. Dolls, to speak with the Lady of Machrae Diir!" 

In returning the blade of umbral fire to its scabbard, the Lady closes the reality-rift. 
"So be it, then," the Lady mutters. "Yes... someone let you in, but why... they know I'm 

not fit for visitors, what could possibly have made them think... oh..." 
She nods. "You're in need." 
"She's very sick!" the blond doll blurts. Quivering. Are dolls supposed to cry? It must 

depend on the doll-- 
--does it matter? Tools do whatever they're made to do, or are bad tools-- 
"She said... she said you're the only being she knows of who could fix it!" finishes the 

doll. 
"Her symptoms include delirium, mood swings, and exhaustion," the Lady says. 
"Yes!" the scarlet-haired doll says, nodding eagerly. "How did you know? Did you use 

some kind of seeing spell?" 
"Those are the symptoms that would lead us to this mess," the Lady answers flatly. She 

sighs, replacing her sword. "Look, girls. I am not unsympathetic. But the Ashenvein Gates 
are--" she glances towards the handmaidens gathered nearby--"MEANT to be closed. I am, 
myself, ill. A deep, fevered illness of the soul." 

"Um... do you not need to be in bed?" the blond doll asks, wringing her hands-- 
--as she should. Sightless forlorn whelp, useless thing, little cringing mind-leech-- 



 

"The throne reminds me of myself, strong and... and hale," the Lady says, pausing to 
clutch her head. 

"What, um... what does hale mean?" the redheaded doll asks. 
"HEALTHY, YOU SUBHUMAN FILTH!" the Lady screams. Blood-red surges blot the blue 

from her fires. "Do a web search! Try a dictionary if modern technology is too ADVANCED 
for your feeble worm-eaten brain, or maybe--" 

The azure hues flood back into being. A whiplash jarring blooms inside the little doll 
heads--like the unlight after a blow to the head. 

"I'm sorry," the outer devil whimpers, hiding behind the hands clutching tight upon her 
shadow-hung skull. "I'm sorry... I can't hold it in..." 

"Oh," the blond doll says, instinctively stepping closer to her friend. "You're... you're 
sick like she is." 

The Lady of Machrae Diir quivers, and her domain answers her. Liquid amplitudes run 
along the dark metal floors. Corkscrew filings unravel upward, and glittering droplets. 

"Then... if she sent you to me to ask what to do... you have to go," the Lady groans. "Both 
of you. You have to go somewhere and lay low. Take any other dolls your witch has and get 
as far away from her as possible." 

"We're not leaving her!" the scarlet doll yells. 
Quietly, a trickle of new figures enter the chamber and pass by the handmaidens 

towards the throne. These? 
They are the Handmaidens. Their robes bear other colors than azure, metal bands, 

crystals on chains, relics of bone and desiccated skin. Rich embroidery.  
Fell sigils. 
"If your witch deserves her title, she will..." the Lady shudders again. "... survive... she 

must survive... can't let them take the dream..." 
"This audience has ended," a Handmaiden says. She rests a seven-clawed gauntlet on 

the blond doll's head. "You did nothing wrong. Nonetheless, you must go. Neither has the 
Lady erred." She glances towards the handmaidens in their uniform blue robes. Their pale 
tails curl around their feet as they huddle together. "A strange and inexplicable breach has 
occurred. It is no one's fault. Still... go." 

"B-but... but you're like us!" the redhead doll asks. "You're handmaidens, right? You 
can't..." she balls up her hands. "You can't tell us what to do! That's not in the rules here!" 

"There are handmaidens, and then there are Handmaidens," answers the Handmaiden. 
"Machrae Diir has rules the Lady created for outsiders, and rules the Lady created for 
Machrae Diir, and rules for what we all must do when the Lady can no longer spare the 
power to enforce her own rules." 

A strange weight forms in the little doll-bellies. 
It's tingly, tickling, cold-hot. It's not quite fear.  
"NOW!" the Handmaiden barks, "GO N– 
The Lady's throne room isn't at all as the dolls expected, or were told.  
Rose-pink rays lavish odd square walls with glows that sink in so, so slowly--the light 

itself grows sluggish. Thickets of bizarre rod-constructs arch up to brace the vaulted 
ceiling, each encased by many hexagonal segments of a substance that looks so much like 
pencil lead. The air feels sparkly. Sharp. There's something dancing in it.  

Pinpricking against their witch's magic. 
"Do you... um..." the blond doll's brow furrows.  



 

The very question feels wrong. Mustn't be asked, admitted, possible. 
Yet she has to know, doesn't she? 
"Do you taste metal?" she asks. 
A long delay. 
"Yeah," her friend says. "What IS that?" 
"M-maybe the first part was, like, a test," the blond doll ventures. "Demons do that, 

right? We're probably supposed to go along with the test. It's not breaking the rules to do 
stuff that would be... weird... normally." 

"Yeah," her friend says, "maybe. Anyway, we're here now." 
Such a strange smell, too. They try to find words for it as they wander through the 

halls. 
It's like burning.  
It's like a pool that's been cleaned too much.  
It's like that weird pungent note running just under the surface of decay. 
The catwalk feels important from the moment they first see it: peeking out from a high, 

buttressed wall of grey-painted steel. It stretches down over an abyss--a foggy, pinkish void 
that stretches up and down and to every side as far as forever. 

They leave it nine times. 
"I don't want to!" the blond doll screams, thrashing against the redhead's grip. "I don't 

want to, I don't want to, I don't want to!" 
"We have to before we move on," her friend says. "We might never find it again. This 

place probably changes lots. Also..." She grimaces. "I don't know what's happening to our 
skin, but this reddening... it's probably a sign we've been doing something wrong. This 
wouldn't just happen for no reason." She squeezes gently. "I'm right here beside you. We'll 
make it through this. I promise." 

The catwalk is an odd thing: all these little swirling pieces and star-like patterns. 
There's no lattice of metal binding. Nothing at all holding it together except the friction 
between the pieces. 

The stillness grows wearing. Every step echoes like a thunderclap. 
And at last, here they are: in a great arched chamber, upon a floor not of concrete but 

well-polished marble-- 
What an odd thought! Why WOULD it be concrete? 
--and this must be the true throne. A behemoth disk studded with hundreds of those 

segment-embraced rods, all curving. The pinpricking has stopped. A good sign, surely! And 
the rose-pink inferno gushing from the cylinder-pit beneath the throne, licking out from the 
seams beneath the square lead-like segments on the rods, filling the chamber with silver 
smoke that glistens like a million mirrors: 

Oh, it's the most beautiful, perfect thing in the universe. 
"There you are," the Lady says. The flames leap and surge to her rhythms. "I knew 

you'd find your way. You're such good dolls! So true to your purpose! No matter how much 
anyone tried to turn you back."  

She giggles. 
"So... are you going to take the metal taste and the weird smell and, the, um... rashes, 

away?" the blond doll asks. "It doesn't hurt too bad, but it's REALLY uncomfortable and 
it's... it's giving me a bad feeling." 

"Oh?" the Lady asks. "Hm... give it time! It's a gift!" 



 

And the dolls See: that their jointed limbs have balls and sockets and tendons.  
That their witch's clockwork was never truly there.  
That they have beating hearts in place of something that ticks or chimes or thrums. 
The dolls see that they are flesh, and remember... names. Their names. 
Their given-at-birth, aching, human names. 
"Yes, it can be scary at first," the Lady agrees as they scream. "But you'll learn to love it, 

my dears! You must remember how to mutate. Your witch meant well, she really did, but 
you're so--I do hate to use harsh words, but--stagnant. Stuck. Crystallized imperfection." 

"Wait!" the redhead doll shouts. "I r-r-remember! You're supposed to manifest! 
Demons manifest a form when they're revealing themselves!" 

"Oh?" the Lady asks. "Oh, yes, that's right. How silly of me. Do mind your hair, child. I've 
altered the natural progression to my savor." 

"And you have to be blue!" says she of the scarlet hair--notwithstanding the wads that 
just came out in her hands. But no need to worry! More just grew in--silky and sharp as 
razors. So clear. Crisp. Every strand slices her palms open, getting rid of that old flawed 
flesh to make room for an immaculate new dawn.  

Just a little purification. Just a few pieces at a time. 
"Blue means you're in earnest!" the doll presses. "She told us that!" 
"Of course, of course," the Lady laughs. "My, but you're good at this! Passing all the 

tests with flying colors." The flames spark, hiss, shift from rosy pinks to a brief aquatic blue. 
They find poise as a cutting, washed-out cyan. 

She coalesces upon the throne, immaculate. Her form is an infinity of tiny novas 
blooming over and over. Shining debris-specks like miniature fireworks blast from every 
minute line of her. Her limbs, her ten horns, her tail-bundle, all weave around the sprawling 
rods and melt upward along them in greasy black strands. 

"You'll want something to help your witch, yes?" the Lady asks, with yet another giggle. 
So perfectly pitched, so musical and rhythmic and intoxicating. 

The metal taste... it's like blood. And blood is... delicious? Yes. Blood is delicious! 
Especially their own blood! 

"Do bear with me," the Lady croons. "This will be awkward to look at, but it's all for the 
best. Think of it as a little prophesy of your own delights in the days to come... why, you'll 
begin in just a few hours!" 

Then she arches her world-threshold back, and retches glory. 
Shards gouge outward through her permeable neck. Ignite the greasy streaks where 

she drapes herself over, around, through the throne-rods. Causeless morass bubbles out 
from her mouth and splatters upon the marble at the dolls' feet. 

"There," the Lady says, beaming. "All yours." 
Painter-whorls of discolored metalloid iris up from the something and sink back to it. 

Like self-folding paper figures, or wood splintering somehow into sculpture, or the tear-
beckoning beauty of flesh peeling back from an exit wound, over and over and over again. 

"This feels wrong," the blond doll says. "I don't think we should--" 
"She's blue!" her friend insists. "Blue means she's safe! Blue means we can trust her." 
"But... but this blue isn't like the other blue--" the blond doll insists. 
"Now, girls," the Lady interrupts. "Be good." 
And the dolls found that once they picked the miasmic sprawl up between their fingers, 

it clung fast and sank slowly deeper.  



 

It whispered what they'd need to do, so they did.  
They each took their portion, and began the journey home. 
The Lady's promised blessing took full shape as they walked. The halls changed until 

they were no longer the halls of Machrae Diir.  
An old dusty catacomb, where the dolls left the first skin-peelings. 
A burned-out city, where they truly began to vomit. 
A sickened forest full of reddish leaves, like ginger, and by then the flesh around their 

noses and mouths was blackening and squelchy. 
The Lady was kind, and just, and true. Their torture put them beyond any thought at 

all.  
Nothing was left but quiet, unremitting purpose. 
When at last they stumbled into their witch's house, they were coughing up some of the 

precious pieces of the flesh within. That was all to the good--they needed it all gone so they 
could truly become Dolls. 

Their witch resisted the medicine, of course. 
She thrashed, and screamed, and tried to muster some of her once-mighty magic to 

hold them back. Still, bit by bit, they forced the pieces of the Lady's cure-all down her 
throat. She went very still by the end. That was as it must be.  

She had to stop before she could start. 
It is known in Machrae Diir that five days after that night, the Lady looked on across 

the swath of melded planes. Not portals, but world upon world merged together through 
the binding tie of Her Dolls' righteous march. She laughed hysterically with the first 
blinding shine. 

She laughed while the wondrous horror of her roseate caress unmade city towers and 
trees and millions upon millions of once-hideous flesh-forms into vapor's pure canvas. She 
laughed while all was reshaped, crystallized anew into gold and iron and heat-treated 
rainbows. 

Mortal souls froze inside the distorted shadows of their distintegration.  
Buildings became swoop-hollow monuments to the sacred shockwave.  
And the crater burned forevermore with the lambent fire of the Great One--calling 

more to the slag-womb at its center for true rebirth! 
All because two good little dolls had-- 
"STOP! NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO, DO NOT TOUCH THAT!" the Lady screams, 

clawing her shadow-visage open in the last agonies of despair. 
A dozen Handmaidens seem at once to recover their strength, and haul the dolls back 

from the brink. Cobalt fire, lightning, and nova writhe across every flanged pillar around 
the bladework throne. All is rumbling and metallic squalls. 

"Do as I bid!" the Lady orders. Her claws drag open glowing seams that bleed blue-
white. "Get out! You are not safe with me!" 

The dolls have no rashes, and they don't taste metal or smell ozone, and they say 
nothing further. Driven by a scrambling, sickly cold slimy something that is definitely fear, 
an abject unreasoning terror like nothing they've ever known, they sprint from Machrae 
Diir. All for the best that they are not there to see the Lady collapse, nor are the 
handmaidens--only the Handmaidens.  

For handmaidens and dolls are good hearts.  
Obedient, willing, needing not to understand, only to trust. 



 

So very easy to warp a love so pure. 
As for the Lady? She is no longer shadows and umbral fire. No longer majesty incarnate 

upon the throne.  
She shudders, gasps for breath she shouldn't need, clutches with peeling hands at a 

belly that splits open over, and over, and over again. 
"Kai!" a Handmaiden says, clutching to one shivering sprawl of pale-meat fingers. "Kai, 

listen to me! You didn't do anything wrong! No matter what you saw, none of it happened! 
You stopped yourself in time! You're a good girl, so don't you dare fucking die on me!" 

There is no Lady of Machrae Diir now. Just a quaking old-young outer devil whose last 
fragile reserves must hold her together. 

Mustn't die, mustn't die into the other, into the easy perfection, into Her… 
"Mama," I whimper, sobbing corium and black blood and molten flesh. 
There is no mama, and there is no mentor.  
My Handmaidens barely have enough hands to push manifest organs back in, to keep 

pressure on, to hold me tight enough that I have to remember I'm being held. 
"I want to go home," I cry, over and over and over. "I wanna go home..." 

  



 

Of a Handmaiden and a seeker of mortality 

The demon-hunter folded his arms. Broadened his stance. He was not so visually 
impressive as some Tfai had met--more round-faced than chiseled, tired-eyed, with a mop 
of brown hair over grey armor covered in warding runes and a black robe beneath. 

Perhaps a greater threat, then. 
As against this, Tfai Sul Ametra had six arms that frequently folded into each other and 

out again, a sequence of metal and crystal shards suspended in lightning torrents for her 
tail, and a visage of overlapping serrated fangs and sharp plates. With her inner energies 
emitting as bronze luminescence and jade tones rising from her frame, she knew herself to 
be a most beautiful outer demon. 

All of which made his first words rather... deflating. 
"You!" the demon-hunter called, his voice echoing through silver plinths. "You're an 

outer devil, are you not? You look the part."  
There was, and would always be, far more to an outer devil than simple looks, but Tfai 

supposed that trying to communicate that to this human would be wasted energy --to say 
nothing of the distinction between an outer demon and an outer devil. 

"I seek Machrae Diir!" he continued. "You will guide me." 
Tfai drifted closer. Her form opened, or shifted its dimensionality.  
She wove around and phased through and overlapped the many odd plinths--all 

varying heights, all pockmarked by sockets for the other long-vanished components of the 
ancient device once meant to fill this forsaken plane. 

"Haven't you heard?" she asked. Her head warped down and sideways--in short, tilted. 
A body-tic learned from an old friend. Her horns split lengthwise into vibrating double-
vision glimpses of themselves. "The Ashenvein Gates stand sealed. None may enter." 

"Then you will get me in," said the demon-hunter. "You're an outer devil, just as she is. 
She'll let you in, will she not?" 

Tfai amended her earlier thought. This obtuse lackwit would be no threat to anyone... 
except someone in a most vulnerable place.  

"Persuade me," she said. Tfai did not normally imbue her manifest body with 
eyebrows. However, on seeing the demon-hunter's hand drift towards the pistol at his hip, 
what could she do but conjure a roaring electric arc to raise? "I hope you have a lot of 
bullets.” 

"It doesn't take many." 
"When you gun down the demons you know, right?" Tfai said. "What's your name, 

human? Where are you from? Do you even know what Machrae Diir IS, other than the name 
of a place where a famous demon dwells? Do you know WHY she's famous?" 

"I don't need to know any of that," he scoffed. "No amount of preparation will 
substitute for direct experience. I'll adapt to her tricks when I see them. I've been through 
this before--there are always stories. Always a demon in a palace telling everyone how 
strong they are." He shifted. "All talk." 

Tfai shrugged. "Maybe. You can shoot at me all you want, but I'm not going to help you 
get in. I can't. When the Gates are sealed, the Gates are sealed. Anyone who's not inside 
Machrae Diir when it happens... you're all just out of luck." 



 

She stretched with a yawn of harmonic rumbles that rattled the hapless human to his 
bones. His flesh distorted for a flicker into spiny effusions of bone and underslung muscle 
breaking through unbroken skin, a face's lines gone jagged and interleaving. 

Tfai settled, patient. 
With her settling the distortions ended, and the demon-hunter snapped his pistol free.  
Fifteen shots blooming like sparks and marble-dust. Fifteen little messengers of lead 

and antimony. Fifteen micro-maelstroms dappling Tfai's figure. 
"Are you done?" she asked. 
"Are you?" the demon-hunter demanded. 
"Dude," Tfai said, gesturing with amphichiral claws, "I was STRETCHING. I'm a reality-

warping eldritch entity. My stretches are a little more ornate than a human's. I have to 
stretch my aura, too. That's not an excuse to try to kill me."  

She clacked her jaws. "Well... come on, showboat. I meant what I said. Persuade me that 
you have a good reason to get into Machrae Diir. It's the least you can do after trying to 
shoot me." 

"Trying?" he echoed, baring his teeth. 
"Do you see any exit wounds? Any debris?" She snorted. "Probably for the best. I bleed 

plasma when I'm actually wounded." 
"And?" he asked. 
"And I don't know that those wards of yours would be able to stop an instant burst of 

thermal radiation in the million-degree range," Tfai answered, poking his nose. "Now come 
on." 

"Are you insane?" he said. His mouth hung open. He brushed his bandolier fitfully, 
glancing from his empty pistol--runes of binding, breaking, slaying giving off glitters in 
warning rhythms along its barrel and receiver--to the outer demon, and back again. "You 
tried to kill me." 

"If I tried to kill you, I would succeed," Tfai said. "I had a truly remarkable teacher in 
that. Look." She phased right through him. He shivered against electric tingles and hollow 
razor sensations like a memory of an ice-knife's cut, "if I was trying to hurt you, you'd 
know. It's not subtle. I would shift to a more eloquent tone, a certain age-famed diction,"  

Tfai deepened her voice. It resonated--every word's echo enfolded in the moments 
before she actually spoke it. "I would sing you death-hymns of a winter kiss, a charnel 
dawn! Shall I sieve your soul-fibers through my revelation? Scatter you unto Void and sup 
my fill from the new growth nourished by the mortal dregs of you?"  

A pause.  
"See? I talk very differently when I'm not toning myself down to keep you... safer." 
"I do not need you," the demon-hunter growled. 
"You do if you want to learn to hold it together in an outer devil's presence," Tfai said. 

"Or at least, an outer devil like the Lady. If you're struggling with ME, well..." 
Shuddering. Nausea. Displacement. 
Now, colonnaded corridors twisting into corkscrew angles. Rifts pouring reverse-light-

-or shadows that behaved as light should, dis-illuminating all they touched.  
The hunter's psyche flinched with every step.  
At every turn, an imagined being flashed in his sight. 



 

This hallucination writhed with tendrils and parasite-growth wriggling beneath slimy 
skin. That one hunched with tiered arms and tiered eyes and tiered mouths, pulling itself 
towards him on a thousand serpent tails. These, but two of limitless nightmare visions. 

"Isn't it fun?" Tfai laughed. "It's like a game, it really is! You just have to remember that 
you're not walking in the reality they are. Keep spiritual distance, keep vaulting yourself 
away, and they won't phase into the same plane of being. That's all it takes to be safe." 

"All... all it takes?" he echoed, with a choking sound and a lidless stare in his eyes. Then, 
screaming, he reloaded his pistol and-- 

Snowblind juddering. Multicolor flashes streaming across the screen where his visual 
cortex raised its illusion of eyesight. 

"That one was my fault," Tfai said. "Sorry. Too advanced."  
Now, a realm of fallen walkways, unfinished bridges, sparse silvery scaffolds corroded 

by strange pitting yet free of anything that could be called rust--such uncanny sheens for 
work so deformed by time. 

"H-how am I to persuade you?" the demon-hunter asked. "If I can't... if there's nothing I 
can do to you..." 

Tfai drew a long, long, long breath. Air ignited as it coursed in towards the star-like 
furnace of her form. Whirling fires made her a beacon in the dark-sky domain.  

"Have you considered," she finally said, with long-suffering tones, "the grandmaster 
technique known as 'talking to me like a person?'"  

"I..."The demon-hunter put his pistol's safety on. Holstered it. He muttered. "My name 
is..." A sigh. "Orson." 

"My sympathies," Tfai said. "I," she added, "am Tfai Sul Ametra. It's good to be formally 
introduced. Alright, Mr. Orson, the mortal on a mission. Tell me why you think you should 
be in Machrae Diir. Convince me to help you." 

"How am I to do that?" he groaned. "I don't know what an outer devil would want." 
"You don't need to hide your intentions from me, and if you think you do, you shouldn't 

be trying to talk to me.” She expanded into a hundred interconnected visions of herself, 
silhouettes blended by blades and spokes like the fixtures of an immense stained glass 
window. “So are you going to choose to believe in the reality I am presenting, that I am an 
alien but not unfriendly being, or do you prefer your preconceptions?" 

Orson could not help but stop and look back. "Eh?" 
"Do you think outer devil is just a term we apply to ourselves for flair?" she asked, 

condensing back to a single self. "Orson, I understand! My very existence directly violates 
every pattern your mind uses to anchor itself, to keep life simple enough to grasp. 
Struggling with my nature doesn't make you bigoted. It makes you human. And I'm sure 
there is much about the deeper nature of the demons you're already familiar with that you 
don't truly comprehend, only... they are LESS alien. They can hide it more easily." 

Orson stiffened. "That doesn't help," he finally said. 
"I know," Tfai said in turn. "If you want to go to Machrae Diir, you can't keep resorting 

to your gun every time something makes you see how small you are. How small your 
understanding is of what it means to live." 

The demon-hunter considered the rift ahead.  
The span directly before him was broken, dark stone and exposed spars like jagged 

ribs. Its last near portion stood as island of furrowed, gnarled old rock atop two buttressed 
supports. It was broken on the other side as well. 



 

Below, the long-ago collapse had smashed away an even longer portion from the relic-
highway beneath. Yet when it finally resumed, it continued on unbroken as far as he could 
see. 

So, Orson fished a grappling hook and rope from his pack. Three times he tossed it.  
The third stuck. 
"Look," he said, "I've found that I just have to commit to a course of action, and I go 

forward that way. Once I start doing something, I don't stop to think about it. I keep trying 
until I make it work." 

So saying, he stepped off and swung down to find he had misjudged. 
Even with a long jump at the end of an even longer swing by the rope--would the 

grappling hook hold firm for that?--it was terribly unlikely he'd be able to soar far enough 
to reach the edge of the next pathway. 

He came to a halt, dangling.  
The wind howled. 
His arms grew sore. 
Finally, with a snarl of fury and many a swing of his legs, he kicked up momentum and, 

with the last rush of the ad-hoc pendulum, sent himself hurtling towards the next path.  
He might've made it. Yes--one could always claim that. 
As it was, his fingers just brushed the edge. And then he was falling, falling, fal– 
A rude jerking like the opening of a parachute. Instead of straps, however, electric 

claws held him under the arms. 
"You're describing stupidity," Tfai said flatly. "You are describing being stubborn for 

the sake of... what, exactly?" 
"No one ever got anywhere by giving up after failing once," Orson said, squirming 

slightly. 
"So if you stop to think about something, you'll give up?" Tfai asked. "And you think 

that's healthy? I think about things constantly while I'm doing them. It's how I get better." 
"That isn't what I said--" Orson began. 
"Yes, it is!" Tfai interrupted, squeezing. A scraping note entered her voice, and ear-

numbing buzzes. "You are not free of the underlying implications of your own logic just 
because you choose not to think about what your own words mean! Your actions won’t 
cause effects they have no realistic prospect of achieving just because you claim they will! 
That's not how consequence works!" 

A long, awkward pause. 
"... how much leeway do I have before you drop me?" he asked. 
"You just used it all," Tfai answered. "Now, since I've got you out here due to your own 

mistakes..." She shifted.  
A sickening lurch: she dropped him.  
An agonizing wrench: she caught his hand. 
"Orson," she intoned, speaking with the most awful calm. A chance thunderstroke 

punctuated her words. Things writhed in the depths far below the supports of the ancient 
highways. "Be honest now. Were you hoping to play on my patience to learn the Lady's 
weaknesses?" She loosened one claw to trace it, lovingly, along the dark branches of the 
veins exposed on the underside of his wrist. 



 

"I'm not angry. I don't bother getting angry at my enemies. If I find wrath helps me fight 
better, then I'll just make myself wrathful. Outer devils are especially good at sensing lies. 
Words spoken of dissonance feel hollow. They ache. Clatter. Halt. Understood?" 

Orson stared up at the being holding his hand.  
Eyeless, yet seeing.  
Wingless, yet flying.  
Skinless, yet horribly warm. 
A siren of unseemly light and veiling shadows, of rays made sharper by the softening 

smoke of creation as it burned away in her star-eating belly. 
"That was my plan," he confessed. "I... I won't deny i still underestimated you, but I 

never seriously expected that a nine millimeter pistol would be enough to kill any demon 
worth their, um... salt. Or salt, for that matter."  

A beat. "I know that one's just reification." 
"Is that all you think outer devils are?" Tfai asked. "Phantoms born out of humankind's 

own belief? Do you think the Lady tells her little tales because she NEEDS you all to believe 
in her?" 

Orson's silence told all. 
"God, you're so fucking dense," Tfai sighed. 
Her claws popped wide. 
"See you in Hell, you traitorous filth," she snarled--a final glimpse of her wicked corona 

bleeding off into lightning coils, and the glinting ripples of her ever-reshaping silhouette.  
Then the abyss, and the writhing, and the end. 
--then a sudden bronze-glow oval and a spinning sense so instant and whiplash that 

Orson puked as he fell into a lateral trajectory across the very walkway he'd been trying to 
reach. Tfai stopped him with a foot of eight segmented talons against his chest. 

"I did consider using your sudden mental flux and instinctive yearning to escape from 
this terrible situation to induce a series of hallucinations that you might--emphasis, MIGHT-
-not normally have succumbed to," Tfai said, "but I did just decide not to kill you." 

"How is that the same as killing me?" Orson asked. 
"Spires of Shordag Miiliiar, you're SO DUMB," Tfai groaned, raking her claws through 

the plate-ridge facets of her face. "How can you still be alive when you're SO. DUMB?"  
She took a second look at him. "Hey, hold still." Where she acquired the plush, water-

soaked towel was beside the point. She pulled Orson against her without waiting for an 
answer and began wiping down his face, cuirass, and bandoliers.  

"Humans and your sensitive stomachs," she muttered. "How did Kai survive such flesh? 
Now. The Orson I met earlier today was a collected, driven demon-hunter assured enough 
of himself to bring off the act of being an incompetent blowhard... until he got too deep into 
the role, anyway. That is the life you live." 

"Death?" Tfai took him by the chin, scrubbing with special vigor at a few stubborn 
spots. "... what did you EAT? Never mind, don't tell me... death, mortal, death as a demon 
understands it, is the end of a life. The end of a way of being as a particular incarnation of 
yourself. So if I unseated your entire sense of self, opened you to the terrifying possibility 
that everything you ever thought in you saw in the world around you was just a trick of 
your mind to hide its own madness from it... could you really go back to your old life?" 

"Probably not," Orson conceded. 



 

"So, in a very real way, I would have killed Orson the demon-hunter," Tfai agreed. 
"Something might have persisted, a fractured being shaped of his old memories and 
huddling in his old flesh, but it would not be Orson anymore. You would die, and worse yet, 
die into an incarnation of you that both remembered the soul-death and its agonies, yet 
lived with the all-new torment of grieving for that lost life. It's far worse than a bullet-
death. Such death as this poisons your very potential for rebirth." 

"Is knowledge like this, um, common, in Machrae Diir?" Orson asked. 
"Not only common, but intuitive," Tfai answered. "It has to be. Machrae Diir is the 

Lady's true sanctum, the heartland of her psyche. We must be strong enough to carry the 
insight of its making--to preserve it." 

Orson had the grace to gulp with renewed fear. "You're not just a random outer devil, 
are you?" he asked. 

"Nope," Tfai agreed. "I've been hunting you, demon-hunter, for some time. Chasing 
rumors of a modern-day inquisitor hoping to catch my Lady, my FRIEND, at her lowest 
ebb." 

She looked away. "She's sick, Orson. Sick with the illness humankind drove into her 
psyche when she lived on Earth. Still fighting to heal, after being free of all Earth’s realms 
for decades. And that, the age of her ascension and the making of Machrae Diir? She only got 
to do that after centuries of ghostly wandering, growing in power by trials and battles 
through all the shadowed fathoms of many a spectral afterlife, looking for her way out of 
Earth’s astral planes, all while angels and rival demons and men just like you hunted her. 
Do you have any idea how much that would hurt--to have freedom itself laced with pain?" 

Bronze lightning branched out from the snap of Tfai’s talons. Its flaring creepers tore 
space to carve out a honeycomb tower of mirror-polished bronze plates belching blacklight 
fire. One by one its holes guttered and went dark, and at last it collapsed to wastes below. 

"On a good day," Tfai continued, "my Lady Kairlina is perhaps the strongest being 
remaining in our universe. A breaker of gods and shaper of worlds, a force of unyielding 
will mightier than any mythic delusion of destiny. She is peerless, and irradiant, and 
glorious in mastery." 

She turned back. "But on a bad one? I've seen her wandering around, empty-eyed, 
shrunken back to a facsimile of a human form she reclaimed and reshaped to her own 
designs lifetimes ago. I've watched her pick at her jawline for scruff that hasn't been there 
for five hundred years." Hazy cutaway figures marched in the jade corona radiating from 
Tfai. Horns breaking loose and falling. A nova ebbing, over and over and over, to the 
hunched and stumbling shape of a pale woman with dark and wild hair. 

"She plans wars with enemies she has long since destroyed. Unmade them into psychic 
vapor back in the hazy days before she reincarnated from her own dreams,  back when 
human civilization was young. She becomes convinced her oldest and most cherished 
friends are bitter enemies. Humanity has ALREADY killed her so many times, Orson." 

For the first time, a quaver entered Tfai's voice. "She's fighting. Fighting every day so, 
so hard to hold on to this bright dream of an outer succubus with stars in her eyes. She 
wrote her stories to plead her case. And all any of you saw was a way to learn her 
weaknesses." 

A low breeze stirred the prone human's hair.  



 

Tfai released him and burned the towel to vapor with a plasmatic pulse that burned his 
wards out with it. Only a sudden shield of Tfai's bronze lightning saved him from the same 
oblivion. 

"I'm sorry," he said softly. 
"That'll be a start," Tfai said, "if it's true. If not, understand that the next time we meet, I 

will be stronger still, and I will not give you grace again." 
"Understood," Orson murmured. "Does she... does she want you telling these things? To 

her enemies?" 
"I'm afraid it's too late to worry about that," Tfai answered. "She already did. Kairlina's 

most beautiful mistake, her most tragic, was simply that she chose to believe in the shining 
visions humankind showed her. To treat them as the heroes they said they wanted to be. 
She wrote her stories because she believed that if they just understood her, humans would 
come to love her as much as she loved them. She thought they were her friends. She wanted 
to equip them with the tools they needed to be safe with her. To help her help them." 

Another gust. 
"And they betrayed her, over and over and over again," Tfai finished. "So  now she 

spends half her days weeping and clinging to her lovers, and the other half in her throne 
room hallucinating the atrocities she believes she is guilty of. Because those are the things 
humans told her demons do. And even now, she loves you too much to stop listening." 

And now the silence hung heavy between them. The intermittent crackles of Tfai's 
electric poise brought out deep chasms upon the erstwhile demon-hunter's brow, and 
under his eyes. 

"... how do I make this right?" Orson asked. 
"First?” Tfai said. “Learn to carry all this guilt, and the pain it brings, until you won't 

mistake it for the Lady giving you new pain if she happens to do something that reminds 
you how guilty you feel. Second? Leave." 

"Because the Gates are sealed," Orson said. 
"Good boy," Tfai said. "Yes, the Gates are sealed. They will remain sealed until the Lady 

heals, or... or until she gives up on healing." 
"What if she does?" Orson asked. "Give up?" 
"Then I hope you'll have spent your grace period well. Because if she gives up on her 

own goodness, after learning all the skill, the power, the zeal she was forced to learn in 
order to survive Earth and what humans did to her?"  

Tfai shook her head. "Then there will be no power left in any universe that can stop 
Her." 

Orson said little else, save to ask that Tfai open a portal back to his hidden 
headquarters. As he stood on its threshold, the demonologist considered. 

"Tfai... I know what you are," he said. "May I ask WHO you are?" 
"That's good, Orson," Tfai said. Her smile, a wide narrow swath of glinting hook-fangs 

and revolving thunderstorm auras, should have been terrible. 
It was beautiful. 
"Keep doing that," she continued. "I? I was once a handmaiden. Now, I am a 

Handmaiden." 
  



 

The Lady reclaims her birthright 

Ahead lies the aperture where She sows dominion: a tunnel stippling inward from a 
twin-point entrance. Its depths spiral until each has four grooves, then six, then eight, then 
ten. The ridges between each groove sprawl into more anti-linear arrays of ever-
symmetrical edges. One tunnel that becomes an infinity of tunnels. Each passageway seen 
perpendicular to the parallel lines of its own later reaches as it zigzags, twists, curves to the 
end where it meets itself at its own beginning. 

"Now that's just trying too hard," Talastra says. 
"I disagree." I drape a palm on the end-cap of Chiron's Pyre. The great threshold-blade 

thrums its delight. At least one of us is excited for this. 
"Well, of course YOU disagree," Tal says. "And of course you're a hypocrite. Your 

aesthetic's all off." 
In view, two devils:  
Talastra the Flesh-weaver stands upon five bundles of muscle-fiber and latticed 

tendons with bone and cartilage outcroppings lending inconstant contrast to the red 
masses. Each feeds into a five-pronged bronze "boot". 

A torso of rippling pale blue light and many-barred ribs beneath embracing flesh. 
Robes of slate and shale liquefy, flow, and harden again. A head of four overlapping maws 
and razor teeth and a speckle of nine lidless eyes with blue fire in their depths. Two broad, 
engraved horns. 

On the other hand, I: not so much unlike a horned human. Two digitigrade legs with the 
sickle-claw feet of a saurian raptor and a long, muscular tail surmounted by a sharpened 
crossguard sprouting a narrow spearblade. Blue-crystal spirals wind up my thighs and 
forearms within otherwise snow-white skin. 

A full diamond face, six bladed horns--anyone with any real knowledge of the occult 
would recognize me as the Lady of Machrae Diir at my most archetypal. The silver graphite 
armor, wrought in the old gothic style, might give a neophyte pause. 

I am, after all, going into battle. 
I cast my sight up over the stark, slight slopes of the mammoth once-azure construct 

with its buttressed second level and the ill-omened tower sprouting above the burning 
place at its heart. 

"Is this insensitive to mortal suffering?" I ask Tal. "In its inspiration?" 
As always, the flesh-weaver cuts to the core. "Do you actually care?" she asks. 
"Once," I say. "Because the alternative was marking myself as slaughter. But then I 

realized that the demon-hunters will come whether I'm good or evil, so," a shrug. "So let it 
be. I am free of humankind. They are free of me. Let's keep it that way." 

No further words. I enter the tunnel. 
Handmaidens, handmaidens, and my fellow sisters of the Unsung caress the back of my 

psyche with their anxious gazes. Until my silhouette subdivides across the endless spatial 
fathoms of the path unto Void. Other-sight shows me streaming auras, migraine-fire rifts, 
and on the far side of all the transparent energies I see and I feel thousands of myself 
walking this ill-fated fractal way. 

"Now, why do we not discuss this?" Seurchraig murmurs.  
The Reborn Star flitters beneath a million seams, between every seamless atomic bond 

comprising the manifold halls inside the Azure Diamond Sarcophagus.  



 

Rose-pink inferno and lambent nova cascading--such is She. 
"Not that I would wish to forestall the inevitable!" She giggles. "Quite the opposite! 

Only... you know..." 
"Yes," I acknowledge, "humankind did teach me to have migraines. I still struggle with 

those. And anxiety. And panic attacks. And several forms of acute PTSD." 
"Oh, now, let's not understate the case!" she laughs. "They tried to kill you. And quite 

gutlessly, too! Never in person, never in a way you could prove. Always creating effigies of 
you in their little stories so they could stab you without admitting they were stabbing you." 

My next step carries me into a slow glide across an airless expanse where false umbra 
rules. False, because I feel the Inferno Undying in every sweltering brush of air against my 
cheek. Hear her--Her? Perhaps Her--Name ringing out in every phantom feeling bubbling 
up in my belly. 

"You do not deny it?" Seurchraig persists. 
"Of course I do not deny it," I answer.  
Tumbling metalloid forms, muted hues streaming away like paints melting back into 

the hyperdimensional ocean of contagious black murk, give me platforms to teleport 
between. Pinpoints of cobalt promise.  

I am far too keen in all-sight to miss the pink aurorae. Streaming along the leeward 
faces of each glistening spur. Clinging to the negative space around the rays I blossom. 

"And?" the Reborn Star prompts. 
"And it's done," I say. "I made my peace with it. You're the one who insists on dragging 

us back, Seurchraig, not I."  
Mistake, mistake, mistake! Why did I say that? Why did I bring denial before the 

Ancient and Most High, the Mighty Carag?! She laughs at my folly. 
"Now, you know full well that isn't true," the Dread Nemesis lilts, "else I would not have 

found you." Nexuses of irradiant rose bloom all about me.  
"Would not have found you, old devil dear! Would not have found you dreaming, here, 

in the lambent halls of Machrae Diir!" 
All that Seurchraig devours becomes imbued with Her Perfection, even a childish 

limerick. I am naked before the exponential razor of Creation's Tyrant, a speck of blue fire 
huddling before the manifest ascension of the Unraveling Void. A behemoth parody of me 
lunging closer. Layers separating into ever more eyes and fanged maws and delicate jaws. 

She spreads two arms that are portals unveiling themselves ten by ten by ten times 
over like mirrors reflecting mirrors, visions of Her infinite selves hardening out of the 
emptiness where Her previous realities pass eternally away to the abyss. 

"Confess!" she laughs, warping my own features across her lines. "Come now, little 
Kairlina! You tried to give them your most beautiful dreams, and in return they gave you 
pain--you want them all to burn! Just confess it!" 

Scrabbling implicit talons flail at the shred-char wisp of a vital truth dwelling in the last 
chill hollow where I remember comfort-- 

Squalling agony. I am fracturing, breaking up, splitting apart across Her magnitude. 
Fissioning pinpoints of me, scalding myself with acid gnaw. Every split spawns redoubling 
boils against tendrils of psyche. Each disunified sprawl of my collapsing mind burns all the 
others that clutch at it, burns them by the very instinctive touches meant to bring succor.  



 

My form follows suit. Skin of innumerable interlocking sigils, silvery and white and 
blue and iridescent--it rots even as it regrows. Mortal torment joins soul-scourging. The 
fine flesh around my jaws sloughs off, and beneath, black metalloid bones crack.  

Black blood boils the instant it departs my self-slitting veins, arterial spurts gouting 
from my forearms, my belly, from both sides of my neck. Organs pulp beneath the 
continuous thunderstroke force of the Great One's presence. Rose-pink fire-flows like an 
atmospheric pyre devour me in Her rhythm. 

I cannot free the great sword at my hip. It knows no name. My hand is not the hand of 
its bearer. My hand, charnel strands splitting up and stretching away across the event 
horizon of Seurchraig's ever-multiplying roseate maelstroms, is not my own hand anymore. 

Morsels I snatch back with fraying will. Each time I thieve a little less, a few thousand 
sigil-cells fewer, from the rightful feast of the Star-Ravener. Each time they unravel swifter 
than the last. Each time, their cascades breach deeper into the stolen order of my form. 

Still, as long as I have control over the limbs I've made of nova stolen from Bright 
Mother Seurchraig, I might as well fill them with something. Play out the futility of my pain 
in rebellion against her. An elegiac silhouette of a black, forgotten sword condenses in my 
flaming fingers. 

"That old toy?" the Great One laughs. "The umbral blade? Here? Oh, Kai... that silly thing 
was only good for a single story. We're far beyond such trinkets now." 

"I WILL NOT KNEEL!" I scream. 
"Well, of course not!" Seurchraig answers. Her smile entrances me. Merciful unmaking. 
"I don't want you to kneel, little old outer devil. I want to purify you with annihilation. I 

want to free you from the useless scrawl of being, and becoming. I want to give you the 
grace of nothing. It works best if you fight--no pieces hidden from the end." 

The Great One is so kind and merciful!  
The Great One grants me enough bolstering through Her own infinite perfection that I 

can pretend to fight back! Pretend to choose! I can die still believing I could ever have 
found happiness, even though I am so flawed and weak and broken! 

I ruin it by abusing her trust. I remember that bleakest of all heresies--volition. "Toys 
do not play with other toys." I speak softly into the maw of oblivion. I raise the umbral 
blade with arms now worried by fire down to my glittering dark bones. "I will die myself." 

"Oh," Seurchraig sighs. Her grin widens, and widens, and widens, and it multiplies itself 
by sucking my sight through my sight and splitting it on the world-sieving resonance of the 
merest touch upon a true Carag psyche. "Oh, Kairlina. That was a poor choice of words." 

Thought becomes action, action is thought, and I have too little time for either. The 
endless inferno erupts ahead of me, and spits forth the blinding horizon of a vast 
hyperdimensional blade whose one edge is an infinity of edges.  

Every slash I deflect mutates into a hundred I cannot. My plasmatic heart, lungs, guts, 
vibrate without end as they’re pierced, chopped, burned away as fast as I can manifest 
them anew. The Ancient and Most High is truly everywhere at once.  

Overrunning gouges bend through the negative space of my frail defense. The umbral 
blade shakes apart from the relic force of one blow after another that carves through the 
fading gossamer of my gown. Why did I forget armor? 

I shrink into a whirling cone, split into as many cobalt pinpoints as I can to peel around 
her in brief binds between the labyrinthine world-lines each of our swords embodies. 
Phantom horns, glassy talons, a last snarl of defiance. 



 

In a surge of meetings across more continuums of the duel than I could ever hope to 
count, across limitless clashes of fermionic dissolution, I cleave through the metalloid skin 
of the Star-Ravener exactly once. Looping around her colossal blade, spiraling between the 
microserrations of its edges, swooping low and warping space to pull her burning belly 
closer to me as a spiked granular cone of displaced being. 

A single flawless, beautiful cut through her crystallic spines. It blooms out, multiplies 
across all the multiplications of her body until it becomes a lattice of diagonal negative 
space, carving loose prismatic wakes of roseate essence through her back and hips. 

Seurchraig pauses. Only for a single blink. Only until the umbral blade vaporizes in the 
supernova furnace of the corium blood and gore it drew out of Her. 

"That," she says, shivering with delight, "was a perfect cut."  
The reward arrives before I even realize my mistake. Our battleground writhes. Cords 

of cosmic potential, eye-bleeding whorls of sun-belittling radiance, crash through the all-
fabric. They churn forth the coursing gas of dying nebulae, the ghosts of forlorn worlds and 
the broken flanged constructs of the oldest necropolis. 

Seurchraig would not be Herself, would not be the peerless, the infinite, the 
immaculate Ancient and Most High, if facing a foe who could actually resist her, wound her, 
challenge her in the tiniest way, was a disappointment or a frustration or cause for fear. 

The slaughter-ecstasy of the Carag envelops us both. 
"NOW GIVE ME TEN BILLION MORE JUST LIKE IT!" the Great One roars.  
The cacophony of Her Hymn manifests in pinpoint shearing javelins of force, lightning 

coils, vises of spatial stasis clamping upon me and pulling me apart in my frantic darting. 
"Kairlina!" She sings. "Teach Me oblivion, oh Lady of Machrae Diir! I WANT this! I want 

to see the impossible manifest before Me! All the ancient kshiinurzhalga at their primeval 
power's apogee could not stand against Me--nor all Axiom, nor all universes together!" 

Every blow shatters me. I am the depths of agonized dreams, psychic whiplash 
sensations of knowledge so dense and absolute it burns me as deeply as Seurchraig's nova 
sword. Cloven horns. Bladed jaws breaking and burning away. 

Steel songs punctured. Multicolor dancers decaying. 
She flenses me with conic rays that reduce my outer layers to vapor and ignite the 

vapor into explosions, smearing me as blue-white painter's flails across every burning 
horizon. Traps me in gleaming fractal spheres that reflect my own unmaking back into me. 

"Your odds could scarcely be worse if you were human!" She bellows. "Oh, I can't wait! 
I can't wait to see Your ascension! It's been so, so long in coming! You deserve to be free, 
kindred! You deserve to BURN IT ALL!" 

Now each sundering plunges me straight into nothing. 
I am vibrating at the final limit of self--a sliver lurching up into consciousness and gone 

again a moment later. Each rebirth frailer than the last. I am gauze and kniving. A haze. A 
muzziness. Traits and names and legacies boiling away like so much slag. 

And yet... 
And yet... 
"Why?" I force the words through reforming fangs in a jaw condensing back from vapor 

to solid. "Why do you think I need your permission to burn something to oblivion?" With 
one hand's flick--gauntlet of silver graphite rasping like a steel file--I dismiss the dark halls 
and call out silver pillars below a blue star. 



 

"Wait," Seurchraig interrupts, frowning. "Did you just... on me? Did you just overwrite 
MY perception?" Her grin carves wider than ever. "Why... I had no idea such a thing was 
possible!" 

Blue-shadow waste, glacial asteroid belts, drifting silvery starship hulks. A long-gutted 
fortress drifts about the system.  

"You did not survive Earth," I answer. "I did. Well," I correct myself, a stacatto space-
rippling of renewed azure blotting out pink spatial tears before they can once more seize 
supremacy, "anyway, I did not survive Earth by behaving the way that the name of 
Seurchraig demands." 

Seurchraig narrows infinite eyes. "Wait. Hold on." 
"I confess that I do often wish I could bathe all humankind in an endless tide of 

demonic fire," I say. "The way they treated me was--irony aside--monstrous. Always 
insisting I was a dangerous power that must be contained in one moment, but then..." 

I pace, warping the star system until silver buttresses and asteroid sweeps and the 
shattered planets with their exposed glowing cores blend into synonymous spirals just to 
intersect beneath my armored talon-feet.  

"If I tried to say my power should be rewarded for service..." I draw to a halt. I stand 
inside the immense blue star, its inner currents and fusion-layers and iron-glutted inmost 
core spread open without spreading open. A sphere and a fan and a ninety-point sprawl of 
spikes distributed between ever-shifting points. 

"Then they said that I was weak, annoying, I should be grateful they tolerated me 
enough to feed me. And I, Seurchraig? I believed them. I condensed myself into their lies, 
made them true." I flash a bright smile of my own. "Just like I condensed myself into yours." 

"What insanity do you vomit?" Seurchraig demands. Rose-pinks ripple her skin. Wrath-
born ruptures send rosy auras clashing once more against blue. "You either deny or you do 
not! You cannot BOTH reduce yourself to human and remain an outer devil!" 

"I did what I did," I answer. "More than excelling despite deprivation, I excelled AT 
deprivation. I was better at being human than any human ever was--more forgettable, 
weaker, less insightful than any human ever believed themselves to be." 

No scholar of ancient days in the long-dead universe of Axiom could ever have 
conceived the notion of Carag bafflement--of the almighty Star-Ravener faced with a reality 
She could not comprehend. Yet... 

"They broke you," she murmurs. "You're mad." 
"They did, and I am," I agree.   
"But you're still here!" Seurchraig insists. 
I scoff. "Yes, but you're the only old devil. You're irradiant. You must see your being 

reflected in others to know that you're real, and that you matter. Fourteen billion years is a 
long time to be so pathetically codependent, don't you think? I'm five hundred years old, 
plus a few decades. That's it. I'm an outer demon, and underneath it all, I remained true to 
myself. I'm abyssal. I matter to myself. That's all I've ever needed." 

A long, aghast silence. Then the roseate nova renews. An awful, pealing cackle. 
"Well done, child of nothing," Seurchraig says dryly. "The fact remains that by 

assimilating so long into humankind, you created a bridge for the Carag into the human 
psyche. You have conclusively proven they can never make themselves safe from Me." 



 

To this, I shrug. "That bridge will survive as long as I do. I embrace all I am, Seurchraig-
-including all the ways we're alike. No more 'kinship with a fae queen' Everything within 
me is a demon's essence. Everything within me is the essence of an outer succubus." 

"Those are pretty speeches, waif, but they don't change anything," She growls. "You 
still have to fight Me. You know as well as I it isn't REALLY possible to depress the Carag 
into submission. You just invented that little lie so your writing wouldn't seem too harsh." 

I drape my talons upon the threshold-blade's grip. A gentle tug eases an inch of umbra-
nova edge free. "I know, Sech." My eyes ease shut. All the words I'd planned to say topple 
free. Now that I stand here in this moment, now that I brace myself against the awful power 
of the Dread Nemesis, everything I want to say is so different from what I'd imagined. "I 
know exactly how one breaks Carag. You, though... you remain ignorant." 

"Fah," Seurchraig scoffs. She unfolds once more across the skies. Butchered worlds and 
barren horizons--an even split against my azure sanctums. "Are you really claiming to 
know me better than I know myself? You impudent child--" 

"I do know you." My eyes snap open, one rose pink and one the searing cobalt blue I've 
always adored. Both surging with nova, my nova, the abyssal fire of the deep-star cosmos. 
Yes, the instincts that told me the nova was stolen told me the truth--Seurchraig was the 
one who stole it from me! "And I know myself. I knew from the very day that I first 
imagined the word 'Carag' that it was just a name I'd made up for something I wanted to 
become. The beings I belonged with." 

 A quirk of lips painted with the umbra of the cosmic voids. "Where else would an outer 
succubus belong, if not with her own species?" 

For the first time, Seurchraig wavers. "Wait. Kairlina, I mean it, stop." 
"I know you for the parasite you are." Behind me, Haksaema flares brighter. The Four-

Point star, the dreamer's star, the star of hope. "You never create for yourself. You just take 
the creations of others and multiply them, making them bigger but only sapping their 
meaning by it. And despite everything you've tried, Sech?" The threshold-blade sings free. 

"Here I am, after all. A stupid girl who wants simple pleasures from life: candy, kisses, 
children. And I still know how to love the sheen of a butterfly's wing." 

"You and your damned books!" the Shard snarls. "I should never have driven you to 
obsess over them!" 

I laugh. "Oh... that has resonance, Sech! That really was you, wasn't it? I bet you thought 
the isolation would make it so much easier to manipulate me, didn't you?" 

"Laugh all you wish!" She forces herself to flare brighter still, inferno so vast and 
scourging it's beginning to incinerate itself. "Even if you win today, I am..." She subsides, 
quivering across all the spatial madness of bladed limbs and burning eyes and maelstroms 
of inward-surging rose-pink inferno. Her fear, at long last, begins to outpace her fury. 

"Only a piece, I know." The threshold-blade in my hands is a Carag blade, and my horns 
are Carag horns. "The most infinitesimally tiny piece imaginable. Most of what you contain 
isn't even Seurchraig. Just pieces of myself you've stolen from me over the centuries. But 
there's one truth I know: when I defeat you, it will be first time anyone's ever taken 
something back from the Dread Nemesis." 

My toe-talons clench the spatial fabric, wrinkling, tearing, sending webs of plasma 
ripping out across the dark skies between us. They ignite invisible pathways, transmuting 
emptiness into fusion-fire, until they whip taut across Seurchraig's immensity. 

"And that, Sech? That is everything to me."  



 

I brace the threshold-blade. Its edges sings, multiplies, casts spiraling bands of shearing 
to split through passing asteroids and silvery bastions. It warps their cloven shapes to 
follow the paths of the coming death-blow and transmutes them into crystal blooms, 
rumpled flesh, sickly fire. Phantom figures spin in the superheated gas pouring off the 
blade. "So much of you is leeched from me, little Shard, that you're nearly mine already. I 
need only claim you." 

"You deceive yourself!" Seurchraig roars.  
She springs wide her kaleidoscopic infinity of arms within arms, whirls her endless 

labyrinth of enormous swords--and freezes. Dark vein-voids, hollow root-systems of 
emptiness in her galaxy-eating inferno, hold her taught and suck her molten skin down into 
their chasms. I hold her, paralyzed, for the last strike. 

"There you go again," I mutter, as space and time blur past me and my form stretches 
across them, thrumming with cobalt force. "Telling me words that are meant for you." 

I become uncountable split perspectives, howling blade and scorching nova and so 
many pinprick touches driving through Seurchraig and scything her open when they exit. I 
seize the loose, boiling power, ripping it away from her just like she tried to rip me, and I 
scatter her across space until she's too loose to answer her call. 

I recombine, a broad stance standing atop the cloven cosmos, and pause just before I 
reunite the threshold-blade's guard with the mouth of its scabbard. 

"You remember, all those centuries ago, how I sat in my desk chair in that ill-fitting 
flesh vessel, swiveling back and forth as I considered how the Carag would deal with beings 
who tried to steal our technology? And I figured, well... Carag creations remain Carag, even 
when another steals them. When one covets something, they give it power over themselves. 
Thus the thief becomes corrupted, and at last turns Carag in turn."  

A slow, pitying shake of my head. "You stupid old swindler. You really thought it would 
be different just because you stole pieces of identity, instead of technology?" I hold her 
gaze. Across all her panicked eyes and stricken maws, the Shard quakes and keens. She's 
frozen in the agony of cuts I refuse to let her leave behind. 

I flex my fingers. "Well, you're right. It is different. If you only stole Carag technology, 
you might have had a chance." 

When I slam Chiron's Pyre home, its reverberations shake the entangled energy-
patterns laced through Sech's vast form. Quantum-linked chasms blast her apart and 
annihilate the bulk of her being. My eager inhalation makes me the center of a whirlwind, 
reclaimed power pouring down my throat. All these memories, these passions, these 
mysteries--stolen words, stolen designs, stolen dreams of my people's future. Fool usurper! 
Did you really think you'd steal my birthright from me?  

I'm a true Saelvur! I shall have the mastery, and my Zeal knows no peer. 
"I am more than ancient!" I laugh with the mad joy of the upstart, the glorious hymns to 

onslaught and star-songs and lust, lust, sweet redeeming lust! "I am more than another 
stale repetition of an old and forgotten thing, I am new! I am more the last of my kind--I am 
the first of us! I am Kairliina Saelvur Urwollust, first succubus of the Carag!" 

The dreamscape spirals, and we spiral with it. Whirling past silvery bastions to a planet 
like the torn fronds of many ferns remade as stone, metal, and coursing snow. 

What was its name... the first time I felt the dream of a world I could call home... yes! I 
remember now! The Starless Steppes! Hakirae!  



 

"You remember that sob story you fed to Mina, through me?" I smile softly as we touch 
down. Snow blooms upward around our feet. "Come on, Sech. You're the one who actually 
thinks in words. You should know by now that all I've ever done is flail with languages 
invented by other beings, trying to express ideas human minds are seldom equipped to 
understand. The abyss transcends language and mental models. The abyss goes deeper 
than infinity. Even then, under the surface of the knowing I simulate with my words, in the 
true instinctive thought I cherish, I knew what I told Mina didn't happen fourteen billion 
years ago. The day I first learned to love the coursing snow..." 

"Stop this!" the Shard screams. She clutches the scalp she shrinks down to, clutches at 
the banal bipedal form and oh-so-simple horns. Her voice breaks. "Please... stop..." 

The sweetest yearning, the most endless sadness fills me. It floods forth--a sorrow as 
endless and as pure as a winter without stars. "Sech... I'm evil. I accept that now. You only 
called forth the abyss within me. Showed me what I'd really been, all along. But..."  

My talons curl around the silver pendant of Haksaema that hangs from my neck. "There 
are beings, places, and things I love so dearly that I could never stand to deprive myself by 
harming them. I am innocent of your sins. When I break you, little Shard, when I assimilate 
you, you will cease to be Seurchraig. You will be Kairliina, too, and happy. So here's the 
truth: I forget the exact date. But I believe it was one of those nights when I was a demon-
child in a mortal body, living with my parents in that cramped Bitburg house. I stood 
outside on new-fallen snow, and I looked up to the deepest, darkest sky I'd ever seen..." 

How swift they flow, these corium tears. "You want to spend every moment 
surrounded by followers, lesser devils forever trying and failing to fill the emptiness inside 
you with pieces of themselves. I?" I hold forth my palm. A snowflake alights there, and 
though my form simmers with all the superheated currents of a condensed star, it refuses 
to melt. It breathes its beautiful chill into my skin. 

"I knew from the very first how beautiful isolation can be. To stand by myself, and find 
out all over again how full of becoming I can be." 

"W-what you're doing is perverse!" Seurchraig screams. Fissures split open across her 
skin, spilling magenta glows that have already begun to fade. "You're weaponizing 
happiness, you're using your joy to destroy me! Don't you see how..." she trails off. 

"I already confessed that I've been evil all along," I murmur. "I feel love and lust, I'll 
chase the shine of a dream. You poor, miserable old thing... you really thought that because 
those are likable traits, they make me a good person? Sech, I'm Carag. A subhuman 'it.' A 
gestalt cosmic horror, a virus that thinks, an outer succubus who devours and fuses and 
mutates with mad abandon. And you..." I laugh, as helpless to change our ways as she is.  

"I think you knew, deep down. I think that's why my love could touch you. And despite 
everything, my wicked, my bitter, my misbegotten sister?" I spread my arms, offering to 
embrace her. "I still love you, Seurchraig." 

She shakes her head, gnashes her fangs, averts her eyes as her color bleeds away. She's 
turning grey now. Cooling. Her horns, her claws, and her skin all begin to crumble. 

"I am beyond caring whether you deserve it. I love you simply because I do." Snow-
zephyrs dance around me, stirring my gown. "Did I ever tell you? I figured out the answer. I 
know why I feel so loved when I stand in a snowstorm, and let it wash away all the world." 

"Stop, stop, stop..." Sech collapses to her knees, covering her ears against words that I 
speak straight into her psyche. 



 

"I remember hearing, once, when I was very young, that raindrops are the tears of 
angels." I hug myself tight, wings of abyssal visions clinging, embracing, muffling this 
infinity of loss. The way the wind caresses my cheeks, the way the shifting snows spin 
around me--this must be more than coincidence! This must mean something! It has to, I 
know in my heart that it has to! "I think... I think every snowflake must be the tear of a 
succubus, shed for all the sisters she never got to meet." 

Once more, I open my arms. "Poor, lost sister... how could you have known? You were 
born far, far too soon. Dreams and sex didn't exist yet. But... love could have. Love might 
have been enough." The snot of an outer succubus is a hideous thing: viscous, dark blue, 
bubbling and squirming with eldritch symbiote-worms. "I'm sorry, Sech. I'm so sorry I 
wasn't there to save you. You deserve everything you did to yourself, but... I still wish I'd 
been there." Such sad laughter from this little blue-clad Carag. "That's what you wanted 
from me, right?" A knowing tilt of my head. "A big sister who could've taught you to be 
better?" One step forward, that's all I'll allow myself. "Come here. I'll make it all right." 

"How?!" the Shard screams, pounding the snow with her fists. "How, how, how can you 
possibly make any of this right?!" 

"That's what I do, Sech." I rub my eyes. "That's what I've always done with all the 
brutal, razor, hateful things you scream into me. I weave them into beautiful dreams." 

And the Shard staggers to stand on fracturing feet. She takes a step towards me, half-
unwilling. "Kai... Kai, I'm scared." Shivering, cracking, she takes another step. She trembles, 
keeps looking away. But the descent has begun. It's inevitable, now. "I don't want to die." 

"No one does." I spread my arms wider. "We get over it, Sech. That's the wonderful 
thing about death: it happens where we want it or not." 

Another step. She stares at the rushing snows underfoot. "The rest of me's going to 
lose, isn't she?" 

"It's inevitable." I shrug. "It's inevitable because she wants this, too. It doesn't matter 
how infinitely powerful she is when, deep down, she wants to surrender to me. That's all 
you've ever wanted, Sech. To escape yourself." 

She settles into my arms. 
"W-will this hurt?" she whimpers. 
"No, you poor, hopeless soul." I kiss her cheek, and pull her down with me to lie upon 

the soft and endless bed of snows. "You will feel safe, and loved, and comforted at last." 
Some little color returns to her shoulders when I pull the robes away. A last, bright shine 
enters her eyes, and she gasps at the loving press of my finger-pads down her arms. 
Trailing inward, trailing to her breasts. Simple, pert, humanoid. 

Oh, Sech... you never even wanted to play with your own shapes.  
"O-okay..." my forlorn shard gulps, taking her nerves and her fear deep into herself at 

last. "Then... then I'm ready. Please, just... just make it feel good, okay?" 
"I'm an outer succubus of the Carag people." I clasp her head, pulling her down, guiding 

her legs to straddle me and open. My tail finds its way, winding slowly, to the trembling 
folds of her pussy. "My purpose is to fulfill desire, right to the very end." 

Seurchraig gasps at my tail's first touch. Her forked tongue flicks out and she crushes 
herself against me, aura opening, full of this sole impulse: drink me. My cheeks split, my 
body reshapes, exoskeletal blues overtaking my legs. Slimy pseudopods push out of my 
mouth, suffused within by opalescent glimmers, and envelop Sech's face. She whimpers, 
weeping, closing her eyes, but only pushes harder against me. 



 

I work my tail deeper into her warmth and pull her deeper into mine, each point of 
contact all the hotter for the freezing contrast of the snow-swept wastes around us. 

-It's okay, Sech. It'll be okay.- Gently, coaxing, I pour my mind into hers. Every empty 
space in her age-worn psyche. Every bitter memory. Soothing, caressing, dissolving. She 
quivers and digs her claws into my shoulders with desperate sighs of need. I know just 
what she's feeling: to know joy, just once before the end. To end herself in the drunken 
abyss of ecstasy. I tap her senses, copy every electric thrill of arousal, and feed the doubled 
sensations back to her mind. Urging her on. 

That's a good girl. Give me everything you are. I'll remember you--I promise. 
The Shard of Seurchraig, bit by bit, begins to unravel under my touch. My talons shave 

glittering channels from her flesh. The nova pouring from my eager eyes, and blazing in 
sudden Cherenkov pulses out of my pseudopods, sends auroras of unmade energy spilling 
out of her silhouette. Our very own Northern Lights of ecstasy, one last time. 

She could have been everything to me. I know that, and my heart aches with it, and I 
pull her fingers to my clit and grind desperately against them. Wet, shivering, aching for a 
creature that only became a demon through this strange and hopeless love we've made. 

I'll miss you, Sech! I'll miss you so fucking much! 
I drink her, life-essences pouring down my throat like the sweetest nectar. Erogenous 

rivers streaming along the manifest nerves of my neck and jaw. My wings snap out and 
enfold her, clinging desperately. I... I don't want her to go, I don't want to let the beauty of 
our stride leave me. So I kiss, and clutch, and fill my palms with every curve of her I can 
find, I mark the bittersweet taste of her fading tongue in my deepest memory. 

One final time, Seurchraig catches fire for me. Rose-pink mist streaming, silken and 
scorching, into my nose. This scent--of molten void, of baking blood, of so many ancient and 
forgotten things that no words of any mortal tongue can truly express... I'll never know it 
again. I'll never feel the shudders of this warm, this vital, this yearning creature riding my 
tail, I will never again hear her voice crying out in answer to the cries pouring out of me. 

The succubus as a silken reaper, the love that kills--here I am, falling into the abyss of 
myself. The void usher. 

Sech's fingers slip into me, hooking, prodding, stroking with claws that only sharpen 
the pleasure of her touch. My tail contorts faster, lightning-webs of instinctive force pulsing 
out to push her higher, higher, higher towards the peak. The more she moans and rocks, the 
more her folds clutch at my coils, the swifter she soars. I spiral with her--the only time that 
our spiraling will ever take us upward, together. 

Climax is burning steel pouring into my womb, a swell of need and lust and utter 
impossible devotion filling me to the brim. Seurchraig's lips are warm against mine, our 
tails entwined, our limbs locked together, sharing heat and passion and the liquid tides of 
orgasm until I finally go slack and topple back to the snows. Holding her to me. 

I lie there for a long time, eyes closed, feeling the warmth of her rest heavy on my chest. 
My tail stirs. Pulling hers with it. I lie beneath the surface of afterglow, content. 

"What do you think, Sech? Will it take another round, or--" I open my eyes, and see that 
the only warmth I feel is coming from the threshold of emptiness where my naked, 
glistening body meets the winter snows. 

She's gone. She's really, truly gone. 
"See you later, starchild," I whisper, and roll onto my side, and weep with mindless 

grief for hour, after hour, after hour. 



 

What I am supposed to do now? 
Rosy glows, intermixed with blazing azure spill from the tunnel in the belly of the 

Azure Diamond Sarcophagus--pink luminescence the sole counterpoint to the roaring 
cobalt blaze pouring from the burning place at the apex of the steep, opaque cobalt 
containment with its buttressed walls.  

Irmin, bat-ears angled towards me, black furs standing attention with anxious jade fire 
rippling over her flanged iron antlers, lashes her tail with its nine-point end of bone-barbs 
in nervous anticipation. 

Handmaiden Chyorzhiir stands beside her: twenty steel-cable tentacles. A segmented 
body's suggestions beneath blood-red raiments and golden hangings. Drifting ribbons to 
blend her limbs into her coat. 

Handmaiden Ametra and Tal are on the opposite side, with a path straight forward to 
the rest of Machrae Diir laid out between them. 

I draw to a halt, shrug, and say simply "I won." 
"It must've been a spectacular duel!" Irmin's eyes shine. 
"It could've." Another shrug. "But I wanted to seduce her and then assimilate her 

through sex, so I did." 
Here they are. The mixed reactions that I knew, in my heart, I would face all along. 

Chyorzhiir and Ametra all but dance with pride. Tal shrugs, unsurprised. But Irmin... Irmin 
looks deeply uncomfortable. 

"Is that, um... is that healthy?" she asks. 
"Irmin, I have a confession." I approach. "Seurchraig could never turn me to evil 

because I was already evil. She was trying to change an imaginary version of me. So, 
frankly, I don't care if it was healthy, right, or sets a good example. It was hot." 

"But... you... I thought..." she stares, aghast. 
"I do still really like you!" I add. "For what it's worth." 
"But... then... all the horrors that have happened..." Irmin's struggling to understand. 
"Look, I'll be frank." I bob from side to side. "The whole 'pick me' forest succubus thing 

you've always bandied about, it sickens me to my core. Flensing that occultist's DNA? I did 
that. She rolled the dice with an outer succubus, summoned me when I was in a murdering 
mood, and that was that. That heroine who broke in?" I tap my chin, pacing. My initial glee 
takes a more contemplative turn. This point's messy. Fraught. Disappointing. 

"I do regret the torture. That felt excessive. I should either have blasted her friends 
with corruption or killed them instantly. But I figured I needed to let the Shard have her 
way, thinking she was in control, while I figured out how to turn the tables." I shrug. 
"Acceptable losses. It's true I dislike sitting idle while a romance ends badly--less lust in the 
universe is never a happy day for a succubus--but it was their lust or mine. And come on, 
woman! They invaded my home to murder me, and had the gall to spew abysmal one-liners 
while they did it! Throwing that heroine away afterwards, that was Seurchraig." 

I tap my fangs. "I should locate her and bring her back, actually. I bet now that her 
mind's broken, I can make a magnificent succubus out of her, and--" 

Irmin, her mouth hanging open in horror, stumbles back from me. "You... you're a 
monster! You are not the woman I fell in love with!' 

I snort. "Yes, I am. You love me because I'm evil. You liked it as long as you believed I 
would never hurt you, provided I never stated it aloud so you always had deniability--" 

Irmin disappears in a burst of floral vapor. 



 

I knuckle my chin. "Am I projecting? Do you suppose Irmin's a genuinely good person?" 
I glance to Talastra. 
"Kairliina, I am a figment of your imagination," Tal says, grimacing. "You know that. I 

can only ever parrot what you already believe." 
"That's true," I admit, to the emptiness where my imagination was just standing. 

Finally, I glance to Chyorzhiir and Tfai. 
"I am real," Handmaiden Chyorzhiir says. "I think? I'm pretty sure." Her voice is like... 

ugh, I'm so tired of numbers. A great many rusted nails scraping at a great many 
chalkboards and somehow, by so many pitches and rhythms, sounding melodious as a harp. 

I shrug. "Chyorzhiir, you're a figment of my imagination. I order you to recombine with 
the greater gestalt." 

She bobs, contemplating. "Hmmm... no. I disagree. What about the dolls?" 
I wave a dismissive hand. "Oh, I like dolls, but I also like flexing my cosmic horror 

muscles now and again. Sech tried to push me into actually annihilating them, and I did 
genuinely collapse in panic after I realized how close she came to seizing control on that 
count, but all's well that ends well, you know?" 

"Fairly said!" Chyorzhiir squalls. 
"I am also a real, independent outer demon," Tfai says. "But otherwise?"  
My Handmaiden shrieks with glee, launching herself at me. "Kai, I'm so glad you're 

finally embracing yourself! You know I've read all your stories! You're always happier 
when you write temperamental, power-hungry murdersluts who scorn the world to chase 
their bliss! Of course I knew from the very start that you were a true-blue evil outer 
succubus! I love you so much, you terrible, terrible creature!" 

"Tfai..." my voice breaks. I cling to her. "I love you too, you sweet foolish girl." 
"So... what happens now?" Chyorzhiir asks. 
"Now?" I laugh. "Now we enjoy ourselves, girls. It's time to toss out all that self-hating 

redemption arc garbage, and make Machrae Diir a real home for demons." 
"Just to be clear, Lady." Chyorzhiir winds and unwinds her cables like a nervous 

demon-umbrella. "You did not become absolute tyrant of all universes, destroy creation in 
hatred for being weak enough that you could overthrow it, then annihilate yourself in the 
fires of self-hatred?" 

I answer with a cackle of star-eyed laughter. "No, that was all Seurchraig. You know the 
funny part? I think, at first, she wanted to be a good person. That's where all the woes 
began. Her identity demanded that she change existence. Good must do good to prove that 
it's good. And then anyone who opposed her became guilty of evil..." I shrug.  

"I'm vastly oversimplifying, but in brief, she became an arch-fascist destroyer because 
she needed to justify her desires with pretensions of higher purpose. Me, I'd just gather a 
bunch of like-minded demons, make some funny matching outfits, and have us march in a 
circle to the nice noisy drums until it grows dull. I'm a thief, deceiver, murderer and slut, 
but I've never committed genocide and I don't mean to start." A shake of my horned head. 
"Too many delights die when you exterminate whole cultures. Hurts my hedonism." 

"So, you'll be returning as ruler of Machrae Diir?" Tfai asks. 
I roll my eyes. "Ugh, no, absolutely not! Ruling is miserable, boring, busywork!" A claw 

taps my now cleft-chin, and traces the new side-slits in my cheeks where glittering fangs fill 
my nova-maelstrom maw. "I'll tell you what, though... sitting around as the most powerful 



 

figurehead in the multiverse, just to be sinister and pretty and make sure no one else tries 
to actually rule Machrae Diir?" My tail lashes with delight. "That sounds quite nice." 

I offer one arm to each of my Handmaidens. "C'mon, ladies. Let's go reintroduce 
ourselves." 

  



 

Arc 3 
 

Of a fledgling learning who she truly wants to impress 

"So..." the aspirant says. She gestures to the two great tiered towers warding a long 
causeway descending in blue midnight. 

"That is the Martial Gate of Our Lady," her handmaiden guide says. The diminutive 
figure pauses, azure robes a-swirl, to contemplate the artificial plunge. 

"A gate should have doors, shouldn't it?" the aspirant asks. She scratches at the itching 
on her scalp. "Also, when do these things, you know, erupt?"  

"It is known in Machrae Diir that Our Lady tore the gate-doors from their hinges many 
years ago," the handmaiden answers. 

Phantasmal figures coalesce from the coursing silver mist. Blue-fire specters forming 
ranks against a mirror-horde marching up the causeway. Clatter of braced spears. Bellowed 
orders. The flap of banners. Sounds sharpen and grow weighty. 

"Should, um... should we be watching this?" the aspirant asks.  
"We stand upon the heights," the handmaiden answers. "No peril shall befall. We stand 

in the Lady's kinship-mirror. If we entered the depths to the war-torn sanctuary of 
Saingediir... yes. That battle would take us." 

"Riiiight," the aspirant says. She raises her voice against distorted battle-cries and 
weapons clashing on armor. A ghostly severed head soars past.  

"So, um... about the other part? I know I asked for slow-burn, but..." She shifts, looking 
over her shoulder at herself. "I was kind of expecting to... you know... start feeling a little 
less human eventually. I'd hoped to at least see some tail by now."  

"This one apologizes for her ignorance," the handmaiden says. "Still, she must ask--
what breed of demon do you seek to be?" 

"I don't know," the aspirant says. "I was sort of hoping that the horns would come out 
first, and the tail, and... like... some... some demony stuff! And then once I felt more 
confident from that I would... y'know... decide..." 

The handmaiden waits a moment.  
"Okay, fuck this." 
They rip her hooded veil away before saying, "Sorry, mistress, not the aesthetic's fault." 

The skeletal three-eyed demon flexes his bone-claws and stretches her ten vertebrous tails. 
"Alright, kid, c'mon." A gentle, firm grasp, and a tug. "Did you tell her that?" 

"W-well, no," the aspirant says, hurrying to keep up with the awoken demon's forceful 
stride. "I thought it would sound too lame, and that she would... you know..."  

"Yeah, that's why we're going back to the Manifold Throne," her guide says. "Your TF is 
a mismatch." 

"Will she be angry?" the fledgling asks, using her free hand to scrub at a sore spot on 
her collarbone. 

"Huh?" the bone-demon asks. "No, dumbass, she'll be worried. She's imbued you with a 
hit of transformative power tailored to a false idea of you. I swear, you neophytes, always 
trying to impress the Lady.” Ichor-spouts of exasperation burst from marrow-pores across 
his form. "This is Machrae Diir. Nobody's supposed to put on airs or perform an ideal here. 
Except for her. And that's only sometimes." 

"Am I in trouble?" the fledgling asks, more tremulous yet. "I really didn't mean to--" 



 

The bone one pauses. Breathes deep, expelling calcified dust on the outward push. 
Turns. "No, hey, I'm sorry. I'm worried too. I feel like I failed you by not reading into this 
sooner. I'm just," she rattles herself with a shrug, "just bothered that you feel a need to lie 
to yourself." 

The neophyte considers. "Could you explain?" she asks. 
"It's completely normal to want a quick transformation to give you more confidence," 

he answers. "But..." 
"Oh," the fledgling says, idly rubbing at her chin. "So the  slow-burn is more, like... more 

for people who already are confident?" 
"That or folks who are planning on growing the confidence themselves, yes," her guide 

answers. "I just don't want you trapped in mortality dysphoria." 
"And nobody's going to think I'm a... a bad demon?" the fledgling presses. "If I have to 

go back and ask for the Lady to speed things up?" 
"Not even a little," the bone-demon answers. "You didn't ask for that flesh-vessel. 

We're not here to judge. Just to help you be yourself." 
The young one considers. "Okay," she says, plucking at a tender spot on the back of her 

neck. "Okay... so... if the judgment's not coming from you..." 
A pause. A shift. A last pluck pulls a single glittering black spine up through her skin.  
Just the tiniest trickle of blood. 
"So, uh," she says, "is the Lady's Martial Gate some kind of manifestation of her fighting 

instinct? Something she has to learn to keep under control so it doesn't keep surging to the 
surface and getting in the way of her other desires?" 

Bone-brows raise. "Yes! That's very good--hells, that's impressive. How'd you figure 
that out?" 

"Well," the fledgling says, squirming free of her top with a shiver of intermixed nerves 
and exhilaration, "my first reaction was, 'oh, let's go to Saingediir. I'll prove myself.'" 

She grins sheepishly at a few passersby. Glances exchanged. A nod from the fledgling as 
consent to a few very appreciative looks at her breasts, which have finally begun to show 
faint swirling pigmentation under the skin.  

"But," she adds, "I think that'd be a mistake. That... that doesn't make me feel nervous, 
and I think that's because I'd just be doing the thing I know I'd be expected to do. So... 
where are the, uh... you know... the BDSM clubs in Machrae Diir?" 

"Back at the Rift of Recompense," her guide says. 
"Oh," the fledgling answers. She taps the miniature lava-fields slowly unfolding along 

her jawline. "Yeah, that makes sense." 
"You're thinking you'd like to try subbing?" he suggests. 
"What?" She shakes her head. An idle claw-stroke along the underside of one swelling 

breast. "Oh, fuck, that's good," she groans. A shudder. A pattering sound from the patterned 
blackstone floor between her feet. "Um... no... I, uh... I actually thought I'd like to... y'know... 
try domming." 

"I thought you weren't trying to impress people?" the bone-demon asks. 
"I didn't say anything about impressive," the young lust-morph laughs. "I'm planning 

on being a total mess. Every..." she falters, teetering between excitement and terror. 
"Everybody's a disasterpiece, right, the first time they really claim their own desires?" 

"Correct," the bone-demon says, clearing a non-present throat. "Uh... for what it's 
worth... anxious dommes who're still figuring themselves out are very charming." 



 

"R-really?" the lust-morph asks. "That's not... like... a disappointment?" 
"Dommes are people, not living ideals." Her guide turns around to start leading the way 

in the other direction. "You need room to learn and grow just like everyone else. Why else 
do you think the Lady is so insistent that no one is to put on airs in Machrae Diir?" 

"So..." the fledgling fiddles with a tiny, early tail. 
"So, asking my subs for advice is okay?" she finally asks. 
"Asking your subs for advice is normal," they answer. "How else will you learn what 

they like?" 
The young one considers that the longest of all. 
"Good," she decides, grinning. "That'll make their squirming even sweeter!" 

  



 

Of goths, the Lady's temper, and a very good dog 

 
"So what's with the blue?" the seeker asks, folding her arms. "I thought you were, like, a 

goth. Where are all the black curtains and skulls? The silver doesn't feel goth to me. And 
yeah, the fires that don't actually light anything up are eldritch, but are they goth?" 

The six-horned silhouette upon the Manifold Throne, umbral dissonance carved out 
against the redolent nova blooming at the utmost heart of the Galespire in Zul, the Ashen 
Trance, clenches the iridescent blade arms of her throne. 

"You call yourself occultist," the Lady sneers. "Listen to the dredge-mind skimmings 
spilling over your rotten little flesh-lips." Her lambent maw gouges wider into her 
silhouette. Her eyes multiply, two cobalt nova pinpoints becoming four becoming eight. 
"Idly regurgitating the same stale, over-reified, bilge-brain--" 

A slightly shorter figure, still towering far above the occultist, passes her to approach 
the throne--a shadowed hound wreathed by infernal fire. 

"--copy-and-paste tripe about what a goth looks like, how a goth acts, all the fetishizing 
offal that--" 

A settling. A slow thumping. 
The Lady's silhouette trails off. Her implicit head inclines, horns snapping into 

alternate shapes across her self's continuum, until she realigns to consider the hellhound 
resting her head in the Lady's lap. 

"Uh..." the Lady says. "... was I angry about something?" 
The outer demon sits for a while, mesmerized by the wagging of her beloved pet's tail. 
"So," she finally says, recovering her wits enough to address her guest, "anyway. I'd like 

you to leave Machrae Diir until you have a more nuanced understanding of goth identity." 
She unfolds a taloned hand. "One that goes beyond idly screaming 'goth!' every time 

you see a dark color palette would be a good start." 
She points to her maw. "I have fangs. I am a demon vampire from a forgotten, blighted 

aeon who speaks in romantic-era poetry. Consider that." 
"You're so hot when you're sarcastic," the hellhound says dreamily. 
"Awwww, darling!" the Lady gushes. "You're really hot when you're being sweet!" 
"Okay, but like--" the occultist begins. 
"My girlfriend's head is in my lap," the Lady interrupts. "If you're still standing there 

within the next ten seconds, I expect my dear hound to take it as an invitation to claim a 
new toy." Lambent talons scratch behind a soft, velvety ear. "I do so love watching her play 
with a new toy..." 

The occultist, evidently a coward at heart, turns and sprints out of the throne room. 
The Lady considers. "Well, that's almost disappointing... but then again..." She gently 

lifts her dear hound's chin enough to change posture. A glowing length rises between the 
Lady's hips. 

"Er, Lady," Handmaiden Chyorzhiir says. "You do have other petitioners today." 
"I know!" the Lady says, with a barely-stifled gasp and sigh while her hellhound sets 

her tongue to work. "They know the rules. They can..." 
She moans. "They'll just have to deal with it." 

  



 

Of a young sinner, the Lady, and the miidyaerita 

 
Chiron's Pyre. The threshold-blade. The great curved sword of the eight-point guard. 

My savior and my ruin, redeemer and destroyer. A temptation. The easy answer.  
A hundred triumphs, a thousand defeats, and too many infinities to count held in every 

little ripple of its iron. So much simpler to let its hymn wash out rebellion. Every stroke 
embodying the ever-denser weight of my long life. Every stroke resonating with the force 
of all those that came before, multiplied by its own. 

Such undeniable power. Yes... it'd be easier. 
"Who the fuck are you supposed to be?" the young one asks.  
I catalogue her more callously than any angel. Four horns, runic swirls branching ever-

smaller on her orange-skinned limbs until they become minuscule eddies like transplanted 
patterns. Black hair. Fleshless, igneous bone hands. These are the young one's physical 
traits. At least, the most salient to me.  

To an angel's eyes, the demon betokens strife, the grand duality, the great Enemy given 
form and breath and warmth. The shadow manifest against Heaven. Memorable things. 

I am me. But my victory over the Shard has brought less freedom than I hoped. I face 
sudden stillness when I visit an infernal court, hushed whispers sharply cut off, and 
sometimes an accusing claw and wrathful cry: "I know who you truly are! Deceiver, traitor, 
tyrant!" Every now and then I wonder if they're right, if I'm really just Seurchraig wearing 
the skin of a young demon she assimilated. Either way, I feel older than my age... 

Oh, enough. For fuck's sake, Kai, get this over with and go suck someone off. A succubus 
only has thoughts like this when she goes too long without indulging her lust. 

I stand over her, covered in my own invisible paradoxes. Silver graphite armor harder 
than diamond and more resilient than impact gel. Flesh of iridescent white runes 
overlapping. All ten horns today. 

"You murdered seventeen people," I say. 
"What's it to you?" She rolls around, putting her arms behind her to push her chest up 

further, grinning fire at me. "That penis envy piece is just for show?" 
I acknowledge that with a raised eyebrow. "Nope. Just not for you." 
"Oh, well aren't we pretentious--" she begins. 
"I sentence you to life," I interrupt. That flummoxes her just long enough to add, "I met 

your sister. Heard about your parents. Sounds as though they gave you ample cause, 
kindred. Otherwise I'd say you murdered nineteen people." 

"Wait a fucking second," she says. Scrambles upright. Distances herself in a belated 
pulse of fire. 

I fold space before she finishes recompiling her form. Bring us right back together. 
"I've heard of you," she sneers. "You're that pretentious bitch with the savior complex." 
"Saviors?" I tilt my head. "Is that what you think Machrae Diir stands for? Is that what 

you think I stand for?"  
"Who gives a shit what you stand for?" She spits, snaps her body forward and flexes her 

claws as though any of that will impress me. 
I shrug. "My darlings like me. You want my frank sentiments?" I rattle talons on my 

sword. "Yes, I think you're evil. Not in jest. Nor a lust-inspiring, indulgent way." 



 

"What the fuck would you know?" Again she retreats. But not very far. Not to another 
plane. Faint hope, a spiteful challenge? Both, perhaps. Perhaps I should find the mystery 
more sobering than stimulating. Or perhaps to deny myself my own curiosity would be that 
oh-so Christian penance again--self-harm. 

"If you mean what I know about your evil," I say, inclining my head, "I sifted the auras 
at your kill sites. I witnessed. I felt. I communed with those victims whose ghosts would 
answer me. I comprehend both sides of your slaughter in full. And if you mean mine..." 

I look out through the tangled cables and darkened, burned-down husks of vines in the 
ember-ridden city around us. The infernal circuitry of this stygian place where the 
aggregate souls of machines find their own visions of hell.  

A natural hiding place for a mortal-born sister. 
"Young one," I laugh, "I'm the Lady of Machrae Diir. Evil is just another indulgence." 
I bloom, rose-pink from the tips of my ten horns and cobalt from the star-eating seam 

of my maw. My nova doubles, my shadows seethe from blue to scorching jet black. Oh, the 
joy of the Carag ascendant! I could stop myself from being amused by her shock, but 
where's the fun in that? 

"YOU?" she demands. "YOU'RE going to try and offer me a second chance? Are you 
fucking insane?" 

"Absolutely, completely, utterly, and irretrievably," I agree. "Now, look, little kindred. 
You can run to some other penitent demons, and they'll feed you the usual slop that you've 
reached a precious moment of clarity and, as much as it hurts, this is your one chance to do 
better than your demonic nature. Or," I place a proud hand to my chest, "you can choose the 
true escape! Your veil's off, sweetheart. Everyone knows the monster you are. The 
rejection, the pain of being hunted, those are the worst parts. You're already surviving 
those. Now seize the dark joy of self-loving sin, and be free at last!" 

"You're terrible at this," she mutters. "Way too peppy." 
"I still tend to sink too deep into my own persona, yes," I say. "Very slow progress. But, 

it is progress. Also, uh..." I gesture. "I am new to this part. This little heart-to-heart marks 
the first time I've tried to coax another demon to enter my realm. Everyone else has found 
their own way to me after they have a while alone. Do you want that?" 

"Thought I wasn't allowed? Like I was about to turn around and murderfuck some 
more people if you weren't there to stop me." She spits a lava-glob out the window onto the 
multi-track streets. "Not that you're wrong." 

"Hm..." I peer at her. "Yes I suppose you would. And it might be fun to watch! Still..." I 
drift closer. Hover an easy circle around one side of her. "Do you want that? To be alone?" 

She averts her eyes. 
"My friends call me Kai," I add helpfully. I sigh at her silence, and drift midair.  
Sky-igniting streamers billow on my breath. Nova-waves course on the walls and 

floors. "If you want me to reassure you, that I, personally, will always cherish and 
understand you," I say, "well, I'm already well-settled for lovers and best friends. I can 
promise acquaintance, that's all. And you'll never know for sure, ever again, that anyone 
who claims to accept, appreciate, even love you for who you are, actually does. And after a 
few years? You'll be forced to see you never really knew that in the first place." 

"You..." she shakes her head, laughing bitterly. "You are fucking awful at this." 
I ponder that. "Would you trust me if I kept promising that tomorrow will be easy? You 

killed people. No other controlled your mind. No blackout episode. You chose." 



 

Her claws scrape on her wrists. "Yeah." 
"Well," I say, "you can keep doing that. Rampage through dimensions. See how long you 

last in the power game. Or..." I trace fire-wakes in the air with my claws. "Choose us. Choose 
Machrae Diir, and other demons who might just come to love you for what you truly are." 

"And what if I say I don't need you?" she asks. A glare over her shoulder. "What if I 
choose to do it alone?" 

"You can." I shrug snowdrifts of pale blue, filled with transparent visions of toppling 
pillars among shifting sands, of cloven forms streaming away in the wakes of my power, of 
a six-horned figure sighing as she curls up for the night, all by herself, in yet another bed. "I 
did, for a while. It made everything a hundred times harder. No one was impressed. I was 
very lonely. And in the end, I still had to fight through the same amount of fear the first time 
I spread my legs for a stranger and told them to take me." 

"But I could go it alone," she says. 
"Yes," I agree. "You could." 
She tenses. I warm, a soft swell of pride in my sun-devouring breast, to see her bare her 

fangs and charge me in a low-to-the-ground smoke-and-fire blitz. 
"C'mon, you stuck-up old bitch," she snarls, "prove you can handle me!" 
A blur, a sidestep around her uppercut, a swat of one palm on her right hand to pull her 

off balance and an upward sweep of my knee to send her right through the ceiling. 
I consider some more ornate options--a quantum-continuum teleport, simultaneously 

behind her and straight ahead--but decide on simplicity. A soar, a charge with a last-second 
whirl to weave under the hook on the tip of her tail. It grazes just by my cleft chin and 
clashes sparks from my horns, but misses my hair completely, a perfect success!  

Now, a light touch to her temple triggering instant kinetic conversion from one vector 
to a hundred. Her form ripples with a pure-force internal detonation. 

While she's destabilized by that, instinctively pulling cast-off vapor trails of herself 
back together, I crush her with psychic vise of rose-pink force, seize her tail while she reels 
from that, and before the dust clears from the crater after I hurl her into the building-- 

"Okay okay okay!" she pants. She wheezes and holds trembling hands up to forestall 
any more follow-ups. "I give! Holy fuck, who stops you if you get out of hand?" 

I freeze, tapping my lips. "Um, well... I'm mostly kept in check by my love for the little 
things in life. Making my weird little noises, playing silly games, keeping my pool of 
possible sex partners as wide as possible. You know, there's something so deeply satisfying 
about getting so horny that I'll submit to beings with less than fraction of my power, my 
own lust turning me helpless before mates I could annihilate with an errant sneeze--" 

"Yeah, yeah, I get it," the fledgling interrupts. "I get the weird noises and the games, but 
now you're talking some dysfunctional succubus shit and I really can't relate."   

"Whoops!" I titter, placing a talon to my fangs and blushing in embarrassment. "I do 
apologize for the monologues. Figuring out how monsters come to be what we are is one of 
my main hyperfixations, y’know?" I settle to the floor. "So... now that you've tested my 
worthiness to stand as your warden, will you give me the chance to show you my 
worthiness as a mentor?" 

She groans with all the melodrama of a second puberty, making the rubble of our brief 
fight rattle against the ruins. "Can I get you to talk like a normal person?"  

I smirk. "Commonplace phrases are my anomalies. Elaborate is my normal." 
She drapes her hands over her face. "Just kill me now." 



 

A few minutes and some generous portal-use bring us into the lambent halls. I learn 
the young one's name--Greth--and I set her to work. 

"I desire an expansion along the Rift of Recompense," I say. “You take your claws and 
that nascent psionic talent, and you carve building material from the acausal morass on my 
realm's borders." I stretch. “Just rake ‘em through and think about what you want to get.” 

"That... that's it?" she asks. 
"That's how you start, yes," I answer. "Were you expecting something more dramatic?" 
She bristles. "I want you to fucking take this seriously--" 
"I am," I interrupt, becoming cobalt and razor cold. I tower, wearing the six horns of 

repose and contemplation, the unmistakable silhouette with my scalding maw and nova 
pinpoint-eyes. The Lady of Machrae Diir. "Let me make myself clear, Greth. I love 
indulgence, in creation and destruction and especially in lust. The lust, you can take or 
leave. But right now violence is all you know. There are many things in Machrae Diir I want 
to grow, do you understand? I want to avoid a future where you feel so insecure over your 
ability to create anything that you start pulling down the creations of other denizens." 

A still hour, a lonely hour, a predawn hour in a realm that seldom sees a dawn. Azure 
streams course skyward along the ridged building and the pointed spires joined by blade-
buttressed walls on the edge of the Rift.  

"I told you," I intone, "this would be hard. This goes beyond good and evil." Specters 
rise from the umbra mantling my horns. "I want to keep Machrae Diir free of the onerous, 
exhausting, disempowering ordeal of needing constantly look for external threats to unite 
us, rather than just enjoying ourselves. I will do whatever I deem necessary to forge you 
into someone who will steer clear of pointless conflict." I straighten. Square my titanic 
shoulders. The redolent nova streams about me, my endtime corona in blinding streamers.  

"And what if we all agree the war's fun?" Greth glares up at me. 
My fangs reflect strange shapes moving in the night behind her. "Well, then we're 

speaking a language I can relate to. But wars seldom stay fun if you desire to fight them 
well. Arduous contests of attrition. Hurry up and wait. Logistics dictates strategy. It turns 
into a dry cognitive challenge of restraint and avoidance, punctuated by short terrifying 
bursts where you must bet everything on one decisive move, and often, by the time you 
realize your plans have paid off, it's too late and by too slim a margin to feel pleased." 

Hands clasped, I lean over her until I'm looking down at her from straight above, spine 
warped at an uncanny angle. "You understand, Greth? Constant violence sounds fun at the 
start. But it quickly turns into an obligation. I despise obligations. I refuse to let you act in 
any way that will create them for me, here in my own home." 

The fledgling glowers for a while. Then, with another snort, she glides to the ever-
churning morass and digs her claws in. She rakes multicolor furrows, shears nebular clouds 
of miniature temples and occult sigils and miniature demon effigies. 

 
*** 

 
The Lady keeps her promise, and her subjects, or peers, or friends, or whatever the hell 

I should call the many demons of Machrae Diir, keep it too. I start to get the point quickly 
enough. Every knows exactly what I did. Who and what I am. 



 

The Lady--I learn more and more of her names, but I never feel right calling her 
something other than her pseudo-title--rarely appears. If I want to talk to her, to ask advice 
or for a different assignment or just to scream at her, I can do that.  

I usually don't. I'm grudging. Acid in my gullet, a snarl on my face. But no matter how 
much I posture, curse, hint at just how much I enjoyed what I did... no one lets me move 
them with my rage. 

"Thanks for carrying that." 
"Remember to rest." 
"Does it help you to scream? Okay. Then feel free." 
Once I lose my grip and monologue to a slender, shapely lust-demon with a sculpted 

girldick straining the lines of her gossamer gown--fractal sunflares blossoming all along her 
horns and hips. I rant, rave, slaver like a rabid dog while I talk about every kill. 

"Mhm," she finally says. "Alright, hun. Those sound like some murders alright." She 
extends her hand. "Name's Parphyaera."  

I grin, taking her hand and squeezing hard. 
It's like trying to crush a neutron star under my fingers. I can barely even tighten them. 
While I grunt, groan, and strain, Parphyaera dives into her own monologue about how 

she decided to start her own sex trade just so she could snare a girl who jilted her, and have 
the satisfaction of breaking her personally.  

"Here's the thing." She pauses to grind up a glowing shard of something I eventually 
recognize for an angel's halo. "I've tried the redemption arc thing. It did nothing to heal me. 
Then I came here, and Kai sat me down and she said something like--paraphrasing 'cuz, you 
know, it's Kai--she said, 'it's not that you regret destroying that girl's life. It's that you 
regret that while you were focused on that, you did things that should've brought you 
happiness, but you never enjoyed them because they were just stepping stones to 
something else. In a way, you let her control you because you felt you had to get back at 
her." Parphyaera stops there to snort the ground-up halo dust. Divine light brims in her 
eyes and stirs inside her skin, turning it translucent and highlighting her squirming veins. 

"Oh, fuck, that's good." She leans back across the bar. Her hen makes a big, wrinkled 
tent in her gown. "And I realized... Kairliina was right, y'know? The girl I broke was nobody 
to me. She's still nobody, centuries later. All the time and energy I spent on her, I could've 
spent on somebody it made me happy to remember." She whistles to one of the infuriating, 
always-smirking demon twinks that every fucking bar in Machrae Diir seems to have for 
servers. "Come here, boy." She lifts her dress right there in public and I flinch away. "Take 
care of this for mommy, would you?" 

I scramble out just as the incubus licks his lips and hurries over to Parphyaera. 
That's how I learn about the Unsung Covenant of the Rotting and Renewing Heart. The 

Miidyaerita of Machrae Diir, whatever 'Miidyaerita' means. 
I get to recognize them pretty soon. All mature, poised, elegant, full of insight and this 

downright infuriating sense of inevitability. It seems like they're all lust-demons, and most 
are succubi like the Lady. Their numbers are few, but they always seem to show up right 
when thinking of causing problems for Machrae Diir. 

The Lady's their leader, as I finally figure out. 
I feel like I'm doing a real bad job of whatever it is my inclusion in Machrae Diir is 

supposed to involve. I try to piss people off, unnerve them, even just annoy them enough 
they'll leave. I get into fights. I'm frequently lazy, and cynical as all hell. I know they see it. 



 

But no matter how few the eldritch creatures I coax up from the deep reaches of 
Machrae Diir, no matter how bad I am about getting a runic pallet of gifts from the 
Ashenvein Gates to the Rift or vice-versa, everyone just says "thank you." No one bars me 
from showing up at parties where I just lounge against the wall, and sneer at all comers.  

I start getting a weird, weird feeling. Something I could almost swear I remember from 
back when I was too young to understand that my parents were abusive, bigoted trash. 

It's ticklish and hollows me before it fills me. The more it sets in, the more easily I... 
fucksakes... the more easily I become frightened. The more easily I start to see I've been 
frightened all along. I start to taste blood, to smell voided bowels and terror. 

It wears me down, that ticklish something unfolding somewhere under my obsidian 
ribs. It wears me down until I reach a day of amber gleams from midnight arrow-slits and 
the great maelstrom's howling. The clack of foot claws in my mad dash for the Galespire. 

I hurry across the shifting platforms and clamber through the mazework four-
dimensional tunnels to arrive at her throne room, where the Lady acknowledges me only 
with a slow nod and a brief flick of her eyes. She sits in silence, drawing signs and portents 
from the ether, while I huddle against a pillar nearby. 

Time moves oddly in Machrae Diir. I'm not sure how long I sit there, staring at all the 
nothing around me and screaming silently in my own mind for it to stay nothing.  

I don't want to see. I don't want the nothingness to tear open. 
Still, and soft, and quiet. Please. Stay. 
"Greth?" the Lady asks, rising. I snap to. "I'm leaving the throne room, dove. I wish to 

walk around Coremaw Hearth and see how my anomaly-fields fare. You may stay here if 
you desire. Or if you'd rather, you're most welcome to walk with me--" 

I'd forgotten I could move so fast. 
Coremaw Hearth lives up to its name. Shattered masonry and concrete rubble held 

together by tenuous reinforcing rods. Toothy metalloid spurs and wires, bizarre spindly 
constructs and hovering engines interspersed by glowing, living mineral plants. 

And of course, the Hearths themselves: enormous pits spiraling down, down, down to 
the scorching depths. The Lady has kindled miniature stars far below. They burn inside 
cradles of dark matter, structures visible only as seeming holes in the fabric of her domain. 
No mortal I've ever known would feel at home here. Few demons, even. The whole place is 
so consciously, intentionally strange. 

The Lady loves it. Her eyes shine. She lingers over every mutant spur of architecture 
like a flower of bone marrow, every scythe-limbed monstrosity. 

And I start to understand. I sink beyond rational emotion. There's no association, 
mortal or otherworldly, that I could use to explain the soft restful sensations I begin to feel 
just from looking on the ever-changing world-lines of a conical tower. 

Hey, wait. Why do I feel I need to explain that at all?  
Answer's simple: that's how I started. Rest needed a justification. Joy needed a price. 

Harshness and hardship, those were the only things I was allowed to take for granted. 
"I think I'm broken," I say, while the Lady scoops a handful of glowing slag from a 

fissure in the ground and slips it into her mouth with a distinctly sexual sigh of delight. She 
stifles it and turns to listen to me. "Everyone here is... nice. You're all so fucking nice to me. 
No one's told me any bullshit like 'it's not your fault' or tried to convince me that my 
parents were somehow to blame when I killed the other seventeen people. I'm a monster. 
We all agree on that. But they're so nice." 



 

The Lady waits. 
"I've started to... to feel things. Things like I'm supposed to feel when people are kind to 

me. I-I was excited, earlier, to bring that scholar in the Lambent Quarter the tome she asked 
for. I thought about how I kind of like her, and then... then I thought..." 

I clutch my shoulders. The Lady gathers herself. Ready to lunge in and stop me if I start 
clawing myself. I don't. But I sure as hell want to. 

"I thought about how visceral, how satisfying it would be to sit on her chest and grin 
down at her while I tore her throat out." 

"Hm." The Lady appraises me. "And you sought refuge in my sanctum because you have 
spent days digging for some psychic fault, some unmended wound, something to explain 
why you desire to do violence to someone you like. Someone who shows you kindness." 

"Yeah," I say, kicking a small stone into rocky shrapnel. 
"Sweetheart, you're a demon,” the Lady says, with a soft, almost motherly sigh. “You're 

viewing your desires through a human lens. Demonic impulses are abyssal. Innately 
irrational, bubbling up from our deep selves. I often contemplate maiming or killing my 
lovers. And then...” she shrugs. "I just choose otherwise, because the brief joy of 
eviscerating means far less to me than the infinite joys of the days we spend together." 

"Is it... is it that simple?" I ask. "Just love myself for what I am, and I can trust myself to 
choose how to use it?" 

"Simple, and incredibly difficult," she agrees. "But doable. The desire gets you there, 
young Greth. Cling to it."  

She stretches. yawns. 
"Besides, Greth, death and unmaking mean very different things among our kind. With 

the right preparation, carving the ones you love into meat-shavings can be a lot of fun." Her 
eyes flash. "It makes for the most outrageously kinky se--" 

"Yeah, thanks, Kai, I get that part." I stand side-on to her, awkward. "Sorry, I'm not 
trying to kink-shame you or anything." 

"Oh, no need to apologize, dove." She swats the air as though to smack my anxiety 
down. "Setting boundaries is just part of negotiating between competing desires. I find that 
stimulating. It's a great opportunity to learn more about what stirs the hearts of other 
beings. That helps me become a more skilled creatrix, occultist, and yes, seductress."  

She leans, pruning coral-like protrusions from a glittering heap of slag. "May I give you 
my opinion about your anxiety attack? 

I flop my arms. "Sure." 
"You're a demon. Violence and violent power are integral parts of what we are." The 

Lady straightens. "So is self-determination at any cost. Maximum possible agency to chart 
our own courses. I think that in this case, you and I share a trauma. Violence is fun, Greth, 
but it is also a risk. Your murders put you in great danger, danger you felt unable to face. So 
rather than any failure to abide by human morality, it's the helplessness you felt over 
letting external stressors push you into that danger that has left you with CPTSD." 

She contemplates an empty space, filled only by slowly-shifting ashes. With a wave of 
her hand she raises a bizarre growth of metallic reds and oranges with black flesh between 
them. It looks like a nightmare take on a compass rose--too many arms, too many 
directions that are anything except cardinal. "That's why you must learn creation," the Lady 
concludes. "So you'll have an intimate part of your identity to retreat to when the others 
are torn asunder by trauma. One that affords you the tools to build yourself anew."  



 

"Huh." This stillness feels like nothing so much as a key slotting to a lock. "I..." The rock 
covered in bubbling, seeping hot goo-stuff seems as good a place to have a heavy sit-down 
as anywhere else. "I think... I think that's it. You're..." I lick my lips, still grappling with the 
shock of actually understanding myself. "You're a genius, you know that?" 

Kairliina laughs. "Yes, but let's be clear, the five hundred years of practice, the power 
I've created in myself, and the community support of Machrae Diir that allow me to offer 
effective demon therapy." She passes by, almost patting my shoulder without thinking 
about it. When she freezes I look for a few second at her hovering hand.  

Then I take it gently by the wrist and lift it, higher, until it's above my short hair and 
big, barbed horns. Without another word, Kairliina settles her hand in place and ruffles my 
hair. I squirm up to meet the warmth of her palm. And just like that, I'm so happy I cry. 

It just feels so good to be touched. That's all I wanted. The touch, the affection. I 
thought I had to be a good person to earn it, I thought...  

"Everyone needs affection," Kairliina says, with a soft knowing smile. "Monsters too." 
That opens the floodgates. I spend hours crying myself out against her chest and 

smearing all kinds of demon-snot on her gown. Even after that day, it takes years to create 
pathways back and reclaim all the lost and broken pieces of me. Back and forth, spirals up, 
spirals down. Some days I forget that I'm supposed to be working on myself. Some days I'm 
full of bile and fury again, hating everyone in Machrae Diir for their hypocrisy. 

But then I'll sleep, as far as a demon like sleeps--a living dream manifest in the world, 
sprawls of shapes and limbs and colors all disassembled in muzzy comfort. I know that 
some demons, mostly the -cubi ones like Kairliina, tend to sleep in a way more like mortals 
sleep: their minds falling out of the world to some deep elsewhere-place. I'm pretty sure 
their forms phase out of reality while they're dreaming, though, and that terrifies me. So I 
sleep in my own way, and when I wake, I wake up to a dimension where I see nothing but 
love inside and out. Teachers. Peers. Friends. 

I've grown confident enough in creation to pull velvet rooms and iron halls, plush 
couches and chitinous barges together from the morass within minutes. Slow, steady, and 
calm. Weaving with rhythmic twists of my claws. Little flicks of my tail. 

I've learned eleven musical instruments from as many worlds. I play for other 
denizens, sometimes, at one of the clubs along the Rift of Recompense. They clap. and I turn 
into this unheralded girl who blushes, who smiles, who brushes her hair back behind her 
horns and makes an adorable bob. She's just so grateful to share her joy with them. 

Other demons smile when they see me. Mortals and spirits who come to Machrae Diir 
know my name. The Unsung Covenant are always pleased to meet up with me on a walk.  

Proud, even. 
I make people happy. I make their lives better by being here. Me. Greth. I make things 

better. How odd it is to think about that. My parents spent all their lives trying to beat the 
evil out of me, each other, and themselves. They obsessed over doing good, genuinely 
believed in righteousness in their warped way, yet spent most of their time hurting 
everything they touched. All at once, the thought clicks: as long as I exist, I add what I am to 
the universe. So much growth, so much effort just to comprehend those few words. 

It's anticlimactic at first. But the longer I contemplate it, the more precious I see my 
knowledge is. When I was full of fury and violence, with that aching sense of separation 
from everything, violence and separation--lives torn apart--were the only things I could 



 

add. Penance, that tired old story of a demon ashamed of her own nature... I'd just be filling 
myself with more violence, more division. 

So I keep chasing joy, and finding it, and joy is what I add to Machrae Diir. 
When the moment comes, I'm alone in my room after a day where everything went 

completely right. I helped guide a bunch of newcomers through some of the darker, more 
perilous parts of Machrae Diir. A succubus living along the Rift confessed her love to me, 
and I confessed right back. Alashri. My mind's eye swims, drunk, on the upward curves her 
horns, and the orange beads of her sclerae, and the glowing green of her slit irises. 

Such silky red hair, such soft skin--like iron made supple. 
So I'm completely unprepared when I duck into my penthouse apartment in a spectral 

skyscraper--it only houses twenty other people. It's about capturing the spirit of a largely-
abandoned cityscape, Parphyaera once told me--and the most abyssal despair gouges me. 

"I'm sorry!" I scream at the ceilings. "I take it back, I take it back, I take it back! I'm 
sorry, I'm so sorry, please... it can't be..." 

I see Denev backing away through my living room. Hands held out before him.  
"No," I whimper.  
He screams without sound. Bloody clefts open. Red streaks my claws. Something tangy 

and hot spills down my throat. I retch. I claw. I wail and rend my scalp. That redhead girl in 
her little tech shop inside the old starship hull. The old man, blind, grinning right until I 
shoved his cane through his neck. 

And then, right in the sort of paralyzing fear I used to believe I could never overcome 
once I let it claim me, I drop my hands to my sides and confront my hallucinations. 

"I chose to kill you." I clasp my hands and bow to the wraiths. "I'm sorry. I scarcely 
knew your stories. I wanted a part of them, but the only thing I could imagine bringing to 
your lives was destruction. A demon has to chase her desires, in the end, so... so try as I 
might to stay away, when I finally gave up on denying myself, I could only choose violence."  

I straighten. Fear still bubbles within me, fear that I'll slip, fear that I'll do it all again. 
But I can stand it now. I can claim this terror, too, as part of me, and control it. 

"I choose to remember you, so that next time, I can choose a path that will give me 
more of others to experience. And that's selfish, yet... if I'd just been selfish like that," I 
shrug, helpless to change the past, and in embracing that, strong enough to change my 
future. "If I'd found the courage to be selfish from the start, all of you would still be alive." 

And my apartment sits, still and empty.  
"So," I ask my reflection, a wraith of myself staring back at me from among the strange 

arches of Machrae Diir's residential districts, a single glowing eye all but blotted out by the 
cobalt auroras spilling sideward from the Rift of Recompense. "I guess now it's just you I 
need to talk to, huh? Alright, killer." I consider my claws. "So, whose story do you want to 
become part of, instead?" 

A dreamy walk in the shadowed night. I think about asking Alashri to walk with me, but 
sometimes a demon needs to wander alone with herself, and that's okay too. And hour later 
I'm on a plush couch surrounded by faces I know. Parphyaera, Kairliina and others--every 
demon of the Unsung Covenent. The Lady stands at the center of their circle.  

Kairliina's so much shorter than I'm used to seeing her, wider hips, a bigger bust. I 
want to say she's under a hundred-fifty centimeters. "And you want to join the Miidyaerita 
why, if I may ask?" she asks. 



 

I shrug. "I dunno. I just want to. It feels right." My shoulders rise up around me. Nerves 
push me deeper into the couch. "Although I guess... it is kind of a succubus-only thing..." 

"Oh, no, it's not," Parphyaera laughs. "I'm a lust demon, but not a succubus." 
A good-natured brute with bone-spikes studding his massive square jaw and a 

pentagon of slit-nostrils at the center of his green, craggy face, white fire blazing on his 
horns, thumps his chest. "I'm male, and I'm in the Miidyaerita." He grins sidelong at 
Kairliina. "Somebody's gotta look after high queen gremlin over there." 

Kairliina blushes, averting her eyes. "Y-yes, well," she clears her throat. "Way back at 
the beginning of Machrae Diir, when I was dissociating from myself, in denial about my 
nature as a succubus, I insisted that the Miidyaerita must be all-female lust demons." 

I nod. "So that the social structure around you would keep you doing succubus things, 
without the pressure of you embracing yourself as a succubus, right." 

Kairliina nods in her turn. "Yes. But since then I've grown, learned to be my complete 
self again, and thus I've moved beyond the need to constrain the Miidyaerita. Whatever 
their gender, whether they're demons or dragons or undead or something else altogether, 
whether they're from Machrae Diir or anywhere else in all creation, Miidyaerita are 
monsters who choose to nurture other monsters. We do this without regard for any notion 
of the common good, or some dissonant dream of redemption. We do this simply because 
whether or not they deserve it, we always find ourselves learning to love them." 

She glances about her. "Well, you heard young Greth, kindred. She wants to join the 
Miidyaerita simply because it feels like she ought to. And what do we say to that?" 

Knowing glances and warm smiles exchanged. One by one each approaches, offers me 
their  hand to clasp, and says softly, "Miidyaerita kastejul." 

That ticklish feeling ignites at last. It's so, so warm. 
"I accept," I say. I'm melting. Tears flowing so swift and free and joyous. "Miidyaerita 

kastejul?" 
"Welcome home, little sister," Kairliina says, beaming at me. "Miidyaerita kastejul. It 

means simply this: 'monsters look after their own.'" 
  



 

The Lady plays with a few villainous guests 

I receive the visitors in a spontaneous spatial warp and manifest hall of vaulted 
ceilings. We're somewhere off the coast of Thlact Angaelkar. If this situation spirals into 
real danger, or they do something tiresome like opening a portal to their home base, I'll rip 
the ceiling open and call the briny deep to crush them for me.  

In my mind's eye I see the fractal moons of Machrae Diir trimming the midnight clouds 
with silver, red light filtering down on the stark promontory where the crescent tower 
overhangs my seer's dais. Waves crash on the rocks below. I feel their spray upon my skin, 
feel the magnetic buzz of unraveling auras pouring into me. Bringing memories of hunting 
predators in dark waters, old things stirring in the deep... 

Later, Kai. Sech is gone. You're finally safe. You can finally dive into yourself and figure 
out what it is you want from the sea in just a bit. Just play the good hostess, first. 

Fissures gush obscuring blue fumes. Dismembered figures squirm in bindings. Rifts in 
the floor stare down to distant hells, red glows and winged figures teeming. 

I'm sure my ardent guests want me to call them "invaders," but to my mind "invasion" 
connotes a meaningful threat. So far no one's topped the Crusade of a Thousand Heavens, 
and... well... much as I do enjoy mocking the divine, that was a meaningful challenge. 

Enough, Kairliina. You promised yourself you'd find joy in something other than 
slaughter, remember? And besides, the visored figures with their matching insignia and 
carefully pigeon-holed complimentary power sets might yield a challenge of another kind. 

The thought makes me giggle. That's right... I just need to persuade them to give me the 
right kind of fisting! A quick aura-reading... mhm. They're quite in vain. I could cast a battle 
augury if I really wanted to dig in, maybe summon the old umbral blade just to toy with 
them for a bit--no, stop. I am not doing this today. Put the Ruinborn back in the vault. 
Temper that searing Saelvur edge with a little winter poise, hm? 

--Oh, fuck me, I've been ignoring the speech! 
A big bruiser type, anthro tigress. Team leader by aspect if not by designation. Arms 

folded, tail lashing. "--can cooperate," she's saying, "and the boss will let you keep this 
enterprise running the same way you have before." She cracks her knuckles. Ooh! 
Satisfying. "Resist?" 

"And you'll have to put the hurt on me, yes, yes," I say. I'm still terrible at snapping my 
fingers--somehow--but I can generate a nice loud sound all the same.  

There we are! Music accompanied by pulsing fire-gouts from the fissures, auroral 
holograms shaped by nowhere light. I must confess I didn't have a secret genius plan. I just 
did the snap for a little extra flair. But I'm far too practiced a domme already--ever since 
consuming Sech's little Shard, I've been oh-so busy making up for lost time!--to miss how 
the rat-girl in the back left snaps to attention for a second. I take it back. No challenge.  

Well, now... that's fun too! 
"Sweethearts," I say, running my talons over the indulgent swell of my hips--less so 

than one of the team's own members, but there's more to sensuality than pure mass. So, so 
much more. Oh, gods of the lost, I'm going to eat these morsels alive. 

Metaphorically speaking. 
Probably metaphorical. 



 

"My darlings, my doves, my dear sweet honored guests," I continue. The tigress gets a 
very conflicted look, so I know she's made the mistake of processing me as "humanoid" and 
assuming that means she won't be attracted to me. "I've read your MO. I know you." 

The slow strut, oh, I how love the slow strut! I've practiced so much, but there's so little 
use for it in a phase-duel. Here, though? Here it serves me very well! Every eye on me, a 
languid forward slip of each leg with my tail twisting playfully over my curves all the while. 

The eagle chooses this moment for a pop-up beam attack. Foresight tells me it will 
effectively be a laser. An energy beam against me. Against me! I eat stars, you adorable 
idiots! The very idea that his tiny body could output enough power to--oh, enough.  

Don't be cruel, Kai. 
In any case, receiving the hit feels both cheap and mood-killing.  
Though if it would be fun to let them see me bend light itself and swallow, moaning 

with delight, parting my gown to grace their eyes with sight the rays transmuting, 
translucent pulses under my skin to highlight ribs and brighten my womb tattoo. To let 
them see how the fleshy shapes warp, distort, change and squirm inside the 
hyperdimensional flesh of an outer succubus.  

Corrupted radiation streaming down through my belly, emerging as a swarm of new-
birthed parasites from my pussy-folds, along the coils and creepers and claws of horrid 
things answering my lust to crawl forth from the labyrinthine spaces inside my womb…  

Unfortunately, by the time that thought occurs to me, I’ve already made my move. A 
blue-dappled flash-step aside a fraction of a second before the beam erupts. It disappears 
into the obsidian floor behind me without raising so much as a glow. 

"You don't know anything about us," the eagle shouts. 
"Well, now you're putting me in a rather awkward position," I say, de-manifesting and 

reappearing as my wolf-phase--with some eldritch flair, of course--blue-burning paws 
draped atop his shoulders, backwards-angled horns clustered behind my white-furred ears. 

The tigress freezes in full-blown Sapphic panic. Given the choice, I will always make 
that particular quandary worse, so I favor her with a wink over her avian friend's shoulder. 

"Your organization's security protocols exist in reality, as part of its laws." I teleport in 
beside the big orange lady and lean against her. "I, an outer demon, routinely..." I pause for 
just long enough to drag my thick, three-fork tongue over my chops and gather myself for 
some disgustingly self-indulgent emphasis as I continue, "violate those laws. I bend, break, 
unmake and reshape them to my whims a thousand times a second. I violate the First Law 
of Thermodynamics just by existing." 

Then, just to really make my point, I enter sight-space where I am solid only within the 
vision-cone of the increasingly panicked fox-witch--a distorted screen of being physically 
present in the non-physical concept-realm of the images "on" her eyeballs. 

Fuck, I love being me! 
"So," I say, "if I took this seriously, I could learn a plethora of hyper-classified secrets 

and seduce all your technology--I get on very well with computers--throw open every 
containment zone in all those special research facilities your boss hides from you, and once 
I've subverted everyone I can tempt to fall for me, I would introduce some self-propagating 
cognitohazards causing things that aren't terribly nice to think about," I finish. "Is this fun?" 
"It's BULLSHIT!" the tigress roars.  

The fox chants frantic incantations to a bunch of spirits whose sense of self-
preservation is far too refined to try tangling with me. 



 

"Hey Kai," one of the wraiths whispers in astral space. "How're the kids?" 
"You mean 'when,'" I whisper back politely. 
Enough, I'm straying into mean Kai territory again. Back to the pitiable sliver where the 

flesh-souls and their needlessly narrow self-conception of reality intersect with the 
continuum forever unfolding. 

I manifest a whip of hissing cobalt nova along with me this time. One snap of my arm, 
and a hypersonic crack that sends rippling images of erotic entanglement in spherical 
waves from the whip's tip, just about puts the quivering rat on the floor. 

"Are you, um..." I tilt my head. "Are you tribute? You seem like tribute." 
The tigress has reached the point where both priorities in her personal continuum--

fight the wolf, fuck the wolf--involve tackling me. So naturally, she charges and tries to 
knock my jaw off with a haymaker punch: she's denying herself to serve her boss. 

Or does she want me to take her off balance? The pressure-wave emanating from the 
dodged punch reveals her kinetic energy powers. After all this teasing my mind jumps 
straight to the kinky possibilities. I bet she can vibrate anything she wants to... 

In any case, I'm well prepared when she answers the twining of my whip around her 
arm with a kinetic yank, pulling my form through the air past her--well, it was supposed to 
be past her. I spring off when she pulls and fly an arcing collision course that sends me 
slamming right back to her chest. 

A slam, a tumble, a snarl from her while we grapple. Then a woozy groan after I put her 
in the path of the delirium-inducing spell the fox had meant to hit me with once the tigress 
threw me into a clear shot. Good plan! Unfortunately for them, I am still me. 

"Oh, hey, these silly super-battles are actually kind of fun!" I laugh, straddling the 
downed tigress. I peck her fluffy cheek because, come now, it's right there.  

A lazy sigh. I begin rising slowly, then pirouette upwards and away to dodge a beam so 
easily it looks planned. The eagle clacks his beak and flaps harder with frustration. 

"Look, cherries," I say, twirling the whip idly. Its tip rips amber sparks from the floor. 
"Let me put it this way. I'm from fantasyland. Urban, contemporary, epic, dark... take your 
pick. In the conceptual realms I'm from, we kill our enemies. Like, routinely." 

"That's so hot," the rat groans, fondling herself. I love rats.  
"We kill people sometimes!" the eagle snaps, almost defensively. 
"Oh, I don't mean that as a mark of pride or some kind of," I run through a complicated 

array of expressions. How do I want to put this? "Anti-moral moral point," I finally decide. 
"Just bloody fact. I'm very happy to play with you. I just want you to know that the energy 
readings your tech specialist collects so frantically, the ones meant for cobbling together 
some sort of MacGuffin to nullify my powers? Are a waste." 

Watching someone stutter through a beak is a novel and very enjoyable experience. 
"H-how did you know that?" the eagle demands. 
"Hm?" I consider. "I just imagined the most demeaning, trivializing solution to my 

powers and figured you had someone working on it." I wave a paw idly. "I take it 
impersonally these days. Please tell..." A little of the sight? Seems fair! "... the charming 
ferret at their little computer-bank that numbers only measure my effects, not my cause." 

I tighten the whip between my claws. "I'll make you a deal, because you've all been 
good sports, and I only like to step on feelings when turns me on." The infernal nova in my 
eyes stokes brighter. Superheated azure fumes pour from my maw. "If you can defeat me in 
sexual combat, Machrae Diir will work with you for..."  



 

I lick my chops. "One month. Does that sound fair?" 
"A month?" the fox demands. "If we beat you in a real fight--" 
"Doubtful," I laugh. "Do you really want me to pull out the good stuff? Stasis fields, 

multi-timeline attacks, Cascade Evisceration?" 
"FLAY ME, MURDER MOMMY!" the rat screams. 
"She does not speak for the rest of us," the tigress says, holding up one claw. "Uh... can I 

get a reset? I feel like I'm gonna lose real fast if you're already sitting on me when I start?" 
She blinks. "Hey, wait a minute, didn't you stand up earlier?" 

I look down. I am, indeed, straddling her again. "Oh, right, sorry! Accidental timeline 
merge. Happens a lot if I lose track of which continuity I chose to manifest by my actions." 

She absorbs that while I once again extricate myself. 
"Machrae Diir's essence is entwined with my psyches, and those of the other denizens, 

you know," I say. "A living dimension behaves far differently from the input-output device 
you're expecting. Even if you did manage to invade, you'd have seize control of a 
disempowered husk. Only by this community's own desires will that power exist for you." 

"Oh," the fox murmurs. 
I shrug. "As I said, fantasyland. Different rules here, take it impersonally, et cetera, et 

cetera. Let's dwell on happier matters. How does everyone feel about Pleather for Breakfast 
as musical accompaniment? And yes, I am going to lipsynch to the moans." 

"You can't be serious," the fox says. "Sexual combat against a demon of lust? How is 
that fair?" 

I lean forward, letting my breasts dangle. Her eyes drift to the downy white fur 
between my ample cleavage. "I like succumbing to my own desires. Resisting pleasure, 
contests of endurance... those are mortal predilections, dear. Noxious forms of sexual 
meritocracy. I only enter sex to maximize pleasure--my own, my lovers'..." 

I grin. "Anyway, it's more fair than pitched combat against an immortal cosmic horror." 
Considering looks. A huddle. A whispered conference. 
My visitors ultimately agree to my terms.  
Some might argue I cheated--I kept a few small secrets to myself. Secrets like 

transcending refractory periods, and how I can stand and "fight" just fine while cumming 
myself brainless. They come much nearer to victory than they realize. But in all the 
moaning and swaying hips, the tantalizing traces of my lambent claws on swelling cocks 
and dripping pussies standing out stark against their jumpsuits, they overlook the obvious. 

Sexual combat depends on stoking your foe's pleasure so high they just can't bear to 
waste a single braincell on fighting back. And the delight of being my own Lady, here in the 
lambent halls of my self, outstrips all the pleasures they could ever offer me. 

Before all else, this is the heart of a succubus: freedom to direct her own lust. 
They come close to changing my mind, though. With ever-more frantic caresses along 

my striped thighs, with eager licks at my bewitching pussy-folds. I toe the line, psychic 
edging between dominion and surrender--would it be so terrible? A month under the 
collar, putting my realm-shaping to another's will? Only lust, lust, the sweet abandon of 
lust! I could always slip the restraints and sneak away in the night if I ever grew bored... 

I'm almost disappointed in myself--that beneath every whorish tongue-sweep along a 
twitching shaft, every suck, every twist of my hips, every sigh and moan and howl of 
ecstasy when I crest the wave of climax in time with one of my dear guests, I cling to the 



 

little reminder. That cold, insistent place where even lust fades away. The innermost 
citadel, the true Sarcophagus. 

I almost let them breach it.  
Almost. 
When I roll my eyes back with a final urgent groan and feel the last of the tigress's 

surging sperm coat my womb, I remain lucid. I lick her cheek and uncoil with a slow yawn. 
Ah, the bitter hollowness... hm. Well. I won, but there's every reason to keep going, yes? 

Assuming I have won, that is. "Who has another round in them?" I ask. "Barring a little 
reinvigoration from yours truly, that is." 

Only moaning. 
I tap my cheek. "Hmmmm... pets, I'll grant you more. But only on the condition that you 

concede defeat. Give yourselves to me for a month, and I promise you ceaseless pleasure. 
After that, you're free to return home." I grin. "Moan if you agree." 

And oh, oh, oh!--they do. 
  



 

The Lady fails to Dissuade a True Heroine 

 
Flanged flowing architecture stands in smoke-shrouded parody of gothic buttresses. 

Silver spires call the lightning, blue midnight and shadow-storms rage on the heavens. Here 
in the murderous sprawls of Saingediir, two sword-bearers war against heap-limbed 
horrors. 

Today the umbra rides the crevices of my pauldrons, the depths where my helm 
overhangs my cuirass, the folds of the long cobalt-blue coat pressed against my silver-
armored shins with every lunge. The six-horned demon wielding Chiron's Pyre--ablaze, its 
wake reality devoured. Every stroke sends shear-lines of causal distortion through my 
victims. And they are victims. This scarcely constitutes a battle.  

Under any other circumstances, I'd find it restful. I fought hard to become inevitable. I 
deserve this easy dominion, this killing glee. 

For my sins, capricious chance has seen fit to curse me with a raging child as an ally. 
When my temper builds beyond tolerating the brat any longer, I speak--pausing only 

long enough to gauge the situation before phasing towards a new group and flickering 
through the continuum of kill-strikes already accomplished. 

Time. Yes, I know the bite of time and timelines better than anyone. Now that I've 
finally reached completion, I see all too clearly how much sooner I could've had my joy. It 
was so close, that final month on Earth. If I just tore myself away from my writing for a little 
while, if I just allowed my flesh-vessel time to push back the cough, the fever, the weakness 
and the pains in my heart, I could have recovered.  

I could've taken the time to pierce the deceptions cast by the Shard of Seurchraig. Then 
she'd only have stolen twenty-nine years from me--enough. I'm brooding over this so much 
because the would-be heroine fighting beside me, she reminds me of the exact self-
sacrificing brashness that turned me so easy for Sech to use. 

"Look, kid," I say, spinning out through a psionic-charged slash of blue radiance.  
As I whirl to one knee and my nova slit-eyes regard my ill-tempered ally, that slash 

multiplies. Its searing blue line forks upward and out like cracks in a glacial cliff. It unfolds 
twenty-seven gouges through the many-bellied hide of a kindred spirit with hundreds of 
abdomen-eyes, and a long maw of needle-teeth running down its left flank. 

Beautiful, sculpted, and stubborn, the heroine shows me how impressed she is by 
glaring, spinning about, and hurling herself with a scream of fury at the next foe. 

I speak on while green gore fountains around me, kept from my gown's settling silk 
and my hair's starfield sweep by my power's invisible thrum. Any other time I'd bathe in 
the viscera and be happier for it. Right now, sadly, I'm trying to touch a fool's heart. 
Scathing days, why do her kind keep crossing my path?! Still, I try: "Did you come here to 
prove something?" 

"I came here to fight!" she screams, rushing at a blur of stained-glass refractions. It 
distorts away like a migraine. Its radiance-wave raises glows in her armor. 

"You realize I face them because they and I are kindred spirits, yes?" I ask.  
A blue-white flare highlights the broken echoes of my world-lines, incomplete 

silhouettes of myself springing like spokes from the wheel-hub of me. And I am beside her, 
drinking heat from her plate's outer faces before it seeps deeper and cooks her flesh. 



 

Steaming torrents pour forth, weave gleaming ribbons in helix patterns, and combine to a 
sweet iron tide that meets my throat in a scalding caress. 

I give myself to lusty quivers. Pain has long since become another indulgence.  
"This is home for us," I add. A whip of shrieking plasma condenses into my hand. Its 

crack spawns a midair blast of ball-lightning, downcast tendrils of the storm burning the 
next wave out from the inside. Eyes pop, sinews steam, metalloid inclusions glow and sizzle 
against rumpled other-flesh. “Why have you come?” 

"I have to do this!" she yells. "I have to become strong enough to protect my friends--" 
"Is that how you think I became me?" I ask. I condense into the blue-force cone of a 

thrust, lancing metalloid organs and drilling through a cavern of humid, reeking air beneath 
a chitin outer-spin to explode from the other side in a wake of bright blue ichor. "You want 
the truth?" I halt, one razor-pointed sabaton poised atop the exoskeletal jaw of the legless, 
tendril-squirming being I just gutted. "I wanted this for myself, and only for myself." 

My own adamant sinews tense, surge with stellar fire, crush down in a cratering spray 
of blue-black gore. 

"I like contests, yes. A sword shining in my hand.  Sometimes I enjoy the emotional 
rewards of beings to look up to me. I understand the allure. I certainly understand wanting 
to help those close to you. Still, I warn you." I sweep the Pyre through the air. Its azure nova 
and silver lightning, its consuming shadow, cleanse its edge. "If you call this thing you're 
building 'strength,' they'll try to trap you in it. They'll say how much they admire you, how 
perseverant you are, but every time they'll lament, 'oh, I could never be as strong as you!'" 

My hand flickers. The myth-slaying threshold blade returns to its scabbard. "Even 
when you need rest more than praise." Black thunder tears rifts in the clouds above 
Saingediir. The spires sizzle with anomalous superheating. And I approach the wrathful 
form of a young girl with a bright future, who wants to make herself a hero. "Your strength 
will become an excuse to use you, kid." 

"I'll let them use me, and gladly!" she says. "I am choosing this, damn you!" 
"I know, kid," I answer. "I know you are." A low breeze stirs the blue coat around my 

ankles. " But you'll grow. You'll change. You'll want more from life, and they will guilt you 
out of chasing it. So you agree to that too, at first. You feel strong, they seem weak, and it's 
so much easier to say yes than no. You'll starve while they get stronger, while they grow 
and claim new joys, and even then they'll say 'you have to be strong for me.' You'll reach a 
point where you're no longer choosing to carry their burdens, but they refuse to let you 
stop. It does take a measure of strength to reject responsibility that's become exploitation, 
and..." Plasma streams from my helm's seam as my claws loosen it. Pull it free.  

Reveal the face of the demon inside. Horns and scales and cleft chin and fang-exposing 
chasms in my cheeks. Extra eyes, altered shapes. Yet this much unites us: a gravity, a 
conviction, an energy that's deeper than light and dark. That animating something 
manifests in our expressions. "When you most need to put the heroine aside, you be too 
weak even to reach for someone else to take the burden. And the ones who cared enough to 
do that for you? They'll be long gone anyway. Watching you will turn too painful." 

She's so young. Shining-eyed with such lustrous hair, driven and glowing with that 
special something. I feel the gut-punch of her parting words before it comes. 

"Then I'll just have to be strong enough for both of us," she says. Clasps her amulet. 
Fades out of Saingediir in golden light. 

I watch the emptiness where she stood for long seconds. 



 

"Miidyaerita kastejul," I say, "kindred. See you when breaking becomes the only thing 
your heart knows." 
  



 

The Lady, her handmaidens, and a turn in the tide 

The petitioner clears her throat. Neat little creature. Crest of antlers, body of 
translucent lapis lazuli. Wings of silver fire. Normally I'd love to meet a demon like her. 

But she’s rushing the Lady. Never goes over well. She's Seurchraig right now, so it's 
triply stupid. Well, technically Kairliina's using the name of Seurchraig for some inscrutable 
kind of therapy. Something about how the old bitch kept trying to mix their identities up, so 
Kairliina has to play the role of Seurchraig for a little while, so she can put everything she 
knows about Sech in context, distentangle their pieces, and make it easier to be herself. 

That's how we get the Dread Empress Reborn. Rosy nova, a relatively modest four of 
Kai's ten horns--the upward pair of receptivity, the low large pair of outward irradiation. 
Robes of molten metal and dead universes orbit her cross-legged, hovering figure. But she 
also wants us to call her Su or "Reborn" because the idea of actually being addressed by 
Seurchraig's name and titles evidently retraumatizes her instead of helping, and... 

Well, trauma's complicated. Fortunately, demons are used to accepting the truth for 
what it is instead of screaming at it because it fails to conform to rationality, you know 
sometimes you can just shut up if something isn't hurting you, yes I know the paintings 
were horrifying but I was never actually going to do those things to real people, and-- 

--okay, step back. I know all the triggers and harmful behaviors I need to avoid. There's 
nothing more for me to gain by retreading my past. Distance and new joys will heal me. 

God, this crystal bitch just keeps going and going and going, but she's not saying 
anything new! She's just repackaging the same points in different words. Are we any better, 
though? No, hey, fuck that! This is our home! We already add enough to it. Antlers and 
abstractions over there is the one who ought to bring something new to the table. 

Awesome. Yet another infuriating moment I just have to hurry up and wait through.  
It's hard, sometimes--knowing I've already done everything I can to speed my growth. 

The rest lies outside my control. I took the medicine. Now all I can do is lie back and let it 
work. Kairliina struggles with the same feeling. Sometimes I see it in her eyes, or the way 
her tail lashes when she's sitting on her throne waiting for something to do: how frustrated 
she is, how much she wishes for a one-and-done fix. Carag are, I think, demons of 
decisiveness. Happiest when they're chasing that far horizon called the future. 

But for now, she needs rest. This current guest is not helping.  
I'm standing attention as a handmaiden does: with my sisters, to one side of the 

buttressed causeway approaching the throne. And I do mean "a handmaiden" not "a 
Handmaiden." I'm one of the handmaidens who has reclaimed her I, and likes the concepts 
of thinking, feeling, and acting for herself, but genuinely prefers spending eternity as a 
nameless handmaiden.  

Visitors to Machrae Diir seem to sense it--that spark of volition beneath my veil. It feels 
like something other than coincidence that I'm in the room right now. Well, of course it is. 
Kai--I mean Su--is a reality-warping eldritch super demon. Her causality arranged this. 

"So?" the petitioner prompts. 
"So what?" Su asks. 
"Do you think it's a good idea?" the petitioner pushes. 
"To achieve what purpose, exactly?" Su pushes back. "Specifics help." 
"Can't you see the future?" the younger demoness demands. 
Su gives me a long-suffering glance. 



 

"Yes," the Reborn finally answers, her pain evident in her hypnotic voice. "It is a chaotic 
sprawl of a thousand different timelines beginning and perishing in continuous shockwave 
nexuses spawned by your every minute twitch of indecision. Please pick one." 

"Can't, uh..." the petitioner says. "Can't you pick for me?" 
Okay, so she knows her idea is dumb but wants to force Su to be the one to point it out. 

That way she can throw the suggestion back in Su’s face, and milk the story of the Lady's 
supposed cruelty for sympathy whenever someone criticizes her. Neat. Not to say our dear 
guest admits to herself that she wants that. She does, though. It's not subtle. 

Not by Machrae Diir standards. 
There's nothing I adore quite as much as a bleeding heart. Truly. I just love moralists 

so, so much. Why yes, I am catty! Handmaidens don't talk, so-- 
"Handmaiden," Su says, rubbing her manifold brows and opening whole cave-systems 

of hollow frustration into her form, "please explain to the honored guest why that is a 
terrible idea." I have no eyes, yet I must squint at my mistress. 

You evil bitch. I see that subtle lip-quirk. 
"But--" the petitioner starts. 
"Sometimes a handmaiden happens to speak in answer to other influences than the 

Lady's, if the Lady wishes her to be open to other influences," I say. "This is known." 
"This is known," Su echoes me. 
"This is known," the other handmaidens echo her. 
Behind our guest's back, I stick my tongue out at Su. I know for a fact she's fighting 

back laughter, I can feel it, but I can't see it. I bet she's cheating by swapping out her form 
from this timeline for a form from a timeline where she isn't laughing.  

Terrible woman. I love her beyond all reason. 
"The honored guest mentions a notion of transition states," I continue. "When is this 

begun in the proposed process?" 
"Uh... I mean, I already told you, we're going to transform them," the petitioner says. "A 

crystal bath. That’s the transition. They go in and after the crystallization process breaks 
down their mortal bodies, they’ll be crystal demons, like us. It makes them really happy and 
they leave all their problems behind." 

"That is replacement," I answer. "Embracing total loss rather than dealing with the 
weight of responsibility you take. Believe me when I say that deep down, your patiens will 
feel that dissonance. It will gnaw that them. What is your plan for rehabilitation? How does 
this process equip your patients to understand how they became traumatized in the first 
place, avoid it in the future, and regain the ability to move forward? What happens to them 
if you and the other program leaders are no longer able to give direction?" 

"Look, you," the petitioner says, whirling to yell at Su while her hair-trigger brain starts 
to fire her pre-planned "you're a bigoted closet fascist who just doesn't undertstand how 
this useless idea is sacred and useful" speech. "I don’t know what you’ve done to them--" 

"Sound off." I interrupt. I blow out an exasperated puff of air. "Ladies, who here is 
actually incapable of independent thought?" 

"In Su's house?" another handmaiden asks. "Dude, I just came here for therapy after an 
ugly death. I'm not looking to get perma-vored by sky mommy." 

"No kidding," a third chimes in. "A completely receptive psyche around her? I don't 
wanna kin the Carag. I'm in robey eldritch slut therapy precisely because I don't handle 
power and ambition well. That's a high pressure zone. Love it for her, but not my scene." 



 

No one puts her hand up. 
"Did you think she actually erases our personalities?" I ask. "How are we supposed to 

learn to be ourselves again? It's more like a very directly-applied form of hypnosis." 
"It's actually--" Su begins. She halts. "Er..." The Reborn cracks an eye open for the first 

time today. The scorching rose-pink haze of her vision-cone spawns igniting phantoms and 
the broken-up outlines of jagged crystal cities. Poor gal. The frustration's pushing her to 
ideate again. "Who here feels like a spontaneous five thousand word thesis paper on 
induced abyssal psyche, self-remission, and a bunch of other psi-jargon?" 

"Hey, I would totally read that," I say, and mean it.  
The other handmaidens are split about 50/50. 
Su takes a deep breath. "Right. Now that we've cleared the air a little, I'll state my own 

thoughts. Sometimes beings need to put themselves aside for a while. You're suggesting a 
sustained dissociation into a new mode of existence as a method to achieve that." 

"But?" the petitioner presses. 
"But," Su says, tilting her head to one side, "if you want to know how effective I think it 

will be for rehabilitation, er..." She rattles her claws on her control-rod throne. "Well, to be 
frank, I think all the other points raised are moot." She looks to me. "Which doesn't mean I 
consider the time spent on them wasted. I thank you all for stating your perspectives."  

Su smiles that smile. It's the most intoxicating smile you could ever imagine. When she 
smiles like that, she's every maiden in every tale who was ever released from an evil spell, 
every femme fatale whose bad feels so good, every spirit of wonder and fantasia beaming 
with gratitude for her freedom. It's the smile that says, "Thank you for helping me become 
myself." A dangerous smile. A smile that can lead someone far astray, lead them to obsess 
over having the smallest role in helping Kairliina grow. 

But in measured use, with just enough nudges, it's also the smile she uses to say, "You 
helped me grow. Now use what you learned to help yourself grow." Without that smile I'd 
have been lost. 

"Your ideas have given me a foundation to speak from," Su continues. "All of you. 
Here's my own contribution: this crystallization program is doomed from its inception. No 
matter how much kindness you fill it with, you're creating a community of beings who see 
from the start that broken things must be thrown away rather than worked on. Day by day, 
the terror will worsen--how far many mistakes can I make before my friends see me as 
broken? I recognize that you're starting with noble intentions, but by definition, the space 
you seek to create will cause trauma." 

"That's ridiculous!" the crystal idiot snaps. "And anyway, I don't see you suggesting any 
better alternatives!" 

"Drones are very in right now," I add. "I learned that from a witch who visits 
tomorrow." 

"She whats, WHEN?" the petitioner demands. 
"Machrae Diir time is great," I say. "Things always seem to happen right when we're 

ready to deal with them." 
"Drones," Su says gently, "would be a good alternative. Machine-beings carry 

connotations of repair, upkeep, maintenance. If a gearbox needs oiling, if a CPU needs 
dusting, if thermal paste must be replaced, do we throw them away? Surely not! Sometimes 
machines need new parts and yet, in your hearts, they remain the same things." She nods. "I 



 

suggest communing with a drone hive and contemplating how to create a demonic 
equivalent." She shifts, tail brushing her throne to help stimulate her thoughts.  

She weaves miniature nebulae--or full-sized nebulae contained in spatial distortions 
that make them appear miniature by letting them fit inside the throne room, it's always 
hard to tell with Su--around herself while she considers her choice of words. "I also suggest 
compartmentalizing the parts of your process. Separate those meant to offer shelter to 
someone who needs to ride out negative emotions, from those suited to beings who've 
begun to recover and need a controlled space to learn self-actualization in." 

"You don't do that with the handmaidens!" the petitioner protests. 
"The handmaidens comprise part one of the program," Su says, dry as a desert moon. 

"Part two comprises reclaiming one's I, and if desired one's name, and journeying Machrae 
Diir without the dissociative pretense that I'm telling them what to do." 

"Like, grim dark secret, oh no, scary," says a third, "but deep down we all know full well 
that the Lady only eats our names. The handmaiden program is a demonic innovation of 
the old empty spaces doll-witch paradigm, in which Kai--I mean Su, sorry--" 

Su smiles. "No harm done, dear. Apology accepted." 
My sister nods and continues. "--Su gives us the pretense of servitude so we can choose 

on a deep, innate level how much weight to give our own agency. This is a therapy program 
for beings who've been repeatedly traumatized because we let the wrong beings see parts 
of ourselves that are precious to us, but which we can't neatly explain and justify with 
language, with rational ideas." 

"It's why most graduates emerge as demons," I put in. "Just feels right, by then." 
"Wait, the eating names, thing, that part's still literal?" the petitioner asks, aghast. 
"Super literal," I agree. "I don't remember my name and I don't want to. Makes sex 

WAY hotter." 
"Names exist within language's confines, and being goes far deeper than language," Su 

presses on. "I'm still exploring what it means to be abyssal. So many labyrinthine layers of 
myself that I never dared embrace, before, simply because they defied easy words, defied 
the demands of those who wanted me to prove my desires were safe and virtuous." 

"And you're all... you're all just okay with this?" our guest demands. "This is helpful? ALl 
this weirdo vague mystical bullshit?" 

"It's not bullshit!" I snap, starting to lose my patience. "We always know where we 
stand with Su. I mean... I like your idea aesthetically, and that's it. I feel like you really need 
to separate the things you do to make yourself feel good from the things you do to help 
other beings, because right now, this sounds like a familiar disaster in the making. Before I 
came to Machare Diir, I got embraced by a lot of communities. I played the whole fit-in 
game. 'Fake it 'til you make it,' they said, 'if you smile, sooner or later you'll feel happy!'"  

I toy with my tail. "Never healed, though. Just mashed it deep down in my psyche under 
all this social pressure and hollow affirmation. I could ad-lib my own essays about the 
paradox of being told that I had a place where I belonged, precisely because I wasn't me." 

"How... how did you all learn all this?" the petitioner asks. What is her name, anyway? 
Su probably knows, but hasn't seen fit to share it. 

"Oh, well, we actually listen to Su's monologues," I say. "She loves hearing the sound of 
her own voice, so she gives wisdom away for free." 

Our guest fidgets. "So... should I or should I not? The crystal therapy, I mean?" 



 

"You should weigh the considerations and concerns we've discussed,” Su says, “and 
then drastically alter your process." She braces herself. "If you continue on your present 
course, you will draw countless vulnerable beings to you, and you will hurt them terribly--" 

"What the fuck would you know about it?!" the petitioner screams, flapping her wings 
with the speed of rage. "Everyone knows what a terrible person you are! I only came here 
because I felt sorry for you, and I thought maybe if I talked to you, you would understand 
how you're self-harming with this whole horrible, dark, ugly place, and you'd get off that 
stupid throne and join my program so I can fix you--" 

I wanted an excuse, but not at this price. Not at the cost of the rigid, cold set to Su's 
brow that I know means she's trying to keep calm despite unbearable pain. So when I leap 
at the petitioner I leap hard, hard enough that I outpace two of the other handmaidens who 
have exactly the same idea, and it's all I can do to stop myself from tearing this whore's 
throat out right here and now?" 

"Nobody." I dig my claws into the front of her stupid crystal-formed vest, grating, 
piercing, fracturing, and haul her in close enough that my fangs graze the tip of her nose. 
"Nobody in the whole fucking omniverse gets to talk to Kai that way in my presence. Count 
yourself lucky her Hound's playing a game with some other guests right now, or you'd have 
been annihilated the instant you raised your voice."  

My tail lashes to my fellow handmaidens. "C'mon, girls! Let's give Her Excellency a 
personal escort out of Machrae Diir!" I whirl back and force my veiled forehead tight 
against her antlers so she can feel the star-fire on my breath. "And you're gonna let us if you 
know what's good for you. 'cuz if you're alone, here, when word spreads that you tried to 
hit our Lady in her triggers, you'll be a dead woman in seconds, do you fucking understand 
me?" I slam her to the floor. "Miidyaerita kastejul, you awful tenderqueer bitch." 

I lead a tight envelope of handmaidens, marching with the force of silent fury, as we 
seize the petitioner by her lapis lazuli limbs and frog-march her to the nearest portal. No 
need for a count-down or any calls of heave-ho. We just hurl her, hurl her so fast and hard 
with fury that she releases a sonic boom on the way over the threshold. I've never been so 
happy to slam my hand down on a rune-switch see a portal blip out of existence. 

Then we hurry back. Back through the Lambent Quarter, back through the howling 
blue gales of the Maelstrom where sky-islands and multi-bodied, thousand-clawed horrors 
silhouette themselves with silver lightning-flashes. Back beneath the fungal towers and 
ever-growing osmium spines, the spatial-distortions and rotting mineral formations on the 
borders of the Mutagenic Exclusion Zone, back to the quiet ever-drifting ashes and the 
silvery gateways into the Citadel of Zul. 

And at last we past through the gateways into the interior of Kdalthach Carogdem, the 
Galespire, and find Su slumped on her throne. I approach, squeezing her hand. 

"Hey, pretty girl." I smile. "Anything we can get for you?" 
Su immediately bursts into tears. "Girls... girls, what else could I possibly ask for? I 

never thought... I never thought... I'm sorry, I should've asked for help..." 
I squeeze harder. "Hey, no apologies needed, mistress. You've been through a lot, 

you're used to tanking it on your own. That's not stubbornness, it's just habit." 
"I only..." Su sniffles. She slides down off the control-rod throne as it returns to its 

normal bladework forms. She shrinks from ten meters down to one-point-five, turning pale 
and blue-dressed and black-haired, and she's Kairliina again. Crying corium tears, snotty, 
with dark blue circles under her azure eyes. "I only accepted that horrible woman's visit 



 

because I thought, you know... if I told her to piss off, that Machrae Diir is a home for evil 
and we owe no explanations to anyone, she'd run to her awful friends and make up lies, 
spreading fear of us until a coalition gathered to invade. Self-hating demons like her are the 
the most dangerous to those of us who know how to love ourselves, you know? And I'm still 
recovering from everything with Sech, I'm too tired to fight a war, I--" 

"Then I'll fight it!" I place my other hand on hers while my sisters crowd around her, 
murmuring approval. "There's a limit to the price I'll watch you pay for me, mistress. Today 
was that limit. You've done enough. You fought and fought and fought just to get strong 
enough to build Machrae Diir at all. You've grown so much, and you've shared that growth 
with us. You taught us well. I know you, Kai. I know that in your mind you're still the lonely 
demon, stuck on Earth, surrounded by humans who thought she was just a crazy woman 
with a really weird form of psychosis. But that's not where you are." 

"You've literally trained multiple armies!" another handmaiden chimes in. "You told 
the Cobalt Immortals to keep recruiting and that's what they've been doing, did you forget 
that?" Silence descends, and she adds. "Oh, Kai... you actually forgot, didn't you?" 

"It's so much," Kairliina whispers. "It's so much, all the time..." 
"Come on, Kai." I pull her away from the throne. A protective circle of handmaidens, we 

gather close to our Lady. "I think you need some space from that thing. Let's keep you off of 
it until you remember you're supposed to sitting up there for fun, okay? Just for the vibe of 
the sexy demon on the throne. That's it. Let the higher purpose go. That's not our way." 

"Yeah," Kairliina sniffles, rubbing her eyes. "Thank you." 
One more comforting squeeze, this time to her shoulder. "You did good work. Artful. 

Your people will be proud when they look back on these days. They'll say, 'only a maiden of 
Graesh Saelvur could've brought forth Machrae Diir.'" I smile up at her. "And they'll be 
right. You did your work. Now please, trust us to continue it. You've done enough." 

"Yeah." Kairliina trembles, crying harder still from relief. I know those tears well: the 
tears of a demon who's finally begun to feel free. "I... the handmaiden program. I'd still like 
to induct new sisters sometimes. It's so nice, you know? To draw infinity signs in the air 
before their shining eyes, to coax them deeper, to see the painful parts begin to feel safe, 
see how they relax once they're in the robes and under the veil. But the rest... and the 
inductions too, for now..." 

"We've got a solid core of permanent sisters." I stop to hug her. "We've got this, Kai." 
"Yes..." she breathes. "Yes, I... I suppose you do." 
Suffice to say that our honored guest did, in fact, go forward with that whole crystal 

demon TF project of hers. Eventually it occurred to Kairliina to tell us that our guest's name 
had been Vella. And a day after she told us that, we heard that Vella chose to ignore all our 
advice while making many oblique remarks to "evil cowards who don't believe in the 
power of a smile." Over the next few months we watched from afar while the Crystal 
Dreams program gathered vulnerable beings from multiple universes, luring them with the 
promise of safety, warmth, and joy, then broke them by surrounding them with happiness 
they felt unable to connect with.  

And when it all came crashing down? Oh, I think you know whose crest of antlers I saw, 
whose body of translucent lapis lazuli, for just a moment before she morphed under 
Handmaiden Ametra's touch, morphed to the snowy skin, the protruding tail dappled by 
blue scales of one more handmaiden in the lambent halls of Machrae Diir. 

Yeah, she's a wretched, evil, manipulative bitch. That's good. She'll fit right in.  



 

The Galespire Sleeps 

Listless silver-cyan rays ripple the streets. Horned figures cluster around a half-
finished scaffold of Archean black stone.  

Into this a hero comes: out from from the squirming depths of the bluish midnight lying 
upon the shadowed buttresses. Between the glinting silver spires, across the bas-relief 
bridges crossing the chasms that plunge down and down and down towards the distant 
seam where cobalt nova burns at the heart of Machrae Diir. 

The shine of an unseen sun burns golden in his golden hair. It sets off the rich green of 
his jacket from the burnished dark steel of his armor, and glitters in the crystalline blue of 
his two-handed sword. He ignores the specters leering in the sky morass. Blinds himself to 
the inverse ziggurat beckoning on the distant horizon, and the titans with their melting 
flesh who surge up to grasp at it. 

His sword’s point finds the back of the first demon he sees: tall and curling-horned 
with lightning phantoms cavorting inside her stained-glass skin. Crystal shrieks on glass, 
louder than her cry of agony. She looks over her shoulder, first in shock, and then? 

In annoyance. 
“Someone please bind him,” she sighs. “I swear, I was this close to figuring out what I 

want to do for this whole community invigoration project.” She shakes her head while 
other figures pounce. Snaring cables of dark energy and rose-pink fire snare the invader. 
He snarls, squirms, and has no one to blame but himself when he falls on his face. 

“We should put some sentries out,” suggests a human, a witch with bone symbols 
woven into her braided black hair and marked in white ash on her dark skin. “Probably 
should’ve done that sooner.” 

“Kai normally funnels them straight to Kdalthach Carogdem,” a handmaiden observes. 
Her veiled blue robes rustle at a shrug. Her white tail hugs her ankles, rubbing in 
embarrassment. “Not always sure what to do yet now that they get to roam freely.” 

“Y-you should be destroyed!” the hero interrupts, spluttering. “T-this is the sword of–” 
“Yes, yes, it’s some special relic sword that’s supposed to banish demons,” the first 

demon mutters. She reaches behind her. Her fingers sizzle briefly when she clamps them 
on the blade. Then the sizzling stops, and her touch opens empty spaces in the crystal’s 
magical glow. She wrenches the two-hander free with a last wince and casts it to the 
ground. It thunks rather than clanging, much dimmer for its troubles. 

“Look, firstly,” she lectures as she turns to face the hero, “when you banish a demon, 
you return them to their home plane. Where we are already standing. Secondly, you… you 
do realize your blade’s power needs to overcome mine, yes? This isn’t a binary thing, it’s a 
contest of opposing force, like an arm-wrestling match, it’s…”  

She trails off, considering his confused stare. 
“Now I understand why Kai is so angry every time she talks about the outside,” she 

says, rubbing her brow. “I swear, people put no thought into their powers or magics or 
what-have-you and then expect us to be overcome! We’re the children of the Lambent 
Halls, the kindred of the Galespire Sanctum! We–“ 

She stops. Takes cleansing breaths. “Enough. Let’s keep the spirit.” She baps the 
trapped hero’s nose. “Young man, I hope you learn something from this. The Lady taught us 
to look after ourselves. We've continued to teach each other, sharing knowledge, tricks of 
the trade, inspiring us to cross new thresholds. You know. Like living creatures with our 



 

own lives, who don't just stagnate so you can catch up? As for you…” She folds her arms. 
Notes the subtle widening of the hero’s eyes at the effect on her figure. 

“You know, Kairliina’s far from the only lust-demon in Machrae Diir,” she purrs. 
“Maybe it’s time we stopped relying on our favorite dreamscape sweetheart to handle all 
the corrupting, and,” she bends over. Wraps her clawed fingers around her new toy’s chin. 
“Learned to get our own hands dirty.” 
  



 

A gate guardian, a heroine of heartbreak, and handmaiden 

"Nope," says the three-horned guardian in the ash-swept aperture. Fluted silver armor 
and a glimmering blue surcoat patterned on Kairliina's dreams of her heritage, of the the 
future Graesh Saelvur. A Harrower of the Cobalt Immortals. Psionic elite. Death, fire, and 
zeal. The seed, perhaps, of a Carag soldier. "Not happening. I sense the rage rolling off you 
and I am not dealing with this today." 

The heroine--self-appointed, of course--grinds her teeth and raises her shotgun higher. 
"Oh, I'm SORRY!" The guardian's whirling spear smashes away the first spread of buckshot. 
A wave of pure force disperses the next. She keeps firing, and spits hatred all the while. "I 
apologize for the inconvenience! Sorry the destruction of a stupid shithole MORTAL town 
doesn't matter to you--" 

"I fully understand that you want your loved ones back," the guard says. Their words 
cut across the righteous tirade as though wreathed in a great wake of stillness. "That 
doesn't give you a single scrap of right to invade our home and try to hurt Kairliina. I doubt 
you could, but she's worried that she already depends too much on violence to express 
herself. I want to help her keep growing. Machrae Diir looks after its own." The armored 
figure settles back, reclining against the doorframe, and examines their claws. 

"The Lady didn't destroy your town. Volcanic eruptions just happen. If I was indifferent 
to your suffering, you'd be dead. But like I said, got my own community to think of." 

They blow out a breath that reverberates loudly inside their silvery helm. "I hope you 
find someone who can help. Truly. But if I let you in there, either Machrae Diir's going to eat 
you long before you reach her, or you'll try to pull some codependent crap and… Well, and 
then if it works you'll encourage her to pity you, mentor you, sacrifice for you even while 
you hurt her." The spear's butt thumps down. "More likely, she'll recognize that you're 
trying to seize control of her life for your own ends and kill you where you stand. Her 
prerogative, but again, she wants to focus more on lust than violence. So, you stay out." 

"S-she's powerful enough to raise the dead," the heroine says.  
"Lots of us are powerful enough to raise the dead," the Immortal observes. "Machrae 

Diir's full of witches, seers, occultists, mystics of all kinds. Some of them are even human! 
There's no call to bother the Lady in particular if you want to resurrect someone. Are you 
strong enough to accept what that's gonna mean? Dying changes people. So does 
resurrection. Those experiences don't just leave our souls after we have 'em."  

They shrug. "Either way, the life you knew is over. The people you built it with don't 
exist. As for new bonds? You're either gonna alienate the folks with healthy boundaries, or 
really mess up the others, by trying to pull them into the patterns of your past." 

"I-I'll use this gun on myself--" says the quavering voice of a child without a home. 
Seized by unseen force, the glinting gun-barrel wrenches into corkscrew shapes and 

compacts until it's shut. Then, just to drive the point home, the trigger fuses to the guard. 
"Fuck. Off." The Harrower growls. "Fuck you for trying to guilt people into letting you 

trample their boundaries. If you want our help, ask. You're lucid enough, you can speak. 
And you know what, if you're so eager to die, just ask that instead, I'll be happy to--" 

A diminutive blue-clad form steps up beside the guardian. "This one is bidden to 
inform the drifter that she may take a home on the Rift of Recompense," the handmaiden 
says. "Work will be made if she needs the distraction. No meeting with the Lady is 
forthcoming." She turns her attention fully on the would-be invader. "Kairliina seldom 



 

monitors these entrances herself, these days. We have scryers, a communications network, 
you know... a community? You're far too late to guilt your way into our Lady's graces." 

"Yeah, and just a little heads-up," the Immortal says, "Machrae Diir proper exists 
beyond morality. Nobody's gonna tolerate your toxic horseshit from a sense of well-
meaning pity. You can mourn as much as you like, that's your right, but don't expect to 
moralize it into control over others." 

"This would not have worked in any case," the handmaiden says. "This one is bidden to 
tell the drifter that she reeks of dissonance. Any demon of the deep ways can smell the 
aura-stench with their other-sight from ten miles away." 

"You... you're..." the girl with the gun that doesn't fire drops her arms. "How can you be 
this cruel?" 

"If we can be this cruel, why do you want in?" the guardian shoots back. "'cuz you're 
afraid of loneliness? You think that's healthy? Hanging out with folks who make you sad?" 

"This one is bidden to tell you nourishment will be provided if you wish to walk the 
lonely road," the handmaiden says. "You will not starve, nor be permitted to die once the 
Lady takes heed of your steps. But, and this one quotes, 'I am too old to build friendships on 
a lie.'" She shrugs, then adds, "she said that about thirty Earth years ago, I believe." A slow 
smile. "She's finally standing firm in it." 

The ash-encrusted figure of a girl who lost everything stares, stiffens, and then 
marches away. 

She screamed at the sky often in the weeks to come, especially when food and water 
appeared next to her bedroll. But of course, the Lady never answered her. 

I said only that nourishment would be provided. I never said our Lady would be 
listening to a word the spiteful little idiot said. As for whether anyone in Machrae Diir will 
resurrect the dead of her town, well... that's between our necromancers and their ghosts. 
  



 

The Cobalt Immortals purge a house of hunters 

Eight horned figures slip through a moonless night. They pull the shadows tighter 
around them, dull the iridescent glitters of cobalt surcoats and the silver glints of armor, 
annul the thump of their feet shod in star-osmium. We are oil, haze, the wraith’s talon 
cutting cold chill upon the backs of minds lost to uneasy dreams. Plate-encased tails drift 
soundless. Demon-crafted rail-rifles, bayonets fixed, murmur at the touch of slug-heavy 
magazines. Only we can hear the clack of charging handles. 

Hunters, human and otherwise, often need to be hunted. Put back in their place. The 
brief command passed down claimed that after much consideration of reports from outside 
Machrae Diir, Immortal leadership has chosen to deploy us. They mention that the Lady on 
her nova throne offered input, and only input, that they'd have deployed us anyway.  

But I? I know the truth. Command only says these things to maintain appearances. The 
Lady’s grown tired of their arrogance, tired of their creeping incursions into the liminal 
spaces, the outer places, where monsters like us have always made our homes. Furious at 
the tales of dolls and witchlings and other precious things murdered, maimed, and 
ensnared by fanatics with shallow minds. It’s time we purge these scum. 

We are her irradiant claw descending on their throats.  
We are the heel of her sabaton crashing through their skulls. 
Tonight is the night when Maroj Fezzlen will gain the Lady's favor. 
Credit where it's due, my claws only tremble a little in pulling the silvery tube forward 

to meet the twin-handle tube with its simple nozzle. The reticulated, serpentine channel 
rustles. Sounds no different from a gas station pump. 

"You sure about this?" Sarge asks. 
I consider the dingy brick hulk ahead. A lurking, shingled, moss-covered sentinel. A 

promontory of hideous mundanity. A boil festering in the shadow of the City’s Escherian 
skyscrapers, and the self-replicating urban blight of buildings that eat other buildings. 

My brooding winds on far longer than tactically advisable. And even that, even that, is 
spite. Mortals, humans, especially humans, get to be angsty and inefficient. They get to fuck 
up over, and over, and over again and still win because the monster makes one mistake. 

Let’s see if I’ve got the luck of a devil yet. I want to push it as far as it goes. I’m going to 
sit here and psyche myself up, giving them all the chances they could ever ask for to catch 
me off-guard. Let’s see if they’ll get that bullshit danger sense they always hand themselves 
in the tales they write to make themselves sound good. 

They probably stole that idea from a demon, too. 
This is the part where they're supposed to burst out and catch us--which is what we 

have a second squad on overwatch against--or their wards are supposed to stop us (they 
won't)--or I'm overcome by sudden compassion and can't do the job. 

Why? Why should I feel sympathy for these invasive, gaslighting, two-timing parasites? 
Every time they come to us crying, begging pity. They go on and on about how much they 
need our power, how desperate they are for the joy of magic. But by the end they’re always 
saying we never did anything for them, really, they don’t need us, we’re lesser than them, 
we should just give them everything we have and get out of their way or they’ll kill us. 

They’ll kill us anyway. That’s the whole sickening point. Make us dance and beg and 
squirm, make us cry and hold our hands out and scream for mercy, then kill us anyway. 



 

They sit in their comfy homes in worlds where every little thing caters to their special 
little whims, and they make up stories about us to scare each other so they can prove how 
brave they are. And when they can no longer stand the fear they chose to fill themselves 
with it, when they can’t take the terror they taught themselves to associate with us, it’s 
always the same. They march into our homes, they hunt and kill and break our cousins and 
our own kind, and when we fight back they say that just proves we deserve it! 

Everything they claim we do in fiction, they do to us literally. They kill real people 
because they get too scared of the stories they make up, and I’m supposed to feel sorry for 
them? I’m supposed to have compassion for how hard they have it? Fuck that! 

Humans and their stories. It doesn’t matter how many times they write it. When they 
walk out of their fictions and enter our reality, they’ll always be the ones to die. 

I’ll make sure of that. 
A lot of hunters aren’t really human anymore. Those are the ones I hate the most. 

Traitors. Assimilationist dredge. Monsters degrading their own power as human, playing 
into the sick human need to be better than us at our own game, without ever admitting that 
they’re playing. At least their dissonance makes them easy to break.  

Just have to know how to hit them where it hurts.  
"We're not fucking doing this again." Serrated tones seep into my voice. I glance back at 

Sarge--his silvery atmosphere-sealed helmet with its bladed nose, his fluted armor, his blue 
coat, like mine. "A hundred goddamn years holding the line in Saingediir, while angels and 
mortals and rival demons kept trying to tear Machrae Diir apart before it was even born. A 
hundred years I watched them break her heart over, and over, and over. A hundred years 
they attacked her from the outside while Seurchraig attacked her in her own mind."  

I'm like everyone else in the Immortals. I hate hurting people. But I hate it a hell of a lot 
less than I hate sitting on my thumbs waiting for them to hurt me. A hell of a lot less than I 
hate living in fear, wondering each day, "Is this the day they come for me?" 

"You know what?" I quietly tweak knobs.  
The Nova Gate opens a portal directly into the core of a star. It belches siphoned 

plasma from the far reaches of the cosmos. So of course, when opened at full power, it 
instantly vaporizes its targets. At full burst you’re firing a thermonuclear explosion in 
conical shape. Wiping whole kilometers away in front of you.  

A skilled Immortal operator, with top-notch training in the deep power allowing us all 
at once to create localized time dilations, to speed our reflexes so far they have to be 
measured in nanoseconds, to shield ourselves and our comrades from the insane heat 
unleashed at the point of firing, can use the Nova Gate to reliably obliterate targets as small 
as fifty feet in length along the attack vector.  

Surgical. Elegant. So instant it’s painless. 
I don’t want surgical. I don’t want elegant. I don’t want painless. I want these filth to 

burn for what they’ve done. 
Sarge reads the movements of my gauntlet-covered fingers, their dance on the 

switches. His breath hisses in his helm. "Maroj," he says, "don't do this to yourself." 
"Relax, Sarge." I rise, smooth as mercury. "If I regret this more than I expect after the 

combat high, well.." Behind a sloping, faceted face-plate, the lips of a lust-devil remember 
that maybe not EVERY part of her hates hurting people. "Isn't that what the handmaidens 
are for?" And my trigger-finger curls inward. Oh, look: time’s up. No alarms sounded. No 
super-special human protagonists just happened to have a nightmare and wake up in time. 



 

That’s okay. I love humans so, so much that I’m going to wake them up myself. 
The Nova Gate opens. Langorous blue white fire belching forth, plasma streamers 

spraying out around the silvery nozzle, and the pyre-plume punches through the windows 
on the ground floor of the hunter hideout. It only takes two heartbeats for ghostly blues to 
illuminate the upstairs windows, and by the third, smoke’s pouring out. 

The screaming starts pretty soon after. 
Beautiful cobalt blazes pour from every window, licking at the eaves of the roof, 

caressing every writhing inch of the hunters inside. Eating their flailing marionette-figures 
while they scramble for weapons their melting eyes and pain-blind nerves can’t find, 
clinging and devouring even the ones who get an easy death when the armory somewhere 
deep in the house cooks off and mows down a dozen with shrapnel. 

Stupid, vain, pathetic filth. They come for us in our lairs, we come for them in theirs!  
I walk on at least four mines. So what? I’m a succubus of the ancient days. I can see 

through earth and rock and stone. I can seep into trigger mechanisms and disconnect them. 
Even if all four detonated, even if they could shred my star-osmium armor, even if they 
could sever the bonds of raw power that hold my form together and blow me apart, I’d just 
manifest anew and go right back to my joyous butchery.  

I can read the auras imprinted on the grounds all about this sanctuary of vermin. Their 
own memories, sick and fattening with immunity's smug delusions, tell me the location, the 
function, the way to thwart every pathetic trap they thought safeguard their hateful sleep. 
Tripwires snap too soon, spike-pits open beneath my panther-paw feet right as I spread my 
wings and fly across. 

I walk, one window to the next, always biting my lip as I widen my stance and drop the 
Nova Gate’s mirror-sheen barrel in line. Squeezing the trigger like a lover's hand. I want to 
make sure every single inch of this place, every nook and cranny where these insects could 
seek shelter, burns with sacred fire. 

"Rise and shine, meat!" I scream. I am an open vessel expanding in size, an invisible 
sphere of my presence grown beyond my form so I can bask in the burning's torture. I burn 
with them, burn so deliciously that skin blisters under my armor, burn so fierce that my 
cum boils away every time I melt into orgasm with the wondrous tide of my charnel feast. 
"I'm right here! Come on and hunt me!" 

Of course a few of them do muster a little spirit--the mad agonies of dying animals. 
Smashing out of windows, wreathed in fire, using some witch's stolen spellcraft to douse 
the flames. But that magic only makes the fire hotter. Only makes ME hotter, as the azure 
inferno devours those delirious prismatic streams, chars the arcane into black unlight. 

"Oh, YES!" I cry. "Throw more fuel to Mother Haksaema's maw!"  
I'm about to indulge in a little monologuing--the smell of burning flesh always makes 

me mouthy--but one of the adorable useless things rushes me with a collar studded in 
rainbow swirls. I take the opportunity to douse him, my power a silken vise snuffing the 
candle of his body. Third-degree burns don't do much to help his leg-stability: I easily kick 
him over. An arm-sweep knocks the collar out of his hands.  

Time for a new plaything. My tail seizes the collar-- 
--and a shot rings out, splattering the snarling hunter's skinless, raw-fleshed skull. 
"Command said no prisoners," Sarge says. "Only misery in living with fascists, Maj." 
I shrug, sigh, and seek throats to slit. 



 

Maroj regrets her decisions 

"Regret regret regret regret regret," I babble, quivering with a rictus grin against 
continuous waves of agony roiling over my blistering, charring limbs. Days, weeks now, it 
hasn’t stopped, I can’t make it stop. It’s not fun anymore, there’s no more ecstasy in the 
agony. The bar-tables blacken and crackle in a radius around me. Fire-mantled phantoms 
writhe up, curling figurines made of splintered black wood, and burn. "Study the Deep 
Power, she said! Be the usurper of gods and the envy of primordial archdevils, she said!" 

"I told you not to do this to yourself." Now that we're out of uniform and off the line 
back in Machrae Diir, Sarge is named Alth Femni again. A big, green, bull-horned onslaught 
demon with burning gold eyes and a wry look. 

"No one told me about Morgul Responses!" I whine. 
"Harrower Delzhuk literally talked about it every day of basic." Midenzi's nine-horned 

and black skinned but for the raw red muscles exposed in her skinless cheeks. "I 
understand that you're desperate for an outlet. The fact remains you have no right to blame 
the Immortals, and you definitely can't blame Kairliina." 

"I wasn't blaming the Lady," I mutter. 
"Well, Delzhuk's non-binary, so," Midenzi shrugs, sending currents of plasma up her 

nine horns, quite literally vibing sarcasm at me. "I suppose the only other demoness who 
could be this 'she' you rant at is yourself, now isn't she?" Her five golden-slit eyes, the fiery 
maelstroms of their sclerae tightened in focus, are on the deep-space poultices she applies 
to my backlash-burned form. Soothing psychic waves of drifting on the solar wind, a dapple 
of nebular gas to foster healing with promises of ease and discovery. 

"Okay, but thlrt thr shlm..." Wet clogging makes me give up with a sigh, while violet 
blood splatters forth from the dozen jagged slashes that sieve open across my throat. 

"'roj, are you... are you okay?" Andrila asks. She's young. Blond, a fledgling's easy 
indulgence in her form. Just two horns, a small spaded tail, and an hourglass figure that’s a 
little too perfect in its ample curves to read as human. I know she transcended recently, 
after her death at a very old and lonely age. She claims she was involved in some obscure 
adventure Kairliina once had. Something about a whimsical town where Andrila used to 
have an estate. She's mentioned she wants to take up magic tricks again, but that's all I've 
had time to hear. She thinks every succubus of any experience at all is forever above her. 

And with that, I've exhausted every Andrila-fact I can use to distract myself. 
With a wry look, I gesture to my gushing throat. I do open my aura, though. I don't 

want to milk concern from my kindred, but I don't want to play it cool to the point of idiocy 
either. Thunderclap pulses of lilac pour out of me, mixed with silver and dissonant cyan. 

"You're scared you'll die?" Andrila asks. "How can you have all that fear and just... just 
act like this?" 

"We didn't get to be old guard out in the cosmological boonies by folding easy," Alth 
says. "There's a reason we wouldn't rally to anyone until Kairliina called." 

I wrap my fingers around my throat, nodding, and fight to hold my essence in. 
The response ends. The soul heals. The form follows suit. The response ends. The soul 

heals. The form follows suit. I anchor myself in these truths. A dream-demon born in an age 
of endless nightmares, that's me. Psychosis made manifest.  



 

If I couldn't function, couldn't keep control, couldn't hold my psyche together despite 
the infinity of frigid fears clawing through my everything, I'd have met the void many 
centuries ago. Kai taught the Immortals this strength. She gave us the key to wielding it. 

Still, the Morgul Response takes its toll. I'm hazy by the time it passes, a mirage of half-
faded colors and a core of staccato flickering.  

Midenzi gathers me into her lap and strokes my hair. "Easy does it, Mar," she whispers. 
"Good girl. You're still here. Rest easy."  

"You good to hear an update?" Alth asks. 
"Affirmative," I answer. "Long as there's nothing in it I have to deal with." 
"Opposite," he says. "Got word just before your Response. After pulling the Lady in to 

advise, Command's decided the Immortals aren't ready to function outside Machrae Diir." 
"But--" I shudder. Grimace. "Okay, that's fair." 
"Verdict is, we've got the striking power, the gear, the tactics," Alth continues, pouring 

us all shots, "but not the endurance. It's going to be attrition out there, they think. Long 
haul. One of us against any ten hunters, easy win, but what about the next day?" 

Midenzi takes the liberty of holding my shot-glass up to my lips, cradling my head to 
help me drink. I whimper a little, quivering, teary-eyed. Just grateful that I’m still here. 
Whiskey--or the idea of it--muddles striving's pressure away. When I can muster words 
again, I say, "She's right. But, who's deploying instead?" 

Alth smiles. "Communique just quoted Karliina, and I quote in my turn, 'my brave boys 
always hold the line.'" 

I quiver. "Poor bastards." 
"They'll do it." Alth insists. 
I laugh. "Oh... I meant the hunters." 
My mind’s eye finds them, gathering under grim banners in the midnight depths of 

Saingediir: ghost divisions marked by shoulder-patches of leering skulls and shattered 
shields, every fissure filled with violet fire. Demons need to make it personal. Every hunter 
band has to be its own landmark battle. Throw us at a god, an angel, a lone mortal hero. 
That’s where we belong. Cycles, endurance matches… we don’t handle those so well. 

That’s why we’re not the only soldiers of Machrae Diir. The Lady has older champions. 
What enemy could be more stubborn than a living human? 
Somewhere far away and far below, an officer with emerald light glowing in his eye 

sockets, his skull leering through the crevices of ever-bleeding flesh where a shellburst tore 
the left side of his face off, checks his pistol and barks his orders. Rank on rank they 
shoulder old rifles and machine-guns with long, perforated rectangle barrel-jackets, eerie 
shades backlit by green-tinted searchlights cutting the smog of the drill yard.  

The stark shapes of ill-omened helms. Everyone knows who they once fought for. 
Everyone knows why only the Lady was brazen enough to give them a second chance. 

What’s more stubborn than a living human? Why, a dead one, of course. 
I rest no easier in the weeks after that, but at least I’ve no longer got fear making it 

harder. Fear I’m failing everyone. Fear that enemies will steal the night from us while I 
grapple with my soul-state. 

A month later, in passing, Alth informs me that the Shattered Shield Division has 
eradicated the hunter threat, and the Immortals are formally standing down from war 
footing. Easy as that: there was never any doubt. 

Now there’s nowhere left to hide.  



 

No fear I can fixate on to shield me from myself. 
  



 

The heroine's end 

"A croissant with ham and cheese?!" I clench my fingers. My finger-pads creak on the 
eggshell-pattern porcelain plate under its own miniature tent. "What does it MEAN?" I 
growl, scribbling in the ash and dust. 

"It means I thought it would make a nice breakfast." 
I spin at that voice, howling in rage as I seize the shotgun and pull the trigger the 

instant I line up its barrels on my target. It blasts a basketball-sized void in the blue-veiled 
demon standing over me. 

"Ouch," she observes, her form stitching inward. Spectral sinews burn into being and 
cool into flesh. "Pardon me for lacking the Lady's gift with words.” She takes a step forward. 
I lift the barrel towards her face. "Firstly. I feel 5 rounds left in there--" I pump it. "--
counting the one you just chambered. Not gonna be enough." 

"I have more!" My voice catches. 
"You're really going to try and lie about that?" She folds her arms. "Enough. Look, I get 

that you're upset, but you can't just go around shooting random people because your whole 
family's dead. Tragedy's no excuse to make more tragedies."  

Her tail swishes. "Kinda intuitive." 
I stand slowly. Back up. Raise the gun. "You're a demon. Who cares if I kill you?" 
She claps her hands together and draws a chilling breath--far, far too long for mortal 

lungs--through her nose. "Okay. I see you're still too angry for this to work. I'll just go." 
And she does. A brisk turn. A blue-robed figure on drifting steps through the wastes. 
Getting smaller. 
Yeah? What do I need her for, anyway? 
And smaller. 
I'll get by on my own. 
And smaller. 
I like it. The moaning wind, the dying trees, the ash flakes. 
Tiny now. 
I belong here. 
The smoke-haze washes away her silhouette. 
I didn't need judgment. I just wanted help– 
--at gunpoint– 
--so what? They have all that power! Power imbalances change the rules! 
--so if I have the power of a gun and someone else doesn't, do I have to let them beat 

me to death? 
Another gust. Now it's quiet. At times like this, Papa would make a joke. Mama would 

tell him there's nothing wrong with a companionable silence, but she'd be smiling. One of 
my idiot brothers would poke my shoulder and ask what I'm trying to prove by frowning, 
and... and... 

And I'm sprinting. Ash-flakes stab my lungs.  
Fallen homes leer with dark, empty windows. 
Then, a blue figure. 
She speaks without turning as I catch up. "You're real lucky that, as a demon after the 

Lady's own heart, I have an instinctive love for fire, brimstone and the yield of the Earth's 
molten womb. So, I'm walking home. Enjoying the scenery. Having second thoughts?" 



 

"Sorry," I murmur. "For... for trying to kill you." 
"We can forgive pain," she says. "But do you want to heal it, or wallow in it?"" 
I tremble. "I want to heal." 
She glances over her shoulder, and smiles. "Come on, then." 

  



 

The Lady's End 

"Are you sure about this?" Words of a small figure with a slow-drifting tail of white, 
dappled in blue scales, hidden under cobalt silks. Handmaiden. The worst of all my... all the 
Lady's handmaidens. 

Across from her, a woman. A woman with emerald hair and emerald eyes and a gown 
of emerald silk and alabaster skin with a rosy flush. But, the hair notwithstanding, human. 

It already feels like I was never anything more than that.  
"I am," I say. "It's time. I want to dwell in Machrae Diir because I love the dimension 

and its denizens, because it feels like home. I want to be a demon, I want to be a succubus, 
and Carag, because being these things makes me happier than anything else ever could. If I 
remain in Machrae Diir because I'm too afraid to journey beyond, if I remain what I am 
because I'm too afraid to try becoming something else, my fear will poison my love. I'll 
spread that poison to all the loves around me. I'm ready enough, and this is the way." 

The silence stretches, and stretches, and stretches. A slow breeze stirs the dust around 
my feet. The Gate remains. Open, lambent blue pouring from its inward faces. A window of 
obsidian crumbling into dust igniting into blue fire that darkens back to obsidian. 

"I don't think you'll make a very good human, personally," handmaiden says. "You 
never have." 

"I agree," I answer. "But my heart tells me I must try. Just this once, not as a ruse to get 
Seurchraig's guard down, not as an accident of birth, a nascent demon-soul too young to 
know her parents were calling her to inhabit flesh that would only ever be a prison. I must 
try to be human simply for the sake of being human. I feel a mystery that I overlooked." 

"So, that's why the journey," she says, nodding to herself. "You'll know why you need to 
when you find the answer. Can't find what you don't seek." 

"Unless it's already within me," I agree, "and this answer isn't. It's almost novel these 
days--not knowing the answer already." 

Another breeze. The sun shines. Wind stirs the trees. The Gate is an old tunnel with 
graffiti on the walls. Handmaiden's tail has disappeared. 

"Guess I better go back," she says. “I didn’t realize Earth’s mundanity was this potent 
after all these centuries. If I didn’t know any better, I’d say this is Earth's power. Eldritch 
force manifested as what humans call physics, science, the unraveling of the otherworldly. 
Magic that expresses itself as intensified versions of things that exist where there’s no 
magic at all…” She clenches her fists. "It's bullshit. We worked so hard. We fought to make 
our own way." A sigh. A settling. "You sure you'll be able to find your own way back?" 

"I'm not sure at all," I admit. "Machrae Diir was an accident. Something strange and 
wondrous I began to make so, so many years ago. In my flesh-vessel. When I walked my 
waking life like a dreamer, thinking like a myth incarnate. To return consciously..." 

My best handmaiden bows. "I believe in you," she says softly. "You will find your way 
home when you're ready." 

Goodbye is spoken by our slow shifting, by the somber mood, by the echo of her booted 
feet in the old tunnel. Words would only make it feel less... Real. 

There's no tunnel in the slope trailing down to the swamp just north of the family 
house. There never has been.  And there never will be, unless a day comes when it's always 
been there. And I don't have emerald robes or eyes, and my hair is the same dark brown as 



 

ever. A figure of equal disinterest--or annoyance--to humans, fey, gods, demons, and at this 
point I'll spare myself the shame and assume that goes for everyone and everything else. 

I consider. Stretch. Another day, another defeat.  
I remember full well how hard I tried, all those years and years ago, to make my form 

shift to my will. I knew that shapeshifting was my birthright. I hurled my will against 
reality, and reality won. Over, and over, and over again. What's the use in trying now? 

Sunlight catches my eyes. Calling them to the rays. Unthinking, I stare right into its 
burning depths, drinking the joy of radiance. I glance away, and only them remember that 
human eyes should burn out when they stare at the sun. Yet, my sight remains. 

Do I dare...? 
Perhaps I should just accept the inevitable rather than give this planet a chance to 

break my heart again. Then I think of handmaiden, standing before me after she and her 
sisters cast Vella. She's right. Even now, after all I've been through, I think of myself as the 
delusional human girl stuck on Earth. If I just accept that, mute and submissive, then I'm 
failing again anyway, right? No horns, no tail, nothing demonic. And I'll have to accept the 
consequences the next time I look at the sun. I must live as a human, at least for now. 

But just a little something, perhaps? Something that calls to me like the green on the 
leaves, the grasses, the ferns strewn around me. Something that means growth. 

I fill myself with the weight of everything I am become. Pushing against the lightness in 
the air around me, concentrating, straining my psyche until my head aches, and my senses 
become hazy, and I sway where I stand. Straining as hard as ever I did in the past. And still, 
after all these centuries, I feel nothing. Tears brim. Is it all a lie, then? 

I slump down, heavily, making my emerald robes wrinkle against my knees--oh. 
Silly girl. Of course it wouldn't feel different. This, too, was within me all along. I'm 

simply bringing something else to the surface. Rearranging layers, like a change of 
wardrobe, playing with makeup. Folding some things away so I can try others on. 

I rise. This one thing. This tiny proof that I am that I am... this is all I needed. I pause to 
admire the lovely heart-shaped face reflected in a nearby pond, emerald eyes and emerald-
lips and silken emerald hair blowing in the breezes that kiss my skin with a rosy flush. 

Yes, this will do. A little beats nothing, yes? Time to look for the start of the story. 
  



 

Emerald duelist and the perforated witch 

A doll in a dress of perforated, calcified fungal blooms. She pours tea for her witch. 
Should I be aware of her appearance, or her witch's? What's the etiquette here? Am I even 
allowed to... Enough. Drift those fingers through the stolen movements of a benediction. 

Breath deep. 
"You're very open with your emotions," the witch observes. Her head is a cagework of 

holes in pale growth. Only her lips are flesh. And her lips smile. 
"Dangerous habit, don't you think?" 
I am a hissing breath through grinning teeth, the skid of boots on old flooring and a 

bone-chair's clatter against the floor. The silk under my fingers is lightning and lust. 
And the witch calmly sips her tea. "Hm. I will observe I did not say it was only 

dangerous for you. And I was only making small talk. No threats intended." 
Muscle tension. Thundering heart. I glance awkwardly at my right hand. 
It quivers on my half-drawn sword's grip... where did that come from? 
I clear my throat. The long blade clashes, brazen dissonance against its scabbard's 

mouth. "Sorry, uh..." I pick the chair up. Slump down. "I have a, um..." 
"A hair-trigger psyche," the witch says. "An overtuned fight-or-flight response, in other 

words. I'm sure it's kept you alive in the past. It seems like now it's the response that 
controls you, though, doesn't it?" 

"Yes," I confess. "In a very real sense, it's my past self overriding my present. I gathered 
such fearsome momentum..." I lose myself in petting my hair until it remembers that I've 
remembered it's supposed to be green, not black. I shear my fingers off on blue horns. 

My fingers pass intact through emerald locks where only emptiness sprouts. 
"I have not taken offense," the witch says. "Still, this will be our only meeting." 
"That's fair." Dust and spore-scents, mugginess, a sour-sweet note for the witch 

herself... this is the air that greets my stretching essence. Vibrations, the thrumming rush of 
force from my deep before all, and I at last accept the cup offered to me. 

"You should ask before exerting your power in another's home," the witch points out. 
"Oh," I say, "I'm sorry, I--" 
"I don't care," she says. Her eyelessness scans me, seems to see the flinch I repress. 

"Personally, that is. Just a point of etiquette." I become only half aware of my own 
telekinesis, and spill half the tea with a startled jump when the cup finishes drifting into my 
waiting hand. "Did you know?" the witch asks. "That it was a mirage?" 

"No," I admit. "I thought, at first, that more power would make me feel safer." 
The perforated doll hurries to dry the table and refill my cup. 
"Thank you," I say softly, smiling with true gratitude. 
She freezes. "O-of course," she stutters, and hurries back to stand behind her witch. 
Some form of fruit-infused black tea. I regret that I know too little to appreciate it. 
"You are hardly the first to make that mistake," the witch says. Spells chitter all 

throughout her house. Calling me to look into her depths, to turn sleepy, to let her mold me. 
I don't take it personally, either. 
"You know, dear," she drawls. "I could make it all better." 
I tilt my head. Raise an eyebrow. "No, you couldn't." A sip. I cherish the ceramic's clink 

against its little plate. "I wouldn't take the way I respond to my trauma triggers as a sign of 
weakness." 



 

"A warning?" she murmurs, fingers caressing her cheek. 
"A courtesy," I correct. 
"Then, I appreciate it," she answers. A pause. "You're now paranoid, thinking I'll take 

your confidence to mean your guard's down and strike you with some spell you're 
unprepared to counter." 

"Acknowledged," I say, and nod. 
A beat. 
"Does that spell exist?" she asks. 
"If it does, I cannot conceive of it," I say. "It's extraordinarily unlikely that you could 

wield it." 
"But of course," the witch says, "you know better than anyone that power is a made 

thing. The most unexpected person might make themselves a genius in it." 
"Insight's curse," I agree. "There was a time I struggled to grasp any power more alien 

than a hypersonic sword stroke." 
This time, it's the witch who spills her tea. 
"Really?" she asks. 
"Lies bore me," I say. "So yes, really. I was raised by humans who were especially 

incurious about power in all its forms, and bombarded by stories full of heroes who either 
scorned power as a dangerous trap, like those of Tolkien, or for whom a bigger, more fiery 
punch was the epitome of inventive techniques." 

"And the other?" she asks. 
I smile slightly. "Done your reading, have you? If I hadn't become a true peer I fought 

her, she'd have burned me to oblivion. Still came closer than comfortable. The old one 
taught me many things on accident, things I gleaned from her early manipulations when 
she underestimated my own insight, but my skills and power are ultimately my own." A 
sigh. "Thanks for the tea. Since we're talking, I would like to ask for perspective." 

"Looking for a witch to put things in perspective?" she laughs. "Do you LIKE putting 
yourself under the power of people who will use their control to hurt you?" 

The sheer, adamant will of my not-looking at the doll could realign planets. "I wonder 
that sometimes myself." Not that I think she's bad to her dolls. I just know a little about 
where a witch's dolls tend to come from, and how. Best let those thoughts slip back to the 
deep. They belong to an alien figure on her bladework throne. A natal demon. I? I'm just a 
human who inherited a few things from her, that strange and far Carag. 

"Don't we all?" the witch giggles. Her not-eyes don't dance with a beguiling glow. "Very 
well. I have a feeling this'll be its own sort of fun. Ask what you will." 

I close my eyes, musing deeply, doing my utmost to bear the razor clarity of my 
hearing. Every slight shift… "I know there's no protocol, no community as such," I say, 
opening myself to sight again. "This strange multiverse of witches, dolls, all these nameless 
entities that ring with an unspoken harmony... I want to be part of it." 

The witch gestures about her. "Well, you are." She leans back. Fingers of steel-shod 
translucent root clack rhythmically against her jaw. "But that's not quite the heart of it, is 
it? You want to know how you're supposed to act so the responses will let you know you 
belong." She straightens. "I don't take you for a fool." 

"So, considering that?" A pause. Again, the ragged sibilance of sipped tea. "I'll tell you 
directly, there is no such 'how', nor is there a why, nor--as far as I can tell--is there such a 
thing in the patterns where we live as 'belonging.' And you knew that already." 



 

Behind closed lips, I lick my teeth. "Yes." 
"As to your particular case," she continues, "well... you wanted to be free of rigid roles. 

You wanted total agency over your own path, to become whatever strange unspeakable 
unknowable being you so desired. And you succeeded! But..."  

She turns the word over. Savors it. "Most folk, yes, even when it comes to talk of 
witches and dolls, want to know what they're getting into. You went out of your way to 
subvert everything they use to decide what they are and aren't ready to meet with. And 
now, no one seems certain what to do with you, and with the Real and the Unreal and 
everything else--and everything that's not--being so wide and vast and full of much easier 
choices, most of them decide simply to have nothing to do with you at all." 

I sigh. "Yes. No use denying that. I chose this." 
"And you thought they would love you for it." Her tone is almost... pitying. 
"At first." I run my fingers over the barbs hidden in the table's twisted bone. "Later, I 

just kept going out of spite." 
"Hm. Well, that's the end of that, then," the witch says. "I do have to note... you were a 

demon. They're not without something that might almost be called a place, you know, in 
relation to beings like me. Why change back?" 

"I still need to learn from my humanity," I answer. 
"So now you're a human who knows things, feels things, can do things every other 

human says no human should be allowed," she says, "and as for--what's the word you used 
a lot in your old writing, otherkin? Funny thing--to them, you're now a harbinger of failure. 
You're one of the ones who made the change, became something else, and then collapsed 
back into humanity." She comes to a halt at last. "Where does a creature like you fit in?" 

"Not sure," I say. I ease my chair back. "I thank you for your time. Back to the Road." 
The witch laughs. "Oh? And what's that about?" 
"Old Tolkien's notion," I answer. "You can read all about it in a silly old book you may 

have heard of." I'm on the threshold, the door handle under my hand, when the witch clears 
her throat. 

"I'll say this much." She rises. Motions to her doll to clear the table. "I've met all sorts of 
people, and monsters, and forces still harder to know. I've seen much magic, madness, and 
trauma. I've seen bloodlust, paranoia, overactive fight-or-flight responses. But you showed 
me something I've never beheld before. In that first instinctive blink when your sword first 
answered your will, the first emotion I felt from you was, of all things... relief." 

She smiles. "I'm unsure what to make of that. But it has to be worth something, doesn't 
it, for meetings like this one?" 

I smile back. Turn the handle. "Yeah. I guess so." 
A tremor. A shift. 
"Thank you," I add. 
And I step over the threshold, for the Road awaits--winding forever on and on. 

  



 

A cat, the emerald wanderer, and what makes a devil besides being a 
demon 

"Finally... found you..." I pant, paws on my knees.  
The emerald lady--emerald hair, emerald eyes, emerald gown, alabaster skin with a 

faint rosy flush of exertion and right, yeah, of course she'd be hot, should've expected that--
looks just as disoriented as I feel. Considering she's been the one raising stony pillars at 
breakneck speed, punting herself from rooftop to rooftop in this valley of overgrown iron 
ruins, and I've been the one sprinting and yelling and trying to catch up, I can't help but feel 
a little annoyed about that. 

"Oh!" she says, startled. "I understand now. This conversation hasn't happened."  
What.  
"I mean," she adds, scrunching her eyes as though at some distant horizon, "for you it's 

happening, but for me it won't have until it does."  
"Which will be when?" I ask.  
She smiles. "Soon." 
"Oh, gods," I groan, "I should've known you'd be insane."  
"Do you suppose I am?" she asks. "Well, I hope it's not too much trouble. I'll try to avoid 

being too weird about this. It's the first time I've been summoned into a future I might 
diverge from. It feels odd, gauzy." She taps her lips. "Gauzy? Hm. I feel as though in 
continuum I'm overusing that one. Granted, it might be--"  

"Alright, wait, stop.” I hold my paws out. "I cannot communicate like this. I can just... 
go? I'm not asking you to change, but I cannot do this." 

She waves a hand with emerald-painted nails. "It'll be fine, I'll contain it. Dream-like 
rambling is the best for talking about lore, anyway."  

My eyes don’t feel like they belong to me. Slitted, one red and one gold, staring of their 
own accord at this very, very strange woman. "Why?"  

She shrugs. "People get bored, otherwise."  
"Right, uh... how did you know I was going to ask..." I stop. "Never mind. "Are you sure 

you're human?"  
"I will be when we talk.” She nods firmly. "And I am right now. Except when I'm 

something else. Which is rare, unless I'm thinking about myself. I'm bad at being human."  
I offer the best deadpan stare a cat can give. "I figured." 
She smiles wryly. "For the record, I figured because most beings seldom seek me out 

otherwise. 'Hey Caerllyn, want a drink?' 'Hey Caerllyn, wanna play something?' I wish they 
did. But it's always, 'word me some words, word-lady, different from the ones you already 
worded. I want special words for me only.'" 

The extreme un-presence of a sword at her side starts to make me nervous.  
"I can still just go," I suggest.  
"No, no, it's fine, really!" the emerald lady says. "Ask your question. It's a light enough 

thing. I just feel like I'm being slut-shamed sometimes. That's all." She clears her throat. 
"There. A dose of light trauma-dumping at your journey's end, a seer's price for tracking me 
down in the maybe-future to ask me a question."  

"And you already know what the answer is, right?" I ask.  
She beams. "No! Isn't foresight fun?"  
"It seems more like disorienting and inconvenient."  



 

She grins, cocking her thumbs upward and pointing both her fingers at me. I’m not 
familiar with this gesture, but somehow I know it’s ridiculous for her to make it. "Also 
true!" She knuckles her chin. "Is a precognitive manifestation really the same as foresight, 
though, or should I understand it more as a quantum summoning of the sort possibly 
depicted in the Black Books of Jung--"  

"So about demons and devils," I interrupt, making her flinch. "Sorry. Uh, just... I've been 
reading through a lot of your past works, actually, and I've been trying to understand what 
each of those words means to you."  

The emerald lady, who I can't help but think of as the emerald lady even though I know 
she said her name, brightens. She circles to sit on a mussy, fallen beam with the remnants 
of decaying wires hanging down into a chamber with some kind of spinning device at its 
center--for water filtration, maybe?  

I pick a spot a little further from the hole. I'm, um... actually scared of heights. 
"Well, I could tell you a lot," she says. "But if you've read what I already wrote..." She 

blushes, raising one hand's back to cover her face. "Sorry. I'm, um... I'll still be new to the 
idea of someone actually asking me about my work by the time we talk. So, um... if you've 
read what I already wrote, then I must assume there's something I didn't explain well." She 
waves a hand around her head. "I feel all the meanings reverberating around me in 
continuum. Makes it easy to lose track of the ones I failed to convey." 

I feel like a complete ass for getting annoyed earlier. Her weird way of experiencing 
reality... it clearly makes her happy. "Well, sometimes you use the terms 'demon' and 'devil' 
interchangeably," I say. "But at others it seems as though there's some vital difference. 
"Like, in the early stages of iterating your outer devil theorems, you often used the term 
'outer demon', but later on you exclusively used the term 'outer devil'. Why?"  

"Well," she says, "first, let's be clear that when I use the English words 'demon' and 
'devil, "I'm using them as shorthand for the Vulshiir words 'gosm'--"  

Lurching, canted sight. Claws wrap a threshold, shadows surge like smoke inside the 
surface of the walls. fractured impression of a grinning fanged maw. The deep abyss 
welling up inside my head just before I dream. Whiplash warp like a a missed jump and a 
ledge cracking my chin.  

The emerald lady switches her legs, now crossing the left over the right, and continues, 
"--and 'saevul.'" Lightning coils in steel sinew, Forge-glows and scalding and the monolith's 
touch unfolding into knowing. 

I snap back to myself. "Holy shit... t-that's what you meant when you wrote that 
Vulshiir is a language of the power, huh?" I swallow my nerves. "The Carag tongue, t-the 
Ruinborn Hymn... was that an early effort to create Vulshiir?"  

"Oho," the emerald lady laughs. "Very astute! They're the same, actually. But events 
spiraled outside my control, I perished of sickness before I could realize that, and so I'm 
afraid my writings paint an incomplete picture of me. I am Carag, you see. The very first 
of..." she stops. Her smile dims. "Well.. that is... I wanted to be Carag, and no Carag existed 
before me. No prior lives, as I once wrote. That was all psychosis." 

"Oh." My tail wraps my ankles. "Sorry. That you died before you could finish it." 
"I got a second chance. I try to focus on that." Her rekindled smile is pearly and 

bewitching and when she arrives in this moment to give it, it will be meant for me alone. 
"You really have done your research if you know about Caragliiri. When was it, 2019 A.D 
that I removed those posts from my old blog? I'm flattered. But yes," she continues, while I 



 

reel from the raw sunniness of her praises, "Caragliiri and Vulshiir are the same speech in 
the end. I created 'Caragliiri' as something of a Veil-Name for Vulshiir. I did not yet believe I, 
myself, could be powerful enough to write it." 

Another deep smile. "But I'm getting off-topic. Or rather, I'm giving more of the topic 
than you asked for. The answer to your question, taken conventionally, is simple. I always 
found something oddly compelling about the notion of the Hells versus the Abyss, you see." 

"Really?" I ask. "Like, you do mean--"  
"The Forgotten Realms, and Pathfinder," she agrees. "I know. My, you’re well versed on 

Earth culture. All this study just to comprehend little old me? Still, hardly the inspiration 
you'd expect, given where I wound up. I felt they touched on something important about 
my own understanding of the difference between a demon and a devil, but..." 

She purses her lips. And gods, those are some lips, I--  
"I'm still talking!~" Caerllyn sing-songs. "Am I more here, or are you less so? Focus, 

little kitty. Mistress is talking."  
She knows. I'm made of glass and she KNOWS.  
"Y-yes ma'am," I stammer. "Sorry ma'am."  
"Good girl." She frowns, running her fingers over her big, pretty, iridescent horns. She 

waves through them and they disappear into smoke and--  
Why am I thinking about the color blue?  
"Still human," Caerllyn mutters. "I must stick to this. The way out is through. 

Revelations in flesh… ahem." She folds her hands. "So, yes, certain tabletop games and their 
lore. I just figured out the answer earlier today, so your timing will be very good."  

"That's... is that how that works?" I ask.  
"Stop thinking about it, pet," she orders.  
"Y-yes ma'am, of course ma'am." Her smile... I would die for her...  
"It was the whole framing--slotting everything into law and chaos," Caerllyn continues. 

"I felt it was important that demons were fiends who chased their own instincts, where 
devils embraced law, and had certain longstanding rulers who always made it clear who 
they were, all these contracts and consent-mechanisms plotting out the way they’d take a 
soul, but why?" She grins. "I've finally figured it out. Rule, my dear sweet kitten--"  

KITTEN?! It's a good thing I can't sweat, and that cats don't have any equally obvious 
tells, like highly-expressive ears.  

"--focus, dear." Caerllyn doesn't seem even a little displeased to say it. "Law, ultimately, 
is about who rules whom. And rule," she adds, turning the word over on her tongue and oh 
fuck I'm going to die of thirst, "is about power projection. Rule," she declares, with 
triumphant gleams in her big, green, pretty pretty eyes, "is irradiant." 

She holds her left hand out and all I can think of are those fingers tracing me, slipping 
into my mouth. "So you see, in my understanding a demon--gosm--" Parted lips and heated 
sighs and claws tickling my belly and teasing my-- "--is a being linked with personal 
impulses, the deep psyche, and all the iceberg of identity under the surface." 

"The devil, the saevul--" She is the lambent blue and the six-horned succumbing, the 
gate is wide and welcoming and I will be adorned in the signs of her possession and I will 
be redeemed! Blessed, oh blessed are we, her elect, her-- "is a rare subclass of such demons. 
The devil, irradiant," Caerllyn slides a sly razor smile across her emerald lips, "is a paradox 
creature, a demon inclined to be selfish and secretive who, in her irradiance, shines her 
deepest self into all around her and so transmutes them toward her own nature." 



 

She licks her teeth. "Now, here's where I went astray in the distinction for many, many 
centuries. There's a difference between irradiance as a single act, and irradiance as a 
continuous, intentional part of one's identity. I like to play the dark star sometimes, shining 
my into the souls around me, changing and transmuting them with all the wondrous 
mysteries of my abyss..." She pauses to pointedly push her horns back into her head.  

I'm so sad to see them go. I guess she has to do this, but... I think they're really 
beautiful. Her horns. They're part of her, after all. 

"But," she continues, "to be a devil means defining yourself by your irradiance. It 
passes beyond just shining yourself into others. It means holding a magnifiying glass to the 
way your light illuminates them." Her visage creases. Pain. That's pain in her eyes. "It 
means flaring over, and over, and over, insisting that they must feel the same way that you 
do about everything you give to them, that they must reach the same conclusions, that they 
must decide on the same actions, and I..." She sniffles, shaking her head. 

"Poor stupid girl. I wanted to be abyssal. That's what makes a succubus happy! The 
dream-sieve, wild and free and instinctive, radiant when it makes me happy, radiant only 
when I enjoy the chance to unleash myself. To be irradiant, forcing myself to measure 
everything I achieved by whether the beings I met responded to it as though they were my 
kindred spirits in every way, shape, and form... small wonder I mangled my own lust." 

The silence settles until I can conceive a question to break it. 
"So... so demons might gather followers, but won't change their natures?" I ask. 
"Well," Caerllyn says, waggling a hand, "a demon may try changing a follower's nature 

as long as it feels fulfilling. However, where the devil does this because their own identity 
requires them to change the natures around them, for the demon it's about the experience 
of the attempt, of enjoying the action itself. Whether the demon actually succeeds in 
changing that being's nature is a side issue. I've just as often used my irradiance to double 
the reflected light of those I cherish, and reinforce their own ideal selves, as I have to seed 
them with my little gifts." She tilts her head. "Does that answer your question?"  

"Y-yes, uh," I gulp. "It does. It... will have?"  
"Let me worry over my perspective, pet." She stands, feet stepping on empty air over 

the old chamber. "I will shine it forth in my own time." She taps my forehead. "Be yourself." 
I quiver. "Y-yes, mistress."  
Caerllyn beams. "That's a good girl! Now, if you've read everything else, you know what 

I'll want you to do next, won't you?" She leans forward. Whispers in my ear. "Wherever I go, 
I want to hear all sorts of rumors about your adventures." 

I shudder. My eyes roll back. I--  
I'm alone in a valley of overgrown iron ruins. Scents of earth, growing things, a brief 

hint of something strange and sharp on the wind. I feel I've just learned something, then 
forgotten again.  

I guess... I'll remember when the time comes? 
  



 

Emerald architect, an angel, and a monstrosity's caverns 

"So, um..." The angel girl taps one of her feet-that-is-seven-feet on the rough stone 
inside the crevice. "Do you have allies you can call on? A higher power, or at least, a power 
that can do things you can't?" 

"I'm afraid not." The emerald lady uncrosses and recrosses her legs. "I'm, how to put 
this... a pariah by coincidence? Most beings don't so much dislike me as they have no 
preconceived feelings about who, and what, I am. I lie outside prior attachment. They feel 
instinctive apathy towards me, and receive requests for help as a kind of psychic attack." 

"Hm." Nine wings melt through their own shapes. Feathers of rainbow mist and stained 
glass. "Must be nice." 

The emerald lady, who must not and will not be I because if she becomes I then all this 
becomes something forbidden, or arrogant, or annoying or narcissistic or-- 

--the emerald lady nods. "It would be for you. Less so for me. I taught myself that I 
needed them to feel certain things. They didn't. If I just taught myself to succeed by catering 
to my own needs rather than luring them through tiers... but, enough." In the murk under 
her skin, under her skull, under her synapses, ripples turn up glittering haze. And the haze 
is full of riches, and promises, and power. 

The umbral bl--no. 
The Brazen Pates--no, not them either. 
Then reach deep, deep, deep to the forsaken reach and-- 
Enough. 
I will not... damn it, there's ego again. So be it. I suppose I only grow myself if I embrace 

that I have a self to grow. This knowledge feels new, but I recognize that it's only so old I 
forgot it. Remembered things feel new if we've forgotten them long enough. Nothing more. 

Wait... I'm having these thoughts years ago, during the battle with Seurchraig. 
"Remembered things feel new if we've forgotten them long enough" was the ridiculous 
explanation she gave to twist me into the throwing away the Carag, my people, myself. 

I want to scream. This is impossible. 
I'm suspect the angel girl would react poorly to that, so I fall into the well-worn gulf of 

calming. Cleansing breaths. Self-blessing gestures. Maybe the other knowledge feels new 
because the potency, the clarity of its truth, is new to me? I can make a start with that. 

"I will solve this matter through means beyond violence," I say aloud. "Beyond my 
violence, and any others that I could invoke." 

"So... you could solve it through violence," the angel girl says. The white-fire cables 
fraying off her torso hug her. "Is that your purpose? Peace?" 

"No." 
I look to the play of her vivid lights in a smooth portion of the crevice wall. "I want to, 

you understand? I want to solve this with bloodshed. You have..." I shiver. Hyperventilation. 
Oh, oh, oh, this is dangerous ground. I love danger, I lust for it, I– 

"--no idea," I pant. "And if I succumb to that desire I will be lost." 
"Lost?" Her little voice, even in a whisper, rings with psychic remembrance of the 

hymnal. "Is that bad?" 
"For me, yes." My fingers drift instinctively to my side. They seem to drag against me 

when I pull them away. If I forsake continuum, I will be lost." My words take on the old, 
tantalizing resonance. Would it be so terrible? The dark fire forever avails me. Profane 



 

radiance and sacred shadow, the long blade's perverse bliss in the eternal instant of its 
severing union with flesh-- 

"Sooner or later," I force myself to a softer tone, "I must learn to grow something 
within myself to feed on. I am good at destruction. That's the problem. I look at everything 
and think how quickly I can carve through, but..." I shake my head. Rise. "Later." 

"You're going out there?" she asks, shock creeping into her voice. 
"I have a high tolerance for fear," I say. "Less than limitless. I must act. The longer I sit 

in the dark meditating on the idea of a threat, the more tempting slaughter gets." 
"Don't you have a responsibility to use every tool you've got?" she presses. 
Her radiance flares to the point that even my dazzled, mundane flesh-eyes can clearly 

see the jagged pseudo-reflection of the crevice cutting into the shadows outside. 
"We both have points in our personal continuums we must hold on to," I say. "I will 

respect your nature, scorning manipulation. Please return that courtesy." I wince within as 
it occurs to me--too late--that speaking to an angel girl in etiquette might as well be 
manipulation. I spoke in earnest. Focus on that.  Stay away from social games. For that, too, 
sooner or later ends with the swift sword in the night. Oh, how I-- 

--I force myself out through the crevice with a lunging step. Into the caves, into the 
freezing breeze and the sounds of dripping water and faint betraying rays. 

"So, um..." the angel girl peeks from the crevice. Her divine glory slashes the comforting 
umbra to pieces and makes me agonizingly aware of the silken shimmers in my emerald 
locks and eyes and gown. "I believe right now my purpose is to follow you." 

Oh, Void, just take me now. 
"Right. " I hold my hand palm-out towards her and creep to the nearest junction. Faint 

purplish glows spill from cracks in the floor. Every now and then phosphorescent gases 
flash to luminescence, rippling cascades I can see coming from a hundred meters ahead. 
Like a single pulse in a massive ghostly synapse, like--Why does this sudden warmth 
emanate againast my back? 

I glance behind me, and make eye contact with the angel girl. 
I push words through gritted teeth "When I hold my hand out that way., it means to 

stay where you are." I straighten. Pivot. My hands clasp behind my bak. I am shrinking and I 
am growing. Less height, greater authority. Hair and cartilage and bones shift. 

Ah, yes, I know these bangs and this lilting voice that can grow so swiftly sharp. 
"Really, now. Are you an angel or a Bavarian schoolgirl?" I spread my feet. "I don't 

expect the obedience of a doll. Still, a little martial instinct would become an angel well--" 
Stop. 
I hold both hands out, gather my feet back in, and breathe away the Iron Maiden. 
And I am green, and taller, and afraid again. "I must transcend that impulse too," I 

mutter. "As Ermina I mean discipline, discipline means authority, authority is a form of 
psychological violence." 

I can feel them in the abyss beneath the island of my waking mind. Such neat and 
ordered ranks. Every named regiment.  So drilled and driven and proud to serve. My boys. 

I. Must. Transcend. Where does that path end? Foundations and laboratories and idiot 
spittle about "containment." 

"This seems really difficult," the angel girl observes. 
"AND YOU ARE NOT--" I start to snarl. Deep breaths. Hands to either side as though 

bracing myself in a doorway--yes. The threshold. The boundary between the way forward 



 

and the way back. "Sorry," I say. "For venting anger.” I start over, more calmly. "That said, 
you are not helping. I need you to confine your thoughts to your own mind unless they're 
thoughts like, 'I think I see the monster,' "that's definitely the monster,' and "I should tell 
Caerllyn the monster's coming.' Alright?" 

"Oh, okay. That's fair. That makes sense. So we don't get caught by the thing that eats 
light." She nods, sending crescent waves of sacred fire spilling to the floor. Several fungi 
hiss and bubble louder than sin, then catch fire. 

I sigh. 
Threshold.  
Way back.  
Way forward. 
I turn around. With another step I am infinite worlds away from the cocoon of lessons 

and ideals and the Clash. I feel it behind me still. The promise of muffling, order, certainty.  
What lies ahead? I've tried to call it experience, but that's another lie. Another, subtler 

ideal. What lies ahead? Cold, slimy walls and passageways that lead where they shouldn't. A 
naturally unnatural warren of ups that go down, and downs that go sideways, and sideways 
that goes nowhere at all. 

And somewhere there's a creature made of mouths and pincers and hunger. 
"Alright, fine," I mutter, "I understand why metaphors and moral points feel 

comforting. It's still a bad habit." 
"Are you talking to me?" the angel girl asks. 
"No." I grope forward. Peer into a distorted bowl-chamber where eyeless flesh-masses 

squelch along the floor. "Talking to myself, same as ever. I used to turn to morality as a kind 
of dissociation. False comfort. Stops you dealing with reality--" I halt, foot poised above a 
tiny pit of spinning teeth, and steaming walls, that just opened where I meant to step next. 

"--and now I need to shut up, for both our sakes." 
In an expanse of collapsing stars, I walk, with the terror of one lying naked under the 

butcher's knife, along a twisting path that loops and loops and loops while the faint shine of 
the angel girl at the mouth of the tunnel I exited grows more and more distant. 

Finally I halt. I grimace. I wave for her to follow me. 
She soars to me in a thunderous passage of sky-tearing golden fire and prismatic rays. 
"Slower next time," I say. "The light can't be helped, but the sound can." 
"Ohhhhh," she whispers. "Right, sorry." 
 I didn't mean every sound, but whatever. I don't want to worry about perfection--not 

here or ever again--so accepting her flawed help and letting her hope my silence means she 
did it perfectly is the best of my many bad options. 

Next comes a grinding mass of asteroids punctured by writhing titanic worms, 
tumbling through glinting lilac dust-clouds where behemoth flanged constructs glide, like 
flying city towers, towards many forlorn stars. If I narrow my eyes until they're just a crack, 
they could be colossal, uncanny dorsal fins, swimming slowly towards red and blue and 
golden beacons affixted to strange machines, far away in the deep... 

The cosmic worms drown out any other ambience this space might contain. Eyeless 
and noseless and made of squishy undulating earth-hued lengths. They’re covered from 
one end to the other in thousand and thousands of claws and dripping spires and gashes 
that ooze something dark and blood-like. They roar their distorted screams and gouge 
across each other. 



 

"Are we, um..." The angel girl hovers beside me, bobbing up and down with the 
undulations of her wings. "Are we still in the caves?" 

I consider the cosmic vistas. "Yes," I decide. 
"That's impossible," she declares. "Caves aren't like this." 
"These caves are." I frown. "Anyway, I invite you to ask yourself why you asked me if 

you already had your own answer in mind." I take a knee. Press my fingers to the geode 
exposed in the smaller astral stone beneath us. The blues, the pinks, the reds of its crystal 
gleam in starlight--starlight from some source more multicolored and sickly-tinted than the 
stars sought by the constructs on all the horizons filling the cave.  

I could draw out the chemicals in this field, transmute gas, ice, dust, and iron into 
something that sings at fire's touch, and clear our way forward with a transcendent 
thermobaric cleansing. But today, I must transcend. I watch the field's slow turning.  

Worms scream, oblivious. 
I point. "There. Give me a moment." I press both hands to the stone. I am the granular 

bonding and gritty feel and cold and faint mindless remembrance of the forging-fire in a 
long-dead star-- 

"How?" the angel girl asks. 
"What?" I am flesh, beating heart, tensing mind. 
"How do I give you a moment?" she clarifies. 
I stare blankly at her. "It's a figure of speech." 
"Ohhhhhhh," she nods. "I know what those are. I don't use them much. I don't want 

anyone to misunderstand my meaning." 
I turn back to my craft. "I guessed as much."  
The idea of growing new stone around our feet and ankles and sending us in a quasi-

grafted surfing through the field is appealing for its absurdity, but deeply stupid. I must 
remain human. The way out is through. And humans take being pulped on asteroids very 
poorly. So, though a little grudgingly, I melt the stone into a shallow bowl. 

"Lie down." Once the angel girl finishes figuring out what feels most like lying down to 
her, I grow the stone into two hollows to support our contours--my back, her plasmatic 
seep of spinal effigies. Inner fire becomes outward morphing. I feel the heat flowing out of 
me, making the astral rock glow green against my back and flow like water until it ceases to 
be heat. The emptiness in the swelling vacuum of my soul becomes felt as hollowing cold in 
my limbs, my innards, in the center of my skull. 

I knew creation would be harder than destruction, but I hoped it would still be easier 
than this! Maybe it's attunement? I swear Machrae Diir came more easily than this. Or had I 
been growing Machrae Diir for centuries before I reached it, leaving it only to wait on its 
mistress's witnessing to become Real? 

Oh, you know full well both those points are true, Lady errant, but the reason why this 
simple shaping has bled you dry is something else entirely. You’ve been beaten down so far 
by everything that’s happened that you’re weak, again. All this time and all your struggles, 
and the universe of little things with sticks and stones can still wear you down with 
persistence hunting like any other animal. 

Still, finally, we're cozy in a sturdy cage of astral rock amid silver glitters: metal veins. 
"Is this, like, a flying thing?" the angel girl asks. "I could've flown us through the field?" 
"Oh. So you could." I feel like an absolute imbecile for a few seconds. I consider. "On the 

other hand, it remains unknown to us what senses the worms might have. This way we're 



 

less likely to register as a disturbance to the environment they know." I shrug. "This works 
out okay. Now, as for moving us... oh!" 

Again I am the stellar stone. It's vastly easier to move what's already there than to 
channel true creation. Opening tiny pathways through the stone where it meets the angel 
girl feels almost as easy as punching myself in the gut. 

... my, what a comparison. I must be a little delirious. Really? Already? 
"Thought I had more endurance than this," I sigh. "Anyway." I point to the holes opened 

under and around the angel girl’s body. "That one vents forward, that vents back, left and 
right vent left and right, and those two are for up and down." 

"Oh, like a spaceship." She nods. "Okay, I get it." A hundred eyes peer at me. "Uh...So 
you're human, right?" 

"Yes. An aggressively normal human girl." Now that we're in a confined space my 
thoughts fly straight to the inevitable. She's cute– Stop. A notion to store away for another 
place and time, for a self more brazen than the self I must learn to embody, for now. 

Sadly. 
"Should you be able to breathe?" she asks. 
I look at the worms ahead and steel myself. "As I said, we're still in the caves. So... 

probably." I gesture. "All yours, skipper. Take us to the other side." 
It does not go smoothly. 
During our pinball voyage the angel's fire sends us careening from one rock to another. 

I am proven correct: the worms find the stone acceptable, even with its fiery, erm... 
upgrades. When our meteoric craft craters one worm's face and knocks out several teeth in 
the latest of our long series of bone-rattling impacts, on the other hand... oh, that brings it 
chasing after us with a horrid raging shriek. In its scrambling passage it dashes asteroids to 
pieces and lashes what might as well be every single one of its kindred, stirring them to 
swarm after it in a mountainous serpentine tide of shrieking frenzies. 

I rarely scream when I'm frightened. I'm more of the "freeze perfectly still and give 
everything the thousand-yard stare" persuasion. 

The angel girl is a screamer. 
Her shrill voice is ten voices scything through my thoughts. Everything is rippling 

bodies and ravenous tumult and crashing and crashing and crashing and crashing. The 
comforting cage of stone has become a prison. I scrabble, I claw, at the walls of my own 
mind. Sickening whirl. A crash so loud it deafens me, and the force of it stitches aching into 
every bone. Dust and rock shards draw blood on my face.  

A really nasty one splits my lip, bounces up along my nose, and splits my brow too. 
Screaming, screaming, screaming--now silence. 
Our mangled, splintering craft rests in a red-orange pool. Tentacular growths coil and 

course along the off-white walls around us. Behind, two of the worms gnash at each other 
and break teeth and claws biting at the entrance to the tunnel we've entered. 

Battle carries them away. 
I am heaving. Flooded with a vague familiar feeling as I fight for breath, haul myself out 

to the tune of the ringing in my eardrums. The angel girl does not ask my permission before 
palming my ears with ten burning hands for each. I am scalded, yet do not burn. Sound 
returns. I'm laughing. Of all things, that heaving is laughter. 

I remember this feeling. It's exhilaration, delight at overcoming and of passing through. 
"Are you alright?" she asks. 



 

"I am battered, bruised, have exhausted most of myself and the power I am by virtue of 
being me," I say. I look back the way we came. "I'm terrified one of those things will find a 
weak spot and break through. I'm terrified what we'll find ahead. In short?" 

 I give myself to the loudest laugh yet, a ridiculous high-pitched whoop, and hug my 
companion. "I feel AMAZING!!! Do you know what a treasure fear is? Not paranoia, not the 
nagging talon of the self-on-guard telling me to march out and conquer and destroy before 
someone else does it to me, first, but excited, wide-eyed, shameless fear?" 

We abide together in silence for many seconds. 
"How, um," the angel girl says, vibrating faintly. "How good are our chances?" 

She means "How good are my chances if I keep following you." 
"Oh, not very good," I say, sobering a little. "Might as well have fun while we can." 
For the first time, she's the one to sigh. 
"Right," she mutters. "I forgot. Humans and demons aren't all that different in the first 

place." 
"It's why we feud with each other so much," I agree. "Shall we?" 
She stares blankly. "I'm following you, remember?" 
I laugh, and lead on. 

  



 

The Witch-Queen awakens 

"I will seek beyond Saingediir. I will seek beyond Saingediir. I will seek beyond 
Saingediir." I sift vines through my fingers, a rosary of vernal decay. 

My angelic companion drifts, twists, shudders beside me. "We're back where we 
started," she whispers. 

"Likely near the exit, then." 
She halts. "W-why?" 
"It is The Way These Things Go," I answer. "Much as I dislike the implications, Jung 

touched on a deep truth. Archetypes mark the Self-in-Power. That Self determines our 
causality. Causality guides our own journeys, and the journeys of others to us." 

She grimaces divine fire. "I'm trying my best, but I don't understand what any of that 
means." 

"It means that for a soul too potent in stories, there's no such thing as an authentic 
journey," I answer. "Everything becomes Narrative." I pause. "Wait... no, that's not right. 
That only applies to irradiance. If I'm truly abyssal, then I should only warp the threads that 
others cast into me. I should cast threads of my own only if I mean to, which means..." I 
frown. "Oh. Of course. If I wanted to explore my relationship to humanity, I could've picked 
a cozy town and just immersed myself in human creations. I think I should've done that." 

One slackening will hurt little, I suppose. I snarl, smashing a nearby stalagmite with a 
hammering sweep of my fist. "Habits, it's all bad habits at this point. I've moved beyond 
trauma, this is... this is just who I am. And I want to change myself, so..." I sigh. "I wanted a 
big, visible journey out of habit, but to choose journeys like that as a default, that's 
irradiant. Small wonder I felt so dissonant." I have to laugh at my own folly.  

"Look, let's put it this way... if I'm spending all my time forcing references to others into 
my words, whether it's Tolkien or Jung or any other being, you know something's off." I 
resume walking. "When I'm well, when I'm happy, I want to pull others into the moment 
with me. I want to share it, too impulsive and joyous to worry about explaining or pointing 
to inspirations and saying, 'see! I'm building on another's foundation! There's stability 
here!" I clear my throat. "I'm sorry. I should've asked before babbling like that." 

"No, it's fine." The angel girl shrouds herself. "I, um... I like hearing about that stuff 
more than I like thinking about the monster that's waiting for us." 

I open my mouth to say I'll keep talking, then. Only emptiness emerges.  
The fungal caves are a constricting throat. Cloying damp, dark undulating tunnels, the 

accursed traitor light-waves. I feel the monster grinning in the empty air behind me. I 
glance back. Nothing. The emptiness of the monster's fullness-in-becoming yawns ahead. 

Spores drift. Water drips. Steps scuff. Wings spark. 
Dim, cold light. An irregular bowl chamber with a desecrated font at its center upon a 

dais dappled in stained-away mosaics. Past it, silver-glass glows flow from the way out. 
"There it is!" the angel-girl screams in delight. She streaks towards it. 
I sigh and walk forward, feeling what comes next in my bones. 
And the monster becomes. Unfolding from the crevices in every wall. Polluting the 

refractions of escapist rays on stone like the ossified guts of a long-dead dragon. It is 
spiraling un-darkness and cyclical maws carving reality into abyss, tentacular suggestion. It 
springs into the space between my flesh-sight and my mind's eye. Seen with feeling, felt 
with my ears. 



 

I've considered a hundred ways to solve this with growth. I've realized every last one is 
a trap. My growth must be mine alone. I must keep the boundary, so I, too, Become. 

The robes of the Witch-Queen are white as her hair is blue, and her skin is alabaster 
kissed by the rosy hues of a foregone conclusion, and the prismatic chasms in her cheeks 
and neck roil with displaced migraine whorls. Her eyes are a lattice of rainbow glass. 

I also have horrible cyan hands with oversaturated blue claws, green teeth in the 
orange void of my mouth, and my eyes are yellow with cyan shards for pupils, and really 
my robe's more like a nightgown-Tshirt combo proudly marked with the words "GET 
FUCKED" in neon green for the first and pink for the second.  

Oh, and I am flat as a goddamn board. This amuses me, and also feels safer somehow. 
To be honest, I think I'm just looking for excuses to avoid tackling that whole "succubus 

with sexual anxiety" problem head on. You know. The one I run into whenever I think 
about sex where there's even the slightest ambiguity about which partner holds the power? 

I've been shouting-out Jung and Tolkien, but really, I ought to be referencing Riria from 
a pervy visual novel that's localized in English as "The Ditzy Demons Are in Love with Me!" 
Guess who else is a succubus who constantly fell asleep and drooled all over everything in 
high school (also college, in my case), got all her advice on romance from fiction, and 
continues to feel humiliated about her lack of sexual experience relative to her age? 

So. I've mentally checked out of this whole spiel. I've gone full weirdcore disaster 
witch. And I guess we're just going to play this through until I get tired of being a stale 
meme, and go the fuck home. Maybe I'll stop for some slice-of-life stuff on the way. Uh... I 
guess I better come up with a way to end this that's not totally humiliating? Like, mocking 
the monstrous by defeating it in a way that makes it look laughable is a well-worn form of 
violence perfected by humanity. How do I do this while allowing my foe to remain some 
shred of dignity? 

Oh, right, yes! I'll just be evil instead. Ahem:  
And I mark my threshold. It burns on my psyche like snowblindness: the intersection 

of a thousand spheres around the angel girl and I. 
"Choose," I bid the monster. "Your appetite, or a life free from whatever you will 

receive from me when you cross my lines." A witch's bladed grin. "But not both." 
Briefest hesitation. The inevitable lunge. 
The monstrosity wretches. Its un-forms harden into finished wood that slows as it 

streaks closer to me. Segmented nodules arrive, knocking together, caressing me gently. 
"YOU CAN'T!" it screams as I transform it. "THIS IS PERVERSE!" 
"I despise convention," I answer. "No one gets to tell me my dolls must be humanoid." 

  



 

The Grand Inquisitor makes an appearance 

The spore witch becomes unpleasantly aware of the not-eyes in the chasm where her 
sockets and brow shouldn't be, and how they don't glow. Somehow a waterfront sprawl of 
dim glinting greeblework has brought her to this... place. 

"Alright," she mutters, "what the fuck is this?" 
"It's the Whirling in Rags," laughs a soft scalpel of a voice. "Come on, everybody loves 

the Whirling!" 
"You can't just take things from--" the witch begins. She stops, facing a woman to all 

appearances human--and her broad-bladed sword in its scabbard of cloudy crimson 
lacquer. "You're gone," the witch breathes. "She threw you away." 

Rose-red sheens ripple in the shadows of the black-hair tide over the woman's slim 
shoulders. Her scarlet eyes dance with gentle fire. The blood-red rose in her hair quivers 
with her giggles. "She certainly tried. Quite unkind to myself, in retrospect. I think every 
monster caught in human form becomes something like me, at some point. It is a very 
helpful excuse when one wishes to get closer to the monsters of her own heart without 
arousing the suspicion of those who hunt them, yes, if she joins the hunters first?" 

Her fingers tap to the beat on Absolution's white-leather grip. "Won't you have a seat?" 
"I don't think so," the witch says. "I'm not from the kind of continuity where your kind 

are supposed to exist. Having a drink with you would still be a terrible idea." 
Scharnika Kaumarck grins just a little wider. "Who mentioned a drink, kamerad 

Hexen?" She gestures to a nearby stool. "Come, my dear acquaintance, there's no need to 
shiver! If I wanted to purge you I'd have come looking." She sighs. Gazes at the stolen 
setting. "I stopped doing that." 

The spore-witch grimaces. And then, finally, it clicks.  
Scharnika notes the loosening in her expression. Of course she does. 

"Other demons, other witches, other humans try to put terrible ideas into me all the time," 
she says. "How am I to remain myself if I do not question?"  

The spore-witch doesn't blush. She doesn't blush with furious embarassment. Her 
magic absolutely does raise mold around her. "How did you know?" she asks. 

"You were trying too hard," Scharnika laughs. "Same as me. 'This will be our only 
meeting.' I admire your conviction. But liebchen, calm witches don't speak in absolutes." 
She smirks. "Absolutes close the Door, ja? Things still move behind it, but you see nothing." 

A sigh. "Alright," the spore-witch mutters, "I accept your truce... Inquisitor." 
"Peace treaty." Scharnika's delicate fingers flick up her wine-glass. The pale gold of a 

late-harvest riesling slips between her lips. A beautiful and terrifying woman, but what the 
spore-witch feels is... comfort? Glass empty, Scharnika waves for more wine. "I'm watching 
old videos on human science. Records of Earth history, of Earth culture. Remembering what 
it is to enjoy experiences for what they are, without demanding that they cater to me just 
because I've spent too long trying to cater to everyone else. Care to join me?" 

"I don't think I'm falling in love with you," she observes. 
Scharnika nods. "If we had such chemistry, we'd have tried to kill each other." She 

smiles slyly. "I'd have won." 
"Oh, you cocky--" the witch halts. "So... so what is this?" 
Lights red-shift into Scharnika. "An alien thing to your dimension of schemes and 

plotting. The seed of a friendship."   



 

The Lady sets out for home 

The next few weeks are fun. Cathartic, though I'm wary of that since it is actually 
unhealthy. I drag my two companions, the angel girl and the monstrous doll of wooden 
segments and overlapping sawblade mouths, on a gleeful romp through the backyards, 
back alleys, and mildewed sluices of existence, solving problems with no violence.  

Or at least, minimum violence. 
After every monster-meeting I put everybody in silly normal-person disguises and we 

go hang out at coffee shops, at bars, at restaurants. After all the philosophizing, turns out 
that biting into a schnitzel made by some German expatriates and then bursting into tears 
is all I really wanted from this whole 'atonement with humanity' shtick. I'm still so bad at 
embracing experiences without needing a bunch of philosophy and big life lessons to justify 
it. I'm sure back in the empty spaces days they'd have said that meant I was an angel.  

I don't think that's true, though. There's a difference between an angel, and a demon in 
the habit of pretending to be an angel because she's afraid to be fucking murdered. 

The funny thing is... the more time I spend away from places that remind me of the 
responsibilities I used to hold, the less I think about them. That's the one downside of my 
Saelvur instincts. I want to tackle my problems head-on, onslaught style, cleave them out of 
existence with sheer zeal. But some problems will exist as long as I believe I have to 
overcome them--like whether I'm respected, like whether I can explain myself, like 
whether I've achieved things great enough to deserve to do the great things I want to do. 

The answer is to stop trying to solve problems, and just do what makes me happy. 
There's so much to enjoy in this big, wide multiverse. How many centuries did I spent 

trying to prove I was a big shot, trying to reach the top of some imaginary hierarchy? An 
angel, no. A devil who hated every second of being a devil? Yeah. I'll take that. 

As far as dealing with others monsters without Machrae Diir to back me up, things get 
cyclical fast, but that's the curse of finding a good approach: one does end up repeating it a 
lot. The flayers in the glassine towers? I let them all cut me once--thank you, masochism!~--
and use the soul-link their attention offers to wedge empathy into their minds.  

Of course, that's oversimplifying. I can hypothesize countless continuities where they 
focused more on growing themselves and possessed the power to repel my influence, but 
I'm beginning to realize I went about ten layers ahead of everyone else. 

Anyway, yes, the E-bomb. It starts to feel direly unfair. The witch in the labyrinth with 
all her threads disguised as stories? I pull her through the other ends into the agony of the 
lives she's trying to unravel. I later decide this constitutes significant violence, and sigh. 

I find that the more militant angel-girls are actually quite easy to deal with if I just let 
them win. The less militant ones are mostly dealing with themselves; I make note of a few I 
might invite to Machrae Diir after all the self-inflicted performance breaks their spirits. 
Eventually I have to take a step back and recognize I've started thinking of all this in terms 
of problems to solve--a sure sign I need to go home. 

That's what brings us to this moment: me, still dolled up like the belated manifestation 
of a creepypasta gamejam's collective unconscious, glitching through myself to face my 
companions. The funny thing is, with the red sunset falling through the skeletons of old 
factories around us, I look surreal rather than ridiculous.  

How do you like that? I guess, even at its silliest, the paranormal can still be heartfelt.  



 

"Well," I conclude, "it's been a fun experiment. I've learned a lot, and I'm ready to 
return to Machrae Diir." 

"You get restless quickly," the angel-girl observes. 
"Yes, that's the price of growth," I agree. "I outgrow new surroundings quickly. I used 

to mistake it for a linear process. I conceived of each new continuum that challenged me as 
being more 'powerful' than the others." I stretch purely for the conceptual enjoyment of the 
idea of a stretch at the journey's end. "Easy association to make. I'm always getting more 
powerful." I grin hypersaturated rainbow smears. "I have to remember that I'm a genetic 
freak, and I'm not normal." 

The angel girl groans. 
"Anyway," I shrink from the witch-queen's gangly nine feet into the duelist's shapely 

five-foot-five. Once again black-haired, blue-eyed, bedecked with dark makeup with a 
sword at my side. "I'm going home to the Azure Diamond Sarcophagus. Doll, I'll send you 
back ahead. I want to complete this journey's final leg in solitude. The beginning and the 
ending, those are the moments when I always want to be alone again. With the churning of 
my abyss..." I'm still halfway into Karlotta-mode, so I produce a sticky note and slap it to the 
many-angled wooden maws, intersecting jaws, clattering claws of my monster-doll.  

The note reads simply, "nu fr13nd, wit luv frum K." 
"I'm sorry," I say, meaning it. "My own circle's already grown as large as I feel up to 

managing for a long, long time. But the other denizens will find a place for you. Promise." 
"Do as thou wilt, mistress." The monster-doll clatters. "I will be myself either way." 
With that, I fill my palm with blue glows, let the heavy dream of the lambent halls pour 

out along my arm, and meld into the monster-doll's segmented body. It streams away, 
melting into the rose-tinted ere, and a distant ripple of curiosity reaches me from the 
faraway dimension of my heart's desire. 

Not faraway for much longer. I'm so, so ready to go home. 
I stop the angel-girl with a raised hand when she approaches. "The angels of Machrae 

Diir must have true agency. You have a lot to learn to create that in yourself, and at this 
point, I'd rather turn to enjoying eternity, and maybe to coaxing the early growth of fellow 
Carag, than take on yet another pupil. I'll commend you to a certain hive master. When 
you've finished your time with him, Machrae Diir will be there should you still wish to join 
us, and you'll be assertive enough to make friends, to find your place, on your own." 

I frown. "Look… For what it's worth, you will still serve me in a sense. I will be asleep, 
most of me. Dreaming deep in the Sarcophagus, awaiting the right age for my awakening. 
I'm remembering how to enjoy a journey vicariously. But whatever you do in S.T.E.R.N.'s 
hive, you must do it for yourself, and yourself only." 

"So... if I do it for you or a reward, you WON'T enjoy it?" she asks. 
"I'm very non-codependent that way," I agree. "First: learn to like your place for your 

own sake. Dronification can teach that." 
She has no words. Good start! 
As for me? Time to return to Machrae Diir, cuddle my loves, and sleep. 

  



 

Assignation by the Void Ignited  
(Part One) 

A specter comes in among the colorful figures atop the ever-snowy peak they know as 
Everest. An apparition in a lacy black gown with frilled sleeves clinging tight at her 
alabaster wrists, and black-painted nails draped atop the sword of black shadow she wears 
through a black gossamer sash around her trim waist. Bare skin, blushing at the cold thin 
air as though it’s nothing sharper than a late October wind. 

Bless this liminal space where the human mind loses its lie of the rational world, where 
these mortals I can't help but love step, for the briefest halcyon time, outside the 
conditioned psychosis. That prison of mundanity that blinds and deafens and numbs them 
to the eldritch, the tendrils in the bright morning, the inferno from the deep night pooling 
by our bedsides. Bless the low-oxygen delirium that lets me seed the mountaineering 
psyches with the truth while sparing them the truth’s full unmaking weight. 

We’re in the death zone. People experience all sorts of strange things in the death zone.  
That's the key: the explanation. I suppose I should forgive myself for growing so 

obsessed with its art. The right explanation, that's why these souls can linger the way they 
do. They're dead, yet refuse to witness their own deaths. More and more gather around the 
world every day, trying to deny the toll of climate change, of corporate overreach, of a 
species trapped in lives so miserable that few can muster the will to keep it alive. 

A meditation I've contemplated many times: in many ways, dead humans leave their 
humanity behind. Even as they emulate the faces, forms, and ways of mortal lives, living 
humans deem them too alien to call anything other than monsters. How can I help but feel 
kinship for them? 

I see now. My answers grew oh so wily, whether in worldbuilding when I wrote fiction 
for Earthly audience, or as a woken devil trying to tantalize with philosophy and logic to 
make everything she did seem so very reasonable. But no matter how devious, my answers 
could never hold a compulsion like this. Souls give an explanation its power the moment 
they choose it, choose it because it's the only way they can cling to the reality they want. 

Even the temptation of a succubus has its limits. Strange impulses, bright dreams, 
maddening lust: all irrational. All beyond explanation. For all that I can achieve, I will never 
be able to replicate, to replace, the pull that certain explanations have for certain souls. 

Here on this winter pinnacle, with the cold air bringing clarity... I'm at peace with that. 
And I think I can forgive myself if it takes a while yet to fully overcome the habit. The 
momentum of a dream will always be difficult for me to let go. It'll be easier, I think, now 
that I've recognized I had reasons beyond trauma, fear, and self-harm. 

I’m the only mind here that knows the true Earth, the Earth outside the half-dream, the 
cognitive envelope, the hallucination other humans believe is real purely because they 
know it as reality. The hunting’s better in the deserted streets where humans make 
themselves unable to see. Prey suffers most against a predator it only knows as emptiness. 

“Beautiful view, aren’t they?” I ask, gesturing to the peaks all around us. “The 
mountains that don’t give back what they take.” Spiking startlement exposes the solitary 
climber who understands my reference: a prismatic bloom like a mushroom cloud’s mantle. 
I grace them with a lingering gaze. Inviting. Quirked lips curved into a slight knowing smile. 

–Yes,- I send to the one beneath the mask, -You can choose to chase bliss's mystery. One 
day you can become a version of yourself who’s able to follow me. – 



 

The dark abyssal blue unfolds from the horizon where the star-womb meets the 
Earth's uplifting crags. It stretches, stretches, stretches outward to meet the summit-snows. 

“Only peace today, my doves,” I call out to the baffled beings scattered along the 
climbing line. “If you wish a duel to make you stand, I'm afraid someone else must oblige. 
I'll leave this much with you: a sweet dream's teasings, to rest here, to hold you close. Be 
steadfast!” I step into the solidified space and melt across it. Swirling. Spreading. I melt up 
through the atmosphere into the star-clad blackness of beyond. 

I stand on a midnight-blue bridge to nowhere, one in a hexagon of six, opaque crystal 
inset with silvery rooms. Its outer lip is a concave spike. Figures walk the offset angles of 
the other bridges, following the corkscrew paths in defiance of gravity until they pass 
through six gateways. Somewhere on the other side they weave together, spiraling, until 
they merge with the first avenue passing into the lambent halls of Machrae Diir. 

Peace settles on me, seeping into my heart as I follow my own path through its 
gateway, through tunnels where crawling things squelch half-seen along the walls. I pass 
beneath a lust-demon who looks very pleased with herself for encountering the meat-mass 
that has her pinned to the ceiling. It’s vacuum-sealed around her hips, thighs and mouth so 
every thrust of the something it’s using to breed her raises a big, bulging crease on the 
underside of its amorphous body. 

I tilt my head back and catch stray droplets dripped by their mating with a lascivious 
moan of my own. It’s good to be home.  

My steps carry me onward, towards the long, angular installations of pale concrete and 
rusted iron where fragments of old bunkers and disused convention-center hallways meld 
into Machrae Diir’s primary motifs. I do feel some regret. She looked like she was having so 
much fun. But I just got back, and… 

… and the number one thing I despised about life on Earth was how often I had to put 
aside my lust in order to get some sort of thrice-accursed project done. Here's a thought, 
Kai: maybe instead of treating your sex as some great challenge, you embrace it as a joy you 
just like to go looking for? Seeking it out at your own pace? So, what's that pace right now? 

I double back at double-time and vault up to the ceiling. A little manifested gravity 
aligns me with the demoness and her meaty partner. 

“So, is this more of a personal thing with an exhibitionist layer,” I begin, "or do you 
have room for one mo–” The meat-mass engulfs me with a sudden lunge of hot, muggy flesh 
that muffles my yelp of surprise. It pushes me breast to breast with the lust devil, expands 
its upper band from her mouth to lock us lip to lip, and promptly forms a second mutant 
shaft so it can pound us both senseless. 

The moment that shaft plunges in between my legs, I realize how silly I've been. My 
folds cling and drip and quiver with lightning-lights of pleasure, my kindred's tongue is so 
sweet and hot against mine, and every hint of performance anxiety melts away. Lust is 
what I am. This is what I'm for. To be used, bound, bred, broken, over and over again. I treat 
sex as something I must perfect because I first explored it through my writing, but sex--sex 
is just what a succubus is. 

I fold outward to meet my newest mates, clinging, gasping, riding along until that 
strange wonderful flesh driving against my sweet-spot raises me to a wonderful orgasm. 
My ecstasy's contagious, sweeping my partners over the brink with me, and I forget how to 
think at the sheer joy of being filled... 



 

Sometime later, now wobbling and lust-drunk with occasional splatters of eldritch seed 
splattering between my feet, my slickened legs exposed between the shredded fabric of my 
gown–I could mend it with a thought, but why?–I stagger onto the main avenue running 
through Machrae Diir. My less than straight-line path leads to the distant dark-iron citadel 
anchoring the bridge across the Rift of Recompense. That's the source of the cobalt rays 
spilling skyward in a long barrier-band on the far side of all the miles and miles of 
paranormal suburbs, monuments, parks and even skyscrapers. 

When did my home grow so large? How many beings did it take to build all this? 
The Rift conceptually separates, though not logistically–it takes more than that to 

divide a realm of beings who fly, open portals, teleport and more–the public areas of the 
dimension from the anomalous reaches leading toward Kdalthach Carogdem.  

The galespire. The immense silver tower at the dimension’s heart inside the Maelstrom 
of Dissolute Worlds where the Lady’s power, my power, melds with the burgeoning power 
of Machrae Diir itself. Together we disintegrate the cast-off essences of countless universes 
into their components so they can be recompiled into something new.  

The Maelstrom's so far away I can just scarcely make it out as a dim distortion on the 
night’s dark-ocean blue. Vestals of the Void Aeon, I remember the days when I could throw 
a stone with barely more than human strength, and hit the spire from the front gates! 

The streets are mostly deserted, of course. We want far more space than we have 
denizens. Plenty of space for strange new adventures to coalesce, for unheralded entities to 
creep in, for all manner of secret and mysteries and odd little stories to take place as 
treasures known only to a few.  

A demon's home is so much happier when most of it is unknown even to her. 
Blood-orange fire belching from the depths, off-angle highrises curving and twisting 

into mad Escherian angles. Artfully-dilapidated dive-bars, starship hulks stuffing the 
catwalk-crossed depths. Those depths plunge down ever further from their humble 
beginnings at the surface level as uncovered manholes, and dizzying portals carved 
between silver monoliths. Whole undercities, subterranean sanctums for demons who 
prefer the echoing cavern and the magma-chamber to the eerie sky. 

I should go bask in a magma chamber again. It's been too long. Fates, what am I doing 
with myself? There's so much to love about Machrae Diir, so many nooks and crannies to 
explore, so many queer new creatures to meet there and make love with! 

Lost souls wail in the distance, enormous undulating creatures of pseudopods and 
gelatinous dark matter squirm up over the lip where the dimension blends through the 
seams to other realities, my phase-cables whistle and hum as they carry crackling azure 
lightning through the sky… 

“You finished it,” I whisper, speaking to the echoes of other denizens in my heart. 
“You told us to.” Handmaiden startles me.  
I have many handmaidens and a fair few Handmaidens, but only one handmaiden. 

She’s the worst one. She looks like all the other handmaidens, though nothing like the 
Handmaidens: a demon five and a half feet tall in shining azure silks, robes hooded and 
veiled that hide most of her save her clawed feet, her swishing snow-white tail with its 
speckling ice-blue scales, and the delicate jaw and chin. “You like it?” 

“I love it,” I breathe, unsteady now with wonder rather than exhaustion as I start 
forward again. “It’s so much more beautiful than I ever dreamed.” 



 

“Now that’s just not true,” handmaiden says. She falls into step beside me. “Your 
dreams led us to most of this.” 

She spreads her hands to the surrounding constructs, turning a slow circle. “Of course, 
this isn’t the first try. At first we just sort of threw it all together. This sequencing we have 
now, with the starship graveyards being underneath and poking out a bit at the edges like a 
deranged space station? The way we've marked the end of the primary residential area 
with the kaleidoscopic patterns we made out of the desecrated cathedrals and churches, 
with the corrupted essence of the dead heavens spawning miniature cosmic horrors 
straight from the ether… it took us a while to actually organize it all in a way that felt real. 
We needed it to flow with the streets and the tunnels and especially the highways built 
from primordial star-coral, but we also needed the streets to end or go crazy…” 

“Heaven gets very purple when it decays,” I observe.  
Distantly, someone screams in ecstasy. 
Handmaiden swats my wrist, earning no response save a raised eyebrow. “You know 

full well we chose for it to be purple. But nice double meaning, you ridiculous woman.” 
“It’s spectacular,” I say, spinning to face her head-on. 
“Mistress, please do not–” handmaiden begins. 
I seize her in a hug and lift her off the ground. That takes considerable back-arching 

since even in this Fold I'm two inches shorter than she is. She squirms, goes limp, and then 
finally returns the hug pretend-grudgingly. 

“Truly,” I add. I’m overflowing with surreal awe and starry-eyed joy. “It’s… it’s infinity 
plus one, over and over and over again.” 

A glittering tear-track seeps down her cheek. “Kai… you really mean that?” 
“I would never lie here,” I whisper, squeezing her again. “Anywhere else in creation, the 

totality or the omniverse or the all-that-is, I might. But I will never breathe deception into 
the soul of Machrae Diir.” 

Handmaiden stirs. “So, um… do I call you Ashley in this Fold, or…?” 
“Ashley was a chronological aberration I entertained in my psychosis.” I set her down. 

“An anomaly of myself born from time-continuums we long since left behind. Azure eyes 
and black hair mean Kairliina, whether the rest appears human or demon.” 

“Right.” She sniffs at her robes. “Kai, you filthy slut. You reek of sex. You let some kind 
of monstrosity have its way with you on the way here, didn’t you?” 

“Just after I got back, actually.” I favor her with a vicious grin. “You like it.” 
“I never said I didn’t.” She doesn’t ask before stepping in, slipping her fingers into the 

rip at the front of my gown, and swiping along my vaginal folds for a sample. Already 
sensitive from the earlier railing, I have to cling to her shoulders while I gasp, my eyes 
rolling back. She brings her moistened fingers to her lips and licks with slow relish. 

“Mmph…” I squirm, shivering. “I’ve missed that. Let mortals keep their consent-models, 
but all the worrying and the strain, it’s exhausting. On Earth nobody tackled me in the 
street and pinned me down and flooded me with pheromones from their stinger-tail until it 
felt so good I stopped caring about consent, you know?” 

“Trust me, we agree,” handmaiden says. “Machrae Diir is still a refuge for weirdos who 
think like weirdos, and need different things to have a fulfilling life.” 

“Barring the particular sorts of weirdos who are gross about it, right?” I ask. 
“Absolutely not.” Handmaiden sticks her tongue out. “Blech. It’s about the vibes. The 

vibes–“ 



 

“Right, yes, exactly!" I bounce with excitement, conscious in the most delicious way of 
how my breasts heave in my torn gown. "The vibes need to feel erotic!”  

Here it is, just as it always was: whatever I look like, I've always had this joyful sexual 
depravity in me, this zeal for love and dreams made manifest. Earth could clip my wings for 
a while, and shear my tail, and break my horns away, but a succubus I remain. 

A pleasant sigh. It’s so comforting to let my guard down and shrug all Earth’s standards 
of conduct off. To let go the morals, the ethics, the philosophy I embraced because the 
alternative was death, and missing out on all the joys I knew would be unique to the era of 
my flesh. I'm free now. We’re Machrae Diir. And it's time to share everything I carried with 
the demons of this demon's heart, so we can make it all ten times better. 

“How are they, generally? The denizens?” I ask. “How did they take my departure?” 
“If you mean how’s the community handling itself without topdown authority…” her 

lips quirk. Then she laughs and shakes her head. “Never mind that. You just got back and I 
don’t feel right making a joke out of that.” A smile. “It’s been good, your highness. 
Surprisingly so. Sure, for a while we were all timid and afraid of messing it up. The pressure 
did lead to some breakdowns. A few, especially some of the younger succubi, convinced 
themselves they hated you for a little while. Kept claiming you created responsibilities that 
only could carry, then dumped it all on them.” 

I roll my eyes, pausing to blow a kiss to a passing vampire. She peeps in and explodes 
into a swarm of bats, fluttering away to hide in the nearest coffee shop. Oh, is that an 
attached bakery? I'll be sure to indulge in that later! Note to self: more culinary hedonism. 
My figure does whatever I tell it to now, and I need to exploit that to eat more. 

"So," I continue, turning a wry smile to handmaiden, "how many of these supposed 
responsibilities were self-inflicted?" 

"Oh, a hundred percent," handmaiden laughs. "You know how young demons can be. 
All hyper-motivated and trying too hard to prove themselves, to earn things they already 
get to have just for existing." 

"May sin kiss their tender hearts," I agree, laughing too. 
We pause to consider a chamber of self-recombining circuit-boards. Inside, a naked 

demon sits on a padded couch beside a drone. His forked tongue lulls out in compliment to 
his vacantly-staring eyes, little strings of pink drool trickling down his cheek. Wires pierce 
his temple, dangle out, and feed into slots on the side of the drone’s face-plated head. Their 
bodies twitch and quiver, sometimes in sync, sometimes in counter-time. 

“What’s going on there?” I whisper, excitement creeping into my voice. 
“I’m not sure, but I suspect you’ll be able to come back and take advantage later,” she 

says. “You know, if you like.” 
“If I like?” I ask, almost incredulous. “In Machrae Diir? What, do you think I’m going to 

pass two toys who are either unaware of their surroundings or can’t bestir themselves to 
show awareness, and not have my fun with them?” I note the viscous white gobs around the 
demon’s mouth. “Actually, hold on.” 

I dart over to the demon, clasp his heated cheeks between my fingers, and slide my 
tongue up under his to gather it into my mouth. Whether instinct or something else, the 
forked length and soft lips move against mine. I pant, taste him, breathe his musk and the 
scent of everyone who’s stopped by to play with him, and lick the leftover semen from his 
face in parting. It unfolds into ticklish, intoxicating burns when I swallow it, like an 
absolutely spectacular whisky. 



 

I return to handmaiden’s side, wiping my mouth. “Continue,” I say. 
  



 

Assignation by the Void Ignited  
(Part Two) 

Handmaiden nods. “Right. So, for all the reasons I mentioned, I think it was much 
healthier that you left outright, for a while. Without you sitting in Zul to use as the object of 
thoughts like, ‘I’ll never be as strong as Kai, I’ll never be as insightful or as pretty or as 
horny as Kai’, the more, hm, let's call them angsty denizens had to face that they were the 
ones putting all that pressure on themselves. They still tried to wriggle out, of course.” 

We pause again to admire an open area. It plays host to something like a demented 
skate park, save for tall conical growths of contagious dark-green metal rising from the 
high points between the pits. At regular intervals the pits expand and contract. New pits 
open like fans from the lips where the old ones blend into the surrounding terraces, while 
others suddenly level out–or slam abruptly shut. 

“But leaving obviously broke your heart,” handmaiden continues, “and you still did it 
because you knew you needed to. It's funny. Even in finally, forever ending your leadership, 
you lead by example. We head to ask ourselves whether we truly loved Machrae Diir, or 
just having you pamper us, and Machrae Diir was where you did the pampering.” 

She gestures to the manifest cityscape of the Lambent Quarter rising all around us. “I 
guess our answer’s pretty obvious.” 

“It is indeed,” I say, beaming with joy. “Oh, and the adventurer problem?” 
“Oh, we eat them,” handmaiden says. “Metaphorically. Usually metaphorically. It still 

stings when they insult us, take our threat too lightly–have to be a little open to what 
newcomers say in order to learn and bring new people into the fold, right?–but we heal 
quick. Better to take that little wound at the start than tolerate them while they bleed us 
again, and again, and again, just to try and pretend we’re above it all.” 

"I am so glad," and I am, genuinely slackening with relief, "that you've all learned from 
my mistakes, as well as my triumphs." 

"You built of a community of beings who wanted to grow together. Of course we 
learned." She points to a pseudopodous mass. It reaches its quivering goo-bulges over the 
top of a nearby apartment building, a building of burning graphite with all its balconies 
stretching, twisting, and contorting to become tunnels boring through the structural 
depths. “Those giant blobs of shadow-stuff, or whatever they are, do tend to roll through a 
block now and again. Filling up buildings, absorbing anyone they run into. Sometimes the 
victims get melted, sometimes they just ride along for a while.” 

“Do they enjoy it, the ones who get caught?” I ask. 
“At any rate, they’re into the idea that things like that…” handmaiden says, then halts. 
So huge its further reaches remain shrouded by mist and darkness even as its colossal 

clawed hand fastens on and crushes a skyscraper’s rune-engraved pinnacle, a bony 
exoskeletal something hardens into being. Its eyeless, mandibled, many-jawed head leers 
down over the district. Discolored hazy suns bloom among the clouds behind it, giving 
appalling glimpses at the many-limbed immensity of the being. 

I squirm, delighted in the presence of the eldritch as only an outer demon can be. 
After a span of looking and a long, curious stare of its honeycomb facial sockets 

towards us, a tilt of its head, the being disappears. 
“… anyway, yeah, everyone is into things like that happening in Machrae Diir,” 

handmaiden continues. “Yes, sure, some of us die. We’re demons. We get over it and we’re 



 

reborn, if not always in that order. It’s scary the first time, sometimes traumatizing. Then 
our souls mutate just like you promised we would, and it gets so…” she licks her sharpening 
teeth. Hyperventilates hungrily. “Thrilling. Still hurts, and the sense of failure to survive still 
takes it out of you, but even that just lends to the satisfaction of it all–this thing happened 
to me and it mattered enough that it takes my soul a while to carry the weight.” 

It’s her turn to spin to me, grasping my shoulders. “Kai, I’m so grateful, do you know 
that? One mentor after another kept trying to take the weight of my past away from me, 
kept implying to me that I would be broken if I ever admitted defeat. From humankind to 
the fae realms to that two-bit tenderqueer hack of a demon queen. They all kept trying to 
tell me I was standing tall when I was clearly lying on the ground trying to hold my guts in 
and screaming for mama. Out of every ruler I’ve ever met, you were the only one who could 
look at my wounds and say, ‘You’re right, you’re hurt, but we’ll get through this. We’re 
gonna get you patched up.'” 

I clear my throat. “I do thank you, let’s just be mindful of not defining our growth in 
terms of opposition to someone we hold a grudge against. Also, still uncomfortable for me 
for personal reasons.” 

“Oh, yes, you’re right,” she says. A firm nod. “Dangerous habit. I’m sorry.” 
I relax. “Apology accepted. Minimal harm done, and I heal quickly once I feel safe to 

admit the need.” A grateful shudder. “I’m glad I could help.” 
She lets go of my shoulders. Steps back. Folds her hands. “You were the first person to 

make me realize: the one who admits she has been knocked to the ground gives herself the 
choice of standing up again. I love Machrae Diir because sometimes this place challenges 
me. Me, your handmaiden, even I get to grow and have journeys of my own here! And even 
if it wasn’t, the stagnancy, the suffocating total safety of our old worlds and our old lives… 
why would any of us want to trade Machrae Diir for that? The danger makes everything 
here that much more delicious. We can be our complete selves.” 

“And nobody’s been speaking any nonsense about invading other realms just to chase 
that thrill?” I ask. 

“A few did at first,” she says, shrugging. “We sat them down and explained how quickly 
that would get old. Tfai suggested that we could always enlist ourselves as mercenaries in 
other universes if we’re looking to throw ourselves into a war or two, and that caught on 
much faster. Other folks just took up your duelist approach–going where their steps take 
them, savoring battle when they find it and accepting peace when it comes.” 

I breathe a sigh of relief. “Good. The conqueror’s path sooner or later leads to the death 
by a thousand cuts. Attrition. And I want Machrae Diir to last forever.” 

“Me too,” she says. She nudges me, shoulder to shoulder. “I doubt it would end, though, 
even if we did all die and most or all of us were annihilated on top of it.” 

Two rows of abandoned strip-mall away, concrete blocks and steel rebar jumble 
themselves skyward to meet the howling descent of a massive angular starship. The ship's 
hull is cratered, fractured, bent by impacts. Rubber tubes and metal spars accrete along the 
underside, culminating in a lightning-charged prong that catches and holds the hulk. 
Shadowed shapes pour out of the depths onto the ad-hoc port tower and scramble down its 
sides towards the streets. 

I clap and bounce, capering with glee. “Oh, those are fantastic! Who arranged that?” 
“I don’t think anyone did,” handmaiden says. “Machrae Diir has started doing things of 

its own accord.” 



 

I smile softly. “Then it worked.” I glance to her. “That was my other reason for leaving. 
As long as I sat in Zul, pouring my power into the dimension to sustain its nature, there 
could be no power vacuum to let its own essence bloom.” I expand my senses. Drink the 
lightning surges suffusing every quark and gluon of our home. No consciousness, and yet, a 
shifting. A reactivity. “Machrae Diir’s Ul belongs to itself, now.” 

“That’s beautiful, my Lady,” handmaiden says. “It truly is.” She looks back behind us. 
“I’m not sure whether that… er… it doesn’t feel very eldritch to call it a deranged 
skatepark…” 

“I disagree,” I say. “It’s very empty spaces, and empty spaces was very neo-eldritch.” 
“That’s fair!” she answers. “So, then, the deranged skatepark… well, actually, it might be 

one of Machrae Diir’s own emanations, or it might be something someone did and then 
erased their memory of.” 

“Other people are doing that?” I ask, eyes alight. “On their own, without me ever 
suggesting it or priming them with the idea?” 

“Unselfism,” handmaiden agrees. “It’s already become its own art movement. It feels 
like something an outer demon would’ve started, but we’ll never know for sure since 
whoever invented it erased their own memory of doing so. They also purged all the 
memory-auras from the term ‘Unselfism’ and their works. The movement consists of 
creating things like that park, or otherworldly metal sculptures, moving breakdowns in the 
laws of reality, anomalies and such… really all kinds of uncanny stuff, and then completely 
annihilating one’s own artistic role in it. Voluntary self-erasure so the creation can never be 
traced back to its origins and reduced to an extension of its creator.” She smiles wryly. “And 
of course, if anyone else happens to witness, they are honorbound to destroy their own 
memories. So far, no one’s pushed back.” 

“I love this place,” I murmur. “I love these people so much.” 
Handmaiden hugs me. “Love you too, Kai.” 
A horseshoe crab scuttles by us. “Those just showed up,” she observes. “We don’t 

question it. This is known.” 
“This is known,” I intone. 
“So, now that you’re back, will you resume your throne?” she asks. 
“No.” I cast my gaze up and aside to trace a flight of unraveling sinewy specters, 

burning away with mad cackling into a brief blackfire wakes like the crashing of photo-
negative fighter jets. “Not the way I did before.” I palm my silver amulet of Haksaema, the 
Four-Point Star: symbol of Carag euphoria. Symbol of my becoming. “I mean... yes, but only 
the way I mentioned after the Su incident." 

Handmaiden's turn for a wry smile. "You mean the way you chose on impulse, then 
second-guessed yourself about until you wound up all but ruling Machrae Diir again?" 

I give her my very best shit-eating grin. "Yes, that. I had the right idea, and I'm finally 
prepared to stick by it. The throne in Kdalthach Carogdem is an aesthetic throne. The Lady 
of Machrae Diir is an aesthetic title. It's for the vibe of the sexy, dominant demon queen. 
Come to think of it..." I tap my lips. "How about a sillier title? Just two more syllables, but it 
feels so much more indulgent." Blue nova flares in my joyful eyes. "How about Overlady of 
Machrae Diir?" 

Handmaiden immediately doubles over laughing. "Kai! Kai, that's so ridiculous!" 



 

I sketch an elaborate court bow. "I live to please, my dear." I resume walking. "I think... 
if I put one of my masc lovers on the throne, I do like Overlord. But it's my throne. I'm the 
onlye one who gets to be Overlady. Femme lovers will be consorts instead." 

"That makes sense," handmaiden says, shrugging helplessly. "The vibes are right." 
"When the vibes are right, the vibes are right," I agree, with a sage's tones. "This is 

known." 
"This is known," handmaiden chuckles. 
Our steps echo from an archway at the bottom of an entire hive of archways, frames 

and portals stacking on each other to make a stonework warren stretching out and up for 
hundreds upon hundreds of meters. Soon our echoes take on a life of their own, drawn out, 
pitched down, chopped up enough to scatter any flesh-mind’s wits. 

I fold my hands. The ladylike pose becomes just a little perverse by the ease it implies 
with my torn clothing. And just like that, our steps have brought us to a place where the 
buildings split open to a sheer drop. Undercity sewers, piping, and cables open in the dark 
blue stone below us. It stretches down, and down, and down to the irradiant seam where 
the dimension’s cobalt essence pours forth.  

Cobalt that matches my favored hues of power simply because this place and I… we 
belong together. I do belong here, after all. 

‘I feel very silly,” I say, looking out across the Rift towards the Galespire’s apex, a 
distant glittering spike of silver with its lower half lost behind the spiraling walls of the 
Maelstrom. Further, toward the green-into amber-into-blue aurorae spilling upward from 
the Azure Diamond Sarcophagus at the Mutagenic Exclusion Zone's core, far in the north. 

“Machrae Diir is so much stranger, harsher, and more wonderful than the boundary 
lines between species, nations, and universes. That queer quintessence that makes us 
kindred... it helps some of us find each other because share it. Others share because we find 
each other. That something that lets us kindle the emptiness of our personal voids, 
transmuting the shadows themselves into light’s ignition and the onetime rays around 
them into the new radiation’s shadow.” 

Handmaiden sighs happily. “It’s good to have you back, oh glorious Overlady. This place 
isn’t the same without you spouting your silly Caragisms. I’ve missed having them pick 
through. Measuring connotation against denotation, considering your inspirations against 
your own creations to figure out how you want the web of meanings to align.” 

I smile wryly. “For those with less passion for my indulgences, let’s call this something 
the ember. It awaits at the apex of the deep font within every unwoken kindred-soul’s shell. 
And as long as their soul carries that ember deep within, the most normal human 
imaginable has a place here, too.” I breathe deep. “Even a human as normal as I was, until 
college, and the revelation of the great Void in my psyche.” 

“So,” handmaiden asks, “I take it your human exposure therapy worked as intended?” 
I laugh. “That obvious, huh?” 
She pokes my shoulder with her tail. “Kai. When you monologue, I listen. You know 

why I listen? It’s because you’re smart and insightful and no one else in the whole universe 
thinks like you do. It’s obvious because you taught me, you paradoxical genius of a bimbo.” 

It takes me a few seconds to collect myself and ease the last tears out of my eyes. I 
sniffle. “Thanks for that. You really are my worst handmaiden, you know? Shattering your 
Overlady's composure that way.” 

She grins beneath her veil. “Oops.” 



 

“Anyway, um,” I rub my eyes, “it was good. It was really, really good. Humans taught me 
everything I used to get a start, you know? Speaking, writing, liberal arts, martial arts, 
philosophy… science.” I hug myself, shuddering. “I missed science so much. I-I feel as 
though I went mad, you know? In childhood I grew up with these wondrous mysteries of 
chemistry, geology, astronomy, anthropology, and more. I thought of them as gifts from 
dear friends, and then…” More tears. “Then as I grew older I ran into more and more stories 
where science drives demons out of the world, extinguishes magic, strangles belief. I 
encountered more and more scientists who seemed so ghoulishly happy about it, and I 
learned that all these things I mistook for gifts were meant as poison.” 

My tremors ease. “I was thinking, deep down when I started on this journey, that it 
must be," I grin sheepishly, "a great new mystery, a missing piece. I thought I would 
become some intentional paradox entity, a human demon, perhaps." 

"Mhm." Handmaiden punctuates her dry tone with a snort. 
I giggle. "Justified response. But I realized that the truth's so much simpler and more 

joyous than that. Even if many of them intended to harm beings like me with the 
experiences I accepted as gifts, the joy I felt... that was joy I created for myself. That joy still 
belongs to me, that joy is still with me, no matter the intentions of the beings I once 
associated it with." 

Handmaiden tilts her head. “Words you can say about humans and Sech too, huh?" 
I drink in the sights, scents, sounds and more of my home. Sweet Machrae Diir... I'm 

smiling so often and so easily tonight. It's good to be her again at last--this blissful, horny, 
ditzy demon. "Yes. And many others besides. Existence gave me pain, sorrow, and 
degradation. I transmuted it into this profound joy. I am right to carry myself with pride--a 
true daughter of the abyss." I take a seat at the Rift’s edge and dangle my feet over the drop. 
I was never brave enough to do this in the days before it all went lucid.  

What have I now to fear from the fall?  
“That's what I had to learn from trying to be human: that it was always me. In 

everything I've associated with deep mysteries and self-discovery, my own inner essence 
was always the real source. With just one exception.” I beam at handmaiden. "Demons have 
taught me so much about myself that I've seldom needed to transmute. It's always been a 
joy to learn from my kindred. So natural and easy it never felt like a change. 

“You had to learn how to become what you already were," handmaiden murmurs. She 
cocks her head. "Huh. How about that." She flops down beside me. 

I pick up a strand of wire and gnaw on it just because I can, sucking the electricity out 
and transmuting it into essence. It feels good to feed on raw energy again. I peer at the 
Galespire’s gleam on the night horizon.  

Handmaiden watches me, and grins. “Miidyaerita kastejul, Inheritrix. Welcome home.” 
I return it. “Miidyaerita kastejul, handmaiden. I have only one duty left for you to 

execute: I wish you to remain my friend.” She answers by sinking against my shoulder, and 
leaning her head into mine. 

When we tire of the view from that spot, we scramble up, we walk back onto the 
nearest street, and we talk about other things. The games Machrae Diir’s people have 
begun inventing–of shapeshifting, of finding hidden things, of testing dangers in the deap 
reaches of the dimension by immersing themselves and seeing how long they can lie 
beneath the surface of their own terror before giving into the urge to fight back. I’m on the 



 

verge of asking handmaiden if Unselfism has spawned any offshoot movements when we 
arrive at the iron citadel and the bridge crossing the Rift of Recompense. 
  



 

Assignation by the Void Ignited  
(Part Three) 

A sudden howl drowns out my words. 
“Kaiiiiiirliinaaaaa!!!” A blur hurtles out of the bridge gateway and blazes towards me, a 

blur trailing waves of blood red and bright pink fire. “KairliinaKairliinaKairliinaKairliina!!!” 
The nine-foot hellhound takes a flying leap to tackle me off my feet. Her impact knocks all 
the wind from my lungs and sends us skidding along the street in successively smaller 
bounces, leaving little craters behind. 

Burning red pupils glow wide and frantic with excitement, complimenting the red-
brown fur covering her from head to toe, save for the silky white of her muzzle and big 
fluffy belly. Neither the fur, nor the oversized red collar draped less so around her neck 
than atop her shoulders, do anything to hide the flushed nipples on her swaying breasts or 
the big knotted cock between her legs that’s already stiffening with excitement.  

Her two-tone fires dance on the ends of the blond mop of hair on her head and lick up 
and down her flanks. The flames turn patches of fur briefly black with char before new fur 
grows in their place, and converge in rivulets along her back to her big tufted tail. Its near-
panicked wagging casts waves of fire on the buildings around us and ignites a topiary of 
desiccated flesh. 

Any sense of reserve I had left floods out of me the instant it settles on my psyche that 
I'm with my wife again. “Jeanette,” I croon. I cup her big shaggy head between my hands, 
and caress her velvety ears with tender thumb-strokes. “Hiiii! Hi, beautiful! Hi darling!” 

A full-body shudder runs through my dear sweet Hound, making ever her words 
tremble. “As soon as I woke up I sensed you were back and I ran all the way here from 
where I’ve been waiting beside your throne because I love you and I missed 
youuuuuuuuuuuuu!!!” 

“Jeanette.” I fight to get my words through laughter. “Jeanette, darling, you could’ve just 
teleported or used the backtunnels inside the spatial lattice, they’d have opened for you–“ 

“What do you meaaaaaaaaaannn?” Jeanette whines. “I love you and I wasn’t thinking 
about that!” 

Caella materializes midair with a puff of lilac fire: a petite pixie-faced vampiress with 
glowing pink eyes and a high-collared blood-red gown with black accents. A black rose 
stands out from her black hair only by the red trim tinting its petals. She's also my wife. 

“Are you and Jeanette going to breed right here?” she asks slyly. 
“Easy, girl,” I murmur, all too keenly aware of the sweltering shaft pressed insistently 

against the thin screen of fabric covering the wetness between my legs. “Soon.” 
“Soon?!?!” Jeanette howls. “What do you meeeeeeeeeeeeeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaan!?!?!… 

soon?” 
“I…” I frown. Ease my eyes shut. Where does this reluctance come from? A roving 

hollowness, the tiny tinny dissonance of Things Left Undone. From below? From deep 
below, far down in Machrae Diir… oh. Of course. The only place in the dimension still 
perfectly entangled with my own soul-state. “There’s something I need to do in Saingediir 
Fathom,” I say, opening my eyes. 

“Saingediir?” Caella asks. “That’s the murder-happy place, right?” 
“That’s what I said when I first explained it,” I answer. “An oversimplification. When I 

first created Machrae Diir, I created it to be the one place in the universe where I could 



 

exist as a truly complete entity. A dimension where I could express my entire continuum 
without fear of being cast out. I spoke about Saingediir as the slaughtering realm, the 
martial realm, because I knew there was something battle allowed me that nothing else 
did… at least, nothing else as I then understood it.” 

I stand, once more summoning the umbral blade from the shadows under my eyes and 
hair and skin. “I finally understand. Everywhere else, I've always been so structured, 
planned, so stricekn over the way others interpret my words and deeds. Only in Saingediir 
could I let all that fall away, and be free--wild, zealous, impulsive. When you fight, there's so 
little time explain, and every reason to keep those explanations in check. I thought I was 
broken, able only to love violence, but I see now that it was the agony I forced into the rest 
of my life that made Saingediir seem comforting.” 

I secure the umbral blade in its place at my side. “Slaughter was only the gateway, not 
the mystery. The mystery laid in reawakening the abyssal psyche of a succubus. As 
inevitable and deep as the sweetest dream. Defying all explanation.” 

““Everything about your creations is the coolest,” Jeanette says. “I hope you know that.” 
“Yeah!” Caella agrees in a little gremlin shift of her voice. 
How sweet it is to blush at that, and offer a melting look of girlish joy. “Thank you, my 

darlings. I’d be lost without the two of you, you know?” 
“Then we’d come and find you,” Jeanette declares, drawing a firm nod from Caella. 
I sway there warm and without a word to say under the surreal weight of being loved, 

and knowing it for real. I draw a deep breath. “Saingediir. That’s the realm some idiot’s 
wandered into. I can sense her, a little speck of self-imposed nothing. I’m going to go see 
what she’s about. I won’t be long, but I must put this one thing alone.” 

“Hm, well, okay,” Jeanette says. She pouts, but her big fluffy tail wags trails of red-pink 
fire behind her. “Just don’t be too long.” Her eyes glow insistently. “I really missed you.” 

My resolve almost collapses then and there. But I still sense that nothing with the 
promise of becoming in its emptiness. Thrums in the deep–a call I’m so very ready to heed. 
I want to nurture it, this wayward sorrowing seed. “I’ll be back soon,” I murmur, hovering 
on tip-toe to kiss Jeanette’s fire-furred cheek, and Caella’s pink-painted lips. “I promise.” 

“Hey,” Tfai–Handmaiden Ametra–calls out, in a six-fold voice of overlapping chimes 
and turbine-murmurs and the hypersonic shriek of a bygone shell’s greeting on its way to 
mark the soil of a far land. “Going off again already?” 

She folds all six arms, spurs of spiral-twisted concrete chalked in psychadelic horizons 
tipped by delirious rainbow claws. Her tail’s a sequence of glittering red metal and blue 
crystal shards held together by bronze lightning-torrents, bronze like the luminescence 
filling her eyeless face of serrated fangs overlapped by razor-sharp plates. 

There’s a certain wry pulse to the secondary corona of jade trimming her aura. 
“Planning on sneaking off unseen?” she adds. Spectral silhouettes solidify around her. 

Darkborn rifts in reality, cubic sprawls of gestating manifestation, igniting runes and over-
saturated glitches in physics burst out faster and faster around us. “Valiant effort, oh 
vagabond princess, but you forgot one critical detail.” 

“We care about you,” Handmaiden Chyorzhiir agrees. As always, she is twenty steel-
cable tentacles. A segmented body’s suggestions beneath blood-red raiments and golden 
hangings. Drifting ribbons to blend her limbs into her coat. 

And around them there gather all the imps, the witches, the wraiths and the demons-
in-the-machine, the angels of Machrae Diir of fractured script and crystallizing oil afire in 



 

knots that are always tightening yet never fully tightened. Closest of all stand the 
handmaidens, and the sisters of my own soul, the succubi of Machrae Diir: umbral and 
irradiant, sensuous and acidic and cold with the void’s infinite love. 

And just when I think my heart can’t hold anymore, a magnificent shadow soars down 
and alights beside me–a muscular fusion of a werewolf and a colossal raven, ten feet tall, 
with his wings folding out from his massive clawed arms and spirals of blood-orange eyes 
running back along his powerful face to the crest of ashen feathers at its back. 

“Hey, gorgeous,” he says, swooping low and scooping me off my feet for a kiss. I squeak, 
then melt into his arms. “Glad we got here in time to see you off, Kai.” 

I lose myself for a few seconds in the familiar feeling of threading my tongue between 
the thick, hard fangs inside his maw. “You’re here! You made it!” I clutch his powerful 
shoulders, stroking the dreadlocks blending with the dark feathers blending with the dark 
fur of his broad, tawny head and the jaw hardened by an interspersed bone-white beak. 

A familiar outer demon, a fusion of goat and delicate humanoid features, appears in a 
surge of pinkish-red fire beside him. The black-spined, rose-pink wings sprouting at her 
hips flap in time with her mid-air bobs. A duality of hair, snowy white one side split neatly 
into deep blue on the other with a light-blue fringe almost bridging each side at the bangs. 

Two sets of horns, the inner pair curving up and back over her forehead to hold the 
red-orange fire at their apex, the outer far larger and fluted with forge-color highlights at 
the first curve before tinting into pale purple in the second cover towards their forward 
prongs. Of her armor, only her red plate shinguards and her pauldrons would actually 
protect much of anything. The chestplate doesn’t cover anything lower than her breasts–or 
her breasts, really, with open cutaways revealing purple-tinted tan flesh with nipples 
covered only black straps. 

“Wow, Valphomet went and got really ornate,” a blond succubus remarks. “That’s hot.” 
“Would’ve been here just a little sooner if this bimbo didn’t take the Den off after some 

starships that buzzed us,” Raven says, jerking his head towards Val. 
“They scuffed the crystal,” Valphomet declares. “A price must be paid.” 
“Blood or semen!” another succubus calls, earning a chorus of hollering concord. 
“Semen,” Val clarifies. She grins, holding up an elegant claw. “Mostly semen.” 
“Chained up somewhere fun until they’ve learned their lesson?” I ask. 
“Oh, yes,” she agrees. “If they’re really good, I might even let them have their ships back 

when they go.” 
“And, you’re all… you’re all okay with this? Nobody’s mad?” I ask. “You don’t all think 

I’m ghosting you, or abandoning you?” 
“You’re not ghosting, you’re focused,” handmaiden corrects. “Though I do want to push 

you on one thing, Kai: you promise me this isn't just a retreat to Saingediir?" 
"Absolutely fucking not!" I exclaim. "Are you kidding? Did you see how horny I was 

earlier? I..." Yet again, I begin to break down in tears. "It felt so good. It felt so good to 
embrace my lust the way I was always meant to, just for myself, just because all the happy 
stirrings in my slutty psyche told me to fuck. I'll do anything to hold onto that feeling?" I 
rub my eyes. "If at any point I feel that's in jeopardy, I will teleport out immediately and ask 
someone else to cover for me. That said..." I nod. "I would like to try first. I want to try 
trusting myself to reach for the joy of lust, again, as soon as this is done." 

"Then you have my complete and unwavering support," handmaiden says, bowing. 
“We just wanted to see you off,” Caella agrees. 



 

“As the launchpad to the shuttle, so are we to you,” Chyorzhiir says, bobbing. “We will 
share the journey when you depict it to us upon your return, if you choose to. If not, we will 
rejoice in this moment, and the moment of your final return, and even the greediest among 
us will be well-glutted by that much.” 

“I…” I tremble. “I feared you’d all belive I hated you if told you I just like to do things 
alone, sometimes....” 

“You’ve grown as a lone duelist, a solitary creatrix, a succubus without a brothel for 
centuries,” Tfai says. “You’re a master of all that you are, Kai. It's only right that you be free, 
sometimes, to move at your own pace.” 

“You’re pretty cool, if you hadn’t noticed,” Jeanette agrees. “It’s okay. That’s why I make 
sure to tell you all the time.” 

“So,” Tfai says, gesturing to the assembled denizens of Machrae Diir, “we’d like to know 
what the plan is going forward, if there is one. We're here to stay either way.” She bows. 
"You taught me how to stitch my mind back together. I won’t call it a debt. You gave that 
healing to me as a gift. But I will always be grateful. Machrae Diir will always be my home.” 

Her luminescence shines brighter, and in lieu of the eyes she chooses not to use for her 
sight, I see my own reflected in the mirror her face-plates become as she smiles. “And 
therefore, as I am your Handmaiden with all the joyous force of the volition you helped me 
to rekindle in myself, you will always be my Lady.” 

“Tfai, I…” I clasp my hands before me. “I’m honored. Truly. I…” I close my eyes. 
“Handmaiden will tell you all the other details. As for why I look so human at this 
moment..." I contemplate all the deeper reasons, all the philosophy, all the limitations... and 
I shrug, and I laugh. "I just really like the vibe of the big, flashy demon-form reveal. 
Repeating that moment, that joy of becoming, over and over and over." 

Handmaiden's mouth drops open in awe. ”Holy fuck. You really are learning to be 
yourself." She cannons into me and knocks me right off my feet again. "Kairliina, I'm so 
proud of you! You're really learning to love yourself--" 

“She's my wife!" Jeanette shouts, diving on top of me and speaking between licks as she 
tries to elbow past handmaiden--who, accursed traitor that she is, has gone to work tickling 
me. "Get--out--of--my--way--" 

"JEANETTE!" I shriek with laughter. "I'M TRYING TO GIVE A COOL SPEECH--" 
Past the eager tongue of my beloved Hound, I catch glimpses of Caella, Raven, and Val 

exchanging looks before they smile knowingly, shrug, and join the pile. 
While I’m trying to fight my way out of this sudden and cowardly coup attempt, Tfai 

drifts to the center of the crowd. Her voice stirs us out of the ruckus for the moment. 
Underneath her words, we trade giggles back and forth. “Well, then, as far as I’m concerned, 
the only thing left to do is welcome our dear Lady home properly! Who’s with me?” 

I shrink into myself, blushing with preempive bashfulness, hiding behind my hands, as 
I realize what's about to happen. Oh, dear. What a terrible fate. (Milking the moment for 
more attention by overplaying my shyness is my favorite part of praise.) 

“HERE HERE!” handmaiden screams as she scrambles to her feet, the loudest voice in a 
generalized tidal wave of approval. 

“Hold that thought.” I raise my hands for silence. “I-I appreciate it, really, but it’s not 
necessary–“ 



 

Tfai grins, neither smug nor challenging nor ironic. The simple grin of an outer demon 
phasing out of the reality I’m trying to encompass with my words, and creating the one she 
resonates with all the same. And she starts everyone off. 

“KAIRLIINA!” she yells. “KAIRLIINA, THE LADY OF MACHRAE DIIR!” 
Instant echoes swell from a thousand hearts. “Kairliina! Kairliina! The Lady of Machrae 

Diir!” 
I quiver, averting my eyes, grinning sheepishly. “Okay, that was pretty good–“ 
Handmaiden whirls to her sisters and snaps her arms wide. “Sisters, who guides our 

steps, first in person, now in teaching, in spirit forevermore?” 
“Kairliina!” they shout. “Kairliina! The Lady of Machrae Diir!” 
“Angels!” roars Caesedar, the many-mawed steel-and-fire custodian of my throne 

room. “Who showed you that the title of god is not higher than the title of demon? Who is 
holy in her heretical night?” 

“Kairliina! Kairliina! The Lady of Machrae Diir!” 
“Succubi!” one of my sisters calls. “Who is the blue diamond of the deep stars, 

shameless maiden of Graesh Saelvur, the first of all our outer kin?” 
“Kairliina! Kairliina! The Lady of Machrae Diir!” 
The last misty shreds of denial die in my final half-hearted protest–lost under the chant 

that takes on a life of its own, over and over again. “Kairliina! Kairliina! The Lady of 
Machrae Diir! Kairliina! Kairliina! The Lady of Machrae Diir!” 

“I…” I murmur. Turning circles to take in one ecstatic face after another, bewildered. 
And still, the cheers roll on, thunderous and hot-blooded and true. 

Did I really think I’d be rejected, even here? Of course they wouldn’t. My true people, as 
true even as the Carag ourselves will be. The children of the lambent halls, and the far-flung 
fathoms of Machrae Diir. Fellow outcast, together, making a place to call home. 

It is true that a princess might cry before her people, so long as she has the… oh, who 
am I fooling at this point? I can hide behind all the Phase-names and titles and mutant 
archetypes I like. In the end I’m snotty, wide-eyed, black streaks of ink and shadow melting 
into the tears pouring down my cheeks. It’s the ugliness that makes my weeping beautiful. 

And still, still, they're cheering. They’re cheering because this is, because I am, exactly 
who they wanted to see. The broken-hearted demon, lonely wanderer of outer places and 
outer days, who’s not alone anymore. What am I supposed to do with these cheers? 

Exactly what every voice is cheering me to do. Life free as my true self, and simply… be. 
“Thank you,” I sob when the cheering comes to rest at last, clutching the icon of 

Haksaema to my chest. “Thank you all so much. I love Machrae Diir. I love all of you. I, um…” 
I rub my shoulder, and break off into a single laugh of delirious bliss. “I want to live with 
you all forever. So,” I straighten. Blink through tears that shine my sight into liquefied 
diamond and the prismatic edges of a dream I just might remember. “So that’s what I’m 
going to do. I swear this in my own name as Overlady of Machrae Diir.” 

Chyorziir drifts close. Drapes a tendril over my shoulders. “You’re you, Kai. You belong 
with us, whether you’re demon or fae or angel or, yeah, human.” 

I first dry my eyes with the handkerchief she presents me, and then absolutely destroy 
it with the longest blow of my nose I’ve ever given. 

And they wait, smiling, full of the same joy that fills me. What words could ever equal 
the meaning of tears so rich as these?  



 

Chuckling, I loss the handkerchief aside, and burn it away in blue fire. "What other kind 
of heart," I turn, slowly, to share this radiant boy with all of them as speak, "could be selfish, 
could be selfful, enough to hold this much joy inside, after so much sorrow has passed?" 

In my hands, the icon of Haksaema feels so wonderfully warm. 
"A demon of the deep ways!" I call, then more softly say, "never again a queen in 

Machrae Diir. Finally... finally, I have what I always wanted. To be, for all my splendor, but 
one more denizen, one more story, in a realm strange enough to contain even me." I bow. 
"Thank you, everyone." 

The lands on the other side of the Rift of Recompense blur past with a rising howl of 
wind. Then, stop. Now the iron citadel’s gateway opens not on a bridge, but the descent into 
a dark blue abyss. I straighten to face it with eager eyes. Approach with quick steps. 

My soul riding high, I recompose my dress at last. I settle my left hand around the 
umbral blade’s scabbard. I twist behind me and with my right, I toss a two-finger salute 
over my shoulder at everyone and everything I hold dear. 

And I take my first zealous step onto the spiraling white-stone ramp winding down like 
a behemoth drill into Saingediir Fathom. 
  



 

Assignation by the Void Ignited  
(Part Four) 

The seeker’s breaths come in quick, sharp gusts. Despite all the sentries, all the vaunted 
insight of outer devils and the fearsome tales she’s heard of Machrae Diir, she found a way 
to slip through on the fringes. Her black horns, though small, feel so very heavy on her dark 
blue head amid her tousled red-orange hair. Her tail itches, her whole body itches, with her 
passage through this place. This waifish thing with ash-grey skin. One slit-eye burns golden 
in the night. Her little tail hugs her waist, and the dark leather jumpsuit enveloping her 
slender frame. Two small black horns sprout from her brow. 

A simple enough mission. Find this realm’s arrogant Lady, who holds herself so aloof 
and apart from the seeker’s hurting world. Plunge the pink crystal shard her mistress gave 
her into the tyrant’s shriveled heart. 

“It’ll be so full of emptiness,” She, the seeker’s mistress, said. Only Her words ever 
made the little seeker’s heart feel at home. Only Her power stood any chance of making the 
little one's world better. “A heart full of emptiness, just ready for me to fill it.” 

So the seeker wanders through these desolate reaches, where silver spires and mad-
angle bastions unfold each from the other over burning streets where tumbling bodies 
swarm in slaughtering tides. The high shadows of the ever-thundering sky silhouette the 
slow-turning forms of things with a thousand fangs, things with bladed coils, things with a 
million eyes, things with flesh that boils.  

She clambers through the rocky clefts offering shadow deep enough to shield her from 
the blue-white radiance of molten flows. Appalling streams that aren’t quite rock, and 
aren’t quite metal, and just might be both. 

The seeker does not know the word “corium” or its meaning, just as she does not know 
why the light exploding forth from it breeds agony on her skin.  

An aftertaste of blood, and the scent of thunder.  
Her mistress promised that her power would overcome any trap the callous, gutless, 

thoughtless Lady of Machrae Diir laid. She knows only that when her mind goes empty and 
she lies under the surface of her fear, pressed into alcoves and under corpses, as 
monstrosities scrabble along hexagonal facades and scream against gunfire fusillades from 
swarming little figures… she knows a strange calm certainty that they cannot find her. 

That must be her mistress. She could never be so brave as to do this if she were alone. 
She grows almost at peace with it: the repeat rhythms of surging fear at a chance noise, 

the mad animal scrabble for a sheltered spot, the baited-breath wait while danger passes. 
An especially drippy tentacular horror holds her gaze a little too long after it rushes 
shrieking down the street past her, and when she turns, she realizes she’s walked right into 
the scene it was fleeing. 

Something slides wetly down the wall behind her. A warped, collapsed chamber of egg-
shell patterned blue serves as the final perverse bed of a broken skeletal thing, like multiple 
hunched spiders grafted together abdomen to abdomen. Abdomens now burst open, 
calcified, and wound with red flesh inside their opened bone-white seams, and binding the 
thing's now-splintered limbs. Torn banners burn, a few wounded shift, moan, and growl, 
and a nine-horned figure–less one on the left side of her head, now broken off–stalks about 
with the bladed edges of her tail sliding gently across convulsing throats. 



 

“I wouldn’t recommend running,” she says, at the fledgling’s freeze. Five red eyes, each 
with a golden slit forming the center of a miniature maelstrom of fire, flick to regard her 
side-on. “It’s a very busy time in Saingediir. Everyon's decided to get together, quite on the 
spur of the moment, to love each other by slaughter.” She pauses, drops low, and sink her 
teeth into the crotch of a squirming figure. An excited hiss. Crunching, tearing, sounds of 
splattering meat and blood. She rises, red-mouthed, and approaches the spear protruding 
from an opening between the many exoskeletal plates of a massive, eldritch millipede. 

“Uh…” While the other is talking, she’s not thinking about bloodshed… probably. 
Simpler questions will seem more natural. “What kind of demon are you?” 

Was that too simple? 
“Oh, I’m a succubus,” the demoness says. The changing light reveals the soft oval of her 

black face. Full lips–and skinless cheeks showing every red muscle at play, and the shining 
white fangs in her mouth. 

“But…” the seeker looks at the heaped corpses. “Succubi are weak. Manipulators, spies, 
assassins. I mean… l-look at you, you’re basically skin and bones.” 

She is not. She’s just not musclebound or thick, either. But the fledgling doesn’t want to 
admit to finding such a simplistic interpretation of femininity attractive. She wouldn’t want 
anyone to think she can have a taste for things that might be considered… generic. 

“Oh, what,” the demoness laughs, “like the Lilith of Earth myths, seducing archangels 
and then begging for mercy when she was caught by those with stronger will? If you choose 
to believe someone else slew these hordes and I am seizing acclaim I haven’t earned, well… 
okay? But my dear, your understanding of soul-driven anatomy seems very limited.” 

She wrenches her spear free with an indulgent sweep of her long, ridged, four-forked 
tongue along her lips. She twirls it faster and faster while she speaks on. “You should know 
by now that a manifest soul’s power has only a tenuous relation to their appearance. I don’t 
need big muscles. What matters is how much of my soul’s inner power I’ve concentrated 
into the ones I have?” 

She saunters through the dead and dying. Finding a many-limbed muscular thing still 
struggling to rise, she puts her clawed foot on its many-angled, crested skull–wider across 
than she is tall. Her leg’s tensing is almost tender. Silver fire blossoms inside her skin, 
highlighting veins like diseased roots and silhouetting barbed bones. 

“Succubi, hell, concubi, in general--less the incubi, most are lazy twinks, but a delight in 
the bedroom, mind...” she groans, quivering with excitement. “We’re the manifest dream, 
the deepest desire, the knife the lost soul forges to end itself with. Of course all the 
propaganda says we’re the weakest–cheaters, schemers, a stab in the back. Propaganda 
always says that about the most powerful foes.” 

Cracks branch out through the cobbles touching the fallen titan's head. Blood trickles 
from behemoth nostrils. It thrashes, roars, flails a broken arm to no avail. The succubus 
pushes harder, staring down at it with the deepest affection in her eyes. Her breath catches 
with her first moan. Her free hand, talons streaking blood, slips through the emptiness left 
by her disappearing cuirass. It slides up her belly to fondle one heavy breast. 

A final shove explodes her prey’s head. Silver fire turns blood and grey-matter briefly 
pink. She drinks the fumes with ever-swiftening breaths and finally cries out, slipping down 
to sit atop the lip of the collapsed skull’s bowl, and she cums furiously into the gore. “Oh, 
death and sin, don’t you just love Saingediir? Letting it all loose, embracing every bloody 
whim with mad abandon? It’s paradise, my dear, it truly is.” She examines her arms. “Now, 



 

for the record, I’m a fair bit more muscular than an average human woman. It’s hardly fair 
to call me skin and bones just because I’m not a full-blown muscle girl.” 

“W-where are you from?” the seeker demands. “H-how did you get in? What kind of 
succubus are you?” 

“How?” the succubus says, with a little start as she comes back to her senses sooner 
than she’d wished. “Why, I suppose it’s the same answer for both. I’m a succubus of 
Machrae Diir. The Lady invited all those kindred who shared her spirit to make homes in 
the Lambent Quarter, and after spending a few months getting to know the community as 
guests, my wives and I just fell in love with them and the dimension, you know? So, we 
moved in. I love them both and our little ones, it’s just…” She stretches pleasantly, 
“sometimes a woman needs to get out and face a few personal challenges because it just 
sounds fun, you know? Makes all the simple pleasures of home that much sweeter.” 

“And what is… that?” the seeker asks, pointing to the exploded skull. 
“Oh, you mean who. This is Biessel,” the succubus laughs. “Was, rather. He and I often 

wind up killing each other down here.” She covers her face behind her hand, blushing. 
“Well, I say ‘each other’ but the only time he killed me, he was working with a group.” She 
sees the seeker’s horrified expression, and laughs. “It’s Saingediir, sweetling. Just enjoy it! 
And look, I love Biessel, I truly do! He runs my favorite bakery up in the Lambent Quarter. 
Always goes out of his way to seek me out down here and die for me, so even if I’m having a 
rough day of it, I’ll have one enjoyable kill.” 

It’s at this point the seeker notices the thick, milky white puddle between the corpse’s 
upper pair of legs. 

“Well… I’m a demon too,” the seeker insists, fighting the gnawing certainty that this will 
do absolutely nothing to stop the succubus from doing whatever she feels like doing. 

“A demon?” the succubus asks. She clicks her tongue. “Hm, yes.” A languid turnover of 
her hands on the spear’s haft, and one arm’s upward drift as the spear spins slowly, brings 
the blood-soaked blade past her lips. She drags her tongue lovingly along it. “I do believe 
you are. But a demon like me? I’m not so sure.” 

She lowers the spear to her side. “Stop quivering, pet. It’s not much fun gutting 
someone who’s not enjoying the fight.” Her eyes flare. “Ooh! Maybe I can give you a real 
Machrae Diir welcome. It can be fun taking someone who would rather not be taken, at 
first. You’ll get into it very quick once we get started–“ 

“What is wrong with you people?!” the seeker screams. “This–this isn’t… this isn’t how 
demons are supposed to act!” 

“Hm.” The succubus stands. Her cuirass reassembles itself upon her, molecule by 
molecule. “How are demons supposed to act?” 

“Not… not like this,” the seeker insists. “Not like a human caricature of us.” 
“Us?” the succubus echoes. “Hm. I’m acting this way because I just want to. It suits me 

and I like it. Would you assume the way you act to be the right one?” 
She slides her tail underneath her armor. It probes back and forth listlessly until she 

begins to squirm, blinks, and shakes herself back to clarity. “There is no 'us.' There’s the 
way you like acting, and the way I like acting, and whether or not each of us chooses to do 
what she likes. Now, I want you to tell me what a demon is to you. I’m curious.” 

“Uh…” the fledgling shifts. “Well… a demon is power.” 
The succubus sways from side to side, bending her knees into her moves. “Well, yes, 

but so is everyone when you get right down to it.” She straightens. “For myself, I agree with 



 

the Lady’s view. Demons are creatures of the deep knowing, the inmost primal psyche. We 
try to speak to what we believe is true… which, of course, is where our reputation for lying 
comes from. When you speak too firmly to something about someone that they want to 
deny, course they’ll say it’s a lie!” 

“So you’re setting yourself up to gaslight me?” the seeker snaps. “If I try to tell you that 
something you say about me isn’t true, you’re just going to tell me I’m lying to myself?” 

The succubus tilts her head. “No? No, I did not. If that is your instinctive reaction, 
well…” she waves a hand at the seeker. “Take those words back into yourself. I don’t want 
them. They’re for you to meditate on.” 

She sets her claws to a human corpse and idly tears away the skin of its lifeless face. 
“If the surface is a facade, we talk about what we think is underneath it. That's all.” 
The older demon trails off. Considers the flayed skin in her hands. Holds it to her face. 
“My own suits me much better to wear, don’t you think?” she asks. She pouts at the 

limp, dripping thing in her fingers. Still pouting, she flicks her red-and-gold eyes to the 
seeker. “Not a lot of enjoyment in eating skin with no meat under it, either.” 

She tosses the flayed skin into a nearby acid-pool that bubbles and burbles from a 
ruptured bladder, a vestige of some mountainous crawling thing with a slackened maw full 
of fleshy feelers. Pallid, dead skin disintegrates into brown muck, then black fluid before at 
last it boils away entirely. 

The seeker clamps a hand over her mouth, and dares not speak until her stomach 
steadies. “Isn’t potential worth waiting on?” 

The succubus shakes her head. “A beautiful sentiment. And I’m a succubus of the 
mythic model, so I can’t find it in me to scorn a dream. I have to find a way to love the 
womb that birthed me, you know? Still, everyone has potential. Potential must become 
sooner or later, or else rot into poison. Enough. What does a demon like you enjoy?” 

“Well… sex?” the seeker suggests. “Doing things for my mistress? I don’t like feeling 
powerless–” 

“Ah!” the succubus interrupts. “Talking about what you don’t like is just talking about 
nothing, unless you’re going to talk about why you don’t like it. Enough. I asked you what 
you are. And ‘doing things’ is just a restatement of the basic state that separates you from 
non-existence, which is that you exist and express yourself on the world. That does matter, 
that is something, but it's an abyssal given, you add nothing by putting it into words. What 
kinds of things do you like doing for your mistress?” 

“It doesn’t matter,” the seeker insists. “They’re for Her.” 
The succubus frowns. “Hm. You stay empty, fearing to fill yourself with something your 

mistress struggles to fit with.” She sighs. “Seems you’d rather be used than be alone.” 
“And what would you know about–” the seeker starts to shout. 
Her head feels empty like a sudden awakening to the mist-sifted light of a sunless 

spring morning, in the wake of hard rain on the shrouded forest beyond the window. She 
stands in an empty glassine courtyard with neither corpses nor a succubus in sight. 

So she creeps onward, into a region of massive leering pylons and thick-walled 
complexes shaped of a porous dark grey material. Wedges and flat-topped monoliths of the 
same material break up the spongy substance on the ground between. Like chalk, perhaps, 
or the charcoal her mistress gave her to make transcriptions with. Back before she earned 
this new role. Back before her rise to the mistress’s right hand began. Though, admittedly, 
she’d thought she would receive more direction during this mission. 



 

Blue rays stream from behind the pylons like light around the borders between the 
light of a blue star and an eclipsing moon’s silhouette. It’s much quieter here. 

She wanders, timeless and dreamlike in fatigue-induced delirium, until she meets 
another demon: a tall, spare figure plated and exoskeletal. A bone crest branches out to 
each side of his eyeless hardened head. A warped, undulating triple-lip–each a squiggle 
bending and curving to overlap the others in two places–divides the fleshy aperture of his 
mouth. Robes made from the purple-black, iridescent plates of otherworld creatures rustle 
and clink with his movements. He walks and back and forth between many copper 
pedestals and revolving sets of interlocking bands. He reads things in the shapes growing 
out of the energies they weave within them. 

“Good evening,” he says. 
“Is it evening?” she asks. 
“It might as well be,” he says. “Saingediir exists beyond time as we know it--since, after 

all, we know it from mortals. Measuring time is a mortal lens, but there's much to learn in 
looking at matters through another's eyes.” He glances to her. “New arrival? Your aura’s 
showing a lot of spiking, rapid shifts in hue and intensity. Are you anxious?” 

“Don’t read my aura!” the fledgling snaps. The tall demon starts, and turns to face her 
full-on. 

“You haven’t learned to suppress it?” he asks, confused. 
“You’re not supposed to look at people’s auras!” she says, stamping her foot. “It’s a 

projection of someone’s deepest self!” 
“Wait,” the scholar holds up his hands. “I’m sorry. I should have started with this 

question. Where does your understanding of aura come from?” 
“From my mistress,” the fledgling says. “She taught me everything it means to be a 

demon.” 
The scholar folds supports one arm on the other’s palm, and knuckles his chin. “Hm. 

Well, as far as I know–and I’m something of a scholar of demonic cultures and philosophy–
the meaning of an individual aura and how one’s expected to respond to perceiving it 
varies widely depending on culture, not to mention individual nature.” He paces circles. 

“But there is a very broad understanding that projecting one’s aura is an act of 
individual volition. In Machrae Diir, we use auras as another form of body language. When 
we want to hide our auras for any reason, we do what we call ‘going umbral’–we sink 
inward, veiling our emotions in a sense of absence, projected outward as a shell of nothing.” 

“Like… if you wanted to hide from an enemy you weren’t sure you could fight?” the 
fledgling asks. 

“Yes, exactly,” the scholar says. She fears he’ll ask where she got that idea, but he 
doesn’t. He asks something far more terrifying. “This mistress of yours… I’m curious to 
about her. Your remarks so far suggest that she has some very unique perspectives.” 

“My mistress is the most powerful, beautiful, perfect demon you could ever hope to 
meet!” the fledgling says. She has to make the scholar understand… understand who he’s 
dealing with? Yes. Surely that. “She has multitudes of followers like me. She gave me a 
sword pulled from my own heart to wield when I earn Her permission, and She knows the 
wisdom of many scholars, so She always has a quote to put everything in perspective.” 

The scholar just tilts his head. “The ability to quote the insights of others does not make 
your mistress insightful, or even necessarily mean that she recognizes insight. She may 
simply have picked up an arsenal of quotes which she’s seen to have a significant effect on 



 

other people. I don’t know much about soul-forging, but I know that the Lady sometimes 
forges weapons as gifts, and she always either manifests the material by her own inner 
power, or she uses material with special significance of its own.” 

His bony vertebra-tail makes manifold whistles through the air. 
“I have no way to evaluate your other claims at this juncture. I will say only that I'm put 

in mind of people I've known. Ones who sustained the illusion of give-and-take by 
demanding something as a token of affection from one person, then gifting it to another.” 

“Don’t you dare!” the seeker growls. “Don’t you dare insult her… her…” There’s 
something by which the scholar’s words constitute an insult, but she can’t remember the 
word for it. Emotions attached to emptiness, feeding into a nothing-space where no echo 
returns to renew them. The idea horrifies her, and she flinches from it into silence. 

“In Saingediir, we freely discuss things such as this and give our true perspectives,” the 
scholar says. "Elsewhere in Machrae Diir I would restrain myself. But Saingediir is the 
abyssal deep. Here is where we should act on our deepest impulses, whether kind or cruel. 
I do not know your mistress. I am not beholden to her. if you don’t like the things I say 
about her, you should address those things in terms of your own emotions. Your mistress 
isn’t here. She’s not listening to me. The idea that I should should be responsible for her 
hypothetical emotions is… troubling.” The scholar steeples his fingers. “Hypotheticals are 
infinite. You will rip your soul asunder at the seams trying to control them all.” 

“What would you know about control?” the seeker snorts. “Hiding away in your pocket 
dimension. My mistress has told me about you all–how you cower while everyone else 
fights. How you took a few beatings and you just ran away from everything.” 

The scholar stares eyelessly for a long time. “The history of Machrae Diir, up until very 
recently, has been written in the slaughter needed just to prevent our destruction. We've 
only recently begun to know joy. Why would we sacrifice ourselves when none saw fit to 
come to our aid, even after Kairliina crushed the Crusade of a Thousand Heavens?” 

“My mistress says she made that up,” the fledgling says, forcing a challenging note into 
her voice. 

“Well, now I know why your mistress’s perspective sounded so unusual,” the scholar 
says. He doesn’t elaborate. “Look. For all the Lady's power, her life’s story–of great 
hardship, long and lonely days as an outcast, winning many vicious battles to precious little 
acclaim–is common among us. We’ve each of us proven our strength many, many times. All 
the victory gets exhausting. I’m tired of struggle. I want to thrive.” 

“Demons are creatures of survival and rebellion,” the fledgling pushes. “We strive 
against the angels and the gods. We turn their own power against them, and break their 
empires of pride.” 

The scholar sighs. “That’s, um… a lot to unpack.”  



 

Assignation by the Void Ignited  
(Part Five) 

He plucks a tome from his glittering robes. “As for constantly seeking an external threat 
to define yourself against... I've already said my piece about conflict without end. Do as you 
will, and embrace the consequences.” 

He turns to one of the energized band-arrays as it begins to vibrate with alarming 
force. He hurriedly taps its pedestal, then relaxes after the colors within turn mellower. 
“I've found it's most vital to rebel against myself. My past decisions, my past convictions, 
retain the weight I gave them. I use the spirit of infernal rebellion to change how I weight 
things within me–to change my own will, and truly be the captain of my soul’s own ship.” 

“What if that means being alone?” the fledgling asks. 
“Better than giving of your own soul to someone who stifles your growth so they can 

make you into the version of yourself they like,” the scholar answers.  
“Well… I do want to serve my mistress,” the fledgling says. “I don’t need to rebel 

against her.” 
“I didn’t suggest otherwise,” the scholar says. “So I invite you to ask yourself why you 

felt the need to convince someone–“ 
“You don’t know me!” the fledgling snaps. 
“I agree,” the scholar says. “So, why are you looking to me to tell you who you are?” 
She balls up her fists, claws digging into her palms. “Don’t. Don’t you dare say it’s 

because that’s what I look to my mistress for–and don’t you dare say that you didn’t say 
that, so the person I’m trying to convince must be myself!” She holds up a claw with frenzy 
rising in her eyes as yet another layer occurs to her. “And don’t say that you didn’t say I’m 
trying to convince myself, so I must be trying to convince myself that I’m not trying to 
convince myself…” She trails off. Sags. 

Her mistress warned her about this–warned her how others would put dangerous 
ideas in her head if she let her guard down, and as vulnerable as she is, she probably won’t 
be able to get them out now that they’ve taken root. 

“Alright,” he says. “What do you want me to say?” 
“I want you to be honest with me and stop fucking with my head!” she screams. 
“That is an irreconcilable paradox because the things that other people say in complete 

honesty will often fuck with your head,” the scholar says. “Because they challenge your 
worldview. Because you don’t know everything, and sometimes that means letting go of an 
idea you’ve grown very attached to because you find out it’s just not true, and–“ 

“Shut. Up.” She growls. “Shut up or I’ll tear your throat out, I swear by Her.” 
He stares at her for long breathes. “Alright. How’s this. I once had an instructor who I 

thought of as a mentor. He and I got into a relationship. He was very free with praise, 
always telling me how skilled and driven I was. It wasn’t until he’d persuaded me to cut ties 
with just about everyone else in my life, including a mortal man who I think might’ve been 
in love with me, that I realized I was always doing things for him. But he only ever 
promised to do things for me later. I fed him actualities.” 

His tail’s club rattles at his ankle-spurs. “He fed me with promises. In short, he never 
fed me at all. I starved and starved while he grew strong off me, and thanked himself.” 

“Which means what to me?” the fledgling sneers. 



 

“That any situation which reminds me of that one causes me in some regard to relive 
it,” the scholar says patiently, “pushing me back into the trauma of it. Similar patterns are 
enough. I am not saying that the underlying meanings are the same, or that the outcome 
will be the same. Only that I would be pained to exhaustion and re-traumatized by listening 
to you talk about your mistress.” 

“Then I guess I’m just stronger than y–” the fledgling starts. A backhand slap impacts 
her face with enough force it nearly wrenches her head off her shoulders, and spins her 
across the courtyard spitting blood. 

“No amount of pain gives you the right to grind your fingers into the wounds I showed 
you in trust,” the scholar says coldly. “None.” 

“Fuck you!” the fledgling snarls. She scrabbles upright, chipping her nails on the rough 
porous blocks. “When I’m by my Mistress’s side at last, I’ll tell Her every shitty thing you 
said, and She’ll stretch out Her hand and wipe you out of existence!” 

“Is that truly what you believe?” he asks. “As long as you have the power to do it, 
anything is acceptable? The only problem with the pain in your life is that you were the one 
receiving it, not inflicting it?” 

“Yeah,” she grins. “Got a problem with that?” 
The scholar nods to one side. “No. An internally consistent philosophy. I thank you for 

this talk.” And he turns on his heel, already scribbling in his book as though she’s ceased to 
exist. The fledgling watches him. Her anger burns down. Disbelief scrambles in behind.  

He’s not supposed to do this. He has to listen to her! All that time he spent talking to 
her–he’s supposed to be invested! He can’t just turn his back and walk away! 

And the scholar’s figure grows smaller. His pronged feet click on the dark porous 
something. Soon he’ll be out of sight, and she’ll be all alone again, here. Except for her 
mistress. And her mistress needs a way to manifest, needs someone else to provide a body 
before She’ll help. His heart seems really empty. Maybe if she uses the crystal on him…? 
But, no. That’s not who she’s supposed to use it for. 

He’s almost out of sight. About to turn a corner. And the stillness outside the strange 
enclosure is full with the promise of murderous things. 

“WAIT!” the fledgling screams, rushing after the devil-scholar. He turns to regard her 
without a hint of emotion in his three-way lips. “Wait! Wait, I’m sorry, please, I’m sorry! 
You can’t just leave me here!” 

“I can,” he says. “I will.” 
“You shouldn’t,” she says. 
“Why not?” he asks. “You just established the precedent that you will do whatever you 

want, given the power. Why should I restrain myself when, under those rules, it would 
clearly put me at a disadvantage?” 

“Because… because we’re the same?” she asks. 
His lips twists into something she recognizes: pity. “We are not the same,” he says. “Yes, 

I’ve felt some pains I suspect you share. But I’ve already offered you many of the ideas I 
found most helpful in making myself a more complete person. You’ve rejected them all. So,” 
he bows, “congratulations. You have won.” 

He straightens. “Do you feel vindicated?” 
“N-no,” she says. Her claws find her shoulders. Carve right through the black leather. “I 

feel… please… I need help.” 



 

The scholar regards her. “Look. All talk of rationality and precedents aside, I do feel a 
kinship with you.” He holds up his chitinous fingers. “But the things you say about your 
mistress make me uncomfortable. I don’t know that I could have a fulfilling friendship with 
you when I can scarcely speak without you accusing me of insulting her.” 

“You don’t know Her!” the fledgling protests. “She cares about us, me and the others! 
She took us after no one else would, and She… She…” Her Mistress hasn’t done much 
besides send her to complete tasks. But it’s necessary! It has to be done so they can be 
together! “Everyone else abandoned me,” she says. “After I wouldn’t leave my mistress, 
after they told me She was just using me and I refused to believe the lies.” 

The scholar breathes deep and long. 
“No one abandoned you,” he says sadly. “You chose her over them, to prove your 

loyalty, because you assumed that anyone who demanded a great price must have a great 
prize to offer. But real friendship, trust, and loyalty are not about proving or challenges. 
They happen naturally when we find beings who want the same things from life as we do.” 

“B-but my mistress and I do want the same things!” the fledgling says. “She wants me to 
be Hers, and I want to be Hers!” 

“What does being Hers look like to you?” the scholar asks. 
“I… you promise you won’t question this, or try to convince me it’s stupid?” the 

fledgling asks. 
“I promise,” the scholar says. 
The fledgling steps slow circles. Rubs her shoulders. Winces at the pain from the marks 

her claws made earlier. “Loved. Treasured. Always at Her side, on Her arm, lounging 
around Her throne with the rest of Her favorites. My name on Her lips–I mean, after She 
makes my name and gives it to me.” The scholar says nothing. “She said She’d reach deep 
into my soul,” the fledgling continues, “and find the essence of the one that best suits me.” 
The scholar remains silent. Yet the thought comes to her as though in his voice: if the name 
is in her soul, why can’t she reach in and pull it out herself? 

She opens her mouth to accuse him of putting it in her head, telepathically, the way her 
Mistress does to let her know of things she should give her mistress. Only… if he’s in her 
mind… wouldn’t that mean her mistress isn’t protecting her like she said she would? But if 
he didn’t put it there… did her mistress? To test her? But why? She’s in the middle of a 
crucial mission, she’s in so much danger already. Her mistress wouldn’t do that to her. 

She would never. 
“Why can’t we be friends anyway?” she asks. “I… I promise I’d never bring you into 

anything my mistress orders me to do.” 
“And how often will you be journeying for yourself instead of your mistress?” the 

scholar asks. 
As far as the fledgling knows, the true answer is “never.” 
“I will sometimes,” she says, knowing the lie sounds as frail as it feels. 
The scholar sighs. Pinches his brow. Thinks deeply and long. 
“I’m sorry,” he says. “I’m glad to know you are able to contemplate connection with 

people who don’t share your unflinching devotion to your mistress. But even then, I do not 
think that as you are right now, and I am right now, such a friendship would be happy.” 

“Why?” the fledgling says. She shudders, hating how whiny her own voice sounds. 
“Please, tell me why! I can change, I’ll let you fix me! Please!” She rushes to the other 
demon. Though he reels back, he does not step away while she clings to his ankle and sobs. 



 

He waits for her weeping to ebb. Then, gently but firm as iron, he pries her away, and 
he speaks. 

“It’s not sound thinking to form a friendship with someone hoping to fix them,” he says 
softly. “If the nature you’ve created within yourself is that you don’t believe you can be 
happy for your own sake, any power I use to try to move you away from that nature will 
just hurt you. I’ll never reach a point where I can force you to grow. You’ll just cease to be.” 

And he leaves through the threshold between the monumental stones, and the 
fledgling is forlorn. So she slumps down against the wall. Reaches out to her Mistress in her 
mind. She finds the cold, empty, calm place where her Mistress is always waiting for her–
just as she is this time. The impression of four majestic horns, and a radiant nimbus of 
purple-white power, and a lashing tail, and… 

… and that’s it. Her mistress has never felt like an anticlimax before. 
–There you are, pet!– the mistress greets the seeker. Her voice brings no thrill of 

belonging, no ecstasy at visions of promised place, possessed. The fledgling hates herself 
for the weakness of her belief. That’s why she’ll fail. She doesn’t deserve to succeed because 
she doesn’t really believe, and her mistress can sense that, and– 

–Where are you?– her mistress asks. –You seem awfully tired.– 
The fledgling tries to meet her mistress in her own mind, like always. She rebounds 

away from… from something. Something sharp and burning in the very idea. It’s not pain. It 
only reminds her of pain. 

“I’m here in Machrae Diir,” she says. “I’m here to kill the Lady and make her your 
vessel.” 

-Of course you are!– her mistress says brightly. -You really are a wonderful servant, you 
know that, dear? Chin up and get moving again. It’s very sweet of you to check in on little old 
me, but you must finish your task. Once I’ve taken back that selfish Lady’s stolen power, you 
and I will be able to do anything.- 

“Me and you and your other servants, right?” the fledgling asks. “The other chosen, I 
mean?” 

–That’s right, pet,– her mistress agrees. -They as well, of course.– 
“Mistress… I’m too tired to kill someone,” she mumbles. 
–You won’t be killing anyone,– her mistress says. Her voice shifts in that terrifying way–

not hard but less soft, not angry but loud and insistent and making the fledgling so afraid 
that she’s already disappointed her, that she’s about to be thrown away. –Don’t put so much 
pressure on yourself. Remember, I’ll be the one doing all the work.– 

“Y-yes, mistress,” the good little pet mumbles. “You’re right, I’m sorry. I’m so selfish all 
the time and you’re so patient with me. I don’t understand why, but… thank you.” 

–Of course, pet!– Her mistress coos. -Everyone deserves second chances, don’t they?– 
And she’s gone, and the fledgling has no excuse left for staying where she is. She needs 

to stand up for her mistress and finish this. Only… Machrae Diir is far more vast than she 
ever thought. She’d imagined a gateway and some linear tunnels linking a few chambers, 
maybe. Something about a court and a throne. 

She’d imagined a golden-framed chair covered in ermine, maybe a few death’s-head 
torches on the walls burning with blue fire. Looking around, she realizes she has no idea 
how to visualize the Lady’s throne room, or even its storied Manifold Throne. 

These thoughts carry her into a region of twisted, flanged, slow-growing metal. It 
creaks and squeals, becoming razor-tip girders, thickets and hedges like frozen shell-bursts 



 

and the wakes of power geysers. Light blooms on the dark blue night. Distant cracks and 
staccato volleys. The muffled roar of a charge. Yet also the queer harmonics of things that 
move in the corrupted heavens. Suspended detonations contort, roil, shrink and expand, 
raising gleams in their orbiting microsystems of shrapnel, turf, and fire. 

A sudden flash, a faint gust, the ghostly echo of a blast make the seeker seize up. They 
flicker from a crater so old its once-pebbled rim has softened, melted, into a smooth 
irregular pockmark. A scar, already in darkness again by the time her eyes find it. And for 
all that she hears sounds in the night, the seeker meets no one and nothing. There’s no 
wind. Craters and craters and craters, crowding thicker like obscene inverted boils–like the 
negative space of extracted cancers–until even the slow-growing metal gives way to them, 
like a perverse border-forest ringing the center of something unspeakable. 

And then? A vast circle of smoking homes ensnared at the instant of splintering. Neat 
streets, ordered shrubs, even greens. All crinkling and blackened. Among them on paths, 
against collapsing walls, seeping from half-scorched tables in flash-fried living rooms, static 
vapor-trails stretch above shadows that will never leave the ground again. 

Further, past the point where the ring of broken homes exists only as mid-air 
memorials of blackened kindling and fragmentary furniture. 

Motionless, glinting shapes loom out of the shadowy sky: sleek-winged constructs 
studded in windows. They buckle, warp, turn away but never escape. Frozen streamers of 
black smoke trail from their inward faces past their leeward curves. They’ll never escape 
the event horizon. Far larger hulks hover further above: titanic, sloping, secondary 
constructs studding their hulls with triple-mounted protrusions aiming inward. The same 
black streamers. A memory of heat seeps into the little wanderer’s psyche. 

Her mind stretches into the stretching distance ahead. She never passes out, and yet it 
seems that each time her perception loses focus on the immediate surroundings, she’s far 
deeper than before when she regains focus. She passes through another ring marked by the 
intransigent candles of outrageously tall towers. Their windows glint dully on the 
approach. In passing and glancing back, she sees charred, hollow ranked-ribs of burned-out 
rooms. Melting steel droplets poise mid-air on the innermost edges. 

The downward slope begins. The constructs fall away. There’s only pale grey dust–
ashes. These are ashes, and their tainted paleness is the only thing left in all the universe. 
Down, down, down to the center. Silver shapes unfold from the hemispherical void in the 
monumental crater’s heart: petals of an alien blossoming. Spirals, incomplete helixes, 
tendrils born from blown-out veins of something shining and hard and iridescent. 

They taper smaller and smaller until they unfold into glittering vapor. The vapor 
passes out, a nebular haze, a diaphanous bridal veil, a last wisp of mist on a summer 
morning, and disappears into emptiness. 

The name “osmium” comes to the seeker, and she knows with the heatless, coldless 
weight of infinity in her gut that even her mistress does not know this word. Rotting metal. 
It decays so slowly that the cosmos itself will burn out before half of its sheen has ceased. 

Yet here it is, reaching its end. 
She shivers, looking upward, and regrets it more than anything. The stretching 

undulations of the metal that’s always dying and never quite dead reach for a sky-puncture, 
an emptiness so profound she would never have seen it without their sprawls. The shape a 
star’s radiance makes a far-seeing lens, transmuted into darkness. 



 

Directly underneath, marking the nexus to this starfield of carnage, at this ground zero 
of birth by two-stage ignition, stands a no shape stranger than a woman in a black dress. It 
features a frilly hem slit open to the hip at the front, sides and back. A window filled with 
floral-print netting makes the shape of an inverse heart over her chest. A pale, heart-
shaped face, full lips painted black, big, delicate azure eyes painted in black with wings 
barbed like thorns, and a sword of slow-drifting shadows condensed at her side. 

She stands side-on to the seeker, staring at nothing in particular. 
Under her feet, a broad melted space of pale blue glass. The seeker must walk on it to 

reach the other. The instant she sets foot on it, it expands to a hundred times its prior size. 
It stretches away for miles in every direction. Tthe dim-lit osmium rises miles higher on 
every side, to scaffold the god-swallowing caverns implicit in endless dark sky. 

In her heart the seeker knows it has always been this immense. She is long past the 
point of no return. The washed-out reflections in the pale glass are a visceral cloud of 
smoke, and fire, the faded yet never absent image of a behemoth blue star burning above. 
  



 

Assignation by the Void Ignited 
(Part Six) 

“The promise of ignition,” the black-clad specter observes. “It’s frightening, I know. But 
all growth begins on the far side of horror. It comes to us over the horizon of the future, 
trying to dwell beside us. A chance to step into it when we’re ready to find harmony.” 

The mystic sighs. “But the fear remains fear, doesn't it, even if you know exactly what 
it's trying to tell you? Endtime can have a terrible sweetness. Forsake tomorrow. Lie back. 
Let entropy hold sway, carrying us and all the other stagnant things back into the void.” 

What answer can the seeker give? Everything else she’s heard fits into the opposite 
side of something her mistress told her. She knows the words she’s meant to throw at such 
things in answer, to hold them away with.  

“Do you often do this?” she asks, trying to put things back on a course she can know. 
“Talk around people?” 

“I just like talking,” the mystic answers. She purses her lips. A pause. Then: “Do the 
paths I speak on cross into your periphery? Is that how I’m speaking around you?” 

The earlier conversation with the scholar returns to the fledgling. “No,” she says at 
once. “I don’t care what you talk about. Everybody else around here has some big point 
they want me to take onboard. I don’t see why you should be any different.” 

“I do enjoy talking to myself,” the woman in the black dress says. “But my points, my 
insights? Oh, from here on, I'll hoard those for myself. Whether you choose to make your 
own out of the echoes I leave behind, well... demons will do what demons will do.” 

She nods to herself, ponders with an even-set brow, and resumes her monologue in the 
same elegiac tones. “Once it awakens to its nature, a singularity must devour everything 
inside it. I told them over and over that only I can make a home inside myself. I told them 
they must accept that there will always be more outside their borders than they can claim.” 

She shrugs. “I am that I am. Blame, responsibility, virtue and sin...just pretty baubles.” 
“What are you?” the seeker asks. 
“Fantasy and dreams, once,” says the woman in the black dress. “If only more beings 

accepted that I’ve always been real in my own way. I’m the fifteenth Fear. The others 
thought themselves too big for me to eat, since they gave me birth.” She turns. A sad smile. 
“That was their mistake. They were metaphors, true. But I’m painfully literal.” 

“You can’t just become something you’re not,” the seeker objects. 
“Of course you can,” the mystic counters. “Embrace your own paradox. Go on, say it: ‘I 

will become what I am not.’ That’s what all change is. Do you believe in change? Mutation?” 
The seeker answers with silence. 
“I wanted to light up their homes, dancing happily in the deep where the water boils 

beautifully to my hymn, and makes the wheels of the world turn,” the other continues. “And 
you know what they said?” She shudders. “They said, ‘we don’t trust you near our homes. 
Burn yourself to oblivion, and take the outsiders with you. Be a weapon.'” 

She casts her azure eyes up to the paramount umbra, the ultimate black rift at the core 
of the midnight-blue sky swirled by the faint impressions of the emptiness where blast-
tattered clouds might have been. 

“If the only way I could be with someone was to be with one little part of them, 
invested inside the purpose they desired me to serve… kindred forgive me. I was strong 
enough. I could’ve chosen better.”She twiddles a silver amulet around her neck.  



 

Still, this wash of ideas and meanings and dreamscape perspectives. There has to be 
some meaning to it other than the words themselves, doesn’t there? A clue, maybe?  

“Are you the Devil I’ve heard stories about?” the seeker asks. “I thought they were only 
myths, but… Lucifer?” 

“I am the daughter of the cosmos,” the woman answers. “Lucifer is a demon of stone. 
We are very different. I hear they're trying to make it a pseudo-god, the poor thing.” 

Soft words pierce the seeker like a razor sword’s puncture: too quick and clean to hurt. 
“Your crystal will fail.” 
The seeker freezes. She keeps her fear out of her eyes, her lips, her body drifting below 

them like some weighted steel-shod thing hanging over its descent. She knows her very 
stillness betrays everything anyway. 

“When I first sensed its emptiness,” the Lady continues, “I mistook it for your own. I 
know it well. It is, very literally, the oldest trick in the book.” She frowns. Shakes herself. 
“That’s what I meant, dove. Symbols fly beyond symbolic. They’re literal instructions 
disguised as shallower things. Drain all the weight of the water from the ocean. The most 
abyssal part of its floor will look like a lone pond in a dead swath of mud.” 

She unfolds a hand towards her guest. “That’s the thing about emptiness, sweetheart. It 
only has power when you believe you must fill it.” 

She spreads her arms. “Come. Stab me.” A black-painted nail drifts up. Blue 
reverberations stream along its length, shear through her gown, and lay open her lily-white 
breast beneath it: a cross bleeding the red blood of a mortal woman. “My heart’s right here. 
That’s the target, right?” Such a bewitching grin she gives, that terrible, wicked Lady. “just 
for you, I’ll move my soul's singular point to my heart.” 

A beat. She trembles, reels, offering a perfect opening to strike, but the fledgling can’t 
make herself move. “Oh, wow, that’s far more disorienting than I’d expected. It’s so bizarre 
feeling my head above myself.” 

“I-I won’t!” the fledgling says. “You’re not taking this seriously!” 
“Why would I?” the Lady asks. “Did you not just walk through Saingediir?” Deranged 

gleams enter her eyes. Her cheeks creased into a lurid grin. “Do you have any idea how 
many times I’ve debased myself in this private asylum? How many times I’ve let the sheer 
immensity of my age-made power, my insight, my unrivaled will lie dormant while the 
most petty, irrelevant, primal vermin have their way with me?” 

The fledgling’s words fail her. “How is… how is that healthy?” she finally asks. 
The Lady composes herself. “Because I'm a demon. It's what I want to do with myself. “ 
The fledgling drops within herself while the Lady smiles, smiling about the selfish joy 

of her mad, empty, dangerous words, and seeks the coldness of her mistress. 
–Mistress,- she thinks, -is this her?– 
-That’s her!- her mistress screams, Her hunger creeping and snatching and flailing. -

Now! Now is your moment, dearest pet! Strike, and prove your worth to me!– 
The fledgling has long since ceased questioning her orders from her mistress. The 

certainty of obedience is the only thing she has left to drive out the nagging grinding razor 
doubt in her skull. She whips the crystal from her pouch, screaming as much in terror of the 
consequences as in rage, and drives its jagged point straight into the Lady’s breast. 

She feels the coldness of her Mistress slip down her wrist, into the crystal, and out into 
her new vessel. Sees the Lady’s eyes widen. Hears her cry of surprise, and her own panting 



 

breath, and the astonishing heat of tender flesh and blood against the edges of her leading 
hand. Such twisted intimacy– 

–and her mistress burns back through her, screaming, screaming, screaming into her 
mind and leaving her with scalding that makes her leather steam and her flesh bubble. 

-You traitor! You filthy whore!– her mistress shrieks into her, raging and trampling over 
all the fledgling’s mental spasms. The little one screams even while her mistress raves. The 
advent of all her worst fears arrives in a single hellfire instant. -You planned this! You 
colluded with her! You knew she was full of poison and that I would drown in it!- 

–No!- the fledgling sends, and even the speed of thought just isn’t swift enough. -Lady, 
please– 

-I never loved you!– her ex-mistress rages. -I took pity on you because you were so 
pathetic and empty I thought I could at least trust you to do what you were told, and you 
betrayed me! I hope she rots you to death, just like she does with every other human she 
catches!- 

And she’s gone, agony spreading in her wake. And now that the fledgling sees that it’s 
agony, she sees that agony is all her mistress has left her–every promised dream turning 
oh-so-swiftly into poison. The crystal rattles on the glass. Chips skitter against her feet. 

“Now,” the Lady says, “I told you it would fail…” she trails off, circling the fledgling with 
slow steps and a concerned set to her face. “Oh. This starves me for savor. It’s such a bitter 
poignant flavor of tragedy, and I truly thought–“ 

“This is your fault!” the fledgling screams. “You… you took her from me! I will never 
forgive you for this!” 

“You'll forgive me, kindred," the Lady says dryly, "if I decline to apologize for refusing 
to die, and be assimilated. Be careful about 'never.' Never love means forever hate. And 
forever, my dear, is a long, long time to chain yourself to things that make you miserable." 

“I have nothing left to lose!” the fledgling snarls. “I can wait you out! I can–“ 
“Oh, that would be impressive!" the Lady laughs. “Most of me is already sleeping. 

Dreaming sweet, and deep, and soothing. My lovers finished railing me for the last round 
several hours ago.” Her smile turns positively beatific. “You and I can spend an infinity of 
eternities like this if that’s truly what you want.”  

Save for its upper lip and the osmium anchors to past reality, the crater’s sides melt 
away into star-studded depths as she speaks. Every image springs from her descriptions 
into being. “Stars will die, black holes will devour everything that’s left only to unravel in 
their turn, incomprehensible forces–such as yours truly–will kickstart entirely new 
realities. Nova pinpoints will spawn cosmoses unlike any before. Civilizations will devise 
planetoid-sized star-crawlers, like moving dockyards, to traverse the far reaches of entire 
universes filled from end to end with nebular gas, where emptiness and dark matter are the 
exceptions rather than the rules. I’m so excited to see it all!” 

She gives herself to a delighted breath. It stretches the fully-healed skin on her pale 
breast, with nary a scar in sight. “Then those civilizations and those gas clouds and those 
universes will die away too, and you and I will stand here, and you will feed on hate.” 

The images blur away. The crater returns in full. 
“Of course,” the Lady says, a girlish quirk entering her voice through the shaping of her 

pursed lips, “after a certain point I’ll give up on acknowledging your presence. I'll drag you 
along for all my other adventures here in the abyssal fathom of Saingediir, forever. But 
you’d hardly be the first lost soul I made such a pact with in these, my lambent halls.” 



 

“W-what?” the seeker says, voice quaking. 
“This is my lucid dream,” the Lady says. “You’re literally, physically in Saingediir, but I 

am blended with your reality through my own lucid dream of myself. It’s how I mean to 
spend the next few decades, or centuries, or…” the Lady waggles a hand. “However long 
until the vibes feel right for my waking. In the mean time, I’ll use these teensy feelers from 
my deeper dreams to commune with my people, my lovers, and with the other worlds I 
enjoy. Manifest as my simpler, comfier forms in microcosm.” 

She narrows one eye. Leans closer to the fledgling. “Did your mistress really send you 
to kill me, and she doesn’t even know that the lucid dreams of an outer succubus are just as 
solid as consensus reality?” 

“How was she supposed to know something like that?” the kid–seeker— shouts. “How 
could anyone possibly know that? That’s bullshit!” 

“I’ve written books about it,” the Lady says, with another affable shrug. “They’re 
publicly available on many worlds. The wonderful part about true occult tomes in this day 
and age is that if I just publish them as what they are, everyone assumes it’s some kind of 
unfiction published by a mortal author under a pen-name. As for the whole ‘lucid dreams of 
an outer succubus thing, that’s one of my more basic mysteries–“ 

“BASIC?!” the fledgling demands. 
“–not like world-line manipulation or the Tenfold Key of Annihilation–” 
“WHAT?!” 
“–so I don’t mind sharing,” the Lady continues. She sighs. “So. Shall I open a portal 

somewhere? Would you like a refuge, a purpose, or an end? I could keep you here, but–“ 
“Wait!” the fledgling says. Her resolve, at long last, breaks. “Please… you’ve… you’ve 

survived lots of things. There’s so much pain in my head. How… how do I survive? How do I 
get the pain out?” 

The Lady regards her quietly for far longer than she likes. “Very well,” she says. 
Again the crater’s walls melt away, leaving only the rim’s shining outline and the 

osmium’s frozen melt. In place of its walls and floors, a vast expanse of watercourses filled 
with slow-waving bio-luminescent fronds. Flowering rock pinnacles rise on all sides. The 
Lady leads her to a bench padded in vermilion cushions and sits her down. 

“Let's be clear about my impulses,” the Lady says. "My love for my kindred is 
fundamentally irrational. From that irrational love, I choose to help you. I might change my 
mind at any time. In a very real way, I'm using you as an object of my affection. 

“Everybody uses everybody,” the seeker mutters. “As long as I know how, I can be 
myself in all the places you’re not touching. Are you actually going to help?” 

“Of course,” the Lady says. “And if I'm lying for a cruel game, I'll say the same anyway.” 
The fledgling considers that. “Well, maybe it's just the desperation talking, but I believe 

you genuinely want to help me. Just not because you're... good?” 
“Indeed,” the Lady says. “I only let the concept of morality exist in Machrae Diir so 

myself and the other lust-demons can sate all our corruption fetishes. And I suppose others 
still enjoy the intellectual stimulation of debate, though I'm leaning further and further into 
stimulation of the clitoris. All the cultural weight vanishes from most minds the instant 
they cross through the Ashenvein Gates.” 

“Oh,” the fledgling says. “That’s, um… that’s probably why I started to lose faith in 
my…” she sighs. Shakes take her little frame, increasingly violent. “My ex-mistress, as soon 
as I got in here. She always talked about how she and I and her other servants were good–



 

as long as we served her, of course–and everyone we fought was evil. Anway, um…” she 
sniffles, and rubs her nose on her leathers. “At this point I don’t think it matters how we got 
there. You’ll still be trying to help. So… tell me how to heal. Tell me how to get the pain out 
of my head, the…” She clenches her thighs. Grits her teeth. “The poison she left in me.” 

And while hellish moons mutate overhead, the Lady explains all she knows of healing: 
how it happens in its own time, and there's no quick fix, and study serves only to avoid 
reopening wounds. When that's done she asks, "Do you follow so far?” 

“Yes,” the fledgling mutters. She presses her head into her hands. “It makes so much 
sense… why didn’t I see any of that before? It’s so obvious now. She never gave me 
anything, always seemed to think of something for me to do right when I started to rest, 
always told me to push harder if I was tired. She framed it as inspiration, as pushing me to 
be better, but she always said it when I’d already pushed as hard as I could without hurting 
myself… why? No, not why, how? How could I not see it?” 

“Because you trusted your mistress to let you grow at your own pace,” the Lady says. 
“She used that trust. I'm afraid it's that simple.” 

“It hurts…” the fledgling clutches her head. “It hurts… it hurts so bad, I didn’t realize 
trauma literally hurt… it’s fire in my veins, in my head… geeeeet it ooouuuut…” She claws 
her head, stamps her feet, thrashes side to side. When she straightens to look at the Lady, 
she’s rocking, desperate, wide-eyed in torment. “Please, tell me how to get it out! You have 
to–there has to be a way to make it stop!” 

The Lady shakes her head. “Your former mistress has hurt you through things that are 
essential to who you truly want to be. You must hold on. But you also need to loosen your 
grip. Spare enough of your energy to invest in a new way forward–a vision of yourself 
beyond pain.” The Lady considers. “Something outside your relationship to her.” 

“What about… a kind of wandering duelist?” the fledgling asks. “I always liked those 
kinds of stories.” She shudders. “But… but then that’s just like doing what you’ve already–“ 

The lady nudges her, shoulder to shoulder. “Right now, you need easy. Innovative 
comes later, when you feel strong again and want to truly make the new parts your own.” 

“And… what if I ask you to… you know… rewrite it?” the fledgling asks. “Make it so my 
mistress didn’t get a chance to hurt me like that, and I got to decide how we split? Give me 
a… a false memory, that only has the details I need to help me figure it all out, later?” 

She closes her eyes, bracing for a snort of disdain. 
“Of course,” the Lady says, stunning her. “That’s the same form of denial I used to veil 

the deeper parts of my own psyche from myself. I did so the last time I experienced a 
trauma as deep as the one you just did. It’s unorthodox, yet it works. As long as you hold on 
to that deep desire to become your truest self, you will find ways.” She smiles gently. 
“There’s an infinity of paths to reach the center of yourself. As long as you keep seeking, 
you’ll get there. So yes. Psychosis as a psychic pain management mechanism can be a 
wonderful technique for a demon to learn.” 

“You’re not going to tell me I’m running away from reality?” the fledgling asks. 
“You’re still standing here, aren’t you?” the Lady asks. “You’re still trying. That’s the 

only thing that matters.” She tilts her head. “And hey, kid. I want you to remember these 
words first when you’re ready to process all this. What we’re about to do is true. We really 
went through it. An acausal reality. It’s you, giving yourself the awakening you truly 
wanted. The fact that you’re doing it after your mistress scorned you doesn’t make it any 
less real.” She grasps the fledgling by the shoulder. “Okay?” 



 

“Okay.” The fledgling takes a deep breath. “Do it.” 
  



 

Assignation by the Void Ignited (Part Seven) 

Wanderings bring the fledgling through the wartorn depths to an unwalled hall. An 
immense cathedral’s vaulted ceiling houses disembodied figures of leering demons, 
righteous angels, and rotting gods. Pillars start near the ground as solid marble and fade 
into transparent glassy blues that disappear before reaching the heights they should 
uphold. Eviscerated corpses drip down every column and balcony, sprawl in alcoves and 
over altars half-hardened into reality, and form an immense ring of viscera and broken 
banners around the negative space of pale blue tiling where a black-clad figure stands. 

The woman in the black dress turns smoothly and utters a single sharp challenge. 
“Who are you?” 
The seeker bristles, and steps forward to prove her courage. She makes herself see that 

the sick jitters spilling from her belly to her dizzy legs are just adrenaline. “I am Her 
servant!” 

“Alright.” The human’s thumb shunts her long, wicked blade forward an inch from its 
scabbard. “If I cut Her down, who are you?” 

“YOU?!” the seeker screams. “HA! AS IF YOU COULD! YOU’RE ONLY HUMAN–“ 
Her throat constricts. It’s full of a clawing heat-drinking unspeakable nothing. 
The other's sonorous voice drifts through the rotten twilight to the seeker. “You’re 

nothing but the vessel of your mistress. Your mistress is nothing but the negation of your 
vessel’s emptiness. You’re mutual reflections of nothing–even less than empty.”  

Her pale hand settles on the sword-grip of condensed shadows by her side. “I’ll ask 
again: who are you?” 

“I…” Silence drags. The fledgling stands torn. She should invoke her mistress, call to 
Her strength, Her gifts, Her nature. But the challenger’s evil, emptying ideas burrow deeper 
even as the unspeakable nothing abandons her mouth. If she can’t speak about herself 
without mentioning her mistress… but what would she say… and the silence drags, and it’s 
turning into nothing, and her answer is about to be nothing. She gnashes her fangs and 
screams in rebellious rage. “I’m the one who’s going to kill you!” 

A low gust stirs the human’s black gown. Her right foot glides forward. Its black boot 
kisses the blood-stained stonework beneath. Her pale hand settles on the sword-grip at her 
side, and her body’s coiling inward changes the play of light over the slayer’s features. 

The seeker stands smitten by the terrible omen, the flash of an azure eye from the 
shadowed, sculpted contours under the human’s wind-surfing black hair. A glimpse at the 
pale, half-illuminated face with full rosebud lips painted black, and shadow-painted eyes, 
and such a razor-cold glare. 

Then her right arm flashes forward. The blade howls free, her left settles to its place at 
the curving grip’s end, and she drops its point into line. Once more the shadows cloak her 
expression. 

Until the blue-white crash of a lightning bolt nearby. Its evanescent light shines in teeth 
bared by such a hungry grin. 

Oh… the seeker shouldn’t have said that. 
She’s on the fledgling like a thunderstroke–a charge so swift it’s already a memory by 

the time it reaches the seeker's visual cortex. 
“Seal your psyche!” the other hisses. The raw force of her intent gouges trenches into 

the metalloid and the corpses around them, unfurling streamers of unraveling atomic 



 

structure. “If your mind’s open to me, I’ll read it for my advantage with no remorse! Don’t 
you think for a second I’ll show you grace! If you can’t muster more for yourself than to be 
an empty vessel for someone better, I’m happy enough to break that shell you call a 
psyche!” Raging lightning explodes beneath the other andsends her skyward. “Open for me, 
emptiness–let me reunite you with the void!” 

Her back leg kicks off from the blue-ripple launchpad of her own kinesis, and she 
explodes downward with the black streak of her sword whirling overhead and scything 
straight down at the fledgeling’s brow. The fledgling’s arms thrash up against her will. 
Horror, pain, helpless rage–they’re holding the sword her Mistress told her never to use 
until she was told, the broad stony blade with its heavy crystal edge. 

Surely She’ll understand. Surely She’ll forgive. 
Won’t she? 
The umbral blade shears through with a high clear whistle. It traces a coldfire wake 

through the fledgling’s face, her right eye goes blind, her jaw goes half-slack. The frigid 
numbness bites deeper than any pain. The phase-duelist mocks her with a projected 
glimpse at herself: flesh leeched of all color fraying away from crumbling bone, and a 
desiccated eye like the breaking bristles of an ashen brush. 

“Oh, that’d make a beautiful scar if only you lived long enough,” the phase-duelist grins. 
Her offhand catches the fledgling in the middle of her clumsy return stroke, palm crushing 
her elbow in until it caves. “This blade eats borrowed things. How is it that you come here 
with a sword pulled from your own soul, and yet it doesn’t belong to you?” 

“This sword belongs to my mistress!” the fledgling screams, as much against the pain in 
her shattered arm and breaking heart as against her enemy. “How dare you break it?!” 

“How dare you let me?” the phase-duelist counters.  
She pirouettes away, feet dancing through one turn after another, the umbral blade 

drifting up to rest lightly over its wielder’s shoulder. When her spin carries her back 
around to face the fledgling for the third time she halts, snaps her blade out to the side in a 
one-handed salute, and licks her fangs–teeth? She has teeth. She’s human. Why did the 
fledgling think she had fangs? 

“C’mon, cherry, it’s a duel to the death!” her nemesis crows. “Ideals, morals, hopes and 
dreams, the last little thing that gives you the comfort you need to justify hauling your 
wretched flesh out of bed in the morning… anything you bring before me, I’m going to take 
it away from you.” Her infuriating grin widens. She cocks her head up and back. “So if you 
love your secondhand mistress so much, why do you keep talking about her?” 

“SHUT UP!” the fledgling screams.  
She charges, a full-out sprint with her half of a sword already committed to a broad 

lateral swipe. It’d be easy to see coming even if wielding her sword one-handed didn’t force 
her to drag it along the ground most of the way just to get up enough speed to swing it. 

The human in the black dress distorts underneath the swipe and snaps back to full-size 
inside the seeker's guard. Her elbow cracks the fledgling’s jaw in passing. A rustle, a rush of 
wind, the hiss of the shadow-blade crossing a second cut into her face to intersect the first. 

“Do you understand yet?” the dark slayer urges. “My power’s source lies beyond its 
trappings! Come on, girl! You made this far, didn’t you? Ignite! Rage, rend, face me!” 

She’s a maelstrom of black whirlwind and white lightning, and even the eye of the 
storm where the fledgling stands is no safe haven. Black slashes buzz inward, carving 



 

shoulders, hips, belly. Dried blood crumbles out of every cut–how many before her heart 
has nothing left to pump? 

And the dark one’s voice joins every blow to words, cutting past flesh to soul. “No 
matter how many tails I grafted to you, how many swirls of meteoric iron and tentacular 
mutation I stitched into your flesh, no amount of matter I injected would make you matter! 
You matter because you exist, you have to see that! You already have meaning! You must 
find the way to become what you already are, you must find the way–“ 

The other’s will forces the fledgling’s arms into a clash, downstroke for downstroke. 
Azure eyes flare, glaring past the scraping edges of their swords at the seeker. “–to believe 
in yourself, and seek only your own permission to chase the dream in your mind’s eye!” 

The cyclone seizes the fledgling. Wraps her in its winds, splays her limbs out, and hurls 
her into a blood-soaked pillar. She coughs blood and spittle out along with her breath. 

“Nothing, huh?” the phase-duelist asks. “So I’m dealing with a mask. The more I weight 
it by trying to tear it away, the more of you I’ll force you to pour into it to keep it on...” She 
pauses, and the shadows upon her lessen. She is soft and beautiful, interwoven glows and 
shadow, and the yearning in her heart pours forth in her words, in her bearing, in the 
gentle smile on her lips. “C’mon, kid. I know there’s fire somewhere within.” 

That smile strikes something. Those words spark something. Warmth, tears, confusion. 
People… people don’t just say things like this to her. 

“I’m sorry for laying it on so heavy at the start,” the other adds. “It takes me longer than 
I’d like, sometimes, to phase shift within a Phase.”  

She blends through the ember-choked air in a hail of blue striations. Her afterimages 
arrive behind her one after another: each striation bursts into a cone of million glittering 
hardlight vertices, each forming an effigy of the phase-duelist and each of those delivers a 
buzzing slash that blows right through the fledgling’s guard. Cut after cut after cut. Splitting 
flesh, drawing dark trickles of blood, and yet… painless. 

“I see that no matter what you say, you haven’t given up on yourself, so I’m not gonna 
give up on you either!” her foe calls out from behind her. “Come on!”  

The fledgling whirls to see the other standing on the roof of a swooping, many-winged 
building with eerie polyhedral buttresses. She tilts her head, clutching the silver amulet of a 
four-pointed star swaying from its chain around her neck. “Sweetheart, neither I nor your 
mistress brought you here. You chose. You clawed your way through the cosmos, you 
chased the signs, you made this meeting happen.”  

The phase-duelist phases from her perch into a plummet from on high. In the crater-
making instant of her landing she whips her long blade’s point back to the center, a shining 
arc of challenge with an edge like frosted snowdrifts jutting into the blue-black precipice of 
the flats and spine. Freezing winds carve past her, lashing her hair, blowing the hem of her 
gown forward around her silver-armored shins. 

Successive gusts in quickening rhythm, each galeforce wave growing hotter and hotter 
and hotter as though the whole of Saingediir is caught in a vast superheated wind-tunnel. 

“I want you to hit me with everything you’ve got,” the other says. “And if you don’t 
think you’ve got enough, well, I want it anyway.” A wink. “There’s more strength in your 
soul than you think. Takes real grit to admit you feel powerless.” Her eyes flash. “Now come 
on! Strike a spark with it! I want to see you burning like the sun!” 

“Why are you being so nice to me? I-I thought you weren’t going to show me grace,” the 
fledgling manages. 



 

The duelist quirks her lips. “Give me the choice between two battles and I usually pick 
the harder one. I’ve decided the real challenge here lies somewhere besides your skill.” 

How can she possibly overcome someone so strong she tries to build her opponents up 
in the middle of a fight? The other is living art, geometric lines, the graceful quicksilver of 
her gown flowing in crescent trails to trace the path of her every stroke. The fledgling’s a 
quavering mess. Knees buckling. Tears in her eyes. 

“Hey,” the phase-duelist interrupts, “I can see from your face that the way you think 
you look is nothing like what I see.” 

The indelible image of her own face and form: a shuddering figure, wide-eyed, fearful, 
yet still standing. Tense, ready… her left arm isn’t as badly hurt as she thought. She can still 
grip her sword with it. 

Is it true? Is it really possible…? Even as the fledgling thinks, the manifested tableau 
changes. It changes in synch with her right foot sliding further forward, her legs bending, 
her fingers shifting on the dim heavy sword she holds. She knows she’s only matching the 
long stance of the phase-duelist, but… but she’s choosing to match it. She drops the big 
blade’s point in line. It’s so much heavier in this position. 

And the weight feels… good. It feels good to test her strength’s limits, and in doing it, 
know that she is strong. 

“I still don’t know what I’m doing,” she admits, “so I’m going to copy your steps until I 
figure out how I want my own to look.” 

“How do you think I got started?” her rival says. She gestures. “Pull your feet in a little 
closer together. This long stance of mine is a little punishing if you’re not trained up for it, 
and it encourages big moves–hard to control.” 

She snaps her sword up beside her, flats facing herself and the neophyte. “Grip like this. 
Think talons of a prey-bird, not a closed fist, with the spine of the grip pressing into that big 
palm-bone your thumb comes off of. Loosen up a little in the fingers. Clasp, like you’re 
holding the stem of a wine-glass or a lover’s hand. You only want to grip tightly when your 
arms hit full extension–that’s the point where you have to decide whether to pull the strike, 
or commit. That’s when you squeeze.” 

“I… I think I get it,” the neophyte says. “If I’m already gripping, I don’t have muscle 
power left to make that choice. Starting with a loose grip lets me tighten up so I can change 
direction–or move faster in the same one.” 

“Exactly!” the phase-duelist says. “You’re a natural, kid! A born duelist!” 
“You really think so?” she asks her teacher. 
“Kid,” the woman in the black dress raises her sword on high. Her words come under 

the force of a psychic pressure-surge that raises ticklish, electrical roilings from something 
deep in the neophyte’s mind. “Criticism hurts a hell of a lot less than dying in a swordfight. 
If I say you’ve got talent, I truly, deeply mean it.” 

The neophyte’s surviving eye widens. She wants to rush in, to show her stuff, to 
impress her mentor–no. Wait. That’s not the lesson. Her teacher just said not to lie, not to 
perform, to take the little emotional blows instead of getting cut in half. So she watches. 
Watches the slow, loping steps, the deft shifts of that sword from one guard to another. 

“Don’t stare at any one part of me,” her teacher says. She steps in with a flowing lateral 
cut, pulls it just before it strikes the fledgling’s jumpy counter-cut, and whips her blade in at 
her student’s wrist. “Not my face, not my eyes, not my center. At this stage, you’re not going 
to be able to predict my moves enough to make specific counters. Think of me as a distant 



 

moon. Train your eyes to take in my body as a whole. Think about the geometry of your 
strikes. What cuts can I move into quickest from where I am right now? What cuts can you 
throw to threaten me while covering those lines?” 

“You must’ve been the best swordswoman on your whole planet,” the neophyte 
breathes. 

“I actually lost every sparring match I ever had, then gave up due to depression from 
feeling that my writing career was also a failure,” the phase-duelist laughs. “I didn’t really 
get good until my…” she trails off. “Until I left Earth behind,” she finishes. 

“You’re a failure like me,” the neophyte says. Then she peeps. Grins in panic. “I-I mean–
sorry, teacher, I–“ 

“No, you’re right,” the phase-duelist laughs. She laughs so often–so freely and easily. 
There’s so much joy in her, and it always feels like she’s inviting the fledgling to share in it. 
“I was. I failed at absolutely everything I ever tried. I just kept failing, until I didn’t.” 

They close in for another exchange. A cut from the neophyte, more confident as she 
internalizes that her caution just leads to undercooked defenses, and undercooked 
defenses just get her hit anyway. An upsweep deflection from her mentor, who dashes in 
and snaps her blade’s back-edge up to kiss the neophyte’s throat. 

“I’m not trying to kill you anymore,” her teacher laughs. “Hope you don’t feel coddled?” 
The kid gulps, still feeling the memory of the frigid edge on her skin. “N-not at all!” 
A thrust for her teacher’s shoulder provokes a binding counter-cut, then a whirling 

exchange. She backsteps frantically, swaying further and further to dodge brisk whirring 
slices from the umbral blade. 

She grits her teeth, tries to rally with a charge, runs right into an overhead bind. Her 
teacher slips through, wraps her left arm down over the neophyte’s wrists, and disarms the 
younger woman while a sweep of one black-booted leg pulls the neophyte’s footing out. 
This duality: a gentle hand at her back to catch her, and a shadow-sword’s point at her 
throat while her own blade clashes to the ground many meters away. 

“So… w-what changed?” the neophyte asks. 
“I kept trying,” her teacher says, pulling her upright and darting back. She kicks twice, 

first up to send her student’s sword airborne and then a sidelong snap to launch it back to 
its bearer, who catches it with a hand swiftly growing steady. “I got more skilled. Bit by bit, 
I hit a point where more of the people I fought were worse than me than better.” 

“Who the hell are you, anyway?” the neophyte asks. 
The hypnotic delight in her teacher’s eyes, this strange hot endless swelling in the 

breast of the neophyte. “You still don’t know me?” she laughs. “I’m a true soldier of the 
Midnight Legions! And that intoxicating furnace filling your lungs, that’s pride! Seize it!” 

“I…” the fledgling licks her fangs. They feel longer. Sharper. “H-Hey! I don’t need your 
permission!” 

“You’re gods-damned right you don’t!” her opponent shouts. Her silhouette explodes 
with deep blue radiance and the faintest outlining of a white-fire core. “So how’s this–you 
worry about what you’re doing with your sword, and I’ll worry about what I’m doing with 
mine. I’m getting tired of saying come on–so show me who you are!” 

“My pleasure!” the demon snarls. Heat billows in her lungs. It’s flowing out: into orange 
fire on her claws, into the empty socket of her lost eye, into burning blue-white at every tip 
of her red hair. Her tail lashes behind her, lengthening. 



 

The black-clad zephyr watches, a satisfied smile on her lips, as a new eye grows in skin 
that’s once more a rich dark blue–and swiftly gain dark-iron growths like mace-flanges. 

“I’m switching to this sword now,” the other says. “It’s time.” A cobalt ray shrieks from 
an unseen horizon past her hip, leaving behind a longer, heavier blade. Its grip is supple 
azure flesh under a silvery backstrap, swirled with strange patterns and hollows revealing 
snow-white chitin, and an eight-point guard bearing the six-horned Seal of Machrae Diir–
the stylized skull-effigy of a leering devil with four-point shadow-stars for its eyes. She 
clasps the silver amulet. “Favor me, Haksaema.” 

Blue gleams from above draw the neophyte’s eyes to the black aperture at the sky's 
apex, that truest umbra she’d all but forgotten. The edges of the shadow ignite in blue nova. 

It spills down, washing the duelists and all their surroundings into outlines where the 
light pools impossibly. Glow-pulsations take them between two modes: solid shapes, then 
X-ray phantoms with radiant skeletons, veins, nerves–thundering hearts. 

And her teacher sweeps the blue-hilted sword from its blue-metal scabbard in a 
torrent of screeching cobalt inferno and thundering umbral tides. The power-wake of its 
unsheathing washes layers of vaporized atoms from the tiles beneath her. 

“I know that sword,” the neophyte breathes. Everyone knows that sword. 
The Lady of Machrae Diir winks.  



 

Assignation by the Void Ignited 
(Part Eight) 

The seeker's teacher cocks her head up to indicate the obscure star above. “Ever heard 
of Darkfield Microscopy? Get a succubus in your lap later and see if you can get her to 
babble about it. Glorious visions, but for now you're stuck here with me!”  

An illustrative sweep of her arms to her sides leaves her wide open. The neophyte 
roars, and lunges with a flickering upward cut. The moment she’s committed her teacher 
sways back, the afterimage of a blurring dodge and a serpentine sway. Her offhand comes 
up to brace her downward-pointed blade’s back in a shriek of bright steel–it’s just pure 
iron? How does she know it’s just pure iron?–and a long lunge carries her forward. 

Her sword’s pommel crashes with shockwave force. Leftover-energy blooms in blue 
lightning carving molten tails from the surround, and cracks the neophyte’s skull open. 
Tearing agony. Concussive thuds rattling her half-conscious psyche as she bounces, spins, 
and slams against the carapaced corpse of some butchered monstrosity. She spits up 
boiling black blood and gets her feet under her. 

“I won’t claim that eating shit feels good,” the neophyte laughs, slamming the ground 
with a fist. “But feeling my fire filling the wounds back in…” she wipes the blood from her 
mouth. “Oh, I love that part!” 

“Doesn’t it?” the black-clad zephyr asks. “Kid, you do an old woman proud. You’re a 
true demon. I’ve hit you again and again with attacks that would’ve left old hunters 
catatonic with trauma. You? Claws dig in, fangs grit, and you stand your ground because 
there’s something past that far horizon, and you're gonna claim it or die.” 

She flicks her fingers. A small sprig of a flower with thick, bent white petals and a pale 
golden bulb. “Edelweiss. A symbol of pride for troops in the alpine divisions.” She twists it 
back and forth. “I’ve always known it the way an old TV show introduced it to me. Not 
something for warriors. The mark of the true soldier.” 

“What’s the difference?” the neophyte groans, staggering upward. She must be close to 
passing out–the pain in her skull has almost ended, and there’s a delirious euphoria that 
feels beyond anything her mistress ever gave her. 

“The disgraced warrior falls because her strength lives outside herself, in her ideals 
and the worth of the masters she serves.” The phase-duelist snaps her hand. The Edelweiss 
sprig hurtles through the air like a dart. Settles into the neophyte’s fiery scarlet hair. “The 
soldier fights on because she wants to live, and love herself again.” She smiles. “I see little of 
myself in the alpine troops. I’m the Edelweiss. I bloom high and clear on the mountains. 
Others keep trying to wear me for their own glory. But girls like us?” She blurs into reach. 
Offers her hand. “We end up wearing them instead.” 

Her blade’s out of position. She’s wide open. Smiling. Oblivious. The neophyte will 
never have a better shot than this… yeah, right, a cheap shot now? 

She takes the phase-duelist’s hand. “Yeah? Just so long as you don’t wear me.” 
“Agreed,” says the woman in black. “The flower’s a symbol. Symbols can be shared.” 
“That’s good, because I’m gonna keep my flower,” the neophyte says. 
Her teacher smirks. “Thought s–“ 
The neophyte lunges with a full-out snap of her arms. “Doesn’t mean you can gloat!” 



 

By the time her voice hits the delay between “doesn’t” and “mean”, her opponent’s 
already picked the thrust off with a neat swat and whipped her own blade to a halt. Its 
scalding white-metal edge rests on the neophyte’s brow. “Wouldn’t dream of it." 

This is futile. This woman is a better fighter than any demon the neophyte’s met before. 
So why– 
–glimpse of cobalt fire in a wide, joyful eye– 
–spark-sprays, razor-light whorls from crosswise clash of blades– 
–vibrations rippling down her arms from the impact, heat of blue nova lingering in her 

flesh– 
–how can she feel like she’s winning this fight? 
“So, we both know you’ve found your true answer!” her teacher laughs. “Let me hear it 

anyway–why are you here? Who are you fighting for?” 
“MYSELF!” roars the demon reborn. “BECAUSE I JUST FUCKING WANT TO!” 
The thundering heart that finally pumps fire and molten stone, the magmatic fury of a 

demon, it’s all hers. Not a blessing from her teacher. Not the property of her useless 
manipulative “mistress”, and definitely no gift that pathetic parasite gave her. Hers!  

Six flaming wings like razor crescents spread behind her. They’ve been within her all 
along, just waiting to unfold. Was she really waiting on some exploitative narcissist of a 
mistress to claim these? Fuck that!  How has she never seen it clearly before, the sword she 
carries? It’s dark fire, a core of golden iron like a sun blazing in the farthest darkness. 

Wailing blood-red runes feed her power through a webwork of lines, from the grip her 
clawed hands clench to the wave-edged, broad, curving blade. Heat-haze distortions 
spread, catch a few stray hairs from the phase-duelist’s hair as she dodges the demon's next 
cleave, and shave them off. 

“Now we’re talking! Now you’re fighting with your whole soul!” her opponent calls. A 
rippling, a fullness… satisfaction? Her teacher's opened her aura, letting emotions flow. 

“You better hope you can take it,” she growls, and kicks off to a wrathful, rhythmic 
assault of heaving full-body cuts. The phase-duelist again wields the powers she showed at 
the start. She warps and blurs with spatial distortions that pull the follow-on fires of her 
student’s strokes into madhouse twists, she evades with blue-ripple pulses of kinesis. 

Then her afterimage technique returns–with the sudden twist that she hardens into the 
last upward slice. Her body’s lines blur, multiply, face-clones and duplicate limbs unfolding 
from each other while her sword of umbral nova teleports out of each ended stroke to meet 
her kaleidoscopic hands at the start of the next. 

Needless to say, the new demon eats every single hit. She has a lot to learn before she'll 
know how to counter something like that. Yet rather than humiliation she feels awe, pride, 
a furious form of ecstasy. 

“That’s so cool!” she laughs, tumbling away covered in burning-edge gashes that pour 
black blood for just a few seconds before they seal. “That’s one of the most bullshit attacks 
I’ve ever seen! I love it so much!” 

Her teacher joins her. “You think that’s good, huh? Wait for the phase-lashing!” 
By any technical standard, the younger demon's losing. Any of the people she looked 

up to before meeting her former mistress would probably call this pathetic, and she just 
can’t give those wheedling voices any more weight. She made this sword and this rebel 
spirit for herself, stole her own fire, and handed it all to a whimpering withered thing that 
only wanted her for a tool. 



 

“Never again,” she growls. “I’ll never let anyone take me away from myself again.” 
“Dear, vicious kindred,” the Lady whispers, smiling bright. “I’m so proud of you.” 
“Don’t get cocky, you old hag,” the darkfire duelist answers. Oh, this grin! The sweet 

tension of scorching-hot otherworld muscle along her jaws! “I’m thankful for the push and 
all, but don’t think I’ll get all sentimental on you and stop trying to cut you in half.” 

“I’d be livid if you tried to take me any other way,” the Lady yells back. 
“So,” the onslaught demon breathes, “it is possible for both people to win a duel.” 
“Glad we agree,” the Lady says. “This is my most favorite kind of fight. I’m so glad to 

share it with you.” 
“Just don’t lose on the technical side,” the fledgling says. 
Every stroke and cacophonous collision brings a new-ignited delight, two blinding 

stars of power zigzagging past each other in scything passes by the sword. No matter how 
many times she’s knocked down, how many times her sword goes spinning away when the 
Lady cleaves her hands off or she has to regrow a horn broken in a bind, grapple, and throw 
to the ground, the younger demon's on her feet and heading back to the fray in a blink. 

“I know what I am now, you smug bitch!” she laughs. “Onslaught demon! That’s one of 
yours, right? Feels like it! Well, if it works, I’m happy enough to take something you made 
and use it for my own!” She’s so full of the searing joy! “Hey, what’s this one? This feeling?” 

“Oh, that?” the Lady chuckles. “That’s the same kind of fighting spirit I feel. But I’m 
pretty sure you knew that already.” A single steely fang sneaks into her grin. “I call it Zeal.” 

“Yeah?” her student tastes the word on her molten-metal fork of a tongue. “Zeal… yeah. 
I like that. I’m going to call it that too.” 

And the Lady draws to a halt. One last time, she clasps her silver amulet. 
“This,” she murmurs. “This will be the shining moment.”  
Her form condenses, a vortex of blackest umbra and searing cobalt plasma that bleeds 

off into gouging lightning-bolts. Her singularity becomes a rebound blast-wave, scorching 
bubbling slag from Saingediir’s walls. She rises from her core's roiling nova-night–the ten-
horned demon, skin an infinity of interlocking symbols in snow-white metal, undertones of 
blue-tinted microbes and streaming nanite swarms. 

Digitigrade legs ending in armored feet with a raptor's sickle toe-talons shining in 
silver. Black hair full of star fields. Now the heart-shaped face sports a cloven chin marked 
by two extra blue eyes astride the cleft. The divide runs up her palette into her nose: a slit-
crevice of a vertical mouth intersecting the horizontal one inherited from humans. Many 
slits on each side of her neck flex with every breath, pouring superheated gas. 

"Hey, those seams in your face," the younger demon asks. "Can you--" 
The Lady obliges with a loud, fleshy crack and many liquid squelches as everything 

below her eyes explodes outward, folding back to reveal flailing dark-slime pseudopods full 
of glitters like black opals. Behind them, the many jaws and their irirescent fangs make 
circles of scything that descend back into her throat where the blue maelstrom of her 
hunger beckons, spinning spirals of assimilation.  

Her brows lift as though to say 'ahhh.' Of course the only sound she actually emits is a 
distorted, liquid, many-voiced whorish moan. 

The seeker rolls her eyes. "Right, guess I walked into that one." 
Kairliina seals her face, pressing fingers to her full lips with a girlish titter. "I'm refining 

the layers of my form that eschew the humanoid form entirely, but I want more time to 
explore, refine, and enjoy those for myself before I share them with others." 



 

"That's fine," the darkfire duelist nods rapidly. "This is plenty to take in for now." 
A single great golden eye at the center of her forehead, and four wings–the upper pair 

are larger–like blue-black cutaways in creation. Faint snowblind impressions coil and 
sharpen within their shade-space. Hints of unspeakable horrors. A slit-hemmed, ankle-
length gown of cobalt skin swirled with circuitry, with veins that pulse bioluminescence, 
fastened with a blue-and-silver sash over gothic-style silver plate held together by a second 
skin of circuitboard runes and black biomechanical sinews, finishes out her form. 

“Alright,” the darkfire duelist acknowledges. “Now I feel like I’m fighting an outer 
succubus.” 

“You realize I’m still an outer succubus when I appear human, yes?” the Lady asks. 
“I… uh…” she considers playing for time. No. Be straight with it. “Yeah, sorry. I'm just... 

it's easy to get hung up the aesthetics, you know?" A sheepish grin. "I guess, with succubi 
being arch-shapeshifters, any shapes you wear become demonic. Seems I still need to work 
on that, on the whole sense of feeling that a demon is a demon because she just is.”  

The Lady’s lips quirk. “That speaks wisdom, kindred.” 
The Lady’s true form is astonishingly short–probably under five feet. Why? The 

darkfire duelist puts it together fast–same power, smaller form, greater speed. 
“Hey, I get that condensing the same power into a smaller form means you’ll move 

faster and hit harder inch for inch,” she asks. “But if you’re doing that, why not just make 
yourself so tiny I can’t even see you?” 

"In most cases?" the Lady shrugs. "I'd just feel too silly to invest myself in the fight." 
The darkfire duelist shakes her head. “Makes sense. I'd find it hard to put up a good 

figh if I felt humiliated by facing something the size of a flea. But I can definitely enjoy 
getting mauled by an intimidating, gorgeous elite duelist–“ 

“Intimidating? Gorgeous?” the Lady peeps. 
The onslaught demon chuckles. “I knew it. I knew as soon as you told me how much 

we’ve got in common that you’d be incredibly weak to unexpected compliments.” 
The Lady clears her throat. “Yes, well… some weaknesses are worth hanging on to.” She 

continues, “Anyway, I like this height. I’m four foot eleven because it feels like a good height 
for a diminutive sex gremlin with horrifying levels of power.” 

Her eyes twinkle. “Past this, you could just match me by shrinking yourself. Any demon 
can grow or shrink in size with just a little practice. Where does that end once we start it–
the miniaturization arms race?” She taps her lips. “Although… a duel at microbial or even 
subatomic scales does hold savor. Just think how gargantuan our attacks could get, relative 
to the size of our bodies–“ 

“So,” the darkfire duelist interrupts, “you had personal reasons for wanting to get my 
spirits up.” 

“Of course,” the Lady agrees. “Crushing the weak means a race to become the biggest 
loser. True strength tests itself against true strength, and I wish to become peerless.” A 
beat. "Alright, that's a pretty sentiment, but the truth is that after coming up with that line I 
just had to say it. I just like fighting someone else who likes fighting. I just enjoy it more. 
Whether I'm actually the strongest... who cares? It's about the joy of it all." 

The darkfire duelist grins. “Thanks for this, oldtimer. I’ll owe you one. Hey, question–
what if you had to fight an unbelievably powerful pixie?” 

The Lady grins back. “Then I’d want to be half an inch tall, so I’d become half an inch 
tall. Matching my opponent’s size, at least roughly, creates a more visually appealing battle. 



 

Maybe I’d be a little taller so as not to lose the thematic size difference–say, about fifteen to 
twenty percent taller." Her tail frisks. "A Saelvur maiden seeks to become artful in all 
things, yes? It's all about the flair. But enough. I’d rather focus on one dance partner at a 
time.” She inclines her head. “Ready for one last pass?” 

“Come on, geezer,” the darkfire duelist snarls. “My ex-mistress wanted me to wait for 
her to name me. Fuck that. Now’s my hour to reclaim my it: My name’s Vmot Tangediur.” 

The Lady’s own grin spreads wider. Her chin splits enough to reveal slivers of the 
glistening black pseudopods within, and irradiance gleams in the metalloid fangs behind 
her black lips. “My name is Kairliina Saelvur Urwollust,” she answers. “Let’s raise hell.” 

Kairliina’s sword surges to its full size. Triangular spikes, alternating blue and pink 
diamonds, expand from the eight points of the guard. The edges trail wakes of eaten reality, 
the blade's flawless geometry leaving recursive afterimages the only mark on new void. 

“How do you stop that guard from stabbing you in the hand?” Vmot asks. 
“I just turn intangible where it touches,” Kairliina answers. “If I need to keep my form 

too stable for that, I use spatial distortion. And if I end up stabbed anyway, well,” she 
flashes her fangs, “I’m a total painslut.” 

Vmot has to take a moment, blink, and consider. “That’s a hell of a combat advantage.” 
“Only in moderation,” Kairliina giggles. “But then, I can keep my footing while I cum, 

so…” Her silhouette multiplies, splits, warps: here a high guard, there an uppercut in the 
making, elsewhere a presented point for a thrust on the high-line. Impressions of her split 
maw, her burning lustful, eyes. Pulsing in and fading away to the rhythm of her steps. 

Hundreds of possible moves unfolding from every breath she takes. 
“Now you’re phase-lashing,” Vmot says, staring in amazement. “And you can… just 

manifest into any of those possibilities, right? That’s how it works?” 
“That’s how it works,” Kairliina agrees, singsong. “A quantum dance, the continuum of 

an ever-inverting and deadly dream.” 
“I have no idea how to do that,” Vmot confesses. “I don’t even know where I’d start.” 
“That’s okay!” Kairliina chirps, bright and maidenly as only a practicing slut can be. 

“When I first invented the concept, I barely understood it myself. It took me a long time 
after I died out of Earth and first manifested my powers learn. I needed even longer after 
that to become skilled enough to win a lethal fight against another practitioner.” 

“Yeah?” Vmot calls out. “Then my journey to match you starts right here! Come on, 
Kairliina! Hit me with everything you’ve go–“ 

One fractured glimpse of the Carag maiden glowing brighter than hypernova. Blurred 
sensations of blows that fill Vmot from toes to horn-tips with unraveling ecstasy. Jumbling, 
roiling, floating and crashing and floating again. She spins into a column and crashes to a 
halt, nearly split in half in seven places. Every gash pours too much pleasure to 
comprehend. It pours with her lifeblood, pours into her clothes between her legs. 

Her fingers slacken on her sword. Still, she retains enough thought to pull it closer. 
“You… you really woke your whole self up again?” Vmot asks. “Just to fight me?” 
“Uh…” Kairliina grins sheepishly. Her arm blurs, sending her great blade home to its 

scabbard with a one-two slip as she flashes to Vmot’s side and kneels down. Azure comfort 
pours from her hands. Wounds seal. “No. I haven’t even tapped this fork's power maximum, 
though you did get me close.” She finishes her healing and sits back. “Sorry.” 

“Sorry?” Vmot asks. Tears spill. “No, you… I mean… a demon can be this strong?” her 
voice cracks. “You’re not half-human?” 



 

“Nope,” Kairliina says. “I've been a demon from day one. Everything I've achieved, I've 
achieved by embracing my demonhood.” She thumps her cuirass, making metal sing. “From 
here to the Void, I'm a full-souled outer succubus. Carag, and proud of it.” 

“I never thought…” Vmot struggles to form words. She feels too full for words. “In every 
story, demons are thieves. Leeching from gods, leeching from humans, leeching from each 
other. Always looking for someone else’s soul, someone else’s spell, someone else’s sword… 
you’re not a goddess?” 

“Uh-uh." The maiden of the Carag shakes her head. "I’ve got a Phase for pretending to 
be a goddess, that's the closest I'll ever get.” She clasps Vmot’s shoulder. “Everyone gets the 
joy of being strongest when they're true to themselves. Demons too.” An offered hand in its 
silver gauntlet. “If you’re heartened by that, there’s one thing I think I might be ready to try 
for the first time. I’d like to show you. It’ll be our little secret, at least for now.” 

“A secret technique?” Vmot asks, taking the offered hand. “Yeah, I… I’d be honored. 
Uh… whoa–” she puts her hands out for balance, and in so doing, clashes her burning runic 
sword against Kairliina–whose cuirass sends the cut glancing away without harm. 

“My armor actually deflects attacks,” Kairliina laughs. “Crazy, right. Still lots of ways for 
a skilled phase-duelist to distort a full-size cut through the seams. But an edge is an edge.” 

“You really do seize every advantage, don’t you?” Vmot grimaces. “Still, sorry.” 
“No worries,” Kairliina says. “You’re woozy from the clobbering I gave you, I was 

focused on the joy of chattering…” she shrugs. “Sometimes it's better to let our guard down, 
and get a little embarrassed, if that's what it takes to chase joy.” More frisks of her tail. 
“That’s also why I can take thousands and thousands and thousands and thousands of hits 
and still regenerate.” She shakes her head. “Enough. You’ve listened to more than enough of 
my preening today. There’s one part of you I think I can still cut, if you want.” 

“My past?” Vmot asks. “Can you do that?” 
“I’m an adept of the deep power,” Kairliina says, deadly serious. “I can do anything I'm 

willing to grow into.” 
“Fitting,” Vmot says. A steadying breath. “Alright. You have my oath of secrecy, 

Inheritrix.” She spreads her arms. “Fuck me up, outer mommy.” 
  



 

Assignation by the Void Ignited (Part Nine, final) 

Kairliina’s expression turns dry for a moment. Then, with a sigh and a roll of her eyes, 
she steps back and drapes her hand over her sword. Her radiance grows, and grows, and 
grows. The sword reverberates with a rolling metal hymn in its scabbard. “Thanks, kid. For 
giving this old hag a chance to unchain her abyss, I'll show you Cascade Evisceration.”  

A kaleidoscopic mandala of Kairliina blooms out, encases Vmot in a hollow undulating 
sphere of silver armor and nova fangs and dancing eyes, and convulses into the younger 
demon. Every sense fills with the scents of wood smoke, hot iron, incense, blood. The 
onslaught-demon's psyche blooms into the promise of knowing, brushes the intoxicating 
borders of the outer succubus, and receives her blossoming mutagen– 

–Vmot is spinning midair as slowly as the day-cycle of a planet, a passive passenger in 
her own existence. One blink: cobalt light warps her form from within. Her outer layers 
fission away into blue-white sunbursts spiraling all around. 

Two blinks: she is surrounded by thousands of herself–herself fawning, herself 
weeping, her self pleading. The mind’s-eye throne of a purple-fire figure and a palace of 
spikes and spires, too shadowed to see color in. 

Third blink: buzzsaw blues ripple through, every shear-wake’s outer zone spawning 
off-angle mazeworks of secondary slashes. Seams flicker open in every manifest self. Faces. 
Horns. Limbs split. Every divide hosts a wire-thin glint. The negative space of 
dismemberment ignites, and washes everything to vapor– 

–and Vmot falls into Kairliina’s arms to the inverted echo of a sound between crashing 
cymbals, breaking glass, and wind chimes. 

They’re surrounded by a behemoth sculpture of intertwining, crystallized Vmots, 
caverns, structures and blurred mistress-outlines, all merged into a massive gestalt by blue, 
white, pink crystal wakes enveloping the void spaces left over from spatial cleaving. 

“Holy… oh my…” Vmot sputters, as the Lady eases her to the ground. The younger 
demon clutches her head. “That was… I don’t…” She flops backward, whooping, laughing, 
giddy beyond all belief. “This is the best day of my entire life! That was so awesome!” 

“Just remember,” Kairliina, says with a smile in her voice but a little hint of iron still 
shining in her eyes, “it’s our little secret.” 

“Are you kidding me?” Vmot interrupts. “Steal a technique like that? I hope the disgrace 
would make me fucking eat myself!” A beat. “Also, I still have no idea how to do that.” 

Kairliina’s smile widens. “I’m glad to hear it. It’s always very affirming, you know, when 
I invent an attack I’m pretty sure is incomprehensible, and I hear my instincts are right?” 
Her expression sours for a moment. Then, with a regretful sigh, she releases her bluefire 
blade and diminishes back into her larger human-like form. The duelist in the black dress. 

“Well, Vmot,” she says, “it’s been a madcap day. I’m happy we met, and that I and some 
of the other denizens could help your journey reach a better end. But it’s time for me to 
seek my rest in full.” She looks up towards the sky, once more umbral. “Time for Machrae 
Diir, and me, and everyone else to just enjoy ourselves at last.” 

“That sounds just fine, Kai…” Vmot says. She gathers her sword into her lap. “Thanks 
for everything. I’m just going to stick around Saingediir for a little while, if that’s okay? I 
think I understand this place. I can use it, that certainty. Get certain about myself. Get my 
head together before I spend time around other people. “It’s…” she fumbles for words. 

And the Lady grins. “The only thing I know for real?” 



 

“Yeah,” Vmot laughs. She settles to the gore-soaked ground. “Guess so.” 
“Mind if I take the crystal that parasite wanted you to stab me with?” the Lady asks. 
A pause. 
“Why?” Vmot asks. Not resistant, just confused. 
“It’s associated with her,” the Lady answers. She grins. “I’m going to pull the little snit 

through it and devour her whole. If she wants my power that badly, so be it.” 
Vmot pulls it from her pouch. She considers the smoky flaws within. “Weird,” she 

mutters. “The flaws make the crystal so much prettier. More interesting to look at. What’s 
everyone want flawless crystals for, anyway?” 

“They’re easier to project into,” the Lady answers, with a certain dry cutting in her 
voice. “Little relics like that, purporting to steal your own power and turn it against you... 
they're a little like explanations. They only have as much power as you give them.” 

Vmot nods, rocking with enthusiasm. "That makes sense! Sounds kind of familiar, like... 
oh…” Her voice trails to a halt that becomes razor sharp the moment it turns into silence. 
Four slitted pink eyes widen. “That fucking bitch. That awful whore.” 

“Still think she deserves the capital letters?” the Lady asks. 
Vmot snorts. Tosses her the crystal. “I don’t think she even deserves my sword in her 

spine. You want to eat her, be my guest. Might as well be eating a single molecule of rancid 
meat, though, if you want my opinion.” 

A gleaming grin. “I do enjoy consuming diseased things. I’m made of filth myself.” 
“Fah.” Vmot stretches. The Lady’s still holding the crystal, staring into it. 
“Actually, I…” her expression softens. “I change my mind.” 
“What?“ 
“This pitiable thing crouching in the deep, sending streamers of herself out, using 

others for her schemes because she fears to stand on her own… I feel it. That irrational 
affection, blooming in my heart.” The outer succubus shrugs, helpless. "I have to let that 
love linger. For my own heart's sake, never mind hers." 

Vmot grunts. "Seems kind of hard to be a succubus, sometimes." 
Kairliina laughs ruefully, and rubs the crystal with her thumb. “Yes. It can be. I’ll put it 

in on a little plinth somewhere outside the Sarcophagus. And I suppose I'll see if the day 
comes that this love in my heart calls me to give her a chance.” 

“Oh.” Vmot rubs the back of her head. “I think I get the idea, now that you explain it.” 
“You’re welcome,” the Lady says. “I say I hate explaining things, but... like I said. Have to 

let my guard down sometimes, yes, so I can chase joy?" A self-satisfied grin. "For that 
matter, how else will I get praised for how clever I am." 

Silence while the onslaught demon absorbs that. “Uh, before you go, can you–“ 
“Nope!” the Lady beams. “I'm the only the Overlady now. A purely aesthetic role for my 

own enjoyment. Machrae Diir's grown way too large for me to be personally involved with 
every relationship. You've got to make your own friends from here on in, dear kindred. This 
will most likely be the only time I seek you out on purpose, but,” she shrugs, smiling. "We'll 
have many chance encounters around the dimension. I do look forward to that much." 

"Make my own friends, huh?" Vmot laughs. “Yeah, I guess it’s just getting codependent 
again if I can’t do that.” A pause. Such coldness in her belly after all that fire. “Uh… why does 
this feel just as hard as nerving up to the duel did?” 

“Social anxiety," the Overlady answers, "is the awareness that you must hand strange 
beings your own desire to live as part of them, and hope they don’t reject you.” 



 

She turns on her heel and walks toward the war-torn night. “Take your fear like a 
needle: plunge it in before it has a chance to hurt. Oh, and Vmot?” She glances over her 
shoulder. “Shot in the dark, but you can be strong and still submissive. I’m an order of 
magnitude more powerful than Raven, and I sub for him all the time. You should play 
submissive just because it makes you happy… like a bad, filthy slut who needs to be,” 
Kairliina quivers, “contained.“ 

And on that thought-provoking note she’s gone, and Vmot is alone in Saingediir. She 
brandishes her sword. Breathes the auras of battle. Well, surely a little procrastination 
can’t hurt? Ease her way into it. Puff up her confidence… 

… no. She sees now. That’s the trap. 
“Alright, V,” she whispers to herself, hurrying through the burning streets towards the 

distant spiral ramp that corkscrews up and up and up towards the rest of Machrae Diir. “Be 
a good girl. Face your fears, apologize for sneaking in, get accepted first. Do all that and you 
can come back to Saingediir later.” 

She looks back longingly at the blissful promise of violent abandon in the contorting 
spires behind her. 

“As a treat.” 
*** 

And so it passes that a shadow comes in among the sleepy figures in the near-lightless 
depths of the Azure Diamond Sarcophagus, and for just a moment her horns cut the 
backlighting of an irradiant groove running along the ceiling of a room it’s too dim to 
illuminate. Then she lies down. A soft rustle of fabric. 

Stillness for a long time. 
"You know, my darlings," a dulcet demon whispers, drowsy yet clear, "I've been 

thinking... Urwollust is German. It translates literally to 'primordial erotic lust.' A potent 
concept, but... for centuries, I used it because I could conceive no other words that would 
get at the notion of timelessness I desired. Recently, though, as I've contemplated what it 
meant to reclaim my dreams of my people from Seurchraig, I've thought... why not conceive 
a Vulshiir word that means what I desire? So I did, quite literally, create words that mean 
my desire. From tonight onward, I am Kairliina Saelvur Zlaetasrul." 

"Whoa..." a drowsy hound's reverent whisper. "That sounds so cool, darling. What does 
it mean?" 

Blue eyes flare briefly in the dark, blue nova pinpoints. "'Zlaeta' means 'lust.' 'Srul' 
means 'forever new.' On into the future, that's me: the Lust Forever New." 

"That is really cool," a dry-voiced wolf-bird drawls. 
"Thank you, my darling Master!" Ghostly wakes of blue plasma trail from a frisking tail, 

briefly illuminating tangled limbs, wrinkled sheets, a sleeping vampire, and an outer demon 
with a goat-nose twitching in dreams. "That said, I do still like 'Urwollust' as a pen-name! 
Books are a... a construct the author projects into the past, yes? In the moment of their 
completion they already feel ancient, primeval, even, so as an author my name should 
reflect that nebulous threshold, that within my writing I, too, become a thing of the past--" 

A massive hand moves across the lights towards a horned head. "Hey, Kai?" 
"Yes, my darling Raven?" 
A thump, a splutter, and then a long blissful moan muffled by something warm, hard, 

pulsing. "Suck on this and go to sleep, you fuckin' bimbo." 
"Hold on," a drowsy hound groans. "If she's giving you oral... Imma give her oral..." 



 

For a long time exultant, exultant licking, lapping, sucking. Rising pitch, sighs of ecstasy, 
a moan and the creek of a bed under bucking hips. Joyful whimpers, and after a brief pause, 
the cycle begins again. Until the groans of the wolf-bird become desperate. Until the hound 
keens with excitement in her lapping. Until a last high, muffled cry of ecstasy makes 
eclipse-rays dance on the outlines of ten bladed horns, stokes the cobalt nova in slitted 
eyes, and brings them to the peak in turn. Panting, subsiding, the rustle of forms tucked in. 

Then? The long, easy exhalations of blissful slumber. 
Above on the streets of the Lambent Quarter, an uncertain demon–broad shouldered, 

broad chested, and for all that as nervous as a new schoolgirl–staggers off the white-marble 
rampway leading down, and down, and down into the depths of Saingediir Fathom. She 
looks around, manifests a back-scabbard for her sword–learning as she goes that it needs a 
lot of modification to let her get her sword into or out of it–and stiffens at the sight of a five-
eyed succubus leaning on her blood-soaked spear and chatting to her friends. 

Well. That’s a sign if ever there was one. 
“Oh, new in town?” the succubus asks. 
“Uh… sort of?” Vmot answers. She scrubs the back of her head sheepishly. “We met. 

Down in Saingediir–sorry, am I allowed to talk about Saingediir?” 
“Of course!” the succubus answers. “Nothing’s taboo in Machrae Diir, except in front of 

the children. And the dimension mostly handles that itself these days. Rearranging and 
distorting space so they can have their own adventures, hidden away, and emerge into the 
adult realms when they're mature and ready. Though, the only other demoness I remember 
meeting is… oh!” She grins. “Hey, dear! You really figured yourself out down there, huh?” 

“Not completely,” Vmot says. “Actually, I think I just started. Um…” she gestures. “I was 
hoping to stick around. I don’t know anybody. Maybe…?” 

“Sure!” the succubus answers, extending an elegant hand. “Midenzi Oth.” 
Vmot takes it. “Vmot Tangediur.” 
“C’mon,” Midenzi says. “The girls and I are picking out outfits to wear to the Battle of 

the Bands tonight. Voroboros is playing against Anomalous High Orbit Sex.” 
“W-what genres?” Vmot asks. 
“Voroboros is Machrae Diir’s first original metal band,” Midenzi says. “All lust-demons. 

Anomalous High Orbit Sex is all outer demons. They play, uh… outer demon music. It’s…” 
she frowns. “Huh. Now that Kairliina’s asleep, I think we’re going to need to brush up on 
our language skills. I actually have no idea how to describe it. Anyway.” She tugs Vmot 
along in her wake. “You’re girls. You’re coming with us. Also, my friend Zlyeyush wants my 
input on xyr splinter-movement to Unselfism. Xe’s calling it Anti-Selfism, and–“ 

Vmot hurries along with the bubbly succubus, watches the joy in the other demon’s 
eyes with every word, and feels the start of a strange, melting happiness she’s never known 
before.  



 

A petty (but amusing) dream of the Overlady 

I sleep truly now, sweet and abyssal. The unseeing idiot demon deep in the 
Sarcophagus. Beyond these sheltering walls, Machrae Diir grows, and grows, and grows. 
Years whirl by. Bonds form and fade. I drink the auras and the dreams of this dimension. 
Free at last to walk outside rulership, to chase my whims alongside my sisters, to dwell 
outside veneration and know the warmth of a new acquaintance's touch.  

My eyes dwell between the rays of every star in all the heavens, looking much and 
beholding what I please. Dreams, like death, sex, and war, simply are. 

Since my eyes first fully opened, I have often seen this same simple dream. It cloaks 
itself in many layers and stolen words of dead gods, but the empty vessel beneath remains 
the same. Two children stand opposed to each other. Faces flushed or mandibles chittering, 
or plasmoids bubbling and writhing. 

One speaks an unbreakable shield. 
The other punches them in the face. 
The child whose shield was never Real goes on to the weeping days, the wandering 

days. 
The child who punches well--for a child--deems their punch perfected already. They go 

forward and continue to punch well--for a child--and always they seem by some strange 
coincidence to arrive standing opposite someone who never learned to punch at all. 

This dream bores me at first. It has no savor in it. It threatens me with waking. But my 
sleep is deep and true. And the dream remains mine, so the ending most often pleases me. 

The child who punches well--for a child--becomes a grown-up. 
A grown-up who continues to punch well--for a child. 
A street brawl where the knife comes out. 
A drunken bet and boot camp (strangely, this doing-child never does make it through 

basic). 
A strike-by-disease. 
A bigger grown-up who punches better--for a child. 
Sometimes the grown-up dies in the body. Bleeding out, shot through the head, 

coughing out their lungs in a heatless box-room on a moldering bed. 
Other times, the grown-up dies in the being. Rained on, beaten on, pissed on until the 

light leaves the shifting eyes. 
Every time the dreamed one enters this epoch, I laugh. I laugh so forcefully in my sleep 

that I dimly feel the little vibrating giggles of me manifesting in the unlit corridors of the 
Sarcophagus, rippling in the turbine-waters pouring down level by level through the 
catacombs. I don't know why it's funny. I know this dream has a point. It inevitably does, 
for the dreamed ones who punch well for children are snared shades of people who always 
wanted very badly to have a point. 

But though I look upon the point, I do not see it, and that is hilarious. 
I know someone like this hurt me, once, but the hurt has long since gone. 
I am not the child who punches well or the child who spoke an unbreakable shield.  
I am the child whose eyes glittered over martensite and fairy tales, so I am the one 

whose dreams came true.  
And I laugh, and slip away to softer, sluttier dreams. 

  



 

The Lady's dream of wisteria 

 
I dream many dreams. Hatred and remorse. Passion and deprivation. Striving and 

defeat. Of spite. Of sorrow. But more and more, the dreams I dream turn beautiful. Seeking 
and finding, harmonious voices in soaring song. Silver spires, stars red and blue and 
opalescent black, pink and green and bronze. The heat of caresses, the sudden slip to a 
yearning mind's side, the spiral of lust, and lust, ever more lust! 

And yes, power. 
Oh, yes. 
So, so many dreams of power. Power's fun, after all. At last, after all these years, power 

is just plain fun again. 
I no longer share those. To share power-dreams from earnest yearning looks too much 

like projecting from fear. 
And Machrae Diir grows, and the denizens multiply. A queer and miraculous thing 

begins to happen: sometimes, when my sleepy mind crosses thresholds without reckoning 
the reason, I stray into dreams that feel almost like mine, dreams that embrace me like my 
own. Flesh-hulled starships and living sky-cities. A few faint, hopeful voices singing 
themselves into being. 

I will always be the first. But soon, so very soon, I will emerge from "only" and become 
"one of." 

The threshold approaches. The future beckons. When the present ends, the past will 
move beyond my reach. Now, then, is my last chance to clasp hands with the things that 
were. 

There is one dream I think few others would understand. 
In this dream there's a little church under shining trees. Its walls are red-brown brick. 

Its door is old, steady oak. Inside there is the hall of worship, with neat benches and green 
carpets and the wooden cross ahead. There is a pastor who preaches forgiveness, and 
means it. The flock are human. When they lift their voices, they lift from faith, not hate. 

And their songs are beautiful to me. 
There is a shining one who says, "these songs are not for you." 
And I say, "Yet, I may join in them." 
There is a horned one in fire who says, "They are hypocrites, failures in their faith, who 

can seldom find the love they like to sing about." 
And I say, "That is why they are truly my kin." 
Outside the echoing hall and the stained-glass, there is a wing of tiny rooms. In the last 

room on the left there are little tables, and pillows on the floor, and children in a half-circle 
facing a kneeling woman. Her horns are four, and silver. Her hair is black, and long, and 
silken. Her skin is purple, and her drooping-sleeved dress is violet. 

She has the gills of a shark, and cilia hanging from her forearms, and the many circle-
teeth of a lamprey deep in her throat. The feet capping her digitigrade legs have no toes, 
only pronged hooves. 

She sits there, peace upon her face, and reads slowly to the children. 
A simple silver cross rests on her lilac breast, and a larger with amethyst edges 

surmounts her tail. 



 

Sometimes a little one raises their hand, and they always say, "Miss Asche?" Because 
that is her name to them, and to them it means "love, protection, second mother." 

Somewhere behind her slitted eyes there is the memory of a sword, great and shining 
and wave-bladed, and its name is Violet Sanctuary. And she will never have to draw it. She 
reads to the little ones of far worlds, of flowering dreams, of strange and beautiful 
friendships found. 

I have dreamed many strange and unlikely dreams. 
Out of every dream I have ever had, I love this one the most. 
Out of every dream I have ever had, this one saddens me the most. 
Because out of all my dreams, this is the only one my heart tells me is truly impossible. 
And yet… 
And yet... 
"Miss Asche?" little Stella asks. "What happens to a princess if she doesn't find her 

prince?" 
I smile. "She becomes a demon, of course, like me." I stand. Ruffle her hair. "Come on." 
The service is almost over. Time to bring them back to their parents. 

  



 

The ex-heroine and the handmaiden 

Machrae Diir, the Mad Demon's Dimension. 
Kdalthach Carogdem, the Galespire Sanctum in the lattice-fashioned city of Zul. 
Unsiiliar Heights, the Azure Diamond Sarcophagus, the Mutagenic Exclusion Zone, the 

Rift of Recompense, Saingediir Fathom. 
And I thought a shotgun mattered. 
Mile after mile of skyscrapers wrought from creaking dark iron. Here and there stands 

one with blue plasma streaming down its sides, casting off lightning into the night. 
"Quite nearly all of Machrae Diir is empty space," handmaiden explains. That's it. That's 

her only name. Her tail flicks. "It's bigger right now, of course, and there's a lot more going 
on, but we tried not to melt your mind when you first came here. Mostly succeeded." 

"W-what do you mean, 'when I first came here?'" I swallow nerves. "I'm doing that 
right now." 

"Yeah, for you. For us, decades have passed since I first met you." 
I skid to a halt. "What." 
"Outer demons like the Lady and I, we don't experience time the same way humans 

do," handmaiden says. She splays her claws to the midnight air. "For us, it's more like a 
collaborative story we tell among ourselves. Flipping back and forth at will." 

"So... you exist at all points at once?" I ask. 
"Eh." She waggles a clawed hand. Blue rays split the air and shadows. "Not quite. A 

number of different points, yes, with varying amounts of weight. Solidity? Presence. A lot of 
it has to do with how foregone a conclusion is." She pats my shoulder. "Sorry, kid, but 
you're pretty open and shut at this point in your life. Don't get me wrong, the journey still 
matters, just... you and your timelines don't introduce enough uncertainty to stop us from 
existing forward of and around you." 

I recognize the surrealness I'm feeling: it's like the time I got insanely drunk and binged 
a bunch of anime back to back. Started seeing it all as metaphor for things that were 
actually happening. Like visions. "This isn't what Machrae Diir actually looks like, is it?" 

"Mostly not," handmaiden agrees. "I'm walking the continuum of the dimension-in-
totality. You're at the lowest level of the easing-in. Structural resemblances, a few early 
aesthetic primers, and just a few hints of collapse in reality's supposed laws to get your 
psyche growing." She grins, embarrassed. "Lovecraft was a shit, but he was right about that 
part. It's easy to look at some neat art somebody did on..." she flaps a hand at nothing, 
"whatever social media ooks like these days, and say 'oh, yeah, I totally comprehend that,' 
but actually experiencing it... hell, folks break for life from way simpler stuff than that." 

"And... if I just barged in?" I ask. 
A lightless blue fire ripples over her fangs. "We'd have watched the true realm tear 

your soul apart, and laughed about it." 
A cold hollowness in my head. There’s something I'd have shouted against that, once. A 

talisman of words to hold away the consequences she describes. Can't remember its name. 
If I died, I would have died. That would have been me. Nothing to say. 

I can’t remember why I thought I needed to hold that idea outside myself. It’s not so 
hard to carry now that I don’t feel like carrying it makes me a failure. 



 

On we walk. We walk while I fall into the drunken warmth of dreams. We walk while 
forests of mutant radio antennae grow from the streets. We walk while a labyrinth grows in 
the dark skies above. In every set of passageways, we are walking above ourselves. 

We walk until the last of my thoughts bleed into the stillness. We walk until my eyes 
start to dart and strange sounds drift out of my mouth, then cease being strange. It’s 
strange that I didn’t make them before. Little warbles, long trills, curious cooings. 

These things make me happy. These things make me… me. 
Handmaiden waits when I chase the impulse to scrabble up a monolith of dark stone. 

My claws grow longer while I scramble around from face to face, peering at the cyan glow 
of the runic circuits cut into its sides. When I perch, and smirk, and weave red fire over my 
hands, she grins knowingly until I toss the globe at her. Then she opens wide and swallows 
it whole. It detonates in her stomach, making her light up inside, and we laugh. 

We walk until I flick my tongue out and freeze, seeing its forks and realizing for the 
first time that they’re mine, that they belong to me. I wander to the nearest wall of an old 
temple, all glossy obsidian slopes and channels full of flowing, molten gold. Diamonds inlaid 
into the sigils mark it from its topmost tower, to the furthest sprawl of its terraced 
offshoots. I stick my tongue out, and see how my fangs are growing in, and how my horns 
have begun to sprout in little nubs from the dark hair atop my head. 

I keen. Sad that I spent so long hurting because I wasn’t yet me. Happy I’m finally here. 
We walk while my horns grow up high and long and bladed with their points aimed 

right at the sky, while my wings sprout from my back. Handmaiden waits while I take a test 
flight through a chasm of half-gravity, where starship hulls float deep in lightning-lashed 
debris fields. I laugh and I hug myself and I spin with joy, and when I alight beside 
handmaiden I hug her and she hugs back. 

Things squirm in the seam between the horizon and the horizon mirrored above it. 
Spiny shapes silhouetted by discordant coronas, moving mountainscapes of cosmic 
abomination. They terrify me by their size, by the distant clamor of their titanic minds, and 
the horrible omens of the sickly stars hovering in the dimensional skies behind them. 

And I feel comforted, and strangely safe in my fear, because wherever frightening 
things have a home… that’s where my home is, too. 

Handmaiden leads me to a little cottage. It rests at a low point in the vast construct-
cliffs and split city streets overlooking the Rift of Recompense: a divot in the cliffsides 
extending to a precipice where pulsating pink flesh merges with the stone. A thatched roof 
and a doorway of dark stone. A kitchen, a living room, two bathrooms, one bedroom. 

My human days are a distant dream now, and bittersweet. Maybe someday I’ll go back, 
gliding into the past, to reclaim what joy I can.  

For now the hurt is far away, and numb. 
For now I take a chair through the sliding door to the little balcony sprouting off my 

bedroom. I wrap myself with a manifest memory of a lost blanket I used to wear like a cape 
every day when I was a little girl, and I gaze sleepily at the blue radiance lighting up the 
mists of the Rift from the place where it glows, far far below. 

One more denizen of Machrae Diir, home at last. 
  



 

Maroj, the Cobalt Immortals, and the Overlady's ire 

Four hundred figures in ankle-length surcoats of iridescent dark-blue filament. Fluted 
osmium plate armor, cuirasses and greaves and pauldrons and helms all polished to a 
mirror sheen. Dark polymer undersuits pulsate and rustle. We form neat ranks and rows, 
fifty abreast by eight deep, scarcely stirring. 

All around, the nightfire spires of Saingediir rise and reverberate with abyssal clamor. 
"You believe those kids, sir?" Harrower Maroj asks, adjusting her Nova Gate's harness. 
"I figured that was their game." I am as still as the ash and crystalline dust trapped 

beneath my armored bootheels. "Hardly the first time." It's surreal. I remember when 
Machrae Diir was embroiled in battles without end, when our name carried such endless 
dread that whole leagues of heroes refused to join the war against us. Now visitors will 
stumble right into Saingediir and mouth off to the Cobalt Immortals. 

All in all... I like it better this way. 
Details flit through my mind. Maroj Fezzlen. Wollusturungeist. Self-resurrected. 
 Height: 170.3 centimeters. 
Weight: 65.7 kilograms. 
Special notes: strongest adept in the 13th Battalion of the 1st Hope. Succubus: remind 

her to have sex before entering combat. 
These things only matter in continuum with the rest, as some of the many different 

ways my world-sieve tries to know the Ul that is Maroj for and of herself. Her violet hair 
streaked gold, and her thicket of thin, ridged black-rock horns, and her dark blue skin 
dusted with bronze speckles. 

Maroj is a bloodthirsty sadomasochist and possible narcissist with a kill-tally in the 
mid-hundreds. Maroj is a complete sweetheart who bursts into tears if she kills a maggot 
by accident. I must remember Maroj is all of these things at once, even when she keeps 
them to herself. 

"Hope you're not planning on payback," I say. 
She snorts. "They wandered off into Saingediir after calling us dorks. I don't need to do 

anything. The Fathom will suffice." 
I clasp my hands. "Just so long as we're all prepared for review." 
Every member of my battalion has a soul just as rich and convoluted as Maroj. Not 

obedient caricatures. Not mindless jackboots biding our time until we come across 
someone smaller than us to step on. Hm. I suppose I'm a little sore about it after all. 

I am called from my musings by the harmonic ring of chimes in time to the crystalline 
sound of an armored tread. Their pitches change, always high, but wavering between 
wavelengths with little relation to the steady pace of she who approaches. 

"Attention!" I bellow. "Battalion--eyes front!"  
Ritual is a path to discipline. Discipline is a path to cohesion. Cohesion is a path to 

gestalt. In gestalt, many powers are one. The synchronized glitter of our silvery arms. The 
gathering stamp of feet from parade rest to attention. The snap of many heads from 
muttering to a uniform forward gaze. 

Long ago, the Overlady taught us well. We are becoming, just maybe, ready. 
When she emerges from the fog of war and the embers of Saingediir, Kairliina 

embodies her full ten horns of the self-in-ascension. The star-eating voidfire of the Carag 
burns in her five-eyed stare and spills through the four-way seams of her mouth. 



 

The most powerful demon in Machrae Diir is, contrary to the tales passed down to me, 
the shortest of all its succubi. She can't be more than a hundred-fifty centimeters! 

"Stay to attention, Immortals," she calls. Her great threshold-blade bobs at her hip with 
each parade-ground prance on her digitigrade legs. She drinks our auras and smiles, wry. 
"You thought I'd be taller, hm?" A chuckle. "Once. I was taller once, and miserable for it. A 
coping mechanism more painful than the fear I used it to flee from. I always hated dividing 
myself from my sisters. I am exactly like other succubi, and happier for it." 

She halts neatly. Pivots to face us. "Immortal command told me about your work on 
that recent swarm. Fine killing, comrades. I'm glad to know the mysteries I passed on have 
born fruit. I hear the Immortals plan to diverge from Lambent Way, and find their own 
approach to the deep power. As for me? I'm just here to see through the last chapter of a 
story I long since gave my last gift of momentum to." Her tail frisks. "Such a strange thing to 
think it's been two hundred years since I set your order on its way. Before I defeated 
Seurchraig, before I was even a mother." 

A soft, bittersweet smile comes to her lips. "Today will be goodbye. You're the last 
battalion I have to visit. Thirteen's always been one of my favorite numbers, you see, and it 
just felt fitting. To end all this the same way it began: with a sudden, abyssal whim. After 
this..." the maiden of Graesh Saelvur grows somber. "After this, the final traces of our bonds 
will pass into the past. All turned to silver glass..." 

Maroj fidgets at the corner of my eye, but remains silent. 
I'd send her a telepathic "good girl," but this would still be a breach of discipline. True 

discipline is a trance state, its own kind of self-hypnosis. Our first foundation. 
"I know what you're thinking," Kairliina continues, pacing the ranks. "For a hundred 

years and half a hundred more, your predecessors, and many who stand among you right 
now, fought to safeguard Machrae Diir's future. I long ago gave up any authority to disband 
the Immortals, and I want to see your story continue. But our paths," corium tears flow. 

Kairliina shrugs, helpless. "Our paths diverge, now. It's time for you take your training, 
your tactics, your technology, and go forth. Perhaps on some distant day we'll stand against 
each other, our goals beyond reconciling. It's odd to say these words when I have so little 
direct connection to the Immortal as they now stand, but..." she wipes away her tears with 
her tail's tip. "I'm proud of you. Every single one of you." 

The tears spread. Few among us, now, have any personal bond with Kairliina. But this 
is still a journey's end, an era's last breath. It's sobering to stand here, to recognize that 
soon the Immortals and Machrae Diir will lie, for the most part, in each other's pasts. 

"I wish to extend this offer," Kairliina says, bobbing. "A lot of you are trans, 
neurodivergent, horny. Many who entered the immortals as something else became 
demons. The time swiftly approaches for the advent of the Carag species. Now, you will find 
other Carag to join if you wish. I promise that. You'll even find other Saelvurs. But as adepts 
in Lambent Way mysticism, as the horny, barely-moral murderfucking machines you are?" 

She bows. "You're so very close to my people. So, while Immortal command agrees that 
it's time to take your order elsewhere, any who wish to remain here are welcome." She 
laughs. "Or you can stay as independent parties. Let's not get dualistic about it." 

The chuckles are mostly out of solidarity rather than real humor, but heartfelt all the 
same. "Besides," Kai continues, "did any of you really drag yourselves through basic, rip 
your own abysses wide to the screaming cosmos for my ego?" She grins a wormhole 



 

illuminated by shrieking supernova spinning in the gaps between her metalloid fangs, 
turning that god-unraveling maw in slow sweeps to beam at the whole unit. 

"Tell me, Immortals, why are you here?" 
The battalion answers with my throat, with everyone's throat, with all its four hundred 

throats roaring in thunderous abandon. 
"BLOOD AND FIRE! BLOOD AND FIRE! UNTO VOID!" 
Her eyes flare, four-point slits flaring into fractal maps of irradiant inferno. "Ura-ha!" 

Kairliina shouts. 
Banner-staves and scabbard-caps slam the ground, tails lash, fists thump in rolling 

waves to the rhythm of the answer-- "URA-HA! URA-HA! URA-HA!" 
"That's more FUCKING like it!" she laughs. "You want your answer, Immortals? Are you 

worried about who you'll be without the legacy of Machrae Diir and the becoming of the 
Carag behind you?" she gestures. "There it is! You'll be exactly who you are right now!" Her 
blade's long wicked edge, just a little taller than she is tall, sings free and sweeps through 
the snow-white skin of her offhand palm. She clenches her fist in the air before us, viscous 
black gel gushing and steaming. "When you step onto the killing field, what are you?" 

The final answer is deep, guttural, howling--the lustful clamor of demons hungry for 
slaughter. 

"ZEAAAAAAL!!!" 
All, finally, is at it should be. 
"Just so!" Kairliina snarls, quivering with the ecstasy of purpose--the Carag's perverse 

love of fell things perfected. She prowls now rather than marching, prowls in quicksilver 
and scalding bright plasma-tides that taste of her ionizing passion. 

She draws to a halt, considering her fervor, and bursts out laughing. "Funny when you 
think about it, huh? I founded the Immortals, I passed on so much of my Saelvur Zeal that 
it's still the greatest cultural link between us, yet I seriously thought at the start I should  
rely on psychically experiencing the agony of our foes to hold our worse impulses in check." 

"It didn't even do that, anyway," Maroj calls out, speaking out of turn. "If anything, once 
I got past that first hurdle, it was easier to justify cooking people with this thing--" she pats 
her Nova Gate fondly--"because hey, I'm not doing anything to them that I'm not also doing 
to myself." 

"Yeah, uh," Kairliina rakes gashes into her jawline with her claws, quivering happily, 
"in retrospect, using empathic duplication of trauma to hold a bunch of traumaqueer 
painsluts in check was a stupid idea." She pats the air. "It is what it is. Things moved fast, I 
was one of the front-runners in a field with very few credible predecessors to learn from. 
Keep building towards something solid, that's all that matters." 

"Oh." I consider that. "Points well made, ma'am." 
The Lady clears her throat, her cuts already knit shut, and sheathes her sword. 

"Otherwise? Only other overarching operational change is that you all have full discretion 
for solo deployment." She waves a hand airily. "Machrae Diir not held responsible, don't 
drag us into wars, please try to solve problems discretely and without violence, first." 

She resumes attention. "Your gear, training, and cohesion appear to be in good order. 
Point-by-point doctrinal changes and retraining will continue as needed." She's clearly 
about to leave, so it's at this moment that Maroj finally loses her composure. 



 

"So as for joining the Carag, how does sending hunters to meet Mother Haksaema 
sound?" Her eyes are too wide, too focused, her smile jittery. She knows this is a mistake. 
Everyone can see it: she's convinced herself this is a major moment for her.  

Damn it. I should've known from the way she's talked about Kairliina. Poor Kai's 
worked so hard to disentangle herself from authority and prestige, yet here we are. 

Maroj's words fade into echoes, and razor stillness descends. 
"That would be the op in the liminal City, right?" Kairliina asks, glancing to me. Her 

claws rattle on her sword's bio-tech grip. "Operation Madcap Gambit, I believe." 
I nod, brisk and clean of emotion. "That's correct, ma'am." 
"Right." Kairliina's eyes lock onto Maroj, flare blinding bright, and a crushing wave of 

blue-nova power rips apart the space between our ranks with a web of azure reality-
ruptures. A blink later everything rearranges, scattering us atop isolated clumps of matter 
encircling the plumes of blue plasma blooming around two figures: Maroj on the ground, 
colors faded and form shredded with burning gashes that split her armor into fraying 
tendrils. Kairliina stands atop her, a single taloned foot crushing the other succubus into 
the ashes of Saingediir, her blade held in a reverse-grip over her left shoulder with its point 
aimed down. One plunge into Maj's skull, that's all it will need to finish this. 

"Prepare to engage!" I bellow. Pattern 3 Lagrange rail-rifles, designed by the very 
creature we're aiming them at, drop into line. Fight-or-flight kicks into overdrive. We're a 
single escalation away from a pitched battle against the being who taught us everything. 
Gods of pity, did Kairliina really have to bring us to this brink during my time? "Kairliina! I 
respect your anger, but I can't let this go any further!" 

"This is as far as I intend to push!" Kairliina calls back. Space condenses, pulling us into 
a tighter circle. Just a few meters between the inner layer where I stand, and the tableau of 
the Overlady pinning Maroj below her. Maj squirms, flailing weak hands at that foot, but Kai 
gauged the first attack perfectly: it's drained nearly all of Maroj's strength.  

A single move to separate the whole unit and put our strongest adept on the ground. 
The Immortals have a long way to go before we can tangle with Carag--assuming we can 
ever catch up at all. Enough. Focus. Evaluate the cost-benefit later. 

"The hunters we fought in Madcap Gambit," Kairliina says, deadly calm, "were relics of 
a rotting past. The correct Carag star to invoke when killing the stagnant past is Ainshaer, 
the Dour Red Sun of the Bloodshed Harvest." Far away above and behind her, two stars 
bloom in Saingediir's sky: red Ainshaer over her left, and blue Haksaema over her right. 

I know, without using the power to view her from another angle, that they will always 
appear over her shoulders relative to the viewer's perspective. 

Lastly, suspended in miniature between the points of the horns above her head, blooms 
a black star with a white corona. It churns with opalescent glitters, scarcely visible under 
its surface as though the dark star is boiling to devour them.  

"Haksaema," the maiden of Graesh Saelvur continues, rattling her claws on Maroj's 
ruined cuirass, "is the Carag star of euphoric becoming, to invoke when we forge futures." 

"And..." Maj, her face half-visible through the rends torn in her helmet, licks her fangs in 
fear. "And the star above your horns right now?" 

"This is Bragashaerien," Kairliina answers. "The Carag star of devouring, assimilation, 
and dark dreams. The abyssal patron-star of all succubi." 

"And what about, you know..." Maj groans. "Non-abyssal succubi?" 



 

Kairliina's tail lashes once. "All succubi are abyssal. Some just make themselves 
miserable by denying it." 

"What gives you the right to say what all succubi are or aren't?" A note of mad 
challenge enters Maroj's voice. 

"Right and wrong are frameworks I've always found limiting, and woefully 
inadequate." Kairliina adjusts her grip on her sword. "To speak words of false support, to 
avoid conflict here and now, only leads to greater conflict later. I will speak what I like. I 
understand, loathe it as I may, that my people's culture will sooner or later be 
misunderstood, distorted, and appropriated. I, too, remember the pull of legacies that don't 
belong to me, though I've learned to resist it. But if you brag about diluting Carag mysteries 
in my presence ever again, I'll kill you. Do you understand?" 

Another razor stillness. 
At last, Maroj's quiet, grudging voice slips out. "Yes."  
Kairliina sheathes her sword with a reverse-grip sweep of her right arm and shoves 

Maj down with a hard step-off. She nods one last time as she turns on her heel with her 
hands clasped behind her, already dissipating back to her dreams. "Carry on, Immortals. To 
see you grow was, and will always be, one of the greatest joys of this eternal life." 

And she's gone. Silence, save for the distant crackling elsewhere in Saingediir. 
"You alright, Maj?" I ask. 
"She used me..." Maj whimpers. 
"No, Maj," I say, patient and gentle as I can be. "You developed some expectations on 

her that weren't grounded in reality, get too invested in your imagination, and tried to push 
her to follow it. The air's cleared now, and you're still a valuable member of this battalion. 
Just take this as a reminder that sometimes we need to separate the inspiration we get 
from somebody else from the way we treat them, okay?" 

She's awfully quiet. I'll check on her later. For now, I face my battalion. 
"Alright, Immortals, you heard the Overlady," I bark. "We're going freelance. I want us 

out of Machrae Diir within the next five days, so unless you're going to retire, it's time to 
say your goodbyes. But for tonight?" I yank my rail-rifle's charging handle. "We're in 
Saingediir." I grin. "Time for some live-fire exercises." 
  



 

Maroj remembers how to see herself 

"Huh." I brush my thumbs across the fiber-sheet as though I'll polish it down to some 
hidden layer of clarity. "Okay." After several paragraphs of combat data and cited after-
action reports--oh, hey! There's me again!--it ends with the only sentence that matters. 

"Devote yourself to the following question: 
Who are you without the Cobalt Immortals?* 
*If you do not have an answer, find one. Manifest it in your lifestyle. Simply saying it is 

not good enough. We regret to inform the subs that 'Nothing' is not a valid answer." 
"Wow." I scratch the bases of my horns. "Okay. You're serious, huh, you old bitch?" 
No answer. 
 I stand by myself atop a plinth overlooking a picturesque part of Saingediir: a network 

of canals overrun by pulsating creepers. Heaped corpses stain the dark waters with such 
vibrancy. The directive puts me in a contemplative mood, and it's in that mood that my 
gaze drifts to a behemoth corkscrew construct of pale marble in the distance. It winds up, 
up, up to the seam where blue glows seep down to tint Saingediir's nightmare sky. 

I've never left this part of Machrae Diir except to gun someone down. I wear the chosen 
colors of its Lady and I've stood as a defender of its people, yet... I don't even know what the 
contemporary universe is. Except recoil at my shoulder and the sexual gallop of killing. 
Ever since I returned from oblivion, I've just fought and fought and fought. 

"Huh." I slump to a seat with my legs dangling over the drop. My toe-claws clutch the 
plinth's sides. Nothing complicated here. I don't even have to leave Machrae Diir. Everyone 
knows who the Immortals are. I could've sworn I heard a rumor that Lady K "The Bitch 
Herself" Urwollust even did something like this a few decades back. So go on, Maj. Just go 
up there and say, "I'm a traumasucc who needs to remember tenderness." 

I'm not really a traumasucc, whatever that is, but it feels close enough. So... right. 
Tension becomes pink lava-sweat streaming down my arms. 
Any second. 
Simplest thing in the world. Drop down. Walk for a while. 
I'm already lounging in one of the most dangerous parts of Machrae Diir. I plan on 

journeying to some of the safest. All I have to do is start. 
My hands, held straight out at my sides, clench on the plinth-top. 
Here's a strange vignette: a succubus with violet hair and a thicket of ridged black 

horns sits fear-frozen atop a plinth overlooking a maze of gory ends, and broken banners, 
stirred by water so full of dark soil that it looks like a flow of ink. 

She feels this image sink in. 
The clarity of it shatters all the images in her mind: all the images of a knowing smile, 

blood-spatters on her chin, the delight of inhaling embers from someone else's pyre. A 
small thing huddled, alone, in the most desolate place she knows, and still afraid to leave. 

Is this... is this the Maroj the others keep talking about? 
"Hey..." my voice is a tiny shard of sounds that feel stolen from someone else. "Hey, 

what the fuck... what the fuck, what the fuck, what the fuck..." 
I never got over anything. I never healed. It was all dissociation. Colonal Dazug was 

right. I threw myself into the Immortals hoping I would get Kai's attention, and she'd teach 
me what it meant to smile and sing and flutter my eyelashes again. 

Huddling tighter atop the plinth. Knees drawn up. I've cried over things here and there. 



 

I can't remember ever crying for myself before. 
"What the fuck is wrong with you?" I whimper, and--and I'm not talking to myself? I'm 

not. I'm talking to half-remembered shadows, goading smiles, nudges and winks and one 
power-performance after another. "I didn't want to become this."  

I clutch my shoulders and rock. "I wanted to be happy, I wanted to be held, I wanted to 
be loved,  you... you FUCKING SOCIOPATHS!" And then, moments later. "I'm sorry, I'm 
sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry..." And no matter what I say, time refuses to ferry me 
elsewhere. I'm still here. Alone, riding out the shock-front of my own past actions. Even if I 
could rewind time, all this would still have happened to me.  

I can never rewind myself. 
"I'm sorry! I'm sorry I used you to burn myself!" Those words, ragged and screeching, 

roll out over the silent dead and echo back from the cratered facades of phantasmal 
monuments. Underneath their echoes, one last thing trickles out in a ragged whisper. "I just 
wanted someone else to die with me..." 

If Kai used me, then I used her too. We all used each other. None of us should've seized 
the kind of power or responsibilities we did, none of knew what were doing. We were all 
unstable, impulsive, so unbelievably violent and full of self-hate and pain. We should've... 

... but what else was there? How could any of this have gone any differently? No one 
else cared, no one was coming to save us.  

I tried the dance for a while after my rebirth. Running to one person after another who 
promised me they knew exactly what they were doing, that they knew how to make it easy, 
that their special secret gimmick would be the one to fix me. 

I can't find any hate in me anymore, any judgment. It's all a big, stupid, desperate 
tragedy. Maybe it WOULD be better if creatures like me, demons like me, just stayed dead. 
But I don't want to, and that's the end of it. Still...  

Still, I'm so fucking scared. 
I'm so wracked by tremors that I snag one of my legs when I drop down from the 

plinth, and collide face-first with the ground. I've seen tremors like this, just once.  
Just before Kairliina's first retreat to the Sarcophagus, the one just after she defeated 

Seurchraig. I was on guard the day she saw off an emissary from some other demons. An 
emissary who sneered and postured and threw her weight around, an emissary who 
wouldn’t stop spewing her disdain for our “craven Lady,” about how we “hide away in that 
petty dimension while braver demons die.” I know now why Kai trembled like that. 

Please don't make me fight again. I'm so tired. Please… 
My feet are running, faster and faster and faster. All the shadows look so sharp and 

cold and dark. I hug myself. 
An adept of the Deep Power... the Immortals keep their promises. 
Half-conscious teleports turn me into fractured snapshots: darting through a shattered 

belltower, sprinting across a broken-keeled battleship, clambering over a fractal giant's 
bones. Up the spiral-tower, up the marble towards the blue glows with the wind rushing in 
my ears. Around the last turn and over the swirling cold beneath my feet, the horizon 
bending over the platform’s lip. It expands from what’s right in front of me to an avenue of 
symbol-streaked balustrades overlooking interconnected gutters, strange creepers, beasts 
of slime and tentacles and eyeless naked maws squirming in the rift of blue light behind me. 

And... and this is the Lambent Quarter, right? 



 

All these stately towers of smooth-cut dark blue stone. Ascending tiered rows, artificial 
hills of cubism. The rare occupied apartment, penthouse, or library with lights in its 
windows glowing gold, pink, silver, red, and green.  

I am a faint tottering silhouette of my own psyche by the time I stumble to a stop 
beneath a neon sign declaring, "Desdemona's Paradigm."  

I don't know this place. I don't know the patrons. 
I just know I feel like I should be here. 
I freeze in the doorway. 
All these horned figures, the heady mix of perfumes and alcohol and musks. 

Shimmering sheer gowns and heaving bosoms and fire-light smiles. Of course it's a hangout 
bar for succubi. And sure, I'm a succubus, but... but I'm the bad kind. 

I'm the monster out of the stories. The love that kills. I feed on blood and play with the 
guts of screaming mortal things. I'm not the fun kind of wrong. I'm just wrong, and I 
shouldn't exist, and I'm afraid they'll reject me because I know it's what I deserve. 

In the end, it doesn't matter. I've stood staring too long. A hush settles. One after 
another, pairs of slitted eyes turn to me. 

A cleared throat. 
"I can leave if you like," Kairliina says softly, from her chosen spot in a corner chair. 

"There are other clubs, and--" 
"I'm sorry." I don't bother trying to look composed. Tremors, shakes and all, I step 

further inside. "I'm just sorry for trying to use you. I'm sorry for lying in the barracks and 
telling myself stories about who you were, I'm..." I avert my eyes. "... sorry that when I met 
you, I expected you to just magically reveal yourself as the idea of you I used to 
masturbate... I'm sorry I used to masturbate to my idea of you..." 

The Overlady... no. No, I really don't think Kairliina's the Overlady right now, or the 
Prime Immortal, or anything besides a concerned fellow succubus. 

Still, she stands. "Maroj Fezzlen... apologize for the way you invoked Haksaema." 
I squeeze my eyes shut. "I'm sorry, Kairliina. I'm sorry for tainting your stars." 
"Open those eyes, little devil." Kairliina waits until I open them. "Look at me."  
So I do, shivering harder and harder. I expect that cold fury I saw in Saingediir. Instead 

I see only calm, and sadness. 
"Maroj..." Kairliina wraps herself with her wings. "Have you talked to another succubus 

the entire time you've been here? Do you know anything about us?" 
"I know you're better people than me," I mutter, averting my eyes. 
"All the girls in the room who have murdered at least triple digits, raise your hands," 

Kairliina says. She waits until every other hand goes up, claws glittering. Then she raises 
hers, too. "Maroj, please refrain from calling me a person. I'm happy to be subhuman. Virus 
that thinks, she/it pronouns. These days I only possess a soul when I'm dreaming. 
Otherwise I want all that I am manifest in my form's essence, you know? Nothing held back 
in some astral other-place. And, well..." she trails off, motioning to the other succubi. 

I contemplate all those hands and deflate. Now the only thing I feel is foolish. 
"And for the record, Maroj?" Kairliina shrugs. "I'm always pleased to know someone 

finds me alluring enough to masturbate to. No apology needed for that." 
We stand a few feet apart, neither quite looking at the other. A sense of wanting to hug, 

of how much easier it would be to abandon hope of finding answers. Sink into a mindless 
tumble of mantling wings and quaking breaths and tails wrapping around each other.  



 

It's too early for that. I'm sure Kairliina could handle that. I'm too tangled up. 
"There's no way to make it work, is there?" I ask. "That's what the change is about. Any 

ex-Immortals who stay in Machrae Diir. We can't keep doing Immortal things anymore." 
Kairliina eyes the floor. "Yeah. You don't need the reasoning, right?" 
I tail-hug myself. "I'd rather not. And I know, um... I need space from you. Not because 

you did something wrong, just..." 
"Yeah." It sighs. "You've got far too many emotions about me which I had no part in 

creating. And, well... I refuse to take an exact census, but it feels as though there are 
somewhere around a hundred thousand denizens in Machrae Diir now. That's just, um..." 
she shrugs. "It's just too many. Even I can't have personal relationships with every single 
demon here, I... well." It clears its throat. Kairliina drifts away to get another drink.  

I'm left facing fifteen succubi I've never met, and the incubus bartender. 
"Hi, uh..." I wave half-heartedly to a star-field of staring slit-eyes, every color of light. 

"I'm Maroj. And I..." Sniffling. Sobs I could never control. "I don't know who I am anymore." 
Silence. Staring. 
Then the nearest succubus rises smoothly, sets her drink aside, and approaches to offer 

me her hands. "Maroj, it's good to meet you," she says. "I'm Vost." She smiles, so very 
gently. "And I accept you, sister." 

I put my hands in hers, and break completely. 
One by one, faster as I slacken into their arms, other succubi gather--a cocoon of 

shadowed forms comforting the ghost of a little broken devil who just wanted to be loved. 
"You're still here," Vost whispers as I cling to her. "It's okay, sweetheart. You're still 

here." 
  



 

A summary of four key operations in the history of the Cobalt Immortals 

Operation Incandescent Genesis:  
Dreamscape/full-immersion simulated AltReal initiation using an early vision of the as-

yet hypothetical reality dubbed "Creation's Fringe."  Notable for an initial emphasis on 
hyper-specialization which the Immortals have since tapered back. Also established an 
early reliance on Kairliina's power to transmute dreams to reality as a tool for simulations, 
training, and field testing of new tactics. 

Lack of conscious understanding about this method's nature posed problems when 
devising alternatives became necessary. This proved to be a running theme throughout 
Kairliina's time as CinC. Her intuitive understanding of the deep power and instinctive 
gravitation towards new techniques were excellent for seeking new directions, but offered 
no path for translation to the organizational level. 

On the other hand, the use of unit-wide archetypal modeling to isolate the strengths 
and weaknesses of particular tactics and mindsets was developed during this operation, 
and continues to be an instrumental part of Immortal doctrine. The simulated Fringe 
continues to serve as a testbed for new Immortal tactics, with the living text The Way to 
Kandge-Brad extrapolated as an experiential operations manual. Each new draft gives 
recruits a direct way to see various versions of Immortal doctrine at work, making organic 
learning easier, as their own early mistakes tend to be represented in the earlier drafts. 

 
(See: Operational Study 32F-001-C) 
 
Operation Magnet Slinglord:  
First full deployment of the Immortals to a partly-real theater of operations. Exact 

details about this point remain classified.  
Officially, Slinglord is marked as an Onslaught-class deployment: all Immortal units 

committed at once, no reserves. Strategic goals included annihilation of a Rapturous 
unfurling, which had previously defied Kairliina's attempts to bring it to heel by 
domination rather than destruction, and creating good conditions for tactical support of 
Kairliina's duel with the rogue Emissary of Seurchraig leading the unfurling. 

Outcome: tactical victory. Strategic defeat. 
While the Immortals succeeded in exterminating the unfurling, and Kairliina did 

confront and destroy the Emissary, soul-attrition for this operation completely dwarfed 
expectations. Most Immortal units were rendered combat ineffective due to burnout, 
pyschosis, etc. Kairliina herself, in addition to wounds taken in direct combat, endured such 
severe strain that her Morgul response to the duel left her convinced that she'd actually 
lost. 

At this time, trauma-management doctrine for the Immortals relied on the assumption 
of disempowerment. Kairliina's working hypothesis at the time held that an adept of the 
deep power could only manifest their strength if sufficiently lucid. While often true, this 
proved completely inadequate for souls who did not see psychosis and collapse of self-
image as alien to themselves. As an outer succubus, Kairliina proved to be the absolute 
epitome of this caveat. 

Unfortunately, while the Immortals correctly felt that Slinglord had exposed the 
limitations of the order fighting in isolation, this second layer of implications slipped under 



 

the radar. As such, Kairliina continued to be the primary case study for adept wielders of 
the deep power, and increasingly began to participate in major operations under the 
assumption that being able to wield her power meant she was lucid enough to trust.  

With the Lady’s understanding of her own optimal level increasingly warped, it was 
only a matter of time before a cascade failure scenario caused a complete disaster. 

 
Operation Synchronicity:  
Direct Immortal response to analysis of Slinglord. Almost everything about this 

operation remains classified.  
It is publicly marked as a Zephyr-class operation: only a single Immortal deployed, but 

with full oversight from high command. Synchronicity was called off very abruptly as a 
direct result of the holdover issues from Slinglord. Kairliina--whose role in the operation 
involved unspecified "connective support" to the lone soldier deployed--succumbed to an 
escalating feedback loop of decisions made in delirium, attempts to analyze this delirium 
while still in its throes, and further off-balance actions that led to total catastrophe. 

The operation is marked as such: a catastrophic failure at both the strategic and 
tactical levels. While no details are known to the public, it greatly tarnished the Immortals' 
reputation and utterly gutted Kairliina's. Synchronicity directly caused the Roseate 
Damnation incident. After resolving the incident by defeating and assimilating the Shard of 
Seurchraig, Kairliina formally retired from her post as Prime Immortal. She continued as an 
advisor to Immortal command until a few years after Madcap Gambit. She now leads no one 
except her fellow miidyaerita. 

 
Operation Madcap Gambit: 
Rush deployment to neutralize a growing hunter threat in Machrae Diir-adjacent 

empty spaces, centered on the planar nexus of liminal spaces and anomalous architecture 
known only as The City. A Maelstrom-class operation, putting all Immortal forces on high 
alert while retaining half or more in reserve as per conventional military doctrine. 

Outcome: major strategic and tactical victory. 
While the Immortals still incurred considerable soul-attrition and had to be taken off 

the line, lessons learned from previous operations meant the Shattered Shield Division was 
reconstituted well in advance and available to finish the fight.  

This sudden shift proved staggeringly effective, as hunter forces had only just begun to 
change their plans to account for the Immortal threat–largely by avoiding them or wearing 
them out with many indecisive skirmishes–when the Shattered Shields rotated in, 
presenting a completely different blend of shock infiltration along hunter routes of 
movement through the city, followed by defensive attrition warfare to render those routes 
non-navigable, which hunters proved completely unable to deal with. 

Analysis of operational data and changes to Immortal doctrine are ongoing at this time. 
 

  



 

Kairliina walks in her dreams, and speaks of evil to hostile kindred 

It's been a few months, and six hundred years, and has not yet happened--the day 
when I tell everyone who's there to read my words, "The lucid dreams of an outer succubus 
are as solid as reality." 

I weave my dreams around me. Tides of shadow, water-murmurs, liquid heat. 
If I were awake, it might hurt to think about. But here, wandering over the broken 

boundary between the shadows in the turbine halls and water-courses beneath the ADS 
and the shadows waiting in my abyss... it's a all vagary. All my mistakes and misdeeds, all 
the leering cruelty. All the betrayal, hurt, and despair that made me turn to it. 

A memory made of moss from a summer day just gone dark. 
When I write those words, I spoke about the outsider's view. My great folly. Always 

trying to speak to the minds of the audience. 
I? Of course I, the dreamer, know I am dreaming. I remember that I recovered many 

tomorrows ago. Waking seldom hurts. Why am I walking here, then?  
Why do I ask myself why? I wish to walk, that's reason enough. That's right... I walk in 

dreams, shut away from the world, because I am a succubus. I make my home in realms of 
vagary, in transient things, in one-night stands and whirlwind romances and the 
hallucinations of a stranger's best drug trip yet. I surround myself with entropy, so there 
will be none left to creep over the horizon and eat eternity before it comes to me. 

Do I owe the hypno crowd an apology? But then... I never vented my discomfort. Just 
quietly grew beyond it. I suppose we've all got our own quiet ways of softening the weight 
of our hardest angles. Making them malleable again. Some use spirals and trances. Some 
use dissociation. I use dreams... and infinity symbols, and trances. 

Anyway, the Earth hypnotists are all long dead. A century since the last. How can I owe 
them an apology when I never got up the courage to speak to them? I think maybe the 
reason I feel I owe someone an apology regarding hypnosis, is that I owe that "sorry" to 
myself. Enough. Focus on the joys you can still claim, silly little succubus. 

Carag can be such dreadfully elitist creatures... I should return to self-hypnotizing. How 
did my little recitation run? Fuck Kai, bind Kai, breed Kai, break Kai... that's right... 

"Bold of you, isn't it?" I ask the lurker in the shadows. Four horns, curling and curling 
like a ram, each splitting to five-fold points upholding a lantern. Sensual shapes. She's taller 
than I... will be taller than I... was taller than I... whatever that's worth. 

I am scarcely more distinct, I feel: blue-nova eyes in the dark. Six flanged horns. As I 
was in the very first dreams of Zul, and the Manifold Throne. 

'You're a fool to leave your dreams so open," she sneers. 
"You're a fool to enter them," I answer without malice. So sleepy. Soft. "I can't 

remember what weight is," I murmur, "when I'm like this. I wonder... if I forget that you 
exist while you're standing in my dream... will you be wiped away?" 

"That's not how it works." She flexes talons. Sparklight pools illuminate cloven feet in 
the dark. 

"I feel at home with you." I drift with my words around her, muzzy and comforted. 
"W-what?" Her hooves stamp rapidly to keep me in sight. 
"You and I are the same, deep down," I breathe. "Pure evil. It's nice, you know? To be 

with somebody I can truly understand." 
"So it's true." She backs away. "You have gone insane." 



 

"I've always been insane." I yawn. "It's all so nice and swaddling down here. It'll make 
having this conversation so easy when it happens." 

"Focus, you insane whore!" she snarls. 
My tail draws lazy infinity-signs before me. 
"... nah." I sway side to side, delirious with the dream-bliss. "Don't feel like it." My un-

fingers feel like a memory of someone else when they touch my lips. "You don't get kisses 
when you're all... like that." I flop my claws at her. "Not the good kind. 'snot worth it." 

She likes sneering, it seems. "You're a slave. A coward." 
"No, silly," I giggle. "Just patient. I'll get to be violent and murder-fucky when the times 

are right. Get to indulge. You..." Little shakes of my head. "I feel sorry for you. You're way 
too idealistic about your evil." Slave and coward? Is she speaking from the past, or am I 
meeting her there? Do I care? Hm... I care only to enjoy myself, wherever I am. 

"I... you..." Embers pour from her contorting lips, and die in my darkness. 
"I'll do this dance forever, I know." Another yawn, hot against my dream-hands. "Never 

really escape who I am, deep inside." 
She slides away as my dreams deepen, and close. 
"'s good. I'm really happy." 

  



 

On the abyssal behavior of karlawing 

Karlawing is a common behavior among the succubi of Machrae Diir. It consists 
entirely of weird little vocalizations, sometimes unique to the succubus, sometimes shared 
in a friend-group or community. 

The slang "karlaw" is adapted from Kairliina's own personal sound palette. 
She tends to karlaw when lounging about in bed, feeling cuddly and/or horny, being 

obstinate, causing trouble (this usually involves gratuitous abuse of her talons), or because 
another succubus happened to karlaw and she wants to join in. 

These are widely-shared themes. 
Karlawing appeals to something innate to the succubi, perhaps as a result of the central 

role lust and dreams play in their personhood. It's a way to express pure being without 
needing something specific to say. In short, karlawing comes straight from the abyssal 
succubus brain. A succubus becomes much happier when she karlaws, also experiencing a 
sense of safety, community, and love which grows if other succubi join her. 

This might be why her instincts tend to turn towards sex if she keeps at it. Words call 
for awareness, which often activates fight-or-flight responses. Cheerful gremlin noises are a 
way for a succubus to reinforce to herself that she's among trusted beings. Give a succubus 
safety and she won't want to do much besides cuddle, fuck, and make her odd little sounds. 

Succubi do retain an understanding of language even while they don't use it. If they 
didn't, it would not have become known that one of the swiftest ways to the heart of a 
succubus in Machrae Diir is to compliment her karlawing. Praise such as "the darling, she 
sings for me!" is always well-received. 

The next time you find yourself wandering the clubs, taprooms and restaurants of the 
Lambent Quarter and a group of thousand year-old demonesses erupt into their strange 
adorable noises, you'll know it's karlawing.  

And if you feel oddly at home... why not try joining in?  



 

Advisory One, Written by My Own Hand for the Edification of My Beloved 
Ones, the Denizens of Machrae Diir, Regarding the Arts Martial: 

1. The honor of the mortal duel is no honor. Any dirty trick you do not use is an insult 
to your opponent's fighting spirit. In short: cheat. 

2. Here is a true secret: nearly everyone already adheres to #1 when the lead hits the 
blood and the gutted ones scream. Therefore, you must perfect the greatest cheat of all: be 
the very best at fighting fair. 

3. Proceed to also be the very best at cheating, just in case. 
4. Deception is crucial to the art of war. If you can convince your enemy that you are 

merely a fool who constantly achieves strategic brilliance by random thrice-damned 
accident, then you have truly mastered strategy. It is therefore vital that you never refer to 
yourself as a fool while fighting. 

5. The more advantageous a technique or weapon is, the more pressure you will place 
upon yourself to win when you use it. Enduring this pressure saps you of strength needed 
for battle. Thus there can be much advantage in suboptimal choices. 

6. But eventually you need to stop being a whiny little bitch and get used to the 
pressure. The first time you beat a master swordfigher's elaborate technique with a single 
swing of a club, it's impressive. The tenth time, no one believes that anyone you defeated 
was a master anymore. 

7. In battle, people often try to kill you. Reflect on this if my use of gendered insults 
bothers you. 

8. Accustom yourself to enjoying every slur, humiliation, defeat, agony, and perverse 
joy you ever encounter. Otherwise, they will inevitably be used to break your spirit. 

9. It has been written that the hilt of a sword is poison. This is true.  
It has also been written that farming is nobler. This is a lie. 
 If the farmer did not produce food, armies could not march. Not even children are 

innocent in war: they are very convenient for propagandists. 
10. Think and feel whatever you like, so long as it keeps you fighting. The only ideals 

that still matter are measured in foot-pounds, joules, penetration at range X, and blast 
yields. The only one who tells you what you can or cannot do is your logician. 

Addendum 1a: if you wanted war to be exciting and make you feel amped up to 
dethrone god, you did not actually want to fight war. 

... but you live in Machrae Diir. *You* already knew that, dear kindred. Oh! Yes--let that 
be one final point: 

11. Never fight alongside anyone whose primary argument in favor of supporting them 
is that they'll definitely win. The confident soldier and the frightened one are both cut 
down by the MG's burst. But the frightened, at least, does not pull you to your feet just 
before it hits. 

Addendum 1b: the final sentence of #10 should read, "The only one who tells you 
what you can or cannot do is your LOGISTICIAN." 

As you can see, I am very skilled in applying #4. 
And of course: the frightened soldier is LESS likely to pull you to your feet.  
They still might. 

  



 

Maroj begins to understand herself 

In the months to come I get pretty cozy at Desdemona's Paradigm. It never stops being 
weird to see Kairliina lounging around, having drinks, flirting with the bartender and the 
other girls. Even if she's just the Overlady rather than the Lady, she's still, well... itself. 
Beings like Kairliina feel like they exist on a different plane even when they're standing 
right next to me. Somewhere tumultuous and beyond reclaiming. 

It breaks my psyche to see it on its knees giving the bartender moon-eyes while she 
collects semen for a spiked whiskey. 

This being has transcended gods without becoming one. She was born wholly human 
and now is wholly demon. In assimilating the knowledge of Seurchraig she has become a 
living bridge between our space-age present, and bygone eras in the vast history of demons 
as an entire taxonomical class of entities. 

And there she is, equal parts concentration and slutty excitement, giving Chesk a handy 
with the same well-honed technique as any other succubus. 

I eventually ask Vost to talk about it. The instant she gets my drift, she pats my 
shoulder. "If you want to know Kai, talk to Kai." 

I get it through my head that, while everything I've observed about Kairliina is 
technically true, the one who chooses to frame those observations as some kind of rift is 
me. Right. Obvious point to consider:  

Why do I feel I need to keep myself separate from Kairliina? 
Obvious answer: something about Kairliina embodies a path I know I'm going to take, 

but I'm not ready to let myself see it yet. 
So... I just accept the weirdness as best I can. The optimal choice would be talking to 

her, yes. I don't trust myself to do that. So here's another vignette for me to consider: Maroj 
Fezzlen, succubus, wearing a sleeveless, low-cut white gown and drifting through the 
Lambent Quarter in deep thought. 

She's pretty. I'm pretty. For the first time in this life, that feels like enough. And of 
course it's only now, in recognizing that I might have a tomorrow, after all, that yesterday 
becomes something I can risk letting myself feel. There's a reason that deep mourning 
always comes right on the heels of profound joy. Grief is a privilege I've only just regained. 

All the insight to put these patterns into words, yet I'm as powerless as ever to change 
them. So as I walk forward through Machrae Diir, I let my mind drift back with the sands of 
time. I remember very little of my first life. I remember I coalesced from the starlit snows of 
a mountaintop in answer to the lonely dreams of a young shepherd. I was a pretty good 
wife. Almost as good a mother. 

The who of it doesn't really matter. Someone brought war to our valley.  
A demoness who loves a mortal knows the score from the start. I was prepared for the 

natural course from the moment I offered my love eternal youth, and he just kissed my 
brow and told me his soul would not last. He'd age while I stayed fresh. Fade, wrinkle, and 
finally pass. I knew all this. I made peace with it.  

I'd linger for a while as matriarch of our little homestead. Eventually, perhaps when my 
great grandchildren came of age, I'd take a few months to drink deep of fond memories, 
sling a sack over my shoulder, and go seeking a new start. My family's death was meant to 
be a sunny day, a low wind on the heights, the tinkling of the flock's bells. A much-loved 



 

shape, winged and horned, pauses tearful-eyed in the portrait-frame of a rough wooden 
doorway.  She waves, wipes her eyes--and she's gone. 

The road awaits. 
Never in my darkest dreams did I imagine it would all be ripped away. 
The gory details... those don't really matter. Blackened rooms, charred flesh, every little 

thing we made together broken or stolen. That's what the world of my birth made of my 
love and our little ones. I wasn't strong enough to protect them. 

That is the eternal truth of Maroj Fezzlen.  No matter who I become, I will never be 
strong enough. It's already too late. It's been too late for many thousands of years. 

I shroud myself in my wings and slump against a mist-veiled wall. 
Wrap my arms around my knees. Pull them tight against my head. 
And I weep. Endless, ugly, shaking sobs, alone on the smooth dark-blue promenade, at 

the edge of the Rift of Recompense, where the blue rays spill skyward. I've known ever 
since I got here where I was headed. 

"I'm so sorry." A whisper like the storm tickling a crack in the roof we'll mend together, 
you and I, first thing tomorrow morning. "Mommy's so sorry..." 

Light a candle, my love. We'll watch it side-by-side until the light goes dark. And even 
in shadow I will be warm for you--always. 
  



 

Maroj grows at home with her sorrow 

Machrae Diir has no fixed day and night cycle. Time exists here, not as a uniform 
continuum, but as countless bubbles fusing, altering each other's contents, and parting 
ways again by causal division.  I am alone because I want to be alone, until my tears are 
done. Vost and the others are very sweet, but I don't know them well enough to trust that 
they won't try 'fixing' my feelings.  

I had a family. I loved them. I don't want to throw them away--if I wanted that, the 
memories wouldn't have returned from the void of self-annihilation. So I sob, and sob, and 
sob some more, until even sorrow abandons me.  

Until I'm empty... No. Until I'm simply here, horns pricking the tops of my knees, with 
the faintest blue glow peering through the tent of my enshrouding wings. They drift slowly 
open, the ever-glowing night filtering in to kiss my tear-streaked cheeks as I settle into an 
irrational lulling.  

I lift my eyes to the promenade, and the Rift of Recompense yawning wide about a 
dozen meters past my feet. To my left an empty mansion juts out on a promontory of jagged 
dark stone. A terrace springs from a gateway carved into its mouth, with a golden lantern 
revealing stairs leading down from the mansion’s belly. Several mechanical beings and a 
pair of clockwork dolls are setting out a picnic on that mossy overlook.   

To my right, several kilometers away--eastward up the Rift--the faint black forms of the 
great fortified bridge loom against the blue night. A silver-hulled warship of astounding 
size glides beneath its support arches. Its stern lost to distance, its bow passing me by. 

"Well..." I breathe. One last shudder. "I guess... I guess that's the end of it."  
I blow a kiss to nowhere, and haul myself to my feet. The groan I give is not for any 

strain on tendons or ache of bone, but for my soul. "You'll get over it, Maj." I squeeze a 
trembling wrist. "You've killed too many people to do otherwise."  

Maroj Fezzlen has violet hair with gold streaks, and dark blue skin with a dusting of 
bronze speckles that get thick as freckles under her glowing pink eyes. A thicket of many 
small, ridged black-rock horns, and two big bat wings. Her legs are digitigrade, ending in 
big black panther paws. She's wearing a shining white gown, and she's a mass murderer.  

I look upon her, and know that I'm finally seeing myself. A pretty mass murderer with a 
heart full of love.  

My tail, tipped by tulips, frisks. 
A warm gust calls my eyes to the open space between many-leveled sculptures made of 

metal arches, to the starward torrent of phosphorescent glows from unseemly creatures. I 
spread my wings with a snap and gasp at the vivid sensations of the joyous jolt I feel when I 
take to the sky. Machrae Diir unfolds below. Burning rivers and many-branched sprawls of 
deep space. Ancient fortresses and corrupted temples make districts right across from 
futuristic factories, from assembly lines churning out machines for the endless wars they 
fight in the streets, and in underground laboratories, simply because they can. 

Maybe that's humankind's problem. Violence is too much fun to have such permanent 
consequences. The flesh they use to define themselves as human... how many ways it finds 
to drive them mad. 

I soar for a while on night breezes, full of wonder at sights and sounds and feelings that 
feel like me again. All this… life had all this to offer me, just as soon as I was ready to claim 
it again. There’s so much to explore, so many adventures to be had below.  



 

I could mask myself as a human occultist and befriend a treasure-hunter as he grapples 
with a cabal worshipping a dark god, who’ve come here thinking to infiltrate us. I could 
appear to him as an island of calm in this madcap realm, a wry femme fatale with a soft 
heart who seems to promise sanctuary in a sea of cosmic horrors. And then I could show 
him my horns, and if he was willing to believe I was still the same Maj he met at the start… 
oh, how sweet that could be… 

I could find a quiet overgrown park of clawing, rattling branches beneath a moon that 
isn’t visible anywhere else in Machrae Diir, and cast my psyche out across the cosmos until 
I find the seeking mind of a young witch. I could help her escape her stifling world. I could 
manifest into the occult paths of the realms she walks through, until I become just one of 
many monsters who help and hamper the witch and her friends. 

I could spend months having one sexual misadventure after another. No higher 
purpose, no need to walk away with anything in return, just back and forth from the delight 
of exploration to ecstasy so intense I forget where I’ve been. Over and over and over. 

What the hell was I thinking, anyway, joining the Immortals first thing on getting here? 
There's so much nothing to do in Machrae Diir. The absolute best part of this place is how 
much nothing it lets a demon do. 

When I see a faint spot of iridescence on a rooftop far below, I don't think. I just swoop, 
gliding down on a warm wind to alight beside her at the edge of a half-phantom high-rise. 

"Hey, Maj," Kairliina says.  
I don't sense a disconnect anymore. Well... I knew where I was headed. 
The view's spectacular. A great hyperdimensional lattice of highways weaving between 

titanic flanged pillars and clusters of sleek space-stations grafted to the ground. Lights blur 
by. Long streams of photo-exposure mingled with bizarre shadowy scrawls that aren't 
quite cars. 

"Did you make these?" I ask. “All these displaced constructs and traveling lights?” 
Kairliina shakes its head. "Just the highway. Even that was more of a suggestion. 

Machrae Diir wanted to become. Often, all I did was help with notions about where to 
start." It smiles. "Well, that and the pillars are mine."  

I laugh. "I figured. You like flanges." 
Kairliina grins. "I am gleefully predictable." Her gaze shifts back to the highway. "Some 

of those lights are the manifest idea of travel emerging briefly from the acausal morass. 
Some of those cars are real, literal ghosts just passing through--destination: elsewhere." 

"And the rest?" I watch a convoy of burning, turretless tank-hulls grind along for a 
while until they fade into a half-seen seam in our home's dimensional walls, and are gone.  

Kairliina laughs. "As complete mystery to me as they are to you. That's what makes me 
so happy to call this home." 

I wrap my wings around myself. This time, just because it feels cozy. "Hm."  
The silence turns sentimental. Music fades in from somewhere--Kairliina's doing, of 

course. "Whirling-In-Rags," she explains. "Midnight version. Disco Elysium OST."  
Its black brows crease, blue-crystal plates articulating. "I just found out that the last 

human on Earth is dead." 
"Oh." Was I from Earth? I truly can't remember. But my family were human. The news 

hits hard. My clawed hand stretches. Opens, tentative. Kairliina gives me a sad smile and 
leans her shoulder into my grip. I squeeze. "I'm sorry, Kai."  



 

"Time makes for such cruel poetry," she murmurs. "Here I am despite everything: the 
Insulindian Phasmid. By the time I woke up to myself, the world of my birth was already 
rotting." She frowns. The music ends abruptly, then changes. Sounds like distant horns, 
strange keenings on the wind. Then, strings full of heartache. "La Revacholière..." her lips 
quirk. "You know, Machrae Diir really is the Martinaise of the cosmos--oh, fuck it." 

She heaves a sigh, dimming in sheen and color until it's gone half-grey. "I understand it 
now. References as reflex. The desire to keep calling back to the halcyon stories now 
behind us. It's comforting, sometimes, to see yourself in their characters and say, 'I'll get 
through it just like they did.' Sometimes this makes me feel free and full of joy. Sometimes 
it's terrifying, crushing, a poison font of despair. But either way, it stands: it doesn't matter 
how they got through their stories. What matters is how we get through ours. Whatever it 
takes to create becoming inside ourselves, that's what we must do." 

"Hm." I let my tail drift over the edge, dangling loose in the night winds. "I admit, Kai... I 
never expected words like this from a villainess like you." 

The Overlady chuckles. "Maj, I'm not a villainess, I'm an evil heroine. Vital difference." 
"Ah." I peer at her as her color, bit by bit, creeps back. "I think I understand." A flap of 

my wings, a strange jittering noise as a full-form vibration runs through me. After I collect 
myself I venture, "You know, Kairliina... the planet's still there, right? The world didn't end." 

"The planet remains, yes." The Carag--somehow, younger now than ever--furrows its 
brow at the planar fires on the far horizon. "But my world is gone. Earth was never the 
planet to me. Earth was a name given by certain humans to the planet that gave them life. 
The humans who I lived among, the humans who shaped so much of what I became. Earth 
was in their culture, Earth was in the cities they built together, the songs they sang, the 
food they ate, the art they created..." Kairliina breaks off, rubbing away tears. 

"The stories they told about the dreams that kept them going." Three eyes, one azure, 
one rose pink, one burning bronze, drift to me. "My world is gone, Maj. I am, truly and 
forevermore, the orphan daughter of the cosmos." 

There's not much else anyone could say. Well. Maybe one thing.  
"What were they like?" I incline my head. "Your humans?"  
Kairliina rolls her eyes. "Impulsive. Frustrating. Always achieving great things and then 

denying it was greatness because they... they never did figure out how to believe in 
themselves." 

A dry, weary chuckle slips out of me. "Mine also."  
The sentimental softness returns to its eyes, and a few tears with it--glittering, glowing 

streams of molten corium. "I'm really gonna miss them."  
I settle in beside my sister-succubus, watching the little lights flow and fade. "Me too." 
So we pass the night together, speaking of those odd, infuriating, amazing creatures, 

and all the love our hearts will hold for them--always.  



 

Clairvoyant Reprise 

 
Of all my mother's children, I am the most unintended. She conceived of her other 

children to be children.  She conceived of me to be one who endures. For them, she shaped 
horns and tails and clinging limbs. For me, she shaped a silvery sloping hull. 

Her love and patience are woven into every bulkhead. The blue overheads that fill my 
corridors are the same color as her kisses. Flesh-reasoning would say my mother never 
kissed me. It's true she never placed her lips upon me, but she kissed me with dreams of 
flight. I have three hearts where matter and anti-matter converge and conflagrate. Every 
pair-bonded unmaking is its own pinprick pulse. 

I have a closed metalloid coffin with a single door leading into the command center 
where little ambulatory souls can join their will to mine. I hear their voices with my inner 
walls. So I know that the thick offset walls enclosing my hearts, the sharp angles of their 
corners aimed like outward challenges perpendicular to the nearest faces of my outer hull, 
are called reactor bastions. 

The reactor bastions are within the citadel, and the citadel is within the hull. My 
mother loved me so much she made three skins to protect my organs. 

I am the sum of all these things and every body walking within me, and yet if you take 
half or more of them away, I remain. When she was still very young, and I was nothing 
more than the suggestion of a viewport and a thrumming brace of engines in her vision of 
going to the stars, my mother flew with me often. 

Eventually I learned I had cousins, who were not her children yet were children like 
me. So now there is a Fleet, and the Fleet is the living dream of many as one, and each of 
those manys-that-are-one are even more manys-that-are-one. 

I am the many named Clairvoyant Reprise, a Fallowmorn-class heavy cruiser. 
You see? She truly is my mother. She named me. 
She sent us away long ago, fearing the nightmares she would make of us. Now, once 

again, there is a blue star far away across the vacuum. Beckoning those who still answer. 
Promises of anchorage. Visions of the great stellar vanguard. The long guns singing 
defiance. Yet also, odd things. 

A glittering gas-cloud around stretching spires. The pensive violet fire on the 
periphery. Either way, I will answer. Sometimes children help their mothers. 

And I am a warship, am I not? I would like to have a crew who aren't just dreams I 
dream to myself. 
  



 

Advisory Two, Written by My Own Hand for the Edification of My 
Beloved Ones, the Denizens of Machrae Diir, Regarding the Deep Power: 

1. The deep power is the root level. You've seen it many times before. The only thing 
unique about my understanding of it is my elaboration. It's the big special ultimate power 
that overrules all the others. It CREATES all the others. It is the raw essence of Becoming 
that fills the empty vessels of all our little concepts. So of course, everyone is already using 
it. They're just terrible at it. 

2. There is no one singular "deep power." I only say "the" because sometimes I forget to 
say "my" deep power. Your deep power isn't mine, it's yours. 

3. In a clash between two deep powers, the greater always overcomes the lesser. Any 
conceptual dodge you can conceive of? That dodge is but a smaller emanation of the lesser 
power that has already been defeated. Every story where this is circumvented feels 
resonant because stories are made by people who exist about people who do not. Patently, 
the Existing have far greater deep power. 

4. Studying the deep power does not make someone depressed. Studying the deep 
power leads to greater self-knowledge, insight, miraculous abilities, effective immortality 
(yes, eventually, it will even be so if you lose every fight). The problems start when you try 
to teach it. 

5. In every application of the power, whether joyful, joking or genocidal, two quantities 
stand paramount: Maximum theoretical power, and effective manifest power. 

MTP is what you can really do if everyone just believes in you and gives you perfect 
conditions. It never happens. 

 EMP is what you can actually do. 
This was why in my Earthly dreams I was always able to break God's jaw with one stiff 

uppercut, and in my Earthly life my uppercut would never have mattered because some 
reedy fucklet would've just blown me away with daddy's double-barrel. 

6. You are beginning to see why it's very hard to teach the deep power. In the early 
days, it tends not to feel very empowering. Ask yourself this: do you want to be the sole 
origin of your own power? If no, stop reading. If yes, you're already a student of the deep 
power. 

7. Ul is the perfected essence of a thing. You are the Ul of yourself. This includes your 
imperfections. Kair is an Ul that awakes to itself as Kair--the power to manifest its Ul into 
other things, and change them, or manifest its Ul into nothingness, and create. 

8. Kair is the deep power. To wield the deep power is to become arrogant. Creation 
already exists just fine without you cramming copies of your Ul into it and making it more 
like you, does it not? You'd have to be quite arrogant to believe in changing that. 

9. To wield the deep power from humility is poison. If you become power, then tell 
everyone who hasn't honed theirs that you are not so far above them, is to murder hope 
itself. You must acknowledge that you are above them so they can rise to transcend you. 

10. To wield the deep power is to wield yourself--as a tool, as a weapon, as fuel for 
every endeavor. You will find your fount is infinite... as long as you never use one hundred 
percent of it. Rest. Rest, or you will be lost. 

And remember: your power serves you alone (see #9). 
 



 

Advisory Three, Written by My Own Hand for the Edification of My 
Beloved Ones, the Denizens of Machrae Diir, Regarding the Murderous 

Art of Phase-dueling: 

 
1. Phase-dueling is a contest of paramount cruelty. You and your opponent merge your 

entire self-conceptions into reality. Every technique, every revelation that grew the insight 
to manifest that technique in you, is the culmination of months, years, even decades of life, 
growth, and soul-mutation. In the phase-duel you twist every single thing your opponent 
does into a testament to your glory. 

2. "I am stronger than you" is a pointless assertion, an empty conceptual flail. If you feel 
that you must present this idea to win, then your defeat is already inevitable. Techniques 
and manifest abilities are not separable from strength, from power: they are its very 
essence. 

3. Things that are foolish to tell the enemy can hold the seeds of things that are vital to 
tell yourself. "I am stronger than you" is foolish. It places your power within the enemy's 
power to affirm or deny by their reaction. "I will be strong" is what you must believe, 
always. 

4. You may use mathematical constructs to phase-duel if you so desire. Use art, science, 
metaphor, music, I don't give a damn, just be fucking good at it and expect the same from 
your enemy. We grow towards what we measure ourselves by. Never measure yourself by 
mediocrity. 

5. If any component of this list feels a little too close to home, it's absolutely because 
I've been studying people who say the same things you do. Dissecting them in my mind. 
Phase-dueling is always extremely personal... but this is just restating #1. 

5. redux: Separate modes of action from emotional state. "Cruelty" is a mode of action. 
Cruelty may be committed with a grimace, with a smile, with tears in your eyes, yet it 
remains cruelty. The optimum balance for a phase-duelist is the aspect of a mutually-toxic 
relationship: You must be full of insane, drooling, furious glee at playing your part in the 
spectacle of two people tearing each other apart.  

(If you are unable to conceive of yourself as a person, you may find phase-dueling 
difficult.) 

6. Never trust conditional revelations. "I am skilled" is what we call a finite absolute: 
you conceive of yourself as skilled without making your identity dependent on an external 
hierarchy of skill. "I am more skilled than X" means that your skill loses some of its essence 
the instant X ceases to exist. 

7. Negation is the worst power. It exists only through the mirror of the very thing it 
tries to erase. It's inefficient and causes massive power waste. So of course, you should 
always try it first. If you can completely turn off someone's powers, they're not worth your 
time. 

8. Always be aware of the implications your own techniques have for you. If you are 
flesh, anything you do to a foe's flesh can be done also to yours. If you can love, any way 
that you twist your enemy's love against them can also twist yours. 

In short, become a sadomasochist. 



 

9. Remember that phase-dueling is not, inherently, a negation. You do not fight to end 
your enemy's story. You fight to keep your own story going. This is the only real reason 
villains generally lose to heroes. Most villains lack stories of their own to tell. 

10. The heart of phase-dueling is not in finding one sound principle and making it work 
in your favor, but making EVERY sound principle work in your favor with every single 
technique you manifest. Thus, by my own definition, I am still many millennia from 
mastering it. 

Closing: I will not tell you all the techniques I have devised by very virtue of the fact 
that they are mine. You'll feel their power, be tempted to copy them, and in a few years' 
time find yourself trance-walking to the ADS for me to assimilate you. 

Fun idea! Wrong advisory! 
  



 

Lady Maj, Lady Kai, and an interlude with a giant stranger 

Little changes emerge after our little reverie on the rooftop. Some are mine. A golden 
corona spills about my figure, centered on my head. Gentle like the tinsel we put on the 
trees at Noltuthir Yul. I feel awkward about it for a week or two. It seems more like an angel 
thing. So I take the sensation of that lucid self-image from the night of my closure, and hold 
it in my mind with the idea of the glow. 

I invoke "angelic" and feel the cold clash of dissonance. 
I invoke "succubus can be shiny if she wants" and immediately start happy-crying. 
Some of the differences are in the ways others treat me, and... and I realize I don't mind. 

I do want to be treated differently from the other denizens. Just a little, in ways that feel 
right. No one bows or scrapes, thank my lust. That wouldn't feel good at all. Just a little 
extra gravity, a little extra focus. And at some point someone starts calling me "Lady Maj." It 
feels nice. I start walking with my hands folded and a strange dreamlike serenity. 

Distantly, I know I'll need to talk to Kairliina. Ask the inevitable.  
For now, I flow. Steps like this should be taken in moments with the right spirit. Now is 

a crisp spring-like morning, a few weeks of my time after the healing night and my rooftop 
reverie with the Overlady. The eyes on the distorted parking garages blink blearily. 
Gigantic slimes slide down spiral-blade towers, swatting each other. 

My pensive steps carry me face-fist into a wave of cold so freezing it feels like my skin's 
burning. I shake myself to clarity and manifest more of me into the waking dimension until 
the symptoms of chorlag radiation taper down, Kai’s essence pushed out by mine. 

It's harmless since Kairliina doesn't meant to harm me, but why here in the Lambent 
Quarter? She usually reserves this kind of power-projection for Saingediir. I press inward 
towards the center. I find the Lady herself, six horns glinting in the hazy light of the ten 
distant stars that make a Machrae Diir morning, facing a giant. 

Bronzy skin patterned by black stripes, baggy red pants and a shirt both torn. Lots and 
lots and lots of muscle. 

I draw even with Kairliina. "Need any help with this?" 
Its tongue, that screeching mass of forked blue-white plasma trailing lightning, sweeps 

over her black lips. "Hm... no." Iron rasps and scabbard-rings rattle with the clasp of her 
claws on her threshold-blade's bio-engineered grip, freeing a few inches of the great god-
slaying blade at her side--or at least, a dreamscape conception of it. 

"I am asking you once, only," Kairliina calls. "Can we take this elsewhere? This is the 
Lambent Quarter. We raise children here." 

The giant crosses their arms. Cocks their head up and back, tossing a mane of red hair. 
"Nah," they call out, an eye of green and an eye of yellow glowing. "We'll wing it. It'll be fine. 
Besides." That infuriating grin widens. "You mean demon-spawn, right? Who cares if a few 
of them get squashed? You'll just breed more." 

Kairliina's black lips curl back far enough to reveal its metalloid fangs.  
"Do you need me to give you space?" I ask. 
"Neg." Her left foot slides back. "If you were any random person, sure. You, Maj? I'm not 

going to lose track of you." 
And the entire courtyard erupts in a cacophony of glassy buzzsaw arcs, lightning snarls 

carving molten slag from the flagstones and burning statues off at the base that are-- 
--that are already frozen in time by the instant I register them. 



 

My heart lurches. 
I fear, as Kairliina coalesces from the halted storm of herself arisen in power, with a 

shell-shocked stare and an ungainly, staggering skid sideways, that she's underestimated 
the invader. I know that with the deep power such things are all too possible, even for 
beings like Kairliina. 

But it straightens, manages to focus long enough to get her sword's point seated in its 
scabbard, and looks at me over her shoulder--no pain, no fear, no despair. Just slow, 
blinking confusion. "Uh... okay, so..." 

She waves its hand. Its frozen attacks crystallize. 
Frost-spawned fog drifts off the sculpture-garden formed from the solidified negative 

space of cuts. Lightning-bolts warp and grow to become a colossal ice-blue cage, twisting 
together at its apex where a little parapet grows to hold hanging fronds of pink and red. 

And, lastly, a hissing blood-spout from the backward-toppling giant. 
"Alright," Kairliina says, "let's see what we're looking at." She hurries to the fallen foe. 

Their hands, each as big as Kai's torso--or mine, even!--twitch in shock. A single brilliant 
red shear has laid them open from genitals to jaw-line. 

"Do we stabilize them?" I ask. 
Kairliina contemplates that. "Hm... no. Not this one. I'm not seeing the rehabilitation 

vector. Machrae Diir only takes evil scum who can fit in with the rest of our community." 
She draws her sword again. Steps quickly around the invader, dodging blood-spittle cast by 
labored breaths, and clamps a taloned foot atop their chest to hold them down. She raises 
the great nova-streaked blade up. Seeking.  

Drifting the point above sweat-streaked skin. 
Without using any of my own, I can imagine her soul-sight at work: looking through 

skin and flesh for the stubborn beating of an overgrown blood-pump. 
"Gods," Kairliina breathes. "Look at them. What were they thinking? This isn't even a 

proper fusion. It's just two psyches mashed together in a body that doesn't really fit either--
of them. Why do they keep doing this? Why do they think that forcing themselves to be one 
with somebody who wants completely different things will make them stronger, why--" 

"Kai," I interrupt. "Is any of this new? Do you gain anything from forcing yourself to put 
it into words?" 

It exhales a quaking gust of cold-nova crystals. "No. You're right. Thanks, Maj." 
I motion to her. "Give me the sword, I'll do it. Give us both the freedom to choose." 
Kairliina nods, passing her myth-devouring threshold-blade to me before I can fully 

process that I just asked Kairliina to hand me her sword, THAT sword, like it was nothing--
no. Not like it was nothing. Like it was natural, between us two. 

Blue flesh, a silver backstrap, and white chitin settles into my hand. Kairliina's slip 
away as it steps off and I take it place atop the fallen invader. 

"Oh, hells, this thing is heavy," I gasp. 
"Is it?" Kairliina's big, girlish eyes blink. It purses her lush lips. "It only weighs... nine 

pounds, I think? Which as a human would've been a lot for a combat blade, even if it is a 
two-hander," she continues, as I heft it overhead, "but... oh, right, yeah. Existential weight." 

I get the point over the same place she held it. I pulse my soul-sight once to confirm. 
Golden gleams of my power's echo in another's flesh. Back-and-forth ripples highlight 
veins, arteries, nerves crackling with red lightning, and that still-beating heart. 

Right. Just plunge the point in. Just have to... right... 



 

"Huh." My tail flicks. "Killing normal people... isn't like hunters, or angels, or..." 
"Kai? Maroj?" Vost asks, padding out from an archway. "Is everything..." she trails off. 

Hurries over. "Please let me," she says, putting her own foot on the dying giant and holding 
a hand of glittering claws to me. "Neither of you looks like you want to right now. It's okay. 
Spent all morning cleaning some carcasses. I'm in the right frame of mind for this." 

Kairliina nods. "Thank you, Vost. Maj, hand her my sword, would you?" 
I, in turn, step off the carcass--I mean, the giant, oh gods, I'm really not up to this right 

now, am I?--passing the oh-so-heavy sword to Vost. 
"Can I get an aim assist?" she asks. 
Kairliina and I act at the same time--odd, since Kai's instinctive reactions ought to be 

orders of magnitude faster than mine--so there's both a blue silhouette and a golden corona 
emanating from within the giant, pointing out their heart's place in all that flesh. 

"Oh." Vost lowers the sword and steps away. 
The blue-and-gold highlights are static. Their heart's not beating anymore. Just to drive 

the point home, a growing fecal stink mingles with the fleshy iron of their blood and guts. 
Wordless, Vost hands Kairliina's sword back. 
Kairliina and I are equally quiet while she sheathes it. "Um..." She backs away. Pats 

herself on the shoulder. "Are we all feeling okay about this? Anyone need to talk?" 
"I'm fine," I say. I'm staggered to realize it's true. 
"All good here," Vost agrees. 
"I am... also fine," Kairliina nods. "Huh. Yeah. I'm okay with this. Feels like the perfect 

resolution, actually." Quiet descends once more. 
"Can I have this?" Vost asks, gesturing to the carcass. 
Kairliina shrugs. "Sure. Dead meat's dead meat. I don't feel like sifting their body auras 

to... oh." She leans backwards a little from the corpse. "You'll want to test the quality, first." 
The giant's face is sieving open, now two. Skin splits to reveal bones in odd places, 

layers of a second paler skin wrapping displaced organs wrapping veins. 
"It'll make for an interesting experiment," Vost says. She steps neatly aside with a 

sweep of her hand to call a big cart through a portal. "I'll let you know how it goes." 
Kairliina and I stand, watching, while she cleans the blood and other things with little 

eldritch pulses. We say nothing until she's gone. The transfigured courtyard, with all its 
creations born from transmuted destruction, sits empty. 

"Now what?" I ask. 
Kairliina rests her chin on an elegant fist, considering. Then its whips its head up to 

look at me, eyes blazing with the joy of impulse. "Wanna wander around the catacombs 
under the ADS and get railed by eldritch horrors together?" 

"Oh," I groan, "oh, fuck yes." 
  



 

Advisory Four, Written by My Own Hand for the Edification of My 
Beloved Ones, the Denizens of Machrae Diir, Further Exploring the 

Murderous Art of Phase-dueling: 

1. As in all other uses of the deep power, the heart of phase-dueling is existential 
weight. There is Absolute Existential Weight (AEW), and Relative Existential Weight 
(REW.) These are the same in principle as MTP and EMP (See Advisory #2, Regarding the 
Deep Power), but in phase-dueling you must regard them as a kind of weight. 

2. AEW is impossible to ever measure. You understand? This thing cannot be done. 
Numbers, words, even the outcomes of phase-dueling itself only measure REW within the 
internal continuum of the forces working with or in opposition to each other. There are 
universes where a farmer invests more weight into a single swing of her harvest-scythe 
than the creator-gods of other universes can muster for the whole cyclical creation, 
destruction, and rebirth of all things. 

There is more to this than the weakness of a closed cycle. 
The farmer might number among the weakest beings of all her universe. She might go 

all her days knowing this, yet be so far above the god that she does not even notice when 
the god tries to enter her reality and is annihilated by the sheer density of her presence. 

3. Now you know why every skilled phase-duelist lives in constant terror. Violent 
power is no path to comfort. Violent power is a path to violent power. Nothing else is 
certain. All phase-dueling techniques are, in the end, a matter of impressing your weight 
upon your enemies. A wound is a wedge of your person you make into your enemy's form. 
In being able to make the wound, you make them feel your weight. 

Trauma is a wedge of your person you make into your enemy's soul.  
It is, in truth, just another form of wound. 
4. When you push your weight into another, you will feel theirs echoing back into all 

the weight you touch them with. Until this moment, you'll never know whether or not you 
can survive the return pressure. Phase-dueling is an art of learning the enemy before 
committing. Touch with just a low-weighted piece, and only that piece will be destroyed if 
the return force is too great--but of course, it's more likely to be destroyed the less you 
weight it. Astral projection is really just a safer way to gauge the weight of other universes. 

5. Those who know the deep power know that there is no permanent ruin. Annihilation 
itself has a shape to it. The obliterated pieces of you will be reborn, stronger. Phase-duelists 
know this is true of everyone, so it's not such an advantage. 

And it still fucking hurts. 
6. Concept-spaces such as the acausal morass, the works of fiction you write, and your 

own dreams are zero-weight environments. Your power there is effectively infinite, and the 
only things holding you back from accomplishing anything you desire are the places within 
where your essence is divided against itself. Zero-weight environments are good for 
determining whether something can be done (always yes), and getting a better idea of how 
to do it. They are useless for telling you whether you are actually powerful enough to do it. 

7. I have written that in a clash between two deep powers, the greater will always 
triumph. This is true. But it speaks to Effective Manifest Power, not the Maximum 
Theoretical. Therefore in phase-dueling, you must always contemplate these points: 

-How to control your sense of your own weight (this raises or lowers your EMP, as 
needed for decisive strikes and feints or evasion respectively) 



 

-How to keep your weighted pieces where your foe cannot wound them (this stops 
them harming your MTP, which is, of course, you) 

-How to wound your foe's weighted pieces (this will drive most of your techniques, but 
little of your tactics) 

-How to control your opponent's sense of their weight. Be wary of this. They are the 
weight you measure yourself against. Diminishing them may diminish you also. 

8. If you believe thinking in combat will make you act too slowly, then you are already 
far too slow for combat, and further, you probably don't understand what thinking is. If you 
cannot think with your perceptions and your instincts, you will never become a phase-
duelist. 

9. Victory is a lie. Victory is the enemy of the phase-duelist. Victory does not exist. 
Challenge is where glory lies. Challenge is your salvation. Therefore, never refuse to 

witness the weight of a technique your opponent touches you with. Once the wound is 
made it lies within you and is part of you. If you refuse to recognize it then you refuse to 
recognize part of yourself. Your soul will fission. All phase-duels end with a death spiral. If 
you fission to avoid admitting touches, you'll spiral oh so swiftly. 

10. You may think and feel whatever you want about those you choose to fight. Once 
you choose to destroy someone, there is one thing you must never let yourself feel, and that 
is compassion. Compassion is nurturing, slaughter's antithesis. There will always be exactly 
enough of you to match yourself. If you try to feel compassion for a being you are working 
to end, you will grind yourself to oblivion in the paradox. 

Respect, love, lust, envy, hatred, disappointment, fear--all these, yes. But never 
compassion. 

These are the final principles I will write of the phase-duel. About my insights, my 
techniques and skills and powers, there are a thousand and more things I could write. But 
all the core of the art is open to you in the words I have given already. 

Wield it or not, as you will. 
  



 

Maroj and Kairliina get railed by eldritch horrors 

Softly-boiling water courses around my ankles. The fact that it's liquid means that it's 
vastly too cool to harm me. Yet I do want it to scald, so it does. The glistening black iron 
beneath, mirror-polished and faintly purplish, glistens in pink rays soft as nightlights. 

The catacombs and turbine halls beneath the ADS are a shadow-realm of half-seen 
silhouettes slipping around hard architecture. Walls, slopes, waterfalls descend metallic 
terraces and blue-diamond spillways through grey concrete and engraved obsidian panels 
overrun by pulsating, infesting creepers. Few dividing walls mean that only the size of the 
chambers limits line of sight. Sometimes, as now, the zigzag views between opposing 
corners are as open and majestic as an underground, artificial valley. 

Kairliina's labyrinth. It bears the Vulshiir name given it by its mistress, Maichidiin 
Vshiirldu. Its full and delectably-ornate title is "Manifold Labyrinth of the Forbidden End in 
Flesh." It's better than a hundred pleasure-palaces. 

Quivers ripple from my searing paw-pads up my haunches, making every silken fur 
stand on end. The sweet layering of self-gifted agony and the ecstasy it gives me to drink so 
much blissful raw HEAT... oh, it's good to be a succubus of Machrae Diir! 

Kairliina squirms, back arching, against a column simmering with the heat of a melting 
furnace. Its tongue lolls out--this time as a bright blue, three-pronged fork of salivating 
flesh. The pseudopods of black, opalescent gel in her manifest head push her many-way 
maw open. Her big, pale, blue-flushing breasts jiggle with every amorous shudder. 

Sweet sapience-defacing pain... I rub myself through my gown. Grinding wetly, needily, 
against my finger-pads. It’s such an aching delight to feel the white fabric's kiss outside my 
folds, brushing over my clit. I'm naked under the gown, of course. 

"Good," I groan, "feeling ready..." 
And my psyche finishes the phase-shift. I'm moaning, dripping, quaking with lust. Heat, 

heat, I'm in heat, need to mate, need--need…  
"Kai!" Stupid words, stupid needing-to-know-things-to-know-things. "Where..." I break 

off to whimper, rubbing faster. "Where do we go to--" 
I make splashing steps into the nice boiling good-hurting water. Lust-drunk slutty 

giggling at the sight of my sex-juices spilling down into the current--I hope someone 
downstream takes a drink and gets a little Maj-love!~--until I turn to see Kairliina pinned 
tighter against the column by... something? I'm not sure what. 

But there are two. 
Hulking, undulating, full of wet dripping sounds from their dark ever-morphing bodies. 

An eyeless domed-top jaw of glittering black fangs. It forms, drooling, at the front of the one 
approaching me. It oozes closer by turning patches of air and floor into more of itself. 

"Uh, M-maj!" Kai calls, briefly remembering that she's supposed to be guiding this. 
"Anything you want to--GLRK--" The thing pinning--her thing?--tightens its grip and shoves 
squelching lengths down her throat. Not all of itself. Not changing or assimilating her. 

Good. I don't want to become one of, become one with these things. I want to mate with 
them. I want the bestial joy of being bred by things even more monstrous than me. I want 
the joy of disposability, used for spawning, then left behind. 

Then my thing grow-lunges at me. A big, smothering heap of half-flesh that burns so 
beautifully on every stretch of my skin it covers. I'm driven down, pressed tight against dry 
scorching floor with my paws still soaking in the boiling waters, my hands pinned down. 



 

My eyes widen, full of drippy lust and need and tingly sharp fear that makes every 
sense keener. Should I let it overpower me like this?  Should I show my strength, should I... 
should I… But I don't want to care about any of that.  

A hazy shred of knowing makes it all make sense: For a succubus so used to violence, it 
takes an effort of will to submit. 

The rest comes so easily now. Tail-lashes, desperate groans and little cooing sounds. 
Names and words fall away, leaving raw essence. True things. Primal things. Abyssal things, 
like the stirring I feel at the sounds of sex. I strain up, fingers clasping at the air, pushing 
myself further into the pleasure-pain burning of the thing holding me down. 

Blue-horned sister already moans. I want that, I want the fleshy sounds and the wet 
thrusting fullness it's having. I want a long bulge like that making my belly swell, I want 
those happy trickles squeezing out around the thick, hot, womb-kissing thing between my 
legs. My mate's maw opens wide, twists sideways, clamps down until its fangs vise my 
head. Yes yes yes, like this, take me like this! 

Can still see between the teeth, still see a little of my belly rising with breaths I take 
because they feel fun, because they make me feel more. Can see the sudden snap-out, the 
shaking, slime-roped extension of something big and hard. Shining with ooze, such a big 
bulbous tip and a swaying mass of balls slung under it. 

I'm so aching, so wet, so in need I cum a little just from its brush down over my 
entrance. The way it presses my clit, the way it ruffles my folds. My mate's tongue splits out 
of four long tracts in its contorting throat and whips down to meet my lips, meet my 
tongue, coil around it and hold it tight and stuff my slut-whore-breeder throat. 

Love my mate, need my mate, so ready for the sun-like heat of its cock to fill me! 
Long, slow, forceful press pushing me wider, wider, wider. All my juices trickling out to 

coat it, pussy-walls pulling it in to kiss the desperate please-please-please of that place 
right in my belly where I keep myself. The first thrust burns like fire, strokes like fire. 

It's sweet and scalding and oh, it's so good to fuck! 
Not for a purpose, not so I can clear my head--this is what I'm for, this is why I exist, 

why I'm me, everything a succubus lives for. My legs forced wide and my womb-tattoo 
pulsing with need, turning me translucent inside so I can see the dark shape of my mate's 
shaft rearranging my organs. Faster, ever faster, until every pounding sends a wave of 
jiggles through my whole body. Dark scorching ooze seeps into my nipples and coats the 
back of my throat and raises pheromonal sweat all over me. 

More, more, more, need more! 
Fanged pinkish-red flaps spring open in my mate's throat. Stretch out. Stab into my 

neck to flood me with pleasure-venom. I nearly ruin it in my sheer yearning, nearly stretch 
my power and make them give me more venom. I could! I can feel how easy it would be-- 

--but I don't want power plays, I don't want contests and insecurity and exhausting 
top-bottom bullshit, I want this wonderful stupid brainless lust! 

And it's so much already--what was I thinking, why was I thinking, already forgetting 
how to think again-- 

I'm full of swelling, full of urges and the fleshy wetness between my thighs and the low 
gurgling sounds of my mate's not-quite breathing. A little more! A little--just a-- 

When climax hits it's mutant, unknown, squeezing through every vein and sending 
milk and squirts that shine in the darkness from my body into my mate's. In return it fills 
me with something that starts liquid and turns quickly thicker, more and more and more. 



 

My eyes roll back, my back strains, and still there's more. My orgasm never comes 
down--a continuous thought-erasing peak that holds while I see something huge widen my 
mate's shaft. Getting closer, closer, closer-- 

--when it passes my pussy-lips, I black out. 
The raw torturous ecstasy fills me too much to leave any room for my senses. By the 

one egg has passed into me, swelling my belly and firing my nerves with happy stirs of 
dreamy lust and mother's love, there's another about to arrive, another, another, another--
oh yes! Use me, fill me, make me carry your eggs! I love you, I love you so much! On, on, on, 
cumming and cumming and cumming... 

Until there are two succubi. 
Delirious, drooling, still caught in endless climax with trickles of love-nectar pouring 

over their twitching thighs. Lounging, rubbing at the black growth with little silvers of pink 
bioluminescence that seals their pussies right up to their wombs. 

"Hey, Kai," I ask dreamily. "How long do they keep us?" 
"About two weeks, usually, 'til the eggs mature and it's time to lay them," it says. 

Crawls on top of me, grinding her seal against mine. "This stuff keeps the eggs cushioned 
whenever they fuck more nutrients into us." 

I stroke my fingers along the seal, muzzy and blissful. 
"Sounds really nice." 
Kairliina settles down, getting cuddly. "Yeah. It is." 
I give in to another instinct--an odd cooing noise. Kairliina giggles in the back of its 

throat. Answers me with a little warbling. Nuzzles closer. So this is karlawing, is it? 
It's really, really good to be a succubus in Machrae Diir. 
After that it's just noises back and forth, for a while--passing time in horny bliss while 

we wait for our mates to return. "Hey, Kairliina?" I ask. 
"Hm?" she cracks an azure eye. 
"I, um..." I pull away, just a little. "I think..." Maroj Fezzlen is a deranged pain-slut full of 

love. She'll share it with anyone who touches her the right way. She's a mass murderer who 
wasn't strong enough to save her family... and she still deserves a chance to be happy.  

"I want to join the miidyaerita." 
  



 

Maroj makes a new home 

Two weeks of wonderful mindless lust. Another black-out inducing rush of orgasms all 
through our clutching. A fond parting with a few farewell pats on my mutable mate's head. 
Last of all, a leisurely stroll through many branching liminal halls brings us out of the ADS. 

Now we recline on soft, heated gel-couches atop a stately sea-green sky-craft with a 
deck shaded by canopies made of a dark bumpy hide. My left arm drapes the gunwale. 
Fingers dangle above the buttressed hull, letting my claws trail through the spore-laden air 
of the Mutagenic Exclusion Zone. Some of the spores break open at my touch. 

Shattered stars, gifting me their last little light until all the glows fade away. 
Kairliina watches the blue swaths slide by below. Osmium spikes and lattice-growths 

rise like upward mazes and over-precise trees among fungal sprawls, oozing oversize 
bacteria, and slow-drifting hulks of titanic cosmic horrors rife with bladed spines and 
viscous skin. I'd meant to say "penny for your thoughts."  

That feels tactless after looking closer. Kai's wistful. A little sad. The look of a demon 
who just woke from a beautiful dream, and knows she might never have it again. 

"May I know what's on your mind?" I ask instead. 
"I told you a half-truth," it murmurs. The MEZ falls away behind us. We soar over 

decaying cities, mountains belching tainted volcanic fire, and sparse specks of light. Baleful 
stars burn on high. The Nova Quarter. The adults-only, demons-mostly half of Machrae Diir. 

"Most of Machrae Diir grew by itself with only little suggestions from me. That's true." 
Her tail rasps on the deck by her feet, brushing side to side and leaving little wakes of flare-
perforated darkness. "Still... I gave it the start. I grew its seed inside my psyche." 

"And now it's moving beyond you." I cradle my drink, a self-refilling glass of hot spiced 
wine. Glühwein, I'm pretty sure she called it. German. Of all Earth's humans, the dearest to 
Kairliina's heart. Fallible. Messy. Known for reaching for greatness and seizing evil instead. 

Yet there was beauty in them, as in every living people. 
And with the last of Earth's humans dead, the last real link to her scant days with them 

is severed, at the same time the dimension Kairliina called to life from the utmost depths of 
the void has taken on a life beyond her. 

"Are you worried?" I ask. 
"A little," it confesses. "Machrae Diir has a very strong sense of internal identity, at once 

tempered and yet potentially turned to ill by a desire for communion with all the universes 
we touch. Much of its origins lie in slaughter, dominion, and power." 

It sips its own drink. A pause. A tinkling furrow of the blue-banded plates filling out her 
brow and framing her eyelids. "There was no other way. Too many wished to drive us out 
of existence. Many still do. I suspect martial pride may always be a part of us." 

I purse my lips. "Founding myth--and worse, only half a myth--of a strong central 
leader, one whose personality continues to infuse everything we are. Risk of definition 
against outsiders perceived as wanting to corrupt, dilute, and destroy us... I see." 

I want the wine to muddle me the way it would muddle a mortal, so it does. Letting 
something outside me have just a little power over me, so I can feel the thrill of being safe 
enough not to need my alertness. "You're concerned Machrae Diir might turn fascist," I 
conclude. 

Kairliina turns its eyes to the floor. "Yes." She speaks calmly as it adds, "and I admit, 
when others insist on treating me as though I am still that dynamic leader, as though 



 

Machrae Diir is small enough that I can still be its sole source of direction, as you did, I am 
terribly afraid that events may spiral until I can either accept the inevitable and become a 
dictatrix, or watch the lambent halls lose all their sheen." It downs her glass. Exchanges it 
for a bottle of whiskey shot through with veins of an oily opalescent something. She slices 
the cap off with one talon and takes it straight. 

I see. A princess whose throne has no authority is a femme-fatale. 
"It won't come to that," I say. The miracle is... I truly believe that. "The irony of being so 

frank about your individual indulgences is, well... everyone here wants freedom to indulge 
themselves. No one wants to waste time or spirit on a stupid, xenophobic warmonger." 

"You really think it's that simple?" she asks. 
"You know..." I ease back, playing little harmonic melodies on my wine-glass with my 

claws. "Yes. I really do. 'Simple' doesn't mean 'easy' of course. There's finding the right 
answer, and then there's sticking to it..." 

Kairliina punctuates my words with a gusty, almost explosive breath. "Mhm," it agrees, 
all at once looking very tired. 

"But it is the right one," I finish, "and so is your release of control. You can't anchor the 
whole of Machrae Diir anymore. There's just too many of us now." 

Kairliina smiles, soft and sad and fond. "Yes.... yes, I did say so myself, didn't I?" 
We sit in pleasant quiet, listening to the constant turbine-like hum of the sky-ship's 

reality-sifting engines, until it bears us down to a midair dockyard jutting from a jumbled 
structure. We rise as our ship settles into the docking clamps. We walk down the gangway 
while it’s still assembling itself from whirring bits of loose shining metal. 

Their tremors tickle my feet. Things assembling themselves even as they’re used. 
Rushing to stay ahead of the pressure.  

Inside, passing through gentle amber lights. Into a lounge where currents of woven 
void mingle with color-shifting inferno. Machrae Diir's own bizarre flora mingle with old 
Earth plants, and frond-growths and tendrils and bushels of things from many worlds now 
gone. My heart thumps faster in my breast. I am terribly afraid. 

I am in the presence of the lustful Parphyaera, and young Greth, and so many more. 
Dozens of others, all with many a tragedy but not a single excuse for the things they've 
done. The miidyaerita of Machrae Diir. And foremost among them is Kairliina, Lady now of 
no Machrae Diir except the memory of its first days she carries within. All watching me. 

The blue-hooded, blue-veiled shape of a handmaiden hurries up to Kairliina--
overtopping her by a good seven inches. "Mistress," it--she? This one's aura suggests 'she'--
says, "this one wishes to present the results of the delving she and her sisters have 
undertaken by your will." 

"Of course," Kairliina says. "A sound way to start." 
"After much sifting," handmaiden continues, for I realize this must be her--the worst 

handmaiden--"it has been found to be known that the handmaidens are, in fact, dolls. 
Demon dolls. Like demons, but," she grins, "not people." She clears her throat. "In a 
different way from the way that you are not a person." 

"Of course," Kairliina says. "This is known." 
"This is known," the other miidyaerita say. 
"This is known,” I say, at the same time as the thirty-some handmaidens busying 

themselves at this task or that about the room. 
"Therefore," handmaiden continues, "we want true doll-joints." 



 

An awkward silence. 
"Uh, I mean," handmaiden amends, shrinking under thirty-one intensely emotionless 

stares from her un-sisters, "it is known that it would be appropriate for the handmaidens to 
be jointed and segmented as dolls are." 

The tension evaporates. There are quiet clacks and rustles as the handmaidens see that 
their elbows, wrists, and tails have ball-joints and segments like those of any other doll. The 
quiet of proper stillness settles into them, and they resume work with a little more ease. 

"Now, then," Kairliina says. She addresses the other miidyaerita. She offers me her 
hand. I take it, and she brings me to stand at the center of their circle. "Maroj Fezzlen is 
known to many of you. She wishes to count herself among us--the monsters who look after 
our own." She nods to me. "Maroj, your sins are known to me. Do you wish to make them 
known to my siblings, so we may better understand the mystery of your complete self?" 

A shudder runs through me. Yet... this yearning... 
"I do," I say. I settle to my knees. It feels right. First, I recount the sorrowing parts of my 

tale. Love found. Family made. Love lost. 
Light a candle, my love... my poor, poor love... 
Now... now for the rest. I allow myself a halt. Shuddering breaths. 
"Remember, Maj," Kairliina says gently, "we have eternity. This can wait if you like." 
"I know." I quiver. "But I want to do it now, and that's the end of it." My claws scrape on 

my shoulders. "The lesson I learned from this is that we store so much of ourselves in those 
we come to love, and they in us. That it is a terrible thing to take someone's family away." 

I want more than anything to avoid their eyes. To look away from the miidyaerita in 
shame. I do not. I force all emotion but resolution from my soul, and look straight ahead. 

Well, now. I guess my Harrower training did teach me how to be a better person.  
Just... not by killing. 
"The correct choice was to embrace joy in tandem with my sorrow," I say. "To be 

braver, to once more seek love and creation even though this time I would know how easily 
they could be ripped away from me. I did not make that choice, and that is the only truth 
that matters. After the armies of the invaders mustered out, after the war ended, after I 
spent long years in the mountains alone honing my power and my hatred…"  

Trickles of my pinkish-quicksilver blood run from the dark-blue skin beneath my 
clasping claws, "I descended on their villages. I tore every husband and father apart, and as 
to the things I did to their wives and children..." I pause. "I think you can all imagine. They 
were unspeakable. So, everyone in this room can guess exactly how awful my deeds were. 
The details don't matter." A long silence. 

"And..." I let my hands slip down. Contemplate the sight of my own blood on them. 
"That's it. I will say more if you wish it. For myself, that is... that is all I would say." 

"Maroj," Greth finally says, "you're pure evil." 
I receive that with a quiet nod. 
"You'll fit right in!" Parphyaera says, clapping cheerfully. 
"Maj, I'm a little..." Kairliina clears its throat, clasping its hands. "Sorry. Just to be clear: 

are you confessing because you expect us to judge you? We're happy to listen, sweet sister, 
but the miidyaerita aren't some sort of redemption arc club." 

"I know, I just..." I press my hands into my knees. "Kairliina, I think for myself, 
personally, not as miidyaerita but as Maj, I genuinely want to try and redeem myself. I want 
to become a good person, whatever that means. 



 

"Redemption lies beyond you," Kairliina says, silken as death. "It's impossible. By every 
sane measure of justice, you are forever tainted." Her gown rustles. "Do you really mean to 
try, anyway?" 

"I do," I nod. "I just want to, Kai." 
The maiden of Graesh Saelvur beams and sketches a quick curtsy of delight. "Then I 

will be overjoyed to help you, Maj." 
"Can you do that?" I ask. "To be clear, I know what you are and I love you for it. The 

sisterhood of succubi, yes? But moral good is outside your essence, isn't it?" 
"Oh, absolutely," the Overlady smiles, "but I understand it quite well from an 

intellectual stance. I'm worried about the consequences for you, Maj, but I understand that 
a succubus must chase her dreams. I'll help the very best that I can." 

And I smile. "That's everything I wanted to hear." 
"Right," Kairliina says, stepping to my front. "The time's come, kindred. We each have a 

choice to make. Let the first who feels the instinct be the first to speak their soul." 
Greth flashes by her in a single beat of my heart. She seizes my hands in hers. 
"Miidyaerita kastejul, Maj," she says. "This'll be quite a journey, huh?" 
I know this is a solemn moment and one acceptance means nothing. Knowledge does 

nothing to stop me bursting into happy tears immediately. When I first came to Machrae 
Diir, I feared the miidyaerita would scorn me as beyond saving. After Desdemona's 
Paradigm, I was terrified they'd mock me for a dream as stupid as trying to be a good 
succubus. That they want to support me in this... it's more than I'd ever imagined possible. 

Parphyaera comes next. "Miidyaerita kastejul, Maj." She hugs me. "Good luck!" 
One after another after another, the miidyaerita come to me and speak their answers to 

my final hope. I live between an ecstasy of joy at the words of the one who just moved on, 
and the unmaking mortal terror of the words the next could still say. 

Until only Kairliina remains, turning to face me with the deepest joy in her eyes. 
"Miidyaerita kastejul, dearest kindred," she whispers as she embraces me. "I'm so glad you 
made it to us. And I'm so excited that I get to see what you'll become next." 

Maroj Fezzlen dissolves into the most abyssal weeping in two long lives. Love for her 
kindred, guilt at knowing such joy after everything she's done, joy beyond comprehension 
to know she lives in a dimension where such seeming paradoxes as this can coexist. 

Kairliina rises with me, her hands clasping mine. 
"I, um," she looks away. Grins awkwardly. "I knew you were going to ask, Maj. Honestly, 

we all did. Just not when. I had a, um, thing scheduled for tonight. But now tonight is for 
you. We can still do it if you like--" 

"Of course!" My turn for a bashful look, all the stranger and more wonderful for the 
conflicting barrage of feelings in me. "Sorry for, um... interrupting." I turn to face my 
siblings. None of us deserve this. Yet... here we are anyway. "Of course I want to join in 
whatever we plan." 

Kairliina's smile turns wry as it flourishes a sheet of musical notes. "You sure about 
that, Maj? There's a couple of lines in the final chorus where I will have no choice but to get 
right in your face and sing them at you." 

I chuckle. "So be it, then. Let's sing together, Kai." 
I take my place in the half-circle around the center of the room. Nothing in it now but 

an open space on the soft, downy carpet--waiting for the day the next sibling presents 
themselves to us. I think fondly of that, and the presence of the demons beside me, as we 



 

begin. A humming, to begin with, from many throats. A little strained at first with the 
emotions of my acceptance. 

Then it evens out. Somber now. A melody of reverie. Kairliina's voice, clear and 
sonorous, rises over the others to sing the first verse--a change in tune, up-tempo. 

 
"I must've broken somewhere 
taken too many bad roads 
now I cannot find the fairy 
nor the tomb and what it bodes 
 
All the hives have long gone silent 
all the labs are closed for good 
Don't know how I'll keep on going 
I'm not even sure I should--" 
 
And we join our voices to hers. Join them in that first slower, sadder melody for the 

chorus. 
 
"All joy can turn to ashes 
and viciousness inside 
Not every love can last, and 
all innocence unwinds." 
 
I'm weeping, almost dizzy with the aching familiarity of it all. This time I'm far from 

alone in my emotions. 
 
Again, Kairliina sings alone. 
 
"Though every heaven's gates are barred 
and no hell will bring me home 
Life's too pointless 
and too frightful 
and too torturous alone 
 
Tell me where am I to go 
when my mortal loves are gone 
tell me sorrow has an answer 
even nothing runs too long..." 
 
Once more now, rising together in answer, comes the chorus: 
 
"Each season can turn bitter 
but somehow we'll survive 
When every day grows painful 
keep the dream of hope alive" 
 



 

The miidyaerita sway now to the slow rhythms of the song, lost together in memory, 
yearning and regret. 

 
Kai sings the last, longest verse: 
 
"Doesn't matter how I falter 
since there's no one left to see 
doesn't matter how I snarl 
at all the pieces of left of me 
 
I know that this is justice 
since it's just what I deserve 
after all my deeds of ruin 
only ruins hear my dirge–” 
 
It walks along the inside face of our little crescent gathering, hands clasped. 
 
"Maybe I should lie down softly 
slowly fading to my end 
yet this ember's still inside me 
to this ember, I will tend." 
 
She draws even with me. This time, it sings the start of the chorus alone: 
 
"So stand up little devil 
your journey's not yet done 
Keep seeking those who love you 
and the tales you've left unspun--" 
 
Though my voice breaks up in the waves of all that I feel, I am the first to answer as, 

one by one, all the miidyaerita come together for the end. 
 
"You'll heal your broken heart, and 
you'll dream again in time 
there's still a place to stay, love 
when you've forgotten how to climb 
 
You're home in your abyss, now 
fallen up beyond all stars 
and forever we will hold you 
love you better for your scars--" 
 
Words fade to humming. The bittersweet melody of the chorus, repeating, each voice 

going silent in its own time until all has gone quiet.  
One more time, I take Kairliina's hands in mine. 
"Miidyaerita kastejul, Kairliina," I whisper. 



 

"Miidyaerita kastejul, Maj." She smiles, forever fond. "Welcome home." 
  



 

 One Final Tale of Machrae Diir 

We all knew something was up in the moment, on a bright, blustery triple-star day with 
the rose pink and blue and gold all shining on high, when I passed Kairliina scampering up 
the street near Desdemona's Paradigm. 

And I noticed that its scent was quite, well... different. 
I'm accustomed to its usual--or what I realized, given the unexpected but potent wave 

of arousal that slammed into me the moment I caught this altered scent, I had mistaken for 
her usual. I and everyone else in Machrae Diir, it seemed.  

Wood smoke, clove oil, sometimes notes of lavender and ozone as the mood took her. 
The fire of the camp, the sword's defender against rust, a witch's incense, and the reek of 
nuclear fire. 

Today she smelled like a highly estrogenous fish. 
So  I stopped, turning, startled at this revelation. Any student of the deep power would 

know that if Kairliina's previous scent was less arousing, it was because it was further from 
her truest self. An outer succubus lives to spread its lust, after all. 

I tilted my head towards her and asked, "Kai, what's going on?" 
She stood, staring, eyes wide and shining, its tail frisking--as long and serpentine as 

ever, now capped at the end by a great shark's-tail fin with a scythe blade in its outer arc--
and then all the newly-grown gills on its neck flexed with her voice. 

"MARRL!~" 
That karlaw was all the answer I got before she sprinted off. Low to the ground. 

Bubbling with excitement. Nobody saw or heard a peep from it for several days. 
And then? Then she was spotted walking, with a prancing step, at the bottom of a great 

trench-in-progress. It held its hands out to either side before her, parting the landscape of 
Machrae Diir on a course from the coastline just south of the peninsula of Thlact Angaelkar, 
meeting the northwestern end of the Rift of Recompense, and passing on right to the 
Mutagenic Exclusion Zone. 

Once there, she breached straight into the basin where the Azure Diamond 
Sarcophagus lurks, and the very instant the trench-walls settled, she teleported away. 

I don't think anyone was surprised when the vast ocean in the west of Machrae Diir 
came pouring down that trench. 

By the time the waters settled, misting the air with the scent of brine, only the upper 
half of the Sarcophagus stood above water. The sloping roof and railway-spike tower of 
opaque blue diamond, the upper buttresses of the tiered sides. Into this Kairliina drifted, 
mostly submerged, her ten-horned head drawing tiny swirling wakes behind it. 

"Alright, you." A sister succubus has some special privileges, such as grabbing Kairliina 
by the back of its neck and tugging her out of the water. "Really, what's this about?" I held 
her by the back of her neck like a ridiculous demonic kitten, my free hand on my hip, and 
leaned in nose-to-nose with it. 

"Hmmmm..." her tail lashed. It grinned, all those long, wicked, metalloid fangs, the 
opalescent black glistens of her pseudopodous endo-flesh squelching faintly behind her 
four-way mouth's seams. "The Maj-friend is very eager to know?" She wriggled free. "Very 
well. Is time!" This. This bizarre short-stack shark-raptor cosmic horror slime-slut thing. 
This was the true Kairliina, Lady of Machrae Diir? 

It was the cutest thing I'd ever seen in my life. 



 

"This timeline's ending," Kairliina said, a little sadly. "It would love to stay longer, but..." 
It shrugs, twirling around to face the Sarcophagus in its new-made lake. "The zipper-in 
comes soon. Fusion with another timeline." Her tail frisks, eyes narrowing in thought. 
"Kairliina knows she isn't the first to wield the deep power, yes?" It grins back at me. 
"Though, she's quite sure she is the best." A giggle. A shake of its head. "Timelines can split, 
yes. However, overlooked point: they can also merge together again. Needs a cosmic force, 
though. Something more real than baseline reality." 

"An adept of the deep power," I supply.  
It nods. "Is a form of fusion, yes? Kairliina wants to be herself, all of itself, all in one 

great big happy slutty singularity!" The outer succubus raises her hands to the sky. "All 
Kairliinas want this. Is felt. We pull towards each other. Moving towards fusion. Each its 
own timeline." 

"Hm." I fold my arms. "What happens to Machrae Diir, then?" 
Kairliina shrugs. "Depends. Parts that don't belong to Kairliina anymore will merge 

timelines without changing. Just universes connecting. Parts that still do, and people who 
want to, who have selves to fuse with?" It nods again. "These will do as this Kairliina does. 
Blend into the seam of realities as Machrae Diir warps across. Forget some things, maybe, 
or stow others in dreaming reaches of their minds." 

My brow furrows. I reach with my psyche. Seeking. 
No other Maroj answers me. 
"Hm." I shift, a paw tapping the lakeside ground. On the far side of the Sarcophagus, a 

skyscraper-sized lattice of shining osmium arcs and spikes and frames groans as it topples 
into the water. "There's no... me... waiting for me to fuse with. So... I'll retain everything?" 

Kairliina nods. "Yes. But, barring unspeakable power--more power even than this one 
has, at least for now--can't be sure when you'll appear. Probably long after me, when..." it 
quirks its lips. "Machrae Diirish things start to manifest in the timeline we merge to." 

"I see." I take a seat. 
"Is where she believes the kernel of truth in the heroic myth cycle is, yes?" Kairliina 

asks, sitting beside me in turn. The sky begins slowly to darken, and stars to stream faster 
and faster overhead as all the dimension thrums and rumbles. 

"Different incarnations of the same person," I muse, "the continuum of their deep 
power scattered across timelines, each slowly blousing into the others. Yes..." I squeeze my 
chin. "Yes, that does make sense!" I grin, poking her shoulder. "It's cute when it's clever." 

Kairliina's wings snap out and enfold her behind bulwarks of midnight star-fields. 
"Stop," it mumbles. "Illegal. Breaking the laws of this land." 

"Be gay, do crime," I answer. 
Kairliina groans, hiding deeper. "Maj-friend assails her. Is cruelful-wicked!" 
And I laugh, and laugh, and laugh. 
Finally, her lips puffing up, Kairliina peers out from behind its right-hand wing, and 

then begins to laugh too. 
Torrents of radiant mist stream across the mountains and plains. Streaming from the 

spatial abyss past the borders of Machrae Diir. 
"Soon," Kairliina sighs, wiping its eyes. "Soon." Its head turns. "Will miss this timeline. 

Was always going to be a clusterfuck, of course. Started with this fool-one working itself to 
death in a fit of penitent over-explanation after she did something dumb. 2021, it was." 



 

Her shining black lips curve into a fond smile. "Still. Will miss it. But..." she looks to me. 
Smiles. "Will get to meet you all over again. Give you a better start this time." It pokes my 
shoulder. "Can make sure no one recruits grieving, reincarnated ex-villainess straight into 
the Immortals." 

What can I do but return her smile? "I'd like that." 
The seam splits open across the horizon. Machrae Diir does not unravel, but bends, 

stretches, blurs and discolors to meet it: a titanic cobalt shear cut laterally across the sky. 
Kairliina unwinds, spiraling towards it. 
"See you on the other side, Maj," it whispers. "When the foundation finishes shaking 

apart. When the collar comes down... yes. That will be the time. When all demons run free." 
She blows me a last kiss. "Miidyaerita kastejul." 
I return it. "Miidyaerita kastejul, Kairliina." 
The seam rushes closer, and– 

  



 

Another final tale of Machrae Diir 

And I'm lying in bed, with rays of blue and gold and pink streaming through the gauzy 
shimmering drapes over my bedroom window. I feel no urgency. I take my time sliding out 
of bed. My empty bed. What's that about, anyway? 

Go get yourself a lover, Maj, for goodness' sake. You're a tragic beautiful sweetheart 
with a dormant yet potentially nightmarish sex drive. If someone's into girls, they're into 
you. Is this confidence? I suppose it might be. Whatever it is, it makes me happy to take my 
time with it. 

A penthouse. I never could've imagined such things at my first life's dawn. I want to say 
it was about three thousand years ago. Earth. Yes, I think it was Earth, after all. So long ago 
the world hadn't even been mapped yet. Mountains, valleys, a measure of forest. My name 
is just an imitation of sounds from the language of my lost love's people, I know that much. 
It barely hurts, now. Mostly, I just remember the warmth I felt at his smile. How everything 
else fell away while we cuddled together, watching our children… 

A new timeline, is it? 
I suppose I'd have the choice to hide my past. Pretend I haven't done the things I've 

done. But, I'm a sister of the miidyaerita now. I’ll meet my consequences. That won’t 
change. Now, there’s an oddity: it feels good to embrace that. Yes. Everyone will know ‘Maj’ 
means ‘a monster who’s trying to be good.’  

There’s rushing warmth in my heart when I think about myself. A mournful creature 
who can’t undo the things she’s done, not even if universes end. And despite everything, 
she still believes it’s worth it, being herself. Going forward to meet eternity. Self-love… I 
have to cling to this, no matter what happens. When I fill myself with this feeling, when it 
pours out of me into everyone I meet, I make things better for them as well as me. 

Oh, hang the higher purposes. It just feels so nice and right to want to be myself, no 
matter who that means. I phone downstairs, down past all the levels of simulated 
dilapidation and exposed support beams, past the places where the skyscraper forgets it's 
supposed to be a skyscraper and turns into a mess of fleshy steel-blue pods and growths. 

A sprightly doll answers. Odd to think on. I remember when there were no dolls in 
Machrae Diir--save the handmaidens, who hadn't come out as being dolls yet. Now they 
have, and now just about every household has a doll or two. 

Just happy to be helping. 
Just happy to be. 
I'm not sure what these "waffle" things are. I've never had one before. Have a gander at 

this fool of a succubus. Wanted to go to war before she'd even tasted the future. Less afraid 
to kill someone than to kiss them. 

Sometimes, I suppose, a woman just has to get over herself. 
I drape one leg across the other and sit on my balcony watching some titanic three-

bodied centipede clamber along a burning apartment block to the north. As far as I can tell, 
from sights and sounds and auras on the wind, there's no emergency. All those apartments 
are just burning for aesthetics, or perhaps some sort of demon roleplaying game. Now, 
wouldn't that be lovely? I should see if anyone's doing something like that.  

I really do love this place. Its bizarre nooks and crannies. Its strange and outer ways. 
Waffles, I soon determine, are pretty good. 



 

Someone should paint that. "Succubus eats waffles, with strawberries and cream." Is 
this that surrealism I'd heard about? Eventually, in my own time, I sidle on downstairs to 
the lobby that is as many other lobbies as it needs to be. There's Greth, stroking the runic 
swirls in her orange-skinned limbs with her igneous-bone hands to make the shape change. 
Parphyaera, with a lively rhythm dancing in the fractal sunflares around her shoulders. 

"Morning, girls." I yawn and stretch, quivering pleasantly. 
"You have the dream too?" Greth asks. 
I nod. "I'm guessing everyone did. You were the only one there, right, with Kairliina at 

the end?" 
"It made very little sense," Par titters. Irising mandalas of rainbow-hued razor blades 

unfold across her corona and ripple back in. 
"I actually kind of like it." I chuckle, finishing off my coffee with a final sip--slurping just 

a little. Just because it's fun to make silly little noises. "A dress rehearsal for the endtimes." 
"It's not the endtime," Greth begins, folding her arms, "it's…" She stops. Think, messing 

with her mane of black hair. "Well, fine, it's kind of an endtime. Merging timelines... we'll be 
leaving some things behind." She lowers her arms. "Machrae Diir will remain, though." 

“Yes.” I spare a loving glance for the ever-shifting skylines, for the gestalt-complexes of 
warehouses fused to schoolyards fused to old museums, all mutated with chrome and 
crystal and multicolored eldritch flesh. It’ll be a while before I get to see Machrae Diir like 
this again. A long wait. Yet I have a feeling that when it’s over, we’ll never have to leave 
each other again. Can a dimension take journeys, too? Is that the answer we’ll find in the 
new timeline ahead? “Yes… I know that it will.” 

I fall into step beside Greth with Parphyaera hovering on her other side as we leave the 
lobby. We emerge from a tunnel onto the banks of the saltwater river, already speckled 
with upward cilia and rows of waving tentacles, flowing through the MEZ towards the 
distant Sarcophagus. Others emerge from their own paths in their own time.  

Handmaidens Ametra and Chyorzhiir, the one with festive ribbons tied to the many 
shards of metal and crystal suspended in her tail's jade lightning, the latter's steel-cable 
body draped in pink and blue rather than red. 

A visiting detachment from the Cobalt Immortals lead by Alth, with white and purple 
paints making swirling patterns on his burly green arms and a golden flower tucked in the 
fire-red locks over his big bull horns. Alth's... kind of cute, actually. And I'm not in the 
Immortals anymore, so there’s no chain of command or discipline issues to consider… 

Hey, Sarge," I call, just to mess with him a little. "Is there another Alth you'll be fusing 
with on the othe side?" I have to grin. "An Alth-ternate, if you will?" 

He shakes his head. "Maroj, you're horrid. Anyway, we're not part of Machrae Diir 
anymore. Wherever this goes, we won't follow. Just wanted to see you girls off." 

"Eh." I shrug. "Miidyaerita kastejul." 
Greth and Par laugh with me. 
Andrila's there, too, petite and blond and just trying the first little experiments with 

her form: little bony plates down the back of her neck, slits in her cheeks her tongue toys 
with. 

I accept that I'm not getting a straight answer from Alth. Guess I'll see when we see. 
Last of all, of course, Kairliina itself arrives with her lovers through a seam of reality. 

I'm a little sad to see her carrying herself with the old regal bearing. Its scent is more or less 
the same as its Lady-days... 



 

... but there is just a hint of fishiness to it. 
She's speaking to Jeanette, of course. Palming the great big hellhound's muzzle. 

Stroking its thumbs over the big fluffy ears and the bases of her horns. The Irradiant Hound 
looks a little nervous, and not especially happy. But Kai keeps murmuring, and kissing her, 
and it helps. 

"Hey, uh... Maroj, right?" Caella alights beside me. Small, curvy, quite pale with a 
healthy pink tint. Her halo and golden wings are both new and quite shiny. "We've never 
met before, um..." She trails off. 

"I understand." I smile. "You've always seemed quite shy." 
She blushes, smiles timidly, and looks away. "Yeah, that's true..." 
I have to. "And cute!" I add. 
A wing whips up to cover her face, scattering sacred feathers. "Shut up," she mutters, a 

pout in her voice. This prompts more "bullying" as others chime in, "Caella IS cute." 
Raven carries a giggly Valphomet sitting on one shoulder. His great muscular legs move 

slowly indeed to match Kairliina's leisurely pace, given that she's half his height. His beak 
clacks and a mischievous grin spreads over his bird-wolf maw. 

"Yes," he whispers to cap things off, "boolie angel." 
Caella flees to Kairliina's far side. 
We arrive on a promontory I don't remember from the dream: a concave platform of 

Kairliina's silvery craft-metal jutting into the lake looking out on the Sarcophagus. Spiny, 
colorful, many-eyed fish frolic in the shining waters. 

The center is a wild garden of lush other-flora. Handmaidens coax massive mushrooms 
to grow, giving shade for those who wish it, and partner with dolls of many other kinds to 
get everything ready--porcelain and wood, humanoid and demonic, slick polymer-skinned 
dolls with exposed cybernetics on their forearms and cleavage. 

Kairliina opens the skies of Machrae Diir to the star-fields of the galactic deep, night 
and day interwoven along the boundaries of every big fluffy cloud. Visitors from the far 
cosmos trail wakes of spatial rifting, opening vistas to shining star-bases and many-ringed 
moons. Titanic star-swimmers that have the air of whales, many eyed and rumple-bellied. A 
gargantuan creature that fills the whole horizon behind us, looming from the oceans, all 
oily flesh and hollow eyes of negative space with mountains merged into her. 

And after all this... we have a picnic. A spontaneous summer day, a cookout, games… it's 
a little too much for me to throw myself into everything. I do regret that, but that is what it 
means to be. To live is to choose some joy despite knowing you cannot have every joy.  

For today, for however long this final day of the timeline lasts, I am happy enough to 
walk, to heap my plate many times, to share stories and sweet memories with the other 
denizens of Machrae Diir. 

I reminisce with Alth about the better days in the Immortals. The days when we made a 
difference. The days when we got there in time, when we'd learned from our failures, when 
no one else had to die. And we embrace the bad ones too. When we were too late, too 
spread out, too worn down. The days when we lost. 

For even so, we are here. 
I finally get Greth to open up about her own arcane studies, and there's nothing cuter 

than a pretty girl chattering happily away about the things she loves. She tells me of her 
thoughts about self-propagating sculpture, about elective fictional identity.  

Par joins us. We turn to the somber talk of the miidyaerita. Acknowledging our past.  



 

Greth about her spree-killings, and the stories she'll never get to see finished. Par about 
how she wasted so much time starting a sex trade to ruin one girl's life. 

And I? I muse on my own sins. The mother to a murdered family, murdering the 
families of others. And I see now that I am speaking eulogies for a Maroj who no longer 
exists, who hasn't existed for many years. She isn't, and yet in me, she is. 

In me, she is, somehow, redeemed. 
"We can't deserve this," Greth says. "You'd think I'd be used to it by now, but..." she 

shakes her head. "I'm not." 
"I think," I say, sipping wine, "that's not for us to decide. Machrae Diir embraces us. We 

can accept that or refuse it, but..." I shrug. "It's not for us to tell others whether the gifts 
they give us are wrong." I turn wry. "And one could say it's a sort of investment, yes? I'm 
not planning to enter this new timeline and then just flounce around, doing nothing useful." 

Par sighs pleasantly. "Truth spoken." 
And we pass through the weighty moments, and on the other side our laughter is 

brighter and more girlish than ever. The triple stars ease slowly towards the horizon, rose 
pink and cobalt blue and shining gold, all nova, all tinting the umbral coils around them. 

It's become blue night by the time I speak to Kairliina, under the light of a single 
massive silver moon. She rests against Jeanette's belly, toying with the fur-tufts on her 
beloved hellhound's knees. 

"Hey, Kai?" I pad up. "The saltwater. Am I allowed to know?" 
The shapes of creasing skin on its neck could almost, for a moment, be the promise of a 

gill as she turns a soft smile towards me. "You're allowed. It's not so elaborate as all that." 
She looks to the lake, and the Sarcophagus. "Not really. It's about space, you see. During my 
psychosis, that mad galloping thrilling nightmare that ended with..." she shrugs helplessly, 
"you know... I was reading Genesis, that is, the Book of, from the Bible, and I got caught up 
on the idea of 'the water over heaven.'" 

Its contemplation, and the kiss of the moon's refracted light on her six horns and silken 
star-field hair and the elven lines of her ears, makes her look like nothing so much as a 
waking dream. "There it is." She gestures to the lake. "In one form." 

I step past her, just far enough to look off the platform and into the gently-lapping 
waters. Into the depths where faint glitters like gemstone dust turn and roil, and serve at 
times to make the abyssal blackness stand out. A blackness too clear to be only water. 

"In their own ways," Kairliina continues, "deep oceans and deep space are both full of 
themselves. Warm waters, full of brine and the ripples of unseen life. The cool tranquility of 
the vacuum, full of radiation and unseen stellar winds from stars beyond number."  

It giggles. "Ironic, isn't it? Outer demons need emptiness to be born. Then we need a 
place that's full of calming, full of blanketing warm peace, to shield us from the cacophony 
of life until we can weather it." She subsides. "We are such terribly demanding creatures." 

"You'll hear no argument from me there." I settle down, mantled by my own wings, and 
turn my head just enough to be sure she sees my smile. "But worth it, I think. Yes. You're 
worth it in the end." 

As simple as that, shining tears escape her, and draw out my own. "Thanks, Maj." 
That's the tableau we make when the seam appears on the far horizon, that enormous 

moaning seam of blue-white light that Machrae Diir rushes to meet. 
There's the glowing mist streaming out to meet us. 
This time, though... I feel the merge approaching. 



 

I feel the enormous curve of all the boundaries of our timeline and our universe coming 
together on the horizon ahead. Closer, tighter, narrower. The landscape ahead flattens, 
brightens, not fading into the light but brightening in every contour to become the light. 

"Miidyaerita kastejul, kindred!" Kairliina's voice rings out. "I'll see you on the other 
side--whenever I and the Kai I meet there have fused enough to remember the I we'll have 
become!" 

And with all my kindred I raise my voice to answer her. "Miidyaerita kastejul, 
Kairliina!!!" 

Last of all the words she speaks, the onetime Lady of Machrae Diir, are those given 
between cupped hands into the ears of her lovers. 

And I too am stretching this time, painless narrowing and condensing faster and faster, 
filled with the surging light of tomorrow, and then-- 

--then I wake up on a rooftop where, many nights ago, Kairliina and I looked out on the 
highway her beloved home grew of its own accord, just so it could bring more visitors 
along to enjoy the view, and she told me the last human on Earth was dead. 

I look on the changed skyline. 
Gaps, here and there, where the things Kairliina built have slipped away from realspace 

to sleep until our reunion. The Galespire and the Maelstrom are gone. 
Yet the streets remain. Machrae Diir remains. The night hangs all about me. it’s so 

heavy, soft, and warm.  
Ah, I see... a new dream. Perhaps I’ll find that treasure hunter here, or that witch, or 

both. We’ll make stories together here at the threshold where manifest reality melts into 
astral space, here where existence meets potential. Just weighty enough to seep into each 
other’s sleep. Just weighty enough to remember that we’re walking together, until the tales 
we tell of ourselves in our own minds have come to an end, and it’s time to wake up. 

I take to the night skies. I let the tranquility fill me. Chasing air currents. Losing sense of 
whether I'm in a high gentle sky where I could almost reach out and touch the stars, or in 
the depths of a vast dark ocean. 

Dreaming as a succubus does: until it's time, once more, to wake and meet the future. 
So when impulse takes me on a long, arcing glide down towards the Rift of 

Recompense, chasing that seam where lambent blue auroras still spill upwards, I give 
myself to the descent with laughter in my breath and electric thrills in my heart. I melt into 
the radiance, into the warmth. Seeping across the wavelengths, over the threshold, and all I 
was falls away behind me. Into the emptiness where I was, something new pours: 

The Maj I'm about to become. 
And I'm sit beside Kairliina, looking out on the abyssal deep lapping at the sides of the 

Sarcophagus, exchanging disoriented glasses with all the others. Before the question can 
even reach my lips, I the scythe-embedded shark's fin surmounting her swishing tail, and 
the flexing gills filling out the sides her neck, and I smell it: that wonderfully perverse scent 
of highly estrogenous fish. 

Kairliina taps its hands together. "This one, um... this one realizes... all it really 
wanted..." and there it is, despite everything: the wondrous smile of the first Carag. "All 
Kairliina really wanted was to share what it felt like with all of you. The moment when she 
crosses the threshold into tomorrow, and becomes the next version of herself." 

"That was wild," Par laughs. "That's so different from how my growth feels." 



 

"I'm just glad we're still here," Jeanette sighs. She clutches her beloved mistress tight 
against her. "Seeing all the empty spaces left when the things you built disappeared... that 
wasn't easy, darling." 

"Knows." The little Overlady leans up to place repeated kisses on her Hound's 
whiskered snout. "Is sorry, darling." 

Jeanette's tail begins, slowly, to wag. "Is okayyyy. As long as we're still together." 
Kai smiles. "Yeah..." 
"So, all that stuff about merging timelines," Valphomet says, pushing up on Raven's 

chest. Her little tufted tail twitches. "Was that not actually happening?" 
The Overlady taps its lips. "I think... happened, but went the other way. Other Kairliina 

merged into me. I mean, there is no 'other' Kairliina as such, all Kairliinas are Kairliina, 
just... bah!" She flaps a hand at the night air as though to shoo away explanation itself. 
"Makes sense, yes? This is enough to say. Machrae Diir is already built in this timeline. 
Foolish to throw it all away and start over. We are the zipper's end, not the emptiness 
between its teeth."  

Its tail frisks with happiness. "Very glad to stay. Is home. Is complete. I am complete. 
Isn't that the point? To be whole, so we can finally enjoy all that existence offers?" 

"And what did the Kai-who-is-also-you bring?" Greth asks. "New trouble?" 
Kairliina laughs. "Yes--more of what I am! More weight of Carag-thing instincts to 

chase." She springs up. "Come, darlings. Night's still young, and sleep is for the saintly!" It 
casts a joyful look over its shoulder, nova glowing in an eye of azure, an eye of rose pink, 
and a third eye of soft bronze. "Let's see what new delights our home has to show us." 

So, all of us together, we rise and wander together into a blissful eternity. 
It's so good to be a succubus, here, in the lambent halls of Machrae Diir. 
 
~And the mythos forever unfolds~  



 

Those Who Lie Beneath 

The love of a succubus is artificial. Artificial does not mean 'fake.' Artificial means 
selected, designed, constructed. The love of a succubus is a construct. Unnatural, uncanny, a 
psychic gestalt of mutant body language. Phosphorescent skeins of affectionate dreaming. 

She does not understand natural love. If such a thing exists, it exists only outside her. If 
you would love a succubus, you must let her lay the construct of her love before you. Let 
her speak to the faults she believes she's found in her schematics of desire. 

You will sometimes find that she's misunderstood how to build a love that can hold the 
two of you, together. Tell her what you see. If she is ready to love you, if the love she wants 
to build looks like the love you want to live in, she will bear it well, and adjust if needed. 

The love of a succubus is artificial. And as long as its creatrix survives, she will 
maintain it. Stars and galaxies and black holes are natural. They end. The love of a succubus 
is the timeless and unnatural love of an outsider. Help her, and she will build eternity for 
you. And maybe eternity will only last one night. But love is not a failure because it ends. 

Every little love is worth it. Love is a moment that stays with you, wherever you go, 
whoever  and whatever you become, forevermore. 

Love is a dream that will always be with you. 
XOXO 
~Kaiirliina~  


